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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Passed at Six Special General Meetings, held on February 7

and April 3, 1876, on January 6, 1879, on December 6,

1886, on June 2, 1890, and on January 7, 1895.

OBJECTS AND CONSTITUTION.

1. This Association is called (he "Musical Association"

and is formed for the investigation and discussion of subjects

connected with the Art, Science, and History of Music ; and is

intended to be similar in its organisation to existing Learned

Societies.

It is not intended that the Association shall give concerts,

or undertake any publications other than those of their own
Proceedings, or the Papers read at their Meetings.

MEMBERS.

2. The Association shall consist of practical and theoretical

musicians, as well as those whose researches have been

directed to the science of acoustics, the history of the art, or

other kindred subjects.

Any person desirous of being admitted into the Association

must be proposed by two members. Foreigners resident

abroad and distinguished in the Art, Science, or Literature of

Music may be nominated by the Council for election as

Honorary Members of the Association.

Elections will take place by ballot of the members present

at any of the ordinary meetings, and one adverse vote in four

shall exclude.

No newly elected member shall be entitled to attend the

meetings until the annual subscription be paid.



RULES AND REGULATIONS.

SUBSCRIPTION.

3. The annual subscription to the Association is one guinea,

which shall become due on the isl of November in each year.

Any member may, upon or at any time after election,

become a life member of the Association by payment of a

composition of £10 10s. in lieu of future annual subscriptions,

but in addition to any annual subscription previously paid or

due from such member. Such sums shall from time to time

be invested in legal security in the names of Trustees, to be

appointed by the Council.

Any member intending to resign his membership shall

signify his wish by notice in writing to the Secretary on or

before the 31st of October, otherwise he shall be liable for his

subscription for the ensuing year.

MEETINGS.

4. An ordinary meeting shall be held on the second Tuesday
in every month, from November to June inclusive, at 5 p.m.,

when, after the despatch of ordinary business, Papers wilt

be read and discussed, the reading to commence not before

5.20 P.M.

5. An annual general meeting of members only shall be

held at the end of the financial year, to receive and deliberate

on the Report of the Council, and to elect the Council and

officers for the ensuing year.

6. Special general meetings may be summoned whenever

the Council may consider it necessary ; and they shall be at all

times bound to do so -on receiving a requisition in writing

from five members, specifying the nature of the business to he.

transacted. At least one week's notice of such special

meeting shall he given by circular to every member, and ten

members present at any general meeting shall constitute

a quorum.

7. Every member shall have the privilege of introducing one

visitor at the ordinary meetings, on writing the name in a

book provided for that purpose, or sending a written order.
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COMMUNICATIONS.

8. Papers proposed to be read at the meetings may treat of

any subject connected with the Art, Science, or Histoiy of

Music, Acoustics, and other kindred subjects-

Papers will be received from or through any member of the

Experiments and performances may be introduced, when
limited to the illustration of the Paper read.

g. All communications read will become thenceforth the pro-

perty of the Association (unless there shall have been some

previous arrangements to the contrary), and the Council may
publish the same in any way and at any time they may think

REPORTS.

10. A Report of the Proceedings of the Association, includ-

ing the Papers read or abstracts of the same, and abstracts of

the Discussions, shall be printed and distributed to the

members as soon as possible after the end of each session.

This Report will be arranged and edited by the Secretary,

under the direction of the Council.

COUNCIL AND OFFICERS.

11. The management of the affairs of the Association shall

be vested in a Council, to be elected by ballot at the general

meeting of the members.

The Council shall consist of a President, Vice-Presidents,

and ten ordinary members of the Association.

The Secretary of the Association shall be ex officio an

ordinary member of Council.

The President, Vice-Presidents, Auditors, and five ordinary

members of the Council shall retire every year, but shall be

eligible for re-election.

la. At the annual general meeting, the Council shall

present a balloting list, showing the names of the persons



whom they propose for the offices of President, Vice-Pre-

sidents, and ordinary members of Council for the ensuing

year. A copy of this list shall be given to each member

In voting, each member may erase any name or names
from the balloting list, and may substitute the name or names

of any other person or persons whom he considers eligible for

each respective office ; but the number of names on the list,

after such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number

to be elected to the respective offices as above enumerated.

Those lists which do not accord with these directions shall

be rejected.

The Chairman of the meeting shall cause the balloting

papers to be collected, and after they have been examined by

himself and two scrutineers, to be appointed by the members,

he shall report to the meeting the result of such examination,

and shall then destroy the balloting papers. Auditors shall

be appointed at the annual general meeting by the members,

and the statement of accounts shall be sent by the Treasurer

to the Auditors, and be remitted by them to the Secretary in

time to enable (he Council to judge of the prospects of the

Association, and to prepare their report in accordance

therewith.

13. The Council and officers shall meet as often as the

business of the Association may require, and at every meeting

three members of Council shall constitute a quorum.

ENACTMENT OR ALTERATION OF RULES
AND REGULATIONS.

14. No rules and regulations can be enacted, altered, or re-

acinded, except at a special meeting of members summoned
for the express purpose, the summons stating distinctly and

fully the matter to be brought under consideration.
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MUSICAL ASSOCIATION.

TWENTY-THIRD SESSION, 1896-97.

REPORT.

The Annual General Meeting was held at the Royal College

of Organists on Tuesday, November 9, 1897

:

Professor Prout in the Chair.

The fallowing RErotlT of the Council was riad by Ike Secretary.—
The Council beg to present their Report of the Twenty-

third Session, in the course of which the following writers

have contributed papers : Dr. Sawyer, Mr. John Taylor.

Mr. F. Cunningham Woods, Dr. IUffe, Mr. George Langley,

Mr. J. C. Ward, Dr. Annie Patterson, Mr. Prendergast, and
Mr. W. H. Cummings. These papers, with their respective

discussions, have been printed in the " Proceedings," a copy
of which has been sent to all Members entitled to it.

The attendance at the Meetings has been well maintained,
but the Council still think that an improvement is desirable

and urge members to do their best to be present themselves
and to exercise their privilege "< introducing a visitor to each
meeting. In this way much will be done towards upholding
the position and character of the Association.

There has been a gratifying response to the Council's

appeal for new Members, thirty-four of whom have been
elected since the last Report. The membership now stands
as high as it has ever done in the history of the Association.

If the Council still press this matter upon the attention of
Members it is not from any want of appreciation of their past
efforts, but because they feel that the Association deserves the
support of still more musicians, both professional and amateur,
and because it is always necessary to make good the depletions

that time inevitably brings. A new Prospectus has been
printed, giving a complete list of all the papers that have been
read before the Association. Copies have been sent to the

Members with a request that they would distribute them
;

further copies may be had of the Secretary.

During the last two or three years a number of Life

Subscriptions have been received, and the sum resulting



therefrom has, in accordance with the Rules, been expended
in the purchase of Two and a half per cent stock, thus
bringing the amount held by the Trustees to the nominal sum
of £419 4s. 4d.

On account of the advancement of the Art of Music in

this country during the Queen's long reign, the Council
thought it would be fitting to take advantage of the Diamond
Jubilee Year and to devote the last Meeting of the Session to

a paper dealing with this subject. At their request Mr.
W. H. Cummings undertook the task, and his lucid and
comprehensive review was listened to by a large audience. In
the evening of the same day there was held a Dinner at the

Holborn Restaurant, which was attended by Members and
their friends to the number of ninety-five. The occasion was
so successful, and those present seemed to appreciate so
greatly the pleasure of greeting each other socially, that the

Council would like to obtain the opinion of Members as to the

desirability of continuing the Dinner annually on the same
lines, cither at the beginning or end of the Session, Judging
from the number of country Members present on June 8, many
of these, living at a distance, would be glad to take advantage
of such an opportunity for making the acquaintance of their

fellow Members.
In accordance with the Rules, the President and Vice-

Presidents retire from office, but offer themselves for re-elec-

tion. Five ordinary Members of Council also retire: Messrs.

C. A. Barry, Walter Macfarren, Chas. W, Pearce, Mus. Doc,
A. H. D. Prendergast, and T. L. Southgate. It is proposed
to add Mr, Walter Macfarren and Prof. Villiers Stanford to the

list of Vice-Presidents and to nominate Messrs. C. A. Barry,

C. W. Pearce, Mus. Doc., A. H. D. Prendergast, and
T. L. Southgate for re-election as ordinary Members of

Council. Mr. Clifford B. Edgar, B.Sc, Mus.B., Lond., is

nominated for the remaining vacancy, but Members are

reminded of their right to nominate whom they please to any
of the offices.

On the motion of Mr. Harding Bonner, seconded by
Dr. Maclean, the Report was adopted. The Hon. Treasurer
then presented his statement of Income and Expenditure,

duly audited. The adoption of this was proposed by Mr.
C. B. Edgar, seconded by Mr. Prendergast, and passed.

All the retiring officers were re-elected, while Mr. Walter
Macfarren, Dr. Charles Maclean, and Prof. Villiers Stanford

were added to the list of Vice-Presidents. Mr. Clifford B.
Edgar was elected an ordinary Member of Council.

Votes of thanks to the Officers of the Association and to

the Chairman closed the Meeting.



NOTICE.

Papers or ahorl communications For the Monthly Meetings

::re recti vml from or through Members
;
these ami suggestions

as to suitable subjects and capable writers will be gladly

considered by the Council.

Members are desired to make the Association and its objects

as widely known as possible. The Secretary will forward

Prospectuses and Nomination Forms on application.

Members preferring to do so can pay their subscriptions

through thtir Bankers. A form for this purpose may be

obtained of the Secretary.

Any change of address should be promptly notified to the

Secretary, as occasional complaints of the non-receipt of books

and notices are usually traceable to either old or insufficient

addresses.
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Prof. E. PROUT, Mus. Doc, Vice-President,

In the Chair.

SOME POINTS IN BACH'S TREATMENT OF THE
CHORALE.*

By Henry Davey,

Thkkk is no department of Existing musical compositions
which to me seems a more unending subject of interest I a;;

Study than the chorale as it appears in Bach's works vocalill I i

to the (v.iltivatnil car. but as throwing light on the nature,

limits, and functions of the tone-art. When the future
Leasing appears and writes a new " Laocoon," he will find

that Bach's chorales will considerably assist him in any
endeavour to fix the limits of our art and in discussing what
the true aim of music should he. I shall have repeatedly to

return to this point in the course of my paper. I cannot
examine it in di;l;ul, as so many mailers have claimed mention
that I shall I ml slightly allude to each ; and I must ask your
pardon if the paper should appear discursive.

It may not bo out of place if I state that in my opinion
Bach is among all the great masters the one whose aims and
position as a composer are most misunderstood. Since it has
been part of the scientific training of a musician to write

fugues, ;mr.l bfcauss liach was the greatest of fugue writers,

he has consequently been put down as above all a scientific

writer. This is, I think, very far from the truth, liach was
a creative, practical musician, doing his best to please and
edify his public. He could, and did, use scientific means;
but as means to an end, not for their own sake. The

Works qiu.lcil
:
F.::<'so>lle<:ti:'^„f lUtll s r.SinmliS (Kilili:::: I'clr.Th,

Ncs 3T-3)
;

Carl v-!'. Wimcrfd;!';; Uer eviini^lirdic tiitcheriaesiing "
;

Spina's "
J. S. Bach " (English Edition.)
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Some Points in Bach's Treatment of the Chorale.

composer who loved science, who would go out of his way
to introduce it on every possible occasion, was not Bach but
Mozart, who wrote a fugue as the overture to a comic opera.

Having confessed so much of my belief, I have prepared
you to hear that I am not this evening going to say much on
Bach's chorales from the harmony teacher's point of view.
Something I must mention, but not much.
What is meant by the German word Choral? There is a

common belief among English musicians that a choral means
a hymn-tune sung by a Lutheran congregation. This is only
half the truth. Among the Roman Catholic Germans a
choral means the e ocieEii n sticrd plain-song sung by the

choir, the Cantus Choralis. In Mendel's " Musikalisches
Couvcisalions-Lexikon " the chnral is spoken of only in the

Catholic form, just as in Grove's Dictionary it is spoken of

only in the Protestant form. In English the word has, to

avoid mispronunciation, received an extra letter, a mute c ;

then thai loiter has often been accented also, and I have
hoard a song called " The old Chorale."
With the Gregorian chorales Bach had but little to do;

yet something, as the Leipzig churches had retained more of

the Catholic form of worship, with much use of Latin, than
wus usual in Lutheran services. Bach's use of the Catholic
form of the choral being but occasional, I will clear off that

part of my subject immediately. When he treated Latin
words he introduced the Latin plain-song at any specially

dogmatic passage. Thus, in the 15 minor Mass, the " Credo
in imum Deum " consists ol a severe fugue upon the priest's

intonation. A case still more to the point, and still more
suggestive, is the " Confiteor unum baptisma in remissioncm
peccatorum." After two themes have been fugued, first

separately, the:i Together, above a moving liassn continue,

the bass voices, followed by the altos in canon, give out in

minims the ecclesiastical plain-song to those words; then,

the original key being reached, the ten iporarily inlei r npled
movement of the Sttsso continue/ is resumed, and the tenors

begin the plain-song in semibreves. All through this the

double fugue has been continued ; but the tenors are in a
very telling part of their compass, anil the other hit voices

are so written -lor that they do not obscure the chant.

Consequently the v. hole piece appears to lead up to the
proclamation of the ri.iiid ecclesiastical dogma in the severe

ecclesiastical chant. Without acquaintance with the Gregorian
chorale the r. '.calling of ill is wonderful piece is u ml isci ive table,

and even the purely musical construction is not clear ; 1

know, at h ast, that" this was formerly (he case as ivgards

myself. There is a similar case, less striking lull h.ghly

suggestive, in the great " Magnificat," which was written for

Christmas, when the sermon had to be on the subject of the



Same Points in Bach's Treatment of the Chorale. 3

Redemption. Accordingly Bach emphasised the only clause

of the Canticle which alludes lo the Redemption by inserting

the ancient plain-song as a canto fermo on the oboes, while
the voices are singing " .Suscepit Israel piioruni suum recnr-

datus misericordia; sua:." Kisuwhcre Bach combines the two
forms of choml—tki; Gregorian and the Lutheran; this he
does in a " Short Mass " in F. The " Short Mass," which
consists of Kyrte and Gloria, only, seems a Protestant
liturgical form, and the combination of the two styles of

music is noticeable. Other composers, including Ins cousin
Nikolaus (the " Jena Bach "), Zachau, and Kuhnau, had also

combined the two Styles. Bach's is profoundly subtle; the

three upper voices are used fugally, whilu the bass sings
" Kyrit; eieison, Chi is :.e e^istm, ky:ie eleison " to the pUin-
song of the. Litany, the horns and oboes playing the choral
" Chiiste du Lamra Gottes."

I must mention that the " Leipzig Hymn Book," published
in 172+1 just after Bach settled there, includes the Latin
Kyric, Gloria, Credo, Magnificat, and one or two hymns
(printed in Roman type-), showing that these were recognised
as part of the regular worship. Spitta, in his account of

the Leipzig services, does not mention this hymn book,
which may be seen in the British Museum; and I have
sent a description of it to the Monatskeftt fiier Musik-
gtsckichie, as it is of considerable interest in connection
with the Passions.
To the Lutheran chorale I now turn. Some remarks upon

the liisiot'v of the form are necessary. In the Two centuries

which had elapsed from the appearance of the first specimens
(Wittenberg. 15;+), considerable changes had taken place in

the tunes. Luther intended the choraJes for the congrega-
tion ; this is the principal innovation he made upon the
Roman service, in which the congregation has no recognised
share. Many of the Lanes were adapted from the Gregorian
plain-song, others from secular songs; others were specially

composed. A large number of the: rarli-'st were formerly

attributed to the Reformer himself; his claim has lately been
generally disputed, and three tunes at most are now regarded
as possibly his. while some writers deny him every one, even
" Ein feste Burg."

Luther, and his musical editors, Walthcr and others,

looked especially to the emphasis of the words ; and the
rhvlhm of the rn:::;ic is contrived ;o heighten this emphasis
rather than to produce balanced musical phrases. (See
" Ein feste Burg" in Grove's Dictionary, I., 484..) This is

now called the " Rhythmic Choral," in contradistinction

from the modern style of equal notes ; and attempts have"
recently been made to return to it. The first collection was

* Curwen's " Studies in Worship Music," second series, pp 131, 157.
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4 Some Points in Bach's Treatment of the Chorale.

printed on three sheets, and consisted of eight hymns with
rive tunes; in the same year (1524) appeared Walthcr's
• Geistlici- Gcsangl; Buchlcin," containing forty' three pieces

treated polyphcnicailv. This has been republished by the

•' Gesellschaft fuer MusiMorschung." During the sixteenth

century many s;icli collections .'ippeared
; ar.tl the Melody, ns

in England, L.'i^i.iualK- thanked its place from tlie tenor to the

treble. Still, real balanced tune was not attained ; while the

Calvinistic ps;i lias, Mint: ni Geneva, and imported into Britain,

had tune from the first. The Lutheran compose is commonly
mixed duple and triple time, even in the same line of a hymn

;

tl'.is occurs in what is known in England as the " Passion

Chorale,"" published as " Herzlich thut mir's verlangen " in

1613, and previously as a secular song. Another peculiarity

was the omission of words in some of the voice parts, as if

one voice sang the words, the others only sol-faing. Some-
times, too, the words are not in the same part throughout—
e.ti., ill Kugelinanu's arrangement (published 1 ^&o\ of " Allein

Got: in der Iloh sei Ehr" (used in 'St. Paul " as "To God on
high '*), the words are in the highest part only, except in the

penultimate line, when they are in the middle part only. I

have noticed the same peculiarity in |- certain early Kriglisb

works, both printed and MSS. During the seventeenth

century the Lutheran chorales slowly approached their

present shape
;
yet even those of Criiger (1598-1662) are by

no means in the form known to us. A harmonising of " Ein
feste Burg," published in 1658, shows the famous tune much
altered from the original form, though not yet in balanced
phrases :

—

" Ein teste Burg." as harmonised in 1658 (from C. von Wintcrield, II., g3>-
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The influence of instrumental music began to act upon
the tunes ; this was derived from England, where, even
r.i Lnlh«r'!i own lime, our (n'i,';iriisis, imUbiy Keilfoi;!, had
shown great skill in composing fantasias on a plain-song. I

may in passing refer to A. G. Hitter's " Zur Gcschichte des
Orgelspicls and the writings of Nagel and Seiffcrt for

accounts, most interesting though not complete, of the debt
German instrumental music owes to our Elizabethan and
even earlier composers. When Scheidt and his successors
developed the German organ Style, they also used the
chorales for the eanti ftrmi of elaborate pieces ; and, as
execution progressed, the organ-playing dominated the

service more and more and the words became less and
less paramount. At last, in the organ chorales of Pachelbel
(born 1653, died 1706), the tunes appear with equal notes
throughout ; and the change from the " Rhythmic Chorai,"
depend ins on the declamatory emphasis of words, to the

musical accent of tune, had thus been accomplished. Still,

the change was not universal. The tunes were also very
commonly used in triple time ; Bach often did this. The
extreme slowness at which the chorales were played
doubtless made it easier for the congregations to sing cither

in duple or triple time, following the caprice of the organist.

The pauses at the end of each line, and the florid interludes

played, were common to the Lutheran and the Anglican

Just a reference to the words of the hymns will suffice.

Luther had generally versified psalms or translations of

Latin hymns, though he also contributed a few purely
lyrical poems. In this point he differed from the Reformers
Of Other churches, the Anglican included; there Only
metricised psalms and canticles were allowed, and there

are certain congregations in Scotland and Ulster who still

confine their singing to these. The lyrical style found
great favour in Germany, and many fresh collections were
: ...r . ;.. ...... .... - 1 ,1... f-U-'.r. — 1-

comhined with ruggedness and pedantry of diction which
make the hymns even more quaint than Sternhold and
Hopkins's wildest flights. A large number of hymns came
into ordinary congregational use, but fewer tunes; sever.il

hymns were sung to one tune. In a class by themselves,
and oi lhurgiail importance, nrc the three Catechism hymns,
" Dies s:nd die heugen zehn Gebot," " Wir glauben all" in

einen Gott," and " Vater unser in Himmelreich," which are
the versified Commandments, Creed, and Lord's Prayer ; to

these may be added " Allein Gott in der Hoh sei Ehr,"
" Christ unser Herr zum Jordan kam," " Aus tiefer Noth,'
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6 Soint Points in Bach's Treatment of the Chorale.

and " Jesus Christtts unser Heiland," hymns to the Trinity,

and for baptism, for confession, and for communion. These
seven are all, but one, by Luther, and retain their prime
importance to this day.
These remarks may give sonic idea of the state of con.

gregational syti;: lvhen Bach left school at Ltineburg and
tvlunif-r; to his natite Tinning! a . In tint same year, 1703,

he became organist at Arnstadt, in 1707 organist at

Muhlhausen, and from 1708-1717 at Weimar. This was
his last post as organist ; in his six years' service at Cothen
he was orchestral director at a Calvinistic court, and for tin;

rest of his life was Cantor at Leipzig. From the age of

eighteen to thirty-two he was occupied with accompanying
the congregational hymns, and from earliest childhood '.ill

his death he lived in them. It was his task to show what,
in the hands of creative genius, they could be developed
into

;
ant!, to talte a striking i r:s' ante, li- lias olianyed " Kin

teste Burg" from its previous clumsy form into a natural

singable tune,* and has built upon it an elaborate composition
of the sublimest character.

In accompanying the congregation. Bach seems to have
beer, no: always judicious. At Arnstadt he played such
complicated accompaniments that he was complained
against; and in 1713, when he was asked to succeed
Zachau at Halle, he was required to play "in five or six

parts, the tune well marked, and mi >::< 1 raoniinary embel-
lishments." I cannot fully satisfy mysi-lf as to the purpose
of his "organ-chorales"; they mi') 1 have been intended to

accompany the congregation, but I doubt that, and other-

wise their use is not apparent. By organ-cknraic.s, I mean
those in Which the tune is playeii throughout with compli-

cated polyphonic accompaniments ; the choralt-preludis are

to be plaved before the hymn, just suggesting it bv using its

first few notes, and pmbahly llie same was intended for the
t:f;o™ /(--/-''..',''"<" s- l>u( the "organ-chorales," apart from their

Use as instructive pieces for Bach's pupils, seem to be pure
music for its own sake

;
yet in at least one case they are

varied according to the words. I refer to the fantasia on
"O Lamm Gottes unschuldig"; this goes through the

whole chorale three times, first placing it in the upper part,

next in the middle, and lastly on the pedals. In this third

verse Bach changes the measure (from 9.4 to 3-2), and during

one line introducest wailing chromatic harmonies in strange
contrast to the diatonic style of the rest of the piece; the
explanation is that the third verse has for that line " Sonst
mtissten wir verzagen " (" Else we must despair "), but as a
pure instrumental composition the change of style for those

* ' Ilvmns Anr.icn! anJ MhI:[ii,' No y?'j.

1 Edition Peter,, No. (Organ Works, Vol. VII.}, p. 45-
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four bars is not quite satisfactory. It is justified if the words
were being sung.
These organ-chorales (including the variations and partitas)

mental music. Yet they do not offer much material for this

paper, except considered as the germ whence came the
stupendous chorale-choruses written at Leipzig. To praise

such conceptions as the mystic " SchmGcke dich, O liebe

Seele," of the Weimar period, or the gigantic later arrange-
ments of the Catechism chorales published in the " Klnvier-

Uebung," would be a work of supererogation indeed. We
can only admire, and study ; with yi";itit(idu tlint such works
were created.

In 1723 Bach settled al Leipzig, and for the next few
years devoted himself almost entirely to sacred concerted
music. Now the power of the chorale began to assert itself.

What Bach had learnt as an organist and organ -composer he
transferred to larger resources ; and thence arose those
oiiOK-de-fanlastas for chorus and orchestra, in which he
displayed all his powers. He had a wonderful advantage in

cr.iuposii'.fi lor a pu'ilio which knew many tunes in connection

with particular words ; thus he could use the tune to suggest

the words, while other words were being sung. In the
cantata, No. 70, " Wachct, betet, sei bereit,'

1

the chorale on
the judgment Day (known in England as " Luther's Hymn ")

is played on the trumpet, while the bass voice Bings an

appropriate recitative ; this is a very simple case, and might
have occurred to any English composer. A more complex
instance is (me 11C linen's most wonderful fonts of science, the

chorus " lis ist nichts Gesundes an meinen Leibe " (cantata,

No. 25), which is really a chorale-fantasia on the tune we
know in England as the Passion Chorale, and which was
also used for " Ach Herr, mich armen Sunder." Very
possililv the sermon touched upon the connection between
the text and the hymn. Perhaps the finest instance of all is

in cantata, No. 77, " Du sollst Gott deinen Herrn lieben."

The voices sing a fugue on the words from St. Luke's Gospel,

'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and
with all thy mind, and with all thy soui, and with all thy
strength ; and thy neighbour as thyself" ; but Bach did not

forget the words in St. Matthew's Gospel, " On these two
commandments hang all the law and the prophets." How
could he enforce the lesson by means of music f He set the

basses and a trumpet to play the Catechism choral on the

versified Ten Commandments. Every man, woman, and
child in the congregation had been taught that hymn and
that tune, and must have seen and felt the meaning,
addressed to the heart and intellect alike ; would have
understood, too, that the deep basses in long-drawn notes
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8 Some Points in Bach's Treatment of the Chorale.

indicated the severity of the law, and the piercing high notes
of the trumpet befitted the clearness of prophetic utterances.

This case, perhaps better than any other, illustrates my
allusion to the use of Bach's chorales to the investigator of

the functions and limits of the tone-art. He will have to
closely examine the means by which the auditors of that
piece received pleasure.

The instances where the chorale is similarly used, but with
the words sung, are very many, and all interesting. I may
just draw attention to the beautiful introduction of " Mit
Fried' un-.l Freud" (Luther's paraphrase of the "Nunc
dimittis") into the bass solo, "To-day shalt thou be with
Me in Paradise," of the early cantata " Gottes Zeit

"

(" Clod's tinu' is the: best ") to the second number of " Ein
feste \'Ait£ "

;
to the use of " Her/l iebster ]esu, was hast dn

verhrochen ? " in the tenor solo (No. 25) ot the " Matthew "

Passion; to the bass solo (No. 33) in the "John" Passion,
accompanied by "Jesu Leiden, Pein, und Tod"; and the
subtle introduction of two verses of " Warum soll't ich denn
mich gramen ?

" above the fugue which closes the motet
" Filrchte dich nicht " (" Be not afraid ").

The chorale-fantasias in which the " organ chorale " found
its til!; ;•»:,( development are v,ij[idei fully varied iu form ; the

most usual plan is for the trebles to sing the tune in very
long notes, the other parts singing imitative passages, or

ejaculatory if the words suggest it. Magnificent examples
may be seen at the end of the first part of the " Matthew "

Passion, and in cantatas, No. 1, " Wie schiin leuchtet una
der Morgenstern"; No. 26, "Achwie fliichtig"; and No. 140,
" Wachet auf." A few are in the style of a motet chorus

—

that is, the instruments, except sometimes the basses, play

exactly with the voices throughout. There are three glorious

examples at the end of Erk's collections of Bach's chorales.

The first chorus of the "Matthew" Passion is a chorale

fantasia, but in a form of its own ;
" 0 Lamm Gottes

utisthuldlg " is sung by a ninth voice part, while two choirs,

each with orchestra and organ, have their own words and
their own musical themes, apparently ignoring the chorale

which is the real theme, I cannot refrain from mentioning

the exquisite chorale fantasia in the motet "Jesu, meine
Freude," where the alto has the chorale. The true Pachelbel

chorale, in which each line is fugued independently, the tune

coming when the fugue is established, reaches an amazing
grandeur in the first number of " Ein festc Burg, -

' which Bach
composed for the Augsburg Confession bi-centenary, 1730.

Yet another form appears in the motet on the 145th Psalm,
" Singet dem Herrn ein neues Lied," where the chorale

"Nun lob mein Seel' den Herren " is sung by one choir,

the other choir interspersing melodious imitative interludes.
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Now I reach what is perhaps the most interesting point I

have to discuss : the introduction of a verse of some chorale,

plainly set for four voices, into the Passions and cantatas.

A Rreat many of the cantatas end thus ; in the larger works
such a verse is often interpolated. Whether they were
selected by Bach, or by the rhymesters of his texts, I do
not know. These interpolations have been generally sup-
posed in England, sometimes also in Germany, to have been
intended for the co legal ion ;o join in. Spina has already
denied this, hut his abstract reasons are not of much force.

Far stronger, and to me quite convincing reasons, may he
found in the treatment of the melodies. liach does not only
take a hymn tune and harmonise it, he also alters or even
floriates it, as the sentiment of the words or the musical
context may surest. liven in the same woik we may find

the same nine givm in several forms, the variations making
it quite inapplicable to coi)L;rq;a;ior.a] sinpa:i;;. The mailer
may easily be seen in the Passions, still better in Erk's
collection. Let us take the Passion Choral, " Herzlkh thut

mir's Yerlangen." The simplest form of the tune is used in

the cantatas "Ach Herr mich armcn Hiinder," " Schau,
lieber Gott," and " Komm du susse Todcsstunde" ;

there the

second line is

—

In the "Matthew" Passion the tune is used five times

{Nos. 31, 23, 53, 63, 72). In four of these the second line

is nearly as above, one grace nole being added after the

penultimate crotchet—

But in the fifth occurrence the second line is essentially

different

—

There is yet another version at the end of the " Christmas
Oratorio. Again, " O Welt, ich muss dich lassen "*

is used
in the " Matthew " Passion twice ; the two versions are by
no means the same in the third line, and there are two other
versions of this line in the cantatas " Sie werden euch in den
Bann thun " and " Meine Seufzer" (Erk, Nos, 107-iro,

283-4). Cruger's tune " Herzliebster Jesu" is also considerably
* " Jlyninr. A:;dr:i'f Mi>:icr'i

r

" \o. .'iO.
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different in the two Passions* (Erk, 59-62). " Jesu
meine Freude," used in the motet founded on it and in the
cantatas " Sehet welch' eine Liebe," "Jesus schlsft," and
" Bisher habt ihr " (Erk, 68-73), is another instance of

diversity.

These modifications or embellishments are mainly suggested
by varyinj; words uf : 1 1 1- different verses harmonised. I

must here again touch on the question of the functions of

music. Bach was one of the realists who love to insert

picturesque detaiis, at times losing sight of the construction

in pursuit of some whim of representing a single word, though
his skill in pure music is sure to re-assert itself immediately.
Whether the highest aim ofmusic be to illustrate suggestively,

or to please by its own formal perfection, is a task for the

future Lessing to decide. Uach sometimes carries his realism

so far as to become ridiculotist to modern tastes ; but in

his chorales the fixed basis of the melody prevents him
straying from the main point, and we get exact balance
between the intellectual suggestiveness and the musical con-
struction. A few instances of the realism are worth mention-
ing. Naturally they are all illustrations of something
unpleasant. An unprepared dissonance, or even an un-

expected minor triad, are sufficient to suggest something
undesirable. The reverse™ lj;ini! .- \:;: sii] ;<•-;. iin.i a single

chord, another fact for the future Lessing to meditate upon.
I will first take the eight-lined chorale, '• Christus der uns

selig macht," twice employed in the "John" Passion.j This
tunc ro:iais:? of two halves, of which only the first line differs.

The fourth line, and consequently the eighth, are identical

with the second, except for being tiar.f.pescd a fifth lower, in

the first setting, the word* begin " Christus der uns selig

i;;ac!it, ktin B'js's iut begangen " {"Jesus, who us blessed

makes, :io wiong huh committed ') , at the word •'
f iris's

"

(wrong, wickedness) corr.es nr. unexpected minor triad,

followed !> a pr.-p-ired. di-iimsiitd se vei th, ih.;s

ssion, Nos. 3, 55 ;
" John " Passion. Nos. 4. 15.

a illustrate " for a fall and rising again of many in

Israel," he makes the bass voice fall a tenth, with ludicrous effect, anil

spring up again.

( Erk, Nos [6 and 17: Nnvello's edition of the "John" Passion,
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For the second harmon i sat ion, a semitone higher, the words
are " O hilf, Christe, Gottes Sohn, durch dein hitter Leiden "

{'0 help, Christ, Thou Son of God, by Thy bitter anguish").
Tin- first line is treated as before, the next bar is strikingly

different, although the first and third chords rpinniii snmi:.

Bach this time wishes the unexpected effect to be on the third

crotchet of the bar, and he defers the modulation till then, and
docs not prepare the diminished seventh. You will hear that

the effect is startling, almost poignant

—

The unprepared dominant seventh in the seventh bar at the

word •' Dicb (thief) in the first setting, and the repetition of

the unprepared diminished seventh in the second setting at

the same point, the word harmonised being " Untugend "

(un-virtue, viciousness), deserve mention here ; also the great

contrast between the two settings of the sixth lines (bars n
and 12), the words being respectively •' falschlich verklaget "

Another very interesting case is at the end of cantata, No.
46, " Schauet doch und sehet." The chorale used is a verse

of '• O grossen Gott von Macht," the fifth line being " So
sicb doch an die Wunden sein " (" So look upon the wounds
of Him"). At the word "wounds" there is the cutting

dissonance of the major second and minor tenth, and I need
not explain that it is much worse on voices than on the

pianoforte

—
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One of the embellishments of the melody " Hcrzlicbster

Jesu," alrcadv allude;': to, is fur the words " Die dich gebracht
auf diese Marterstrasse " (" Which Thee hath brought upon
this torture-pathway"}.* It is again an unprepared diminished
seventh at a modulation. Complete lines with surestivc
harmonies :a<i occasionally found. Perhaps the most remark-
able case of all is the last line of " Mach's mit mir, Gott,nach
deinem Gut," used in the "John" Passion (No. 22); it

consists of some unexpected and splendidly original chromatic
harmonies following a series of tli.itonie progressions only

—

The late SirG.A. Macfarren, in his analysis of this Passion,

f

has drawn special attention to this passage, writing very
beautifully upon its effect. In addition I may point out that
Hit: chromatic major thirds are sung by low male voices,

increasing the gloom of the change after the bright diatonic
harir.onics. The same tune, J when used in the cantata
" Wohl dem der sich auf seinen Gott," is treated quite
diatonically throughout.

Nor must I omit the settings of " O Welt, ich muss dich
lassen," in the Passions and elsewhere. The tunc occurs
twice in the " Matthew " and once in the " John " Passion

;

- l-:rk. (> ;
No-.-^lns eiiiiion of ihc ' Jt.lin - 1'assinn, p. t 1p liars 4-6.

t Preface to Novello's edition.

; ^rk, Nos, 87. 161.
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in all three cases it is most tenderly harmonised, the first line

mainly in double successions of thirds and in close position

—

Eat in the cantata No. 44, " Sie werden ench in den Bann
thun," the tune is used to quite different words, beginning

"Then be, my soul, of courage"; and the harmonies are

hold and wide

—

The same words, however, are used in cantata, No. 13,
" Meine Seufzer, meine Thranen," with harmonies resem-
bling those in the Passions.
As regards sheer beauty of musical construction, apart

from any significance or suggestiveness in the words, we must
specially admire the harmonising of " Jesu, meine Freude,"
in the cantata '• Sehet welch' eine Liehe," still more the

extraordinary inventiveness of the plain setting of " Wachet
auf," and above all the wonderful pathos of " O Welt, icli

muss dich lassen," as it appears in the "John" Passion.*

We can only admire these, in all reverence for the genius

that achieved them. Let any musician take " Wachet auf"
as it appears (" Sleepers, wake ") in Mendelssohn's •' St.

Paul," with thrilling trumpet interludes, but otherwise quite
everyday harmonic progressions, ai d compare it with the
selling at the end of IJadrs cantata. Bach and Mendelssohn
were indeed treating different verses of the hymn,t but all the

separation between the high talent of Mendelssohn and the

real genius of Bach may be seen by the comparison.

* Novello'9 edition, p. 33.

t See W. Garrett Horder's » The Hymn I-over," p. 355.
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It may be thought ratlier strange that Bach did not
compose some striking original chorales. He left compara-
tively few, and none have passed into the popular repertory.

In sacred part-songs, approaching the chorale but a little less

simple, In: was wonderfully successful
; and his * 11 Gicb dich

zufrieden und sei stille " is one of the loveliest inspirations in

I have left too little spa.ee to deal at length with the last

point I have announced—viz., the revived study of Bach's
chorales. They were published by his son Etnai: ;ici, in 17^5-0,

without an explanation nf their original inuport inn! position

in laigei works ; and they were long considered Id bo intended

as independent models tor counterpoint. The revival of

Bach's vocal works, for which wc have to thank Mendelssohn
and others, has shown his real intention in them, and has
increased the use of chorales as counterpoint subjects for

students. Has this done good ? I am afraid this question
is doubtful. It has caused an altogether exaggerated atten-

tion to be given to harmonic successions, leading to the

neglt d lA 1 hy tlimir variety and power, and tri i Mi- weakening
of nieloily. In the Schumann school this fault was often very
perceptible. Open any work by Haydn, Mozart, or

Beethoven, and at once the eye falis on a whole variety of

note-Lengths; no such contrast is visible if one looks at a
work of Mendelssohn's or Schumann's. This is of course
not the fault of Bach's chorales, but of their exclusive use as

tiie only models. They teach one department of music
better I lian diini: cIsl: can, linl it is j est I hi: department
to which the student is apt to attach overmuch importance,
and to let hunted Lie enslaved by. To the. mature musician

the chorales are a never-ending delight ; the student requires

to be continually cautioned in imitating them and to be
dosed with an alterative. To write a succession of four-

part chords, and call the top notes the melody, is of all ways
of composing the easiest ; and it is what a crv.it'W: of

harmonising and studying chorales may not improbably lead

to, unless it is judiciously varied and relieved.

To sum up and deduce a practical lesson. Bach, more
than any other composer of his time, and perhaps of am
time, realised and acted upon the First two of the laws of art

formulated by Iiuskin in " Aratra Pentelici :—
" All the fine arts must be for the people.
" They must be didactic to the people, and that as their

chief end. The structural arts, didactic chiefly by their

manner ; the graphic arts, by their matter also.''

Bach, however, could do more, when dealing with chorales,

to make his art popular and didactic, than is possible for

composers of ordinary structural music. The instances I

• Erk. 70S.
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quoted show that he fully availed himself of the power to

suggest comments, a power attained by the whole COnKrega.
tion knowing the connection between certain words and their

tunes. He thus made a structural art didactic bolh by Lis

manner and its matter. And it is instructive that in his first

few years at Leipzig, Hach generally began his cantatas with

a fugal chorus; afterwards chorale-fantasias were the rule,

and a large number of cantatas are based upon an entire

chorale (with perhaps a few interpolated lines of recitative),

every one of tile sacred 01 secular forms of art then known
beiug employed in die presentation of the successive verses.

I have little doubt that Bach's works were at first regarded
much as Tsehaikowsky's " Symphonic PathetiqiLe " or

Wagner's " Walkiirenritt " are now

—

i.e., as brilliant show
pieces to astoni?h ihe mnUitiuie, rather than as classical

works. The contemporary allusion {by Mizler) to " a certain

incomparable Passion " which tailed as Church music because
it was too dramatic and secular, can only refer to the
" Matthew" Passion. In treating chorales, Bach felt himself

on safe ground; and the emotions of the congregation at

hearing such biilliani, difficult, and isnlesi ribably beautiful

music must have been coriK-vraLed by their familia: sly with
Ihe themes. What lliosc performances mean: to the

congregations for whom they were intended, we shall never
know. The external elements which made their popularity

then, are not exactly tin; elements which make popularity
now, and Bach's works can never be universally popular
again ; but they remain for ever an unrivalled source of

pleasure to the cultivated musical mind. And they teach
us the abstract lesson, ihe same lesson which Shakespeare's
win ks leach, thai the duty of the productive a 1 list is to lake
the popular materials and popular style of his own day, and
lo use his very utmost skill in didactic work- addressed to

popular tasie and comprehension. Then, should he possess

real creative power, he will continually advance in his art,

even to the highest summits; and should he also have Ihe

good fortune to live in a culminating period, his works will

be immortal.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, my first duty is

to ask you to join with me in giving our thanks to the
lecturer for his most interesting, valuable, and exhaustive
paper.
The vote of thanks was passed unanimously.
The Chairman.—I have been sitting here listening to Mr.

Davey with a great deal of pleasure, and also {excuse my
saying sl>) ivilh a considerable amount of exasperation, as in;

has taken nearly every word out of my mouth. I had thought
ot if- forring ro a large number of things, part iculariy it) con-

nection with chorales, but Mr. Davey has dealt with the

subject so completely that there seems to he little more to
say. However, there may be one or two gleanings in this

field which has been so carefully and thoroughly reaped.

First of all, Bach's chorales have been misunderstood. As
a general rule, Bach is misunderstood, and I am afraid he
always will be, by the general public; in the first place,

because his idiom is utterly different from that of other
composers. He speaks in a language, of his own, and until

yon get thoroughly accustomed to his idiom, until you have,

so to speak, saturated yourself with his music, you really

often cannot tell what he is driving at. I am not ashamed
to say that I was fifty years of age before I appreciated Bach
at anything like his true worth. I have often said " he is

the young musician's admiration and the old musician's

adoration." I play his Forty-eight Preludes and Fugues
nearly every day of my life.

Mr. Davey.—So do I.

The Chairman.— I always begin my practice on the piano
with them. Bach is so likely to be misunderstood, not only
because of this difficulty of idiom, but also because, if I may
say it with reverence, ' he dweileth in a height that no man
can approach unto." He was the greatest of all composers-
He was net only a perfect miracle of ingenuity, hut a marvel
of expression. There is a deep stratum of emotion that

without digging down below flic surface cannot be found.

I quite agree with the lecturer that the organ chorales wove
no', intended to bo sung to, principally because we get then;

in such a variety of forms. I am speaking of the organ
arrangements, and 1 would give tin: same reason as lie has

given to the cantatas—the congregation would never know
where they wi:ri;. Th:-n: are son)!.' very interesting i;;i;i ni] iit:^

of the different styles of the harmonising of the same chorale.

There was one point Mr. Davey did not touch upon, and
that was the very interesting way (and when lie was talking

I thought he was taking all my thoughts and would have cut
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the ground from under my feet) in which Bach takes some
melodies and harmonises them in different modes. That
Passion chorale which occurs so many times has a different

version in the fifth setting from those which he gives us
before, in the earlier versions he usually finishes it in this

or some similar way :

—

The last time he finishes up, not as he did before, but with
the beautiful Phrygian close;—

There is one other instance in the old chorale " Es wollt una
Gott genadig sein " (Luther's version of the 67th Psalm,
"God be merciful unto us and bless us"), written in the
Phrygian mode. He generally harmonises it in this mode.
I will merely play the first two lines ;

—

c
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I will not be answerable for Bach's exact harmonisings,*
but that is the general idea ; it is a long time since I looked

at it. That same chorale he takes at the end of the cantata
" Praise the Lord, oh my soul," accompanies it with
trumpets and drums, and harmonises in D major :

—

and finishes in D major. With reference to the word-
painting at the words " heaven and earth," the same
thing is illustrated in Purcell's Te Deum, and something
similar is found in Beethoven's Mass in D. It was the
fashion of the day. I am not inclined to be too hard upon
Bach, in case he erred a little in that direction. I was glad
to hear Mr. Davey speak about those lovely sacred songs of

Bach's with figured bass. He wrote them for his own
children to sing, but there are several others quite as fine

as the one to which he referred. The entire collection is

published in the thirty-ninth volume of the Bach Society
edition in the same volume as his chorales. There is one
even more beautiful, of only just the ordinary length of an
eight-line tune, which I shall take the liberty of playing :

—

a T3 4-e 6
I— I

•In these Proceedings the passago is printed as it stands in the
collection of Bach's Chorales (Bach Gesellschaft edition, Vol. xxxix.. p. 105).
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(This piece is primed as Bach wrote ii. The Chairman, of course, filled

up the harmonies on the piano.)

I think if I had not told you, you would not have Known that
was Bach's. It is quite a modern melody. Still, his general
style is not popular nor ever will" be ; hut there are many
little gems of that kind scattered throughout his works—what
people commonly call "a tune"—showing he could compose
that as well as anyone else. I will not take up any more
time, but Mr. Davey's paper is so suggestive that once on-

my feet it is difficult to stop ; but there are other gentlemen
here whom we shall be pleased to hear. I will ask Sir John
Stainer to say a few words.

Sir John Stainer.:—Ladies and gentlemen, Dr. Prout said

the excellent paper read was exhaustive ; hut when we come
to Dr. Prout's remarks he finds a great dea] more to say upon
the subject. I want, however, to draw your attention to one
or two lessons from a commonplace point of view. It has
always struck me that the two best known chorales in the
" St. Matthew " Passion are both secular— one a love song".
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We may learn that we should not be so fastidious about using
what suits out purpose, come whence it may. I have worked
for years and years to try and trace if the tune "Ein feste
Burg " is secular or not. I have gone through thousands of
tunes and cannot trace it, so I think it must be Luther's.
Another thing struck me ; why have we not a fine collection

of English chorales ? It was the very extreme stupidity of
forcing all words into those two or three metres—common,
long, and short—and making them uniform by Act of Parlia-

ment. In the celebrated " Goostly Psalmes," of Coverdale,
printed before 1539, which was suppressed and thought to he
extinct, the words are in a great variety of metres. It is

therefore much to be regretted that subsequent Psalters put
such Lin unfortunate limitation on Ihe construction of their

Stanzas. If only our poets and rhymesters had launched out

into a greater variety of rhythm we should now be delighted
with a mass of English chorals of the sixteenth century.
With regard to the manner of performing chorales in a
Passion music, there is a great deal to be said about that.

In the first place, the meditations upon the actual words in

the sacred text are so beautifully portrayed in songs and other

solo parts that there was no necessity to do it over again in

chorals, unless Bach was looking into the future when they
might be sung by the congregation. I could understand
why he put then) in if 111 tit had buf.n n;i son;:s or beautiful

meditations: I should have said he meant his chorales to

take the place of the ancient Greek chorus. But that has
already been done by soloists, anil therefore 1 must say, with
all deference to Dr. Prout and Mr. Davey, that be must have
anticipated they would be sung by the people. You could
not, I am sure, stop the congregation from singing them in

St. Paul's; they will sing them and fill that dome whether
we like it or not. The florid notes sung by members of the

choir would not hinder the congregation from singing the

plain melodies. As regards :h(; uncoiigtvgatlotial compass of

the tunes, if people choose lliey can sing a good top F and
top G with fine effect indeed. 1 have for the moment for-

gotten whether in the original score Bach accompanied the

chorales with instruments.

Dr. Prqut.—Every chorale has got instruments and organ.
Sir John Stainer.—If that is the case, it is very much in

favour of my argument ; for Bach surely would not have
used all his instrumental resources to accompany a choir,

which Mr. Davey tells me consisted of only sixteen voices.*

Mr. Davey.—May I ask if in Coverdale's collection the
words have tunes ?

* Ordinarilv ihcre were (<ir sh'iiiji !<, r.aid Had:) uvelve i-nices in each
LcipiiR choir: the various choirs were no doubt united Idt the Passion

services.—H, D,
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Sir John Stmneh.—Yes
;
every hymn has a tune. Many

of them were copied straight out of the earliest German
books. " Fin feste Burg " is given in Coverdale.

Dr. Maclean.—Sir John Stainer's contention on the subject

1 i f the chorales is supported by
the analogy of the SclnUz " Passions " just one hundred years
earlier ; In each of which the action is interrupted some eight

or ten times by chorales, and there has never been the

slightest doubt that these were sung by the congregation.
The lecturer spoke of the Leipzig school using chorales and
the Vienna school not using them. But it is noteworthy that

Brahms has once used tile chorale—namely, in his Motet
(Op. 29, No. 1). The construction of this is peculiar. The
choral of seven pauses or phrases is first sung in harmony,
the melody being in the treble. Then follows a movement
consisting of seven fugue expositions one on the top of the
other, the subject of each fugue being the corresponding
phrase of the chorale melody. As the motet is for five

voices, each exposition has just five entries and no more.
The last phrase only is altered slightly to make a Coda.

Mr. Davey.—That is Pachelbel's form.
Dr. Maclean.—It might be supposed that a movement

made like this would have no continuity, but in fact the
effect is very satisfactory. This example shows at any rate

that Brahms was not above using a chorale.
Mr. Davey.—Ladies and gentlemen, in reply I thank you

for the kind way in which you have listened to the paper.
1 was afraid it would be very long and I shortened it con-
siderably. I should like to mention that among the pieces I

might have referred to there were three harmon isings of "Jesu
Leiden, Pein, und Tod," only that the chairman had put them
ir. lo his [iook on hnimony. He has not drawn attention to the

different words set by Bach. I would specially allude to

the one he has placed second* in his book. In the last line

but one occur singular harmonies to the words "When I

have done something wrong" ; there again you have the word
"Bos" (evil). Bach has set it to an unprepared dominant
seventh oa a modulation, and the whole line of this setting
modulates into the supertonic minor. The only purport of
that must be to illustrate the words which are " When I have
done something wrong then touch my conscience." Contrast
that with the other harmonising, the first in the chairman's
hook, to another verse of the same hymn. It is more than
thirty verses long ; a great many of Luther's are pretty long,

I have heard " verse 41 " being sung in Germany. The first

half of each verse relates to incidents of the Passion, and
the second half is a moral reflection. With reference to the
unpopularity of Bach, I do not think he was unpopular when
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alive ; he was looked upon more as one going in for showy
effects, what wc call clap-trap ; but I do not think he will

ever be popular again among ourselves. It is remarkable
ihat in France and Italy it is exactly the opposite. Not
long ago Handel's " Israel in Egypt " and Bach's " High Mass
in B minor " were both performed for the first time in Paris,

iii tin- same month. A leading French critic said about them,
and the ordinary opinion was apparently the same: " Bach's
work is immortal and docs not require any explanation, as it

appeals to everybody at once ; but Handel is an antiquated
old fossil, and unless you have had a little antiquarian
learning of your own you cannot appreciate him and do not

want to hear any more about him." That is in effect what
was said by this leading u: [lie, and " Isiael in E^ypt " has
never been done in Pans again ; hut Bach's " High Mass" is

done every year. Taste in Italy seems something similar. A
few months ago I saw an account of a performance of old music
at Rome by a new society. At the first performance one of the

leading members of the Roman organisation played two of

Bach's organ pieces. That was in Rome. So we must not
be sure about Bach not being popular. Englishmen do not
appreciate abstract ideas. They would wonder about the

ten commandments being sung at the same time with
the words " Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy
heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy strength, and
thy neighbour as thyself." They would not catch the idea
readily, and Bach's phrases are not quite suitable to the
English mind, nor yet in Germany. There is an idea that
Handel is not known in Germany, but that is a mistake.
A German has the satisfaction of knowing he has done what
he has been ordered to do when he listens to Bach, and
that is a great satisfaction to a German ; but when Handel
is given he goes to hear and enjoy.
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SIR JOHN STAINER, Mus. Doc., D.C.L., Prbsidemt,

In the Chair.

The Chairman.—Before I call upon Mr. Hadow to read
his paper, I wish to say a few words of respect to the
memory of our late friend and member, Mr. Banister, who
was regular in his attendance at the meetings of the Associa-
tion and took a deep interest in its welfare. He was in

many ways a remarkable man, and one who has left his mark
on the profession, especially through the large number of his

pupils, to whom he was a most assiduous and enthusiastic

teacher. I never met any of his pupils who did not always
speak of him with great respect and affection. As members
of this Association the least we can do is to pass a vote of
condolence to the widow, and send to her our expression of

the great appreciation and regard in which we hold his

memory.
This was unanimously agreed to.

FORM AND FORMALISM IN MUSIC.

By W. H. Hadow, M.A., Mus. B., Oxon.

No one can study the history of recent musical criticism

without observing the remarkable change that has begun to

overspread its method and even to affect its general stand-
point. Once it was handed down through a series of
authorised courts, the members of which differed no doubt
as to their appreciation of this or that particular artist, but
did so more by the manner in which they applied their tests

than by actual disagreement as to the nature of the tests

themselves. Musical science grew side by side with musical
art, forming, line upon line, and precept upon precept, a
solid body of Iradition and custom ; it was by reference to
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this that new work was primarily appraised, and commended
or blamed as much on grounds of loyalty as on grounds of

inspiration. Now the critics of old times are themselves

1 icing criticised
;

tradition, usage, law are alike called in

question, prescriptive rights are ridiculed or disallowed, and
our new judges are elevating into a theory the advice of Lord
Mansfield : " Give your decision boldly, but never justify it

by appealing to the code."
Hence the public is growing bewildered not only by the

eternal conflict between critic and artist, but by a fresh

quarrel between two antagonistic schools of criticism. The
old school, which I will venture for a moment to call the

Formalist, was grave, learned, precise, full of importance
and responsibility, rigidly orthodox in its tenets, keen to

scent out heresy, and unsparing to denounce and persecute.

To it a rule of grammar had all the sanctity of a principle,

and established usage was right because it was established,

and all attempts at extension or innovation were handed over
to a vigorous executive. We are told that in the towns of

Magna Gr^cia, the citizen who was bold enough to propose a

repeal did so with his neck in a rope, which was immediately
tightened if he failed to convince. Formalist critics often

went farther than the Tarentine law-givers and drew the
noose without even considering the plea.

Now in the early days of an art these practices of strict

observance may have their uses. They are the leading-

strings without which the child cannot learn to walk;thi:y
are the stake without which the sapling cannot be trained to

grow upright. But the nearer the arts approach maturity
the less need there is for this undeviating conservatism, and
as soon as it ceases to be necessary it tends to become
discreditable. For observe, it is wholly retrospective in its

attitude. The facts from which its laws are gathered are

facts of past history, and afford no basis for dealing with the
" Neue Batmen " which genius may choose to tread.
" Music," said the Conservatives of 1600, " means good solid

counterpoint in an ecclesiastical mode. Away with these

Florentine upstarts and their absurd dramatic ideals."
" Don't talk to us of Bach," said the Conservatives of a later

century ;
" why his scale is not even in tune." And so the

record has gone on. Beethoven was crude and eccentric

because he did not write like Mozart ; Schumann because he
did not write like Beethoven ; and our own day has borne
witness to the last survivors of Methodism who, conspicu-
ously hard to please, could find no beauty either in Wagner
or in Brahms.
Of course a reaction was inevitable, and it has come in full

force. The younger school, which I will take leave lo call

the Impressionist, has broken into open revolt, and tells us
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roundly that laws only exist to give genius the pleasure of
breaking them. As for criticism, it should be restricted to

the personal note. Its business is not to argue or explain

or give reasons, but simply to tell us that such and such a
writer was pleased or displeased with such and such a
composition. If it feels bound to justify its existence at all,

it does so by abusing its predecessors ; if it is called upon to

advance any general statement, it informs us that So-and-so
is the greatest symphonic writer since Beethoven, and that
if we ask why, we are heartless and soulless Philistines.

There is no lonper any question whether tradition has been
misinterpreted or maintained with an undue pedantry of
emphasis; it is the very existence of tradition against which
these gentlemen protest. As in Plato's Republic l lie close

oligarchy has been succeeded by a democracy in which Jack
is as good as his master, and the very animals bite and kick
if you dispute their claim to the highway.
To a plain man this present scheme offers some obvious

difficulties. We are ready enough to accept the personal
impression of a critic who has already won our confidence— if

he be Goethe or Saint-Beuve or Matthew Arnold we listen

to him often with conviction, always with respect and
sympathy. But the case is different when these gentlemen,
of some of whom it may be said that they have their spurs

yet to win, offer us for all guidance the benefit of their

unsupported opinions. When Brown and Jones and Robinson
tell us that they were delighted with this opera or bored by
that symphonic movement, they are giving us not criticism

but autobiography
;
interesting, no doubt, to those who read

their memoirs, but from any other point of view a little

irrelevant. We all know that the appreciation of music is a
difficult matter, we are all constantly confronted with our
own past errors of judgment, and when we ask for a test to

distinguish the false from the true we need something stronger
than the ipse dixit of a self-constituted authority.

And yet, perhaps, I have done the younger school an
injustice. There is one negative principle on which the
majority of its members insist and upon which they base their

contributions to the science of music. This is the maxim
that all criticism of form is obsolete, and, to adopt their

expression, " pedantical " ; that it is merely a matter of

accidence and syntax ; that it cannot keep pace with the fine

frenzy of the artist; that, in a word, it is not criticism at all

but only parsing. And it is because I believe this view to be
fundamentally erroneous that I have ventured to address you
this afternoon. That there may be some excuse for it in past
misusage I will not deny—the whole history of formalism is

evidence of the fact; but it is an odd method of curing
disease to assassinate the patient. A sounder treatment
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would be to distinguish the illegitimate from the legitimate

use of formal criticism, and, as an opening step, to show that

the latter exists.

It is noticeable that in all other arts judgment is more and
more attaching itself to questions of form. One reason of the

revolt against .Mr. kusldn is that, in the opinion of the present
day, he has laid too much stress upon the idea of a picture
and too little in comparison upon the painting. Our dramatists
would soon find out their mistake if they tried to make
purpose atone for halting structure or defective dialogue.

Our younger poets and novelists, though no doubt they pliLrnc

themselves on the purity of their subject and the nobility of
their sentiments, yet, if we may estimate by the verdict of

contemporary enthusiasm, are even more conspicuous for

their unswerving loyally to perfection of style. It is surely a
little incongruous that music, which is not articulate at all,

which has no definite scene to paint and no definite message
to deliver, should he judged on the ground ofvague emotional
impression and apart from any canon or principle by which
its form may be determined. Yet that such is the present
view we may assure ourselves by a hundred examples.
" Chopin is great," says one critic, " because he disregarded

formal laws." '• Brahms is at his best," says another, " when
he lets his thought run free and forgets for a moment the
restrictions of fonn." " AbsoliiL-nmsik," says a German
master, who ought to know better, "absolut-musik ist zu
onde." 1; do^c not matter whether the compositions rhyme
or scan or construe, whether they have any intelligible

beginning or middle or end, all that we care for is to feed the

senses with sound and to stimulate the nerves into an
emotional fervour.

For the prevalence of this error the revolutionary party is

in a high degree to blame. It is much easier to tell whether
we have been emotionally stirred by a composition than to

gauge whether it is or is not a fine piece of artistic work.
The one is a mere matter of the momentary feeling, the other
requires some study, some consideration, and, above all, some
acknowledgment of a criterion. And the public, always
indolent and always pre occupied, is ready to accept any
system which will exonerate it from the duty of deciding.

1 know nothing about these questions," it pleads; "and I

have no time to inform myself. Perhaps if there were any
principles I would try to learn them, but my newspaper says

that there are none to speak of, and that true criticism is the

personal note. I suppose I am as good a judge of my own
feelings as ar.vbody else." But part at least of the fault lies

with the administrators of the old system. They have done
much to provoke this outbreak by rendering the study of form
unnecessarily crabbed and unsympathetic, and if musical
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judgment is over to become whole again it must consent to

fulliiv. .1 m:<Io: iM>n? 'if.-""

And first, the word " form " has often beer, used with lar

tno rfsLtined a confutation. It is hardly hurles/iuc to say
that, in the expressed u)::i.it>i s t;t y.^n musicians, " Form

"

m--.ii-. v particular >:ri;rture of a parLcular sonata move-
ment . that it is constituted by h.iving two t.;nci, ca^ud
suh;eds, in different key* at the beginning and in the same
key at the end ; and that if you want a more precise designa-

tion you may, in virtue of these two tunes, entitle it Binary.
That this view gives a somewhat inadequate account, even of

the structural type with which it deals, need not here be
mentioned; unfortunately it easily obtains a sort of currency,
and readily arouses an obvious rejoinder. "Anyone can
write in form." "There is no difference in this respect

between a poem of Beethoven and a student's exercise."

And, most delightful of all, is the statement, which I have
serin seriously mafic, that no composer ;in::.i any attention to

form before the time of Haydn. Assuredly there is something
wrong with a definitionwhich, even in the heat of controversy,
can admit of such misinterpretations as these.

Secondly, the study has been encumbered by an excessive
adherence to a must imfd Lunate set of technical terms. They
have been gathered without method, without principle,

without much literary sense or Lid
;

llir;y come- to us Mimic-

from German, some from Italian, some from t!it; elements nf

arithmetic; their very meaning is often indeterminate and
their sound, in an English sentence, intolerable. Think of
them for a moment: Durchcomponirt, Codetta, Ternary,
Transitional episode, Second inversion of the supcrtonic
seventh—and reflect on the fate of any writer who should
endeavour to weave them into a piece of rhythmic and
intelligible jiicise. Yet they are all meant to express plain

matters of fact, they are the only names for the things that
th-.:y designate— it is little wonder if men, outside the art,

should grow impatient at a criticism which clothes itself in so
motley and ill-fitting a costume. Of course I do not mean that
any art can do without a vocabulary or that music has any
monopoly in the matter. Montaigne, you remember, pro-
tested against the architects of his day. " They talk," he
said, " of architraves and comixes and Doric and Corinthian
columns, and I find them to meane the seely and decayed
pieces of my kitchen doore." But the terms used in
architecture have .sonic dignity, sonic pedigree, some
justification—they can he hot rowed by the pacts, they can
set off the periods of the essayist. Neither Shakespeare nor
Addison couid have done anything with our musical
technicalities. And not only are many of these words
unattractive in shape, they are often inadequately chosen or
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inadequately employed. Sometimes when we want a name
there is none to be had—e.g.. to distinguish the Rondo
commonly used by Hecthovcn from the very different forms
used by Rameau and Couperin. Sometimes, as Andantino,
the name is one to which no precise meaning can be
attached. Sometimes, as False Relation, the name is one
which carries an erroneous idea. And one of the charges
which may justly be brought against formal criticism is that

it has hitherto offered an extravagant respect to these terms,

that it has made them into idols of the market-place and has
bidden us burn incense before their unworthy shrines. It is

much to be wished that some autocrat could arise and sweep
the whole terminology from our lexicons; if that is

impossible, at least we may restrict it to a minimum, or even
try to suggest some more accurate and euphonious sub-

Thirdly, there has no doubt been too much insistence on
the text book. To condemn an effect as wrong because it is

unfamiliar is not, perhaps, the strongest way of dealing with
the problem, even when familiarity implies a close and
exhaustive knowledge of current methods. For the text-

book, as a guide to judgment, has usually been marked by
two very serious faults. In the first place it is, as we have
seen, essentially 1 elrospecfive ; a mere summary or epikime

of past practices as matters of fact. And in the second place,

it seldoir. or never attempts to disci humble between law and
custom, between those methods which are mere conventions
of the surface and those which draw their vitality from a
deeper root. The most superficial survey of musical history

shows us that each generation has discarded some rules which
were maintained and accepted by its predecessor ;

that it has
in certain respects taken its own line and shaped its own
customs afresh. But a more careful inquiry will, I believe,

disclose the truth that under this transitory flux and move-
ment there lie certain broad general principles, as fixed and
immutable as anything can be in human nature. And here
at last we may come to a definition. Formalism means
elevating convention to a level with law. Impressionism
means degrading law to a level with convention. And I

would venture to plead that true criticism should begin by
distinguishing between the two and should end by dis-

covering that the one consists in a series of transitory and
imperfect expressions for the embodiment of the other.

The reaction to anarchy may be partly explained by this

misuse of authoritative precept ; it cannot for that reason be

justified. Style is the only thing that lasts, and if we
transfer the venue from the court of style to that of emotional

impression we are issuing judgments that are only too likely

to be reversed on appeal. And the likelihood becomes
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certainty if even on our own ground we have no better guide
for decision than a momentary feeling or caprice. It is said

that a French provincial magistrate once offered a pathetic

remonstrance to his somewhat clamorous public. " I wish,"
he urged, " that gentlemen at the bottom of the room would
make less noise. We have had to decide the last three cases

without hearing a word of the evidence." But there is really

not much use even in hearing the evidence if we deny
ourselves the only means of estimating its purport. A
composer may traverse some existing custom merely because
he lacks the knowledge or the taste to recognise its value.

He may equally do so because in traversing it he is obeying
a higher principle. The critic's business is to weigh these

alternatives, and the very material for doing this is a study of

the laws of form.
When De Quincey wrote the phrase " condign reward," he

was simply appealing from custom to common w/nse. There
is no reason, except a somewhat unthinking fashion, for

restricting the word " condign " to half its legitimate province.
When an evening newspaper tells us that at a recent concert
Madame So-and-so "negotiated a pianoforte solo with her
usual matchless skill," it is but obliterating the frontier

between style and slang. Milton writes " disarmed of

enmity," and in so doing enriches his native language
with a noble archaism. A contemporary poet writes "ful-

filled of fears and justified of joys," and only succeeds in

reminding us of the enchanter's servant, who, to his own
confusion, meddled with the spells thai lie did not understand.
The Quarterly selected some of Keats' most exquisite tines

as examples of bad scansion ; but it does not therefore follow

that there is no such thing as prosody. And the case is the

same with music. The unresolved dissonance in the Finale
of Mozart's E flat Symphony is perfectly right ; it obeys a
forniiil law higher than the grammatical rule which it violates.

When Beethoven writes eonseeuLive fifths he does it with a
purpose, and the critics who objected to them are now only

remembered as carping and illiberal pedants. It is an insult

to condone such things as these ; they are not errors but
truths, not examples of license but expressions of a nobler
loyalty; and our duty is to interpret them and to find out
the principles which they embody. But at the same time
there are faults of musical style which are parallel to the
"split infinitive," or the use of "like" instead of "as,"
faults which have no compensating gain, which arc not

committed in obedience to a higher law, which seem to owe
their existence solely to lack of taste and deficiency of educa.
tion. If our grammarians condemn them they may perhaps
be giving judgment on a wrong issue, but at least they are
dealing equitably with a criminal.
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So it is in structure. That the second subject should he
in the dominant, that the Scherzo should be in the same key
as the first movement, that the Finale should be quick in

tempo and light in character—these are rules which could
never have been anything but conventional. They had their

uses as temporary guides, they were always liable to be
overset as the art advanced and progressed. Beethoven left

musical structure in the most perfect state that the conditions
of his time permitted

; some parts of his work were developed
by Schumann, most of it has been developed by Brahms and
Tschaikowsky. At the present day we have fewer conven-
tions than any age that has preceded us, and the prospects
of music are the brighter in consequence. But the great
underlying principles—so easy to feel, so hard to formulate

—

are, 1 believe, tin: same nmv as they were in the days when
instrumental music first began.

I say " instrumental music," because vocal obviously owes
a divided allegiance. So far as music is ir.Ien, led u> illustrate

poetry, so far is it amenable to a system that is not purely its

own. Other considerations come into play, and though here
also are principles to be discovered, yet they are not prin-
ciples exclusively musical. There will he some compromise,
some interchange of courtesies between the two, by which
the .irtual claims of each may be somewhat obscured. It is

to instrumental music, therefore, that we shoua! look for the
laws of Form, not of course because vocal music is lawless,

bat because its laws ace more complex.

It would seem that the occasion of all true musical com-
position is (he experience, by the composer, of a certain
i motional state. Not thu i;re.n music has usually or even
fteq icntly been wtittcn at a white-heat o: p.isoion . but there

is always in it Something of the " daitvoyume " which VorI
(.-(. .J ) . it.- . i f.i.jl . I. -r i..n.i... N- li.il-ul ;*• l..t.

then, the artist is almost passive; his melodies come to him
he knows not whence, and their material depends less on his

deliberate choice than on the force or richness of his

temperament. But—to follow this rough metaphor—when
lie bef.;ins to work at his maU-iial, lo give voice and expres-

sion to (he i:i,-rtir.nialc idea, he finds th.it he has (wo
functions lo fulfil. One is to communicate his impression, to

arouse by sympathy a corresponding state ill his hearers
;
the

other is to communicate it in the most beautiful form at his

command. A work which does not carry the impress of some
genuine emotion in its creator is simply a piece of dead
mechanism—at best a technical exercise for the school, at

worst a piece of merchandise for the market. And so far as

my experience goes, such work as this may always be known
by one plain indication : that it says nothing true which has

not been said before. No doubt true music may sometimes
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carry a momentary echo of past thought—Beethoven some'
times recalls Mozart, Brahms is sometimes indebted to

Bi^iboveu—but it recalls them as a child reproduces the

features of its parents, not as a wax image reproduces those
of its model. All true music, in short, is the direct outcome
of it? composer's temperament, and even if it borrow a

phrase or a theme will do so in such a manner as to make

But it by no means follows that the value of true music
varies with the intensity of its emotion. It has the whole
gamut of feeling open before it—passion, humour, romance,
contemplation, serenity—and we have no right to select

between these and prescribe One more than another. For
instance, the temper of Tschaikowsky's music is poignant,
nervous, vivid, steeped in the imaginative melancholy
of his fellow poets and novelists. The music of Brahms
is essentially grave and earnest—he is of the same
mind a? yEschylus, or Dante, or Milton. But criticism has
wholly overstepped its bounds if it declares that, because the

Russian can stimulate us to a highei pitch of excitement, he
is therefore the better artist. It would be as reasonable to

decide that Verestschagin is a greater painter than Velasquez,

or that Schiller sleuth 011 a higher plane s 1 1 a :i Sophocles.

In a word, the reason for which we assign to Tschaikowsky
his unquestioned place among the masters, is not because he
communicates a particular kind of emotional stimulus, but

because in so doing he has given us living monuments of

artistic style and artistic construction.

For the first and last duty of music is to be beautiful, and
beauty appeals ultimately not to sense alone nor to emotion
alone, but to a higher aesthetic faculty in which both these are

presupposed. And again, it must be remembered that m
music the relation between form and idea is much more
intimate than in literature. The latter may often give us

examples of a thought clearly seen, but marred in the slate

ment by crude or clumsy laiijiuagc ; in music imperfect form
means imperfect conception, and inadequate expression is a

mark of weakness or confusion in the idea. A false rhyme
in a stanza of verse implies no more than an incorrect ear :

the thing said may be true in spite or it ; a false rhyme in a
melody implies, in addition, an ill-balanced mind, and the

meaning of the passage suffers in consequence. Indeed, it is

hardly too much to say that in music form and conception
arc the oh verse and reverse of the same set of relations, and
that we cannot properly estimate the one without thereby
judejiu;; the other.

If this be so formal criticism is more than justified. For
it is only through the composer's express ion that we can

infer his thought, and these ace the only two points with
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which criticism is concerned. The soul of musicdoes in a very
real sense weave its own body, and if the soul be mean or self-

indulgent the body will bear the inevitable marks of sickness

and deformity. It remains, then, to investigate the signs by
ffhich health and disease may respectively be determined,
and since the pathology of any art is irksome we may devote

a fuller attention to the course of normal growth and
development.
Now the chief requisite of musical composition is that it

should be organic—that it should hold together in unity a
diversity of separate parts. Take away the unity and it

becomes chaotic ; take away the diversity and it becomes
featureless ; and both these are, on opposite sides, the negation
of art. Again, the form, as form, must he interesting ; it must
carry the attention forward, it must raise expectations and
bring them to their appropriate fulfilment. And as a general
rule it may be said that the richer the content the more
effectively will the work attain this end. Even when the
artist seems to be struggling with a thought too great for

utterance, or—what is often the same thing—attacking a
problem of construction which he has not yet seen how to

solve, yet even here, if his work be true and vital, the
imperfect nxpressLini will mark a real stage in the advance
and progress of '.-volution. Much more so when, as some-
ti:ncs happens with a great artist, the incomplete expression
itself supplies the experience by which, in a later work, it can
be completed. In music, life is progress and progress is life.

There is no great generation, there is no great artist—one
may almost say there is no great composition—which has not

in some measure ; l i ( 1 l-i I the general development of the art.

And in tracing the history of this development we are not
only working along a line of the utmost interest, but in

addition providing ourselves with a touchstone by which
artistic work can be least imperfectly appraised.

In a sense, then, formal criticism is the denial of formalist

criticism ; the assertion that music progresses according to

the laws of organic development and that in its growth there

is no such thing as finality. And to this all evidence of

musical history bears witness. The old modal counterpoint
giU'u way to the harmonic counterpoint of Bach, and that

again to the freer polyphony of later days. Melody began
with strict balance and antithesis and has learned in each
generation to become more flexible, more diverse, more truly

organic. Harmonic devices, at first vague and tentative, have
strengthened and solidified to their present state of ordered
complexity, and will advance farther as the years proceed.
The little two-canto structure which satisiied the early

instrumental composers grew too narrow for its life, extended
its limits, converged with the tripartite system, and from the
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two together evolved our great cyclic forms of Sonata and
Symphony. These again, modified and enriched by the lyric

and romantic forms of the present century, have passed into
the heritage of our contemporaries, who in turn are handing
them on with increase for the administration of prosperity.

Of course the line is not simple and uniform. There are a
hundred qualifying causes—questions of race, of training, of
personal temper and predilection—the stream has many
tributaries, many islands, alternations of pool and rapid, of
shallow and cascade ; but it is the same river, gathering
volume from source to sea, and growing wider and deeper as.

Again, to insist upon this formal organisation is not to
depreciate the idea but to emphasise it. Design and ex-

pression are not antagonistic—they are hardly even separable.

Expression without design would be mere stammering, design
without expression would be merely academic accuracy,
which is a synonym for bad design. No doubt it is possible
to write " correctly," as the phrase goes, without any inspira-

tion ; but that kind of correctness has very little to do with
organic structure. For my own part, indeed, 1 have never
yet seen a composition in which the form was artistic and the

thought poor, nor do I believe that such a distinction is

intelligible. One might as well side with Du Maurier's art

critic, who admits that the drawing is bad, the colouring vile,

and the composition ridiculous, and yet reiterates his con-
viction that the " picture" is beautiful.

Macaulay comes near the solution of the problem in a
famous passage of the essay on Byron. " If by correctness
be meant the conforming torules which have their foundation
in truth and in the principles of human nature, their correct-

ness is only another name for excellence. If by correctness

be meant the conforming to mite purely arbitrary, then
correctntss may lie another mini .i ;im. ,n..j absurdity."

I say "comes near," for it may be urged that no rule of art

is purely arbitrary ; even conventions are founded on some
ground of accepted practice, and claim obedience until they
are superseded. Hut the contrast is valuable nevertheless,

("irrcrtr.css, if the term may lie used at all of a-tislic work,

is only a mrnl if it inc-in rr>r lor-mt y to the law of natural

development ; and in this sense it is nnt one merit co ordinate

with others, hut the excellence in which all alike are com-
pri-wd. Kor if there be one law of music more (irmly

established than another, it is that base metal can never stand

the best workmanship.
Form then means balance, variety, and proportion, so

organised by the genius of the composer as to set before us
the highest type of design which the particular nature of

the composition requires, And by this 1 wish to imply not
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only distinctions of emotional content—sad or playful,

romantic or contemplative—every one of.which carries its own
natural expression, but also the distinctions corresponding to

those of lyric, elegiac, ar.ci epic in literature. For instance,

it would hardly be reasonable to expect that a Chopin
maiurka should exhibit, in brief, the same kind of balance

and proportion as a typical sonata movement of Beethoven.

The conditions of the two are different, and to ignore this

di:l< i< :i< v iv.mld in' i.kf |u..!;i:.i; .i of Shelley from the

standpoint of I'atadife Lost." These lyric y.e. es are often

short enough to be grasped by the mind with a single effort

;

they may. therefore, enjoy a freedom which would not be

suitable to a longer and more elaborate wotk. Again, the

first movement of Beethoven's C sharp minor Sonata does not

readily fall under any accepted svstu:u ; but it is none the less

one of the most wonderful pieces of organic structure ever

written. So it is with the Finale of Tschaikowsky*s
"Pathetic " Symphony ; so it is with some of Schumann's
Novelletten and with the smaller pianoforte pieces of Brahms.
All alike are derived from laws which underlie the traditional

structures of the sonata; but many of them have extended
the tradition until they have far outstripped our established

scheme of nomenclature.
There is no need here to discuss any vexed question as to

the relative merits possessed by this or that kind of instru-

mental composition. Enough that all alike, up to their

measure, can embody these principles of organic form
;
and

that they will only do so if tiiey spring from a genuine and
healthy emotion. It doc; not, of course, follow that every-
thing written by a great composer is necessarily a master-
piece. Occasionally, as with Chopin, we may find a
lyric poet who, when he attempts the larger forms, will some-
times overstep the limits of his power ; the inspiration flags,

the thought runs thin, and, pari passu, the form weakens.
Occasionally, as in some works of Schumann, we may find a
composer who lets his expression be affected by the influence

of another art, and writes not with a single-hearted devotion

to music, but with an allegiance divided between music and
poetry, Schubert, again, will sometimes give us examples
ofcareless workmanship, of style which isdiffuse or uncertain

—

this means that for the moment his emotional state, though
true and genuine, lacks the grip and vigour of perfect health.
Again, even so supreme a master as Beethoven or Brahms
may sometimes be pre-occupied with the solution of some
purely technical problem, and may set before us not a picture

but a study. None the less, however, does the great master-
piece make itself known to us by the witness of visible signs

;

by style which is flexible, varied, harmonious ; by structure

which is organised and coherent
; by gradual development of
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plot which carries our interest from point to point and from
climax to climax. And indeed this is attested by the
common experience of us all. A merely emotional impression,
however deeply it strikes in the first instance, must
necessarily weaken on tilth repetition. But in a masterpiece

—

Beethoven's " Appassionata," Schubert's Unfinished "

Symphony, Brahms's Sextet in I! I]at--we iiiv.l time our fir si

impression is the weakest, and that each repetition leads to.

the discovery of new beauties. All great work is inexhaust-
ible, for it appeals not to the transitory in out nature, but to

the eternal.

It would appear, then, that the basis of musical criticism

is [he law of organic development, together with such study
of musical history as may show how the law has beeit

operative through the actual growth and progress of com-
position. No doubt it is true that certain sequences and
collocations of sound give special pleasure to the ear; that
certain types of phrase and figure have a special effect on
the emotions. A composer is great, not because he knows,
the existence of these facts— for every musician knows of
them—but because, by that inexplicable mystery which we
call genius, he can put them to their highest and noblest use.

And if we acknowledge this we have, at any rate, some
external test by which to appraise the work of tiie present

time. For instance, every generation and, in a sense, every
people has ils own musical pbrasculogv, and the true artist

will" inevitably write in the natural language of his age anil

country. Again, as experience gathers, style will grow richer,

fuller, and more diversified, a point which we may do well to.

remember before attacking the alleged "obscurity" of our
own day. Again, it is of no small interest and value to

observe how the organisation of the separate movements is

developing into that of the symphony or sonata as a whole

;

how the types of overture are extending into those of the

orchestral poem; how the concerto, the latest of all lo be
emancipated from convention, is now winning its freedom
hesiiie the other great forms of structure. However poetic

the sentiment of our criticism, we must allow our judgment
to he guided by these facts, if we are to mean by it anything
more than a bare statement of personal preference or dislike.

And only by so doing will it afford us any guidance for

the future. We cannot forecast the particular manner in

which the line will advance, or the particular types of
composition to which that advance will lead. But unless

the teaching of history be wholly false we can in some
measure prepare ourselves for its direction. The language
of music will modify as the ear becomes accustomed to new
combinations of sound, but the modification will be gradual
as all its predecessors have been. The few conventions that
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still remain will tend to disappear, not by the violence and
impatience of anarchy, but by steady progress towards a
truer freedom. The forms which we know at present will

be superseded as they have superseded others, but it is out

of them that their successors will be developed. If we
realise this we shall follow the line as it advances and
keep ourselves, if not abreast of our pioneers, at least within

sight of them. If we fail to realise it, then of two things one:
either we shall do all that is in our power to retard progress

by checking the work of true geoius. or we shall turn aside

from the path misled by the empty rhetoric of some false

prophet. In either case we shall add our mark to the
melancholy tecord of past criticism, in which, for lack of

principle, r.irh generation has worshipped what its pre-

decessors have burned and burr.etl much that its predecessors
have worshipped.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, I am more than
delighted with that fine incisive paper just read by
Mr. Hadow. He has given us a large amount of matter to

think about, and he has expressed his ideas in a beautiful

and polished manner. It is almost too good to be at once
discussed ; it is a paper that one wants to have before one
and study; I should like to read that paper once or twice
before criticising it. The subject is of enormous importance.
It is just possible that the healthy state of music in this

country may largely depend upon a healthy state of musical
criticism

;
very few could take up the question so boldly as

Mr. Hadow has done, and analyse the functions of both critic

and musician as to what they should do and what they

should not do. The canons laid down in this paper are

founded upon principle and not upon fancy. I ask you to

join with me in thanking Mr. Hadow most heartily for the

admirable paper he has given us.

This was unanimously agreed to.

Mr. Southoate.—We should have been glad if our lecturer

in condemning technical terms in music, and the use in our
newspapers of descriptions of music which are beyond the

capacity of the ordinary readers to grasp, had also told us
what could be substituted for these terms. The apostle of

iconaclasm ought also to offer us a constructive theory. If

he had told us what he proposed to put in the place of these
technical and necessary terms, we should have had the
delightful pleasure of examining and criticising the new
vocabulary. There must be technical terms in music as in
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every other art—terms which those who are properly trained
and educated quite understand and thoroughly appreciate
as expressing some distinct meaning. Such terms do not
appeal to the public any more than do the terms employed
in engineering, electricity, astronomy, chemistry, and in

other sciences and arts. Granted some of our musical terms
are of foreign origin, some are borrowed from other arts, and
some are not so exact and definite as they might be— still

musicians understand them and that is sufficient. The
ignorant may make fun of the "first inversion of the chord
of the ninth," or the key of the " submediant," but we know
just what is meant. Strictly musical terms and expressions
are not infrequently borrowed in other arts; a notable painter
has labelled a picture " A Nocturne in Brown " and another
" A Symphony in Violet," thus stealing our distinctive terms
and applying them to another sort of art production, and
which, to the mind of the general public, can convey no
possible meaning. If Mr. Hadow had commented on the
multifarious meanings of the word "tone" 1 should have
been with him ; but we cannot agree to condemn all our
terms before we see what is proposed to take the place of

them. When we know, then this matter can be adequately
discussed.

Mr. C. A. Barry.—I want to say a word or two as to the

abuse of musical terms. The lecturer suggested that our
phraseology should be abolished altogether. With the Chair-

man's permission I will read a paragraph which 1 wrote
twenty-two years ago. Mr. Barry then read the following

paragraph from the Monthly Musical Record of March 1, 1S76 :

" There is probably no one who has attempted to describe

musical works in writing or who has read the descriptions of

others, but has been as much struck with the poverty of the

English language in technical musical terms, as with the

absence of uniformity, both in regard to their use and mean-
ing, displayed by various writers. As to the signification of

such simple terms of expression as ' phrase,' * strain,'

'section,' Sic, English theorists are by no moans agreed.

The first movement of a sonata, quartet, or symphony, we
constantly hear indiscriminately spoken of as written in the

Sonata,' the Allegro,' the ' Grand Duplex,' or the
1 Binary ' form. The transitional passages connecting the

leading themes of musical works are variously termed
1 Bridges,' f Connecting Phrases,' ' Conduits,' ' Cause-
ways,' &c. The middle part of such works, for which
Germans have such expressive terms as ' DurchfUhrung

'

and ' Dureharbeitung,' we often see spoken of as 'Free
Fantasia,' 'Development/ and 'Working-out.' On this

head we think we have said enough to prove that it would be
to the advantage of both theorists and students could some
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means he devised for definitely settling our musical phrase-
ology, and that therefore il seen!!, high time thai the matter

should be taken in hand either by the Musical Association or

by a congress of musicians specially convened for the purpose."
He subsequently remarked: Though I wrote this twenty-

two years ago, I regret that neither the Musical Association

nor any other incorporated society has as yet acted upon my
suggestion.

Mr. Southoatk.—There is one term which cannot be
dispensed with, and that is "tone."
The Chairman.—Just so. But we must not fall into a

discussion upon terms, that was only a subordinate point of

Mr. Hadow's paper. 1 do not know whether we should be
great gainers by trotting out long academic vocabularies. I

suppose Mr. Hadow is of opinion that it would be well to get

a set of natural and simple terms which would smooth a
great many difficulties met by musicians and critics in

discussion. It would certainly be a great advantage if there

could be a uniform phraseology, but I do not know how one
could make it compulsory.

Mr. John Tavlor.— I cannot see that the term "false

relation," like many other musical terms derived historically,

is at all incorrect or misleading. It, of course, signifies the

collateral or concurrent prvsentalion, or at least suj.'^cstion,

of two distinct hevs (originally hi.vi:,!:,nih or mtnlis) at one
and the same (hue—a result forbidden by the e l i r< I i n ; 1 1 aiL-

principle of unity underlying all music. With regard to the

whole question of musical terminology, we can no more
sweep it away, even were it desirable, than the Knuiisi:

language itself. It is the outcome of the organic life of

music—the result of an ever progressing evolution —and il

can only right itself, like all natural movement, slowly—in
course of time. No doubt, however, much might be done in

this country towards systematisation by an authoritative

congress of competent and eminent musicians—" a consum-
mation devoutly to be wished." One of the best things, Sir,

you have saic thia evening is that music is the outcome of an
evolution. Yes! all music is an evolution, based upon such
infallible and immutable laws as unity, variety, symmetry,
balance, relational design, and so on. These laws alike

regulate its natural mateiial and the ;i.'htht;i<; selection which
shapes this material into the creations of art. In so far as
the technical human conventions, necessarily more or less

fallible, which at any time regulate the theory and practice

of music, accord with these eternal underlying laws, so far

and so far only can they endure.
After a few words of reply from Mr. Hadow, the

proceedings were brought to a close with a vole of thanks to

the Chairman.
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ON MODERN SENSATIONALISM.

Bv Charles Maclean, M.A., Mus. Doc, Oxon.

Mr. Southgate at the commencement said : Ladies and
gentlemen, I am simply the mouthpiece of Dr. Maclean and
I do not identify myself with all the statements in this

paper—indeed, I dissent very much from some of them—but
still I am very pleased to read the paper for him.

This paper, supplied in compliance with a request, has been
written under circumstances which precluded any research, and
I must apologise in advance for the absence of that quality.

The subject-matter of the paper again is one on which there

may be as many opinions as there are men, and I should wish
to disclaim any desire to do more than stimulate discussion.

One or two principles which nr« derivable from consideration

of history or from reflection will be mentioned in this paper,
and wherever I have any strong convictions of my own I

shall express them without reserve. But on the other hand
the subject is confessedly one of taste ; and without going so
far as to say that remarks on taste must necessarily provoke
opposition, yet it is true that, as neither morals nor under-
standing are very much involved in that mental operation, it

is valued as the last stronghold of personal liberty. I beg then
to say that discussion and counter-statement are specially

invited.

The term sensationalism need not necessarily be used in a
bad sense. All speech was sensational at early stages of

human society. The languages of nations began with exclama-
tions, cries, and gestures. Then came imitative sounds for
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objects. Then for sentiments and abstract ideas, corres-

pondences were found between modes of articulation and
states of mind ; for instance words containing the articulation

sir were used for violent energy, words with si for gradual
motion, words with wr for distortion, and so on. Later on,

and especially in proportion to the fire and vivacity of the

race, the imagination furnished metaphor. The Hebrew
language of the Old Testament is very hyperbolical

;
misery

drinks the cup of astonishment, wisdom is a lighted candle,

&c. That perfect work the Arabian Nights has the same
language. Ossian is almost one continual metaphor, as when
Fingal " holds a sword before him, terrible as the streaming

meteor of night." And the metaphor was often accompanied
by actual gesture. Jeremiah in sight of Israel broke a potter's

vessel ; and again threw a book into the Euphrates. Thus
all languages have begun by being poetical, and if this quality

of theirs is further analysed it will be found to be tinged

with enthusiasm, magnanimity, and delicacy, which are con-

nected with all the strong emotions of the human mind.

Hence the still-abiding charm of Homer and Ossian. As to

the art-products, poetry preceded prose, little though this fact

is generally realised, and even preceded written speech.

The Greeks and Romans of historical times maintained an
avowed sensationalism as part oftheir dramatic and oratorical

system ; for instance every speech of a Latin orator contained

a part where the numcrus or rhythm was strongly dwelt upon,
and this constituted the sensational part of the speech.

But this poetical condition of language did not continue
indefinitely. With extended human intercourse, speech
became more precise and plain, the imagination became
more subdued, the impulse of the senses whs diminished, the

understanding began to play a greater part. In Europe,
when the barbarians as they were called of the north spread
over the Roman empire, these more phlegmatic races oblit-

erated the sensational accents tones and gestures of those
whom they conquered. At the Renaissance men bad almost
lost the power of varied declamation and theatrical action,

and the past on that head seemed even incomprehensible.

In this state of things it was that art stepped in to fill a void

left in the world, to vivify and where necessary to startle the
emotions. These hurried sentences must serve to illustrate

what I have indicated, that sensationalism need not as a

matter of course be a bad thing, but is rather connected with
a fundamental part of our being.

I will put together some instances of what I should call

good and bad sensationalisms. For the former take the

incentive to thought and emotion caused by the famous
prospect from the Montorio at Rome; where is seen in one
view the whole of the eternal city of 7 hills which has
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twice conquered the world; where the eye rests on the

Palatine, Vatican, and Quirinal, the embodiments of the three
successive types ofhuman power. Or take the Obcrammergau
Passion-play ; a monument of faith, for it was instituted two
centuries ago to ward off pestilence

;
inseparably connected

with every-day industry, for it arose out of the wood-carving
occupation of the :iilnitiit:iiils

;
mid lliu must thrilling ttiriatrical

representation ever yiA oliured to spectators, while I would
add not an unwholesome one. Every climax in art is a
sensationalism; and there is no belter and more legitimate

example of climax than that of Shakespeare's, known to each
schoolboy, "The cloud-capt towers, the gorgeous palaces,

The solemn temples, the great globe itself, Yea all that it

inhabits, shall dissolve, And like the baseless fabric of a vision.

Leave not a wrack behind." What I would perhaps call

sensationalism of an indifferent or medium kind is such as
startles the emotions, while leaving a competent judge
undecided whether the effect is good or bad, whether the

results are desirable or undesirable. For instance though
Edmund Kean was a powerful actor, yet his style was
acknowledged to be tricky and flashy; the pott Coleridge
gave him but half-praise when he said that seeing him act

was like reading Shakespeare by flashes of lightning. It is

said however that there is no degree between the mediocre
and the bad, and I pass to the latter. When liurke threw a
dagger on the floor of the House of Commons, that was very
bad sensationalism and ineffective. Byron with his sham
sentiments and mock passions was a sensationalist to bad
ends. The productions of such writers as Huysmann, Zola,
D'Annunzio, Sec, are the very worst form of sensationalism.

I would with the help of these examples define sensationalism
as bf.iing good and bad, according ;ts it tends to beiri;; either

strong or refined on one side, and to being either weak or
vulgar on the other. And it goes without saying that the
scale is very delicately poised in this matter, so that a trifling

difference will turn it to good or bad.
These preliminary and general remarks have appeared

necessary before approaching the subject of sensationalism in

the musical art ; and I will now take as the first head of the
latter the question of sensationalism in musical composition
proper, sub-dividing that again roughly into the three questions
of genera! style, design, and orchestration.

It is probable of course that there have been sensational
composers, (hose who have cared very little whether their
ingredients were badly mixed or not provided that they
produced a startling effect on the populace, long before
modern times; I will not pursue that inquiry. The first



sensationalist who has cut a very considerable figure in

modern times is Meyerbeer. His style was a farrago of the

schools. Without denying to him immense musical ability

or the power to produce occasionally airs of considerable if

rather artificial beauty and march music of much power, I

must say that taking him in his totality as an exhibitor of
the musical art he seems to me to have been utterly the

inferior of his contemporaries Auber and Halevy, and still

more so of that great genius Rossini. And simply because,
taking him in his entirety, he was always ready to subordinate

beauty and propriety to popular effect. Mendelssohn felt

himself totally antipathetic lu the music of Meyerbeer, and
1 doubt whether there existed arij more clear -.sighted critic

than Mendelssohn for music of his own time and of times
anterior to himself. I consider that Meyerbeer was the
arch-sensationalist, in a had sense, of his day ; and the fact

that some of his operas thanks to the exigencies of the grand
opera stage are still performed, does not alter that opinion.

It is peculiar by the by that the production of three of his

most successful operas, Robert le Diable, Prophete,

and Africaine, coincided roughly with three French
revolutions in 1830, 1848, and 1870; and I do not think this

was entirely an accident. I sngyesled in a paper previously
read before this Association that Meyerbeer's efforts seemed
to be the direct outcome of French revolutionary ideas. The
next case is that of Berlioz. There is something subtle and
genuine in his music which will make him I think live far

longer than Meyerbeer. When that is granted, he was no
doubt a sensationalist of the most afjsrra vatcd type, especially

in his works written during the first 40 years of his life.

I will again quote Mendelssohn, who said wittily, "with ali

his endeavours to go stark mad Berlioz never once succeeds";
which means that with all his effects the total result was
tame. There was in fact a certain blzarrerii.- in his talent,

which combined with his passion for effects perpetually

militated against his otherwise pure [ui^ical instincts. The
frank and healthy sensationalism of David's "Desert"
contrasts very favourably with that of Berlioz,. Liszt, the

great virtuoso and St. Simonian, never emerged from the

False atmosphere caused by those two influences ; the empty
flashiness of the one, the extravagance of the other. He
attempted the totally impossible task of creatine; a style for

large musical works out of the materials of the pianoforte

improvisator!', or fantasia -mailer. While of course ie;-o;.'nism;;

the immense technical ability of his works, I do not think

that they have the least prospect of prolonged existence ; the

Symphonic Poems, by which presumably he hoped chiefly to

live, seem to me to be dead already. Wagner was no doubt

a sensationalist, but in the best and highest sense, His
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themes or melodies were as entrancing as Liszt's were crude
and feeble. He used every effect known up to his time, and
everv effect that he could think of himself; but he was not

so shallow as to suppose that effects are of any real avail

unless they have sound music behind them. In these remarks
I am speaking of Warner, as [ was speaking of the Others,

in his principal developments; and draw a veil over those
parts of his career when he was educating his powers in

the face of the public. To us who know the completed
Wagner as he at last showed himself to the world, Rienzi
seems a scarcely tolerable piece of fustian, inferior perhaps
to Meyerbeer. But this in passing. The Venusberg
music, the Valkyrie's Ride, are pieces of undeniable sensa-

tionalism, but With what extraordinary power and freshness

of theme behind them 1 The death march of Siegfried is

sensational in the. highest sense that the word can be
used, and is one of tin: most sublime compositions ever

thought and penned. It does not need any feeble words
of mine to show that Wagner was one of the master-minds
of music, and that in point of sensationalism and in so
far as he was a sensationalist he was but a beacon-tight for

others to follow,—if they have the capacity. In this rapid
survey the nest name which occurs is that of one who,
doubtless owing to some just and sufficient cause in the
history of human taste, but still I think without any true art-

basis, has lately been receiving an extraordinary amount of

attention in England. I speak of the eclectic Russian
Tsckad:owsky, Th-is composer, who is of course a sensa-
tionalist, has been the subject of so :nuch recent adulation

that it will at least have the merit of variety if I say that i

find myself unable a:'ler gr;:a; effort to join in it. As to his

eclecticism let it be said at once that it was good and
judicious; his resulting compound is facile and fairly homo-
geneous, unlike the mechanical and jerky compound made by
Meyerbeer. But still his style is but a compound made up
from several sources, and I doubt whether eclecticism ever
yet had a real success. As an opera, writer Tscdiriikowssy
put aside the rough vigorous national beauty of which
Glinka had been the pioneer, and looked abroad, espccially

to Germany, for his materials ; and anything more iusult'erablv

dull than the result in the quasi-Teutonic " Eugene Onegin "

I cannot conceive. But my reproach against Tschatkowsky

succeed, but as to the inherent inequality and iii:;:erlainty of

his compositions. He belonged to that class of writers, who
are becoming I am sorry to say numerous, who write an
emptiness one day, and soaring high the next day expect
their reputation to attach to the latter while the former is

ignored. This is not possible in music. No great composer
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ever tlid it. hi the simplest valse of Schubert there is some
touch which makes it not empty, but rather links it on to all

other works of the same composer, and makes it not
unworthy of appearing even by the side of the great C major
Symphony. To take a composer nearer to Tschaikowsky,
namely Rubinstein; who over-wrote himself, who had various
dwfftcts, iitid is not much appreciated in this country; but
still I think that he was a much greater man than
Tsdiaikowsky, simply because his leonine genius came out

even in the smallest thing he did, and in fact because he was
an original composer. Rubinstein's career as a virtuoso
look him sometimes, I am aware, in his compositions
perilously near to the trivial ; but I think his genius just

saved him (mm ever actually touching it. What this

peculiar and necessity power of sustetitation is hi composers
I cannot exactly define, so that 1 have little hope that my
remark will carry conviction; nevertheless I am satisfied

myself of its existence, and that it is one of the chief tests,

almost the ultimate test, which separates true inetal from
basu metal or slluy. Now Tschaikowsky's large orchcslial
works, by which he is chiefly known in this country, even
when taken by themselves, exhibit just the war.: of this

quality. Of flirr^x he was a passed master ; the momentary
effect of these iccunmg climaxes is exciting in the highest

decree, Unt then (to say nothing of their coming in season
and out of season) tiiey seem to arise out of something
insignificant and come back to something insignificant. In

plainer language, the broad effect of long periods and
sustained melodies which characterises great masters is

wholly unknown to Tschaikowsky. His tunes give out

generally at about the fourth bar, and after that short

excursion lie lias to begin again, to repeat vary or develop.

Due to this cause the sentiment of Tschaikowsky even in his

ties; chamber arid oicae.sird works his always seemed to trie

sickly and incapable of producing a permanent impression on
the human heart ; and I speak after an at least patient

survey of all his publications. One cannot deny that a

writer of this stamp often arrests the attention by some
charm ; but so does a soubrette sometimes charm with a

smile. There is by the by a legend that Tschaikowsky
spoke openly in disparagement of the works of Brahms, and
I have certainly seen a published extract from some diary of

his in which he attacked those works in no measured terms.

As to the latter, men sometimes write imprudent things in

their diaries, which they would not thank their friends to

publish. As to the former, I shall believe that Tschaikowsky

was guilty of this impertinence when I hear it duly

confirmed. Whether his powers enabled him to take the

highest course in art or not, he was a thorough artist, and 1
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think he must have known that for all the essential qualities

of greatness Brahms was his master and more than master. 1

have dwelt at length on Tschaikowsky because he illustrates

my point of sensationalism unsupported with real strength by
an example almost at our doors. With all deference to the

English public, which is a very good one, I think they will

find their present idol to have feet of clay. With respect to

Richard Strauss 1 will do little more than offer his name for

discussion, because I have heard but three or four of his

works and that is not sufficient for forming a judgment.
That he is a sensationalist is obvious. As a composer he is

probably the most powerful wielder of the orchestra now
alive. His themes are swept along in a gulf of sound, like

trees and shrubs in an inundation. His beauties are ethereal

and subtle. With these remarks, which express no opinion

on the point at issue, I will leave him to the adjudication of

the audience. As a finial to my remarks on sensationalism

in general style, I would say that the chief preventives
against this turning to ill seem to be, (a) breadth of melody,

(6) continuity, (c) true polyphony ; these form the core and
heart of good music.
Now as to sensationalism in musical design. The chief

phase in which this develops itself is perhaps what is called

programme-music, and that liberated from accepted musical
form. In a paper recently read before this Association, 1

showed the enormous preponderance of accepted typical

forms in the music even of the latest date. And I might
here add that there is not a single piece of Wagner's written

for the chamber or concert-room which does not implicitly

obey those canons. He had an art of concealing his design

by making the themes of one section put in an appearance in

another section
;
but when tonality is taken along with theme,

and tonality is the ultimate test of modern form, his

formal outlines become clear enough. So that the free-lances

of present-day programme-music cannot at any rate quote
Wagner as their type. But there are free-lances neverthe-

less, and regarding them I can only indicate their principle,

and suggest that their success must depend on their special

power. Their principle is that whereas dramatic action has
been shown to be a possible substitute for accepted form, so

the imagination of the cor,cert-goer (aided by a programme-
book) can effect the same. I do not deny that this is

possible, or that audiences may be educated thereto. As to

composers succeeding in this branch of art, it is evident that

they will require much greater power without than with the
aid of forms established by long generations of practical
composers. A caustic writer has lately said that there were
only two real classes of music, dramatic music and absolute
music, and that those who found they could write neither of
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these sat on the fence and wrote programme-music.

Without desiring to join in this satire, I would point out that

it has a basis of fact in at any rate the area at present

occupied by programme music, which is insignificant

compared with the :wo nr« and grfa: worlds created of late

by Wagner and bis successors or the one side and by
Brahms i>u the other side. Befote leaving the question of

sensaticnalif.ni in design, 1 would say that leitmotiv? as an
clement thereof is ape lo have an exaggerated importance

attached 10 it. It is a good i'.evire no doubt, but it is

scarcely mure than one foi:n of ;hei:-atic treatment, which is

as old as the art of modern cin.sk. Just as good an opera
can be written without th;s device a^ wit;, it.

As to sensationalism in ct(hestrat;nn, the iimdamental
nutter is that theie is a popular error as to tin part which
orc hestration takes in music. Orchestral ion is realiy only
the handmaiden ol design and ir.vent;<jn ; oicbestral effect

without excellence in those is leaves without a trunk,

destined only for a moment's enjoyment ; no amount of

orrheslr.it ion can t.;rn a bad i.rticlir ;nto a good One- The
I. . , j;ed public however .ire very utile sensible of these

distinctions, and think that orchestration forms three-fourths

if not the whole of the music. Meretricious art of course

results from playing up (.as is so easily done) to this fallacy,

and such art was never so rife as it is at the present day.

Neglect of the mezzotint, piilohitiess of colour without
reference to design, and tricks on individual instruments,

are perhaps among the chit:i objectionable si*:i sat unui iisms

of the day. As to mezzotint, analogy should be taken

from the sister-art. Chiaroscuro, our heritage from Leonardo
da Vinci and Correggio perfected in Rembrandt, is

certainly not the art of netting white against black, but that

of working shadow ami its analogue colour in all their infinite

gradations, and with reference to the complementary
qualities of colour. And the great masters have invariably

attached much importance to the mezzotint; that which
penetrates into the light on one side ami the dark on the

other and wdc:s the two together. It is a fact known in

tropical climates, to which I can testify from experience,

that in nature strong light kills colour just as much as

darkness docs. I wish that the composers who deal only in

pianissmios and fortissimos would s^lve heed to these- points,

which are equally true of their own art. Then as to

patchiness. Where colour in nature is most effective it is

most widely sustained ; a field of poppies, the hues of

morning and evening, a " blue " mountain. But many
modern composers seem to work through their scores taking

the instruments at haphazard and as their hand lights upon
them, rather than in accordance with some broad and well
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laid-out scheme. The tricks on instruments are offensive,

partly because they soon become formulae and mannerisms,
and partly because in nine cases out of ten they are
introduced to cover some passage which musically is bald
and has nothing in it. Their name is legion, and they are
sensationalisms of a bad kind.

II.

Wishing to give the plan of this paper some completeness,
I had reserved a main-head for sensationalisms of execution

|

but I will enter only enough not to leave the head a blank.
The dignified school i.>f Joachim still srans to niu to product
the best violinists. On the pianoforte I am decidedly of
opinion that the school known in this country as that of

Steindale Bennett still produces the players who give the
most pleasure ; with (hie deference to the foclinic.il powers
of the hard-hitting class who now mostly prevail. .Sensation-

alism in the vocal art is not 1 think for the most part at the
present day carried to any disagreeable extent

; the chest C's
of the successors of Tamherlik. the extremes of bravura, are

now largely discounted in popular estimation.

III.

My third main-head is sensationalism as applied to musical
drama, which is a large and important subject. When
music allies itself to the stage, it finds itself at once in contact
with all the fundamental considerations of the imitative arts.

And of these, philosophically speaking, the deepest considera-
tion is that of realism or its negation. The question of operatic

sensationalism is prar.tica'.iy i:i ciTccI very little else than the

question of operatic realism, and hence though this is a
hackneyed theme I must with your permission enter upon it,

if the object of this paper is to be fulfilled.

Art imitates by the resemblance of an image, but not by the

substitution of an identical article. In other words, in every
art there must be with respect to truth some fiction, and with
respect to resemblance something incomplete. These dis-

tinctions make it art. The reason is that if nothing is left for

us to exercise our imaginations upon, the chief pleasure is

gone. In proportion to our surrendering the Ideal we
surrender our highest form of enjoyment. Piaiitus says very
pregnantly, " Poeta tabulas quum cepit sibi, (jua'rit tpiod

nusquam est gentium, repent tamen." " When the dramatic
author enters upon his task, he seeks something which is no-
where existent, nevertheless he finds it." That is to say, he
idealises. Aristotle gives three degrees of art in three
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painters, Pauson, Dionysius.andPolygnotus; who respectively

represented men .is worse than they were, x''f' 0 "^ ! ai t 'leV
were, liamnviy, ami more beautiful than they were, xp£'~~<"":

'•

and he gives the palm to the last. In the drama of the
ancients thf:r<: was vastly less illusion by reality, and much
more illusion by imagination, than now ; their drama enthralled

multitudes but made little attempt to deceive the senses.

Shakespeare's plays were obviously acted with the scantiest

stage effects.

On the other hand various rebellions against these art-

principles have been made, with more or less show of justifi-

cation, in modern times. In poetry Wordsworth and his

followers introduced at the beginning of this century a system
of homely similitudes. In painting the Germans made the

first realism with Cornelius and Overbeck ; then the French
with Courbet ; then beginning with iSjo our English Pre-
raphaelites, who confessedly put truth against beauty and
introduced a servile and microscopic imitation of natural

objects, thereby reducing their art in my opinion to an
absurdity, [n "drama we have bad of Jate what arc vulgarly

called "teacup and saucer" or "coat and waistcoat"
comedies making great encroachments, and not I think
without some advantage. With less to be said for it there is

also melodrama, which shifts its scenes incessantly and puts
before the eyes every actual circumstance, ignoble or other-

wise, which might have been described. In dramatic music
Gluck and Wagner have substituted a very partial realism for

what they found existing before tire.ni.

But note that all these revolts are exceedingly small in their

effect. In spite of the pother made about the change, does
any one really suppose that convention is less rampant in

Wagner's operas than it was before ? Do people in real life

occupy five minutes in uttering a single sentiment, or stand in

poses for an equal length of time to listen to them ? Wagner
was far too great a man not to understand the basis of the

dramatic art, and in fact he did little more than substitute one
set of conventions for another. No. The truth is that the
great bulk of art of all kinds remains just what it was before,

the subject of convention and ideal.

To be as brief as possible then after these preliminaries

I will put my remarks on the present operatic situation

under three heads :— (a) The conventions of the opera stage

are vastly more necessary, and consequently more reasonable,

than those suppose who have not studied the essential

conditions of the imitative arts, and who are ever ready to

obey the individual impulse of the moment rather than give

themselves up to the greatness of art and of precedent. If

the opera is to prosper, there must always be due regard

to the original principles of the art. (6) As to realistic
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introductions, I am by no means entirely opposed to them.
I see no reason in the abstract why an Ibsen play should not
be set to strong music and make a good opera. I only say that

such introductions should be effected with great caution.

Feeble melodrama wedded to noise would not fulfil this

proviso, (c) The conventions must be carried out with
power. The age demands excellence and will not tolerate

mediocrity. There are many things which it seems to me
require no change. I see no objection to a visible conductor
and a visible orchestra interposing between audience and
stage

; because, in spite of Wagner's half-whim half-theory to
the contrary, experience amply shows that that is necessary
for the presentment of effective music. I see no objection to

many dramatic exigencies, the prologue not really dramatic,
introductory acted scenes to the same effect, soliloquies,

asides, remarks to confidants, the singer addressing the
audience rather than his interlocutor, &c. I see no objection
to the thousand and one things which make singing in

whatever form different from real life. But on the other
hand there are many things which must move forward. The
active bustling choruses of well-dressed and attractive

personages which the managers of modern London musical
farce put on tiie stage are conventional but they are

interesting. The peasant chorus of the Oberammergau
drama play a conventional part, but they are as dignified as
any group in a picture of Rubens. These points may well be
noted by those who mount grand opera, to the permanent
removal of the ungracious women and mildewed men who
glare at the audience, and occasionally at the signal of the
prompter wave their arms and break into mechanical song.
Arrangements may be made so that choruses can hear their

accompaniments and not sing a quarter of a tone flat.

Principals may be taught that one undeviating cycle of
gesture, the hand outstretched, the hand to the breast, the
hand to the hair, the hand clasped, and then da capo, is

carrying convention beyond the limits of tolerance or effect-

iveness. Conductors may be taught the same as to slapping
their desks through a chorus. Ability should reign through-
out, and if the audience is to make concessions the stage

should by ability perform its share of the bargain which is

called operatic representation.

IV.

My fourth main-head is the sensationalism of criticism.

The function of criticism is to apply taste from without to

works of genius and art. A critic must have powers imagina-
tive and analytical ; a quick sympathy untrammeled by
convention or technical precepts ; a natural sensibility ; force
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and kindly affections ; a vigorous and we 11-disciplined under-
standing ; a judicial composure dwelling above the fitful

region of prejudice. Above all he must have experience.

I have read musical criticism in several languages, and am
under the impression that in point of fulfilling these conditions

our country compares on the whole favourably with any
other. But nevertheless I must point out two not unknown
sources of sensationalism, namely cant and malice, to

deprecate one and express abhorrence of the other. As a
species of cant I will quote the tendency to assign philoso-

phical grounds to merely technical facts. And of this two
examples which I have mentioned elsewhere. Psychological

reasons have been given for Wagner's transformation of

themes, where the simple fact was that he had to combine
his system of ie;:i:iotives for different characters and ideas

with long movements of uniform beat adopted from musical
policy, and this involved frequent changes of [he details of

the leit motive. A^ain Warner has been said to have civen
on psychological grounds one distinct province to the voice

and another to the orchestra ; the truth being that he gave
his singers the melody line whenever possible, hut this was
not often, because a single voice has a very limited range of

pitch, while modern musical conception has a very wide one
;

many musical critics ignore the composer's melody line. A
special cant of the present day is about conductors. After

all that is said and done the primary function of a conductor
is by moral and mechanical means to cause his orchestra to

play together and keep time. He may in addition to that,

but only in addition, cultivate certain excellencies ; he can if

he thinks fit amend the dynamic marks in his parts ; he can
with great discretion make scarcely perceptible changes in

the te:npo of continuous movements; if rehearsal time su Aires

he can instruct individual players. But some critics go far

beyond the notice of such matters as these, and speak of the

conductor almost as if he wrote the music and played all the

instruments. At any rate the reckless comparisons between
different conductors which arc sometimes made, seem to lie

based more on individual fancy than on technical knowledge
of the subject. As to the sensationalism of malice, I think
candidly that the criticism of our country while more
independent than that of any other, and perhaps in con-
sequence of that, is by comparison the most free from this

stigma. But there are some exceptions
;
and though this is

a paper on qi;ilc impersonal suhjeels, I must dr;-iw attention

to certain specially wicked attacks lately made in the press.

Such attacks can be for the moment foiled or checked ; lint

it will be an evil thing for music if any section of the public

continues for the sake of obtaining its periodic intoxicant to

countenance this most vicious of a!) sensationalisms.
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This concludes the divisions of my subject. I have en-

deavoured to show that sen sation a]ism to be good must be
sane and strong. Quintilian is so terse on this that I will

take the lilier; y of <j noting liim. lie says, " Oimilus et viiifis

et fortis et sanctus sit ; nec effeminatam levitatem et fuso

ementitum colorem amct
;

sanguine et virions valeat."
" Let ornament be virile and strong and chaste, and let it not

incline to effeminate levity and colour artificially dyed ; let it

prevail by blood and muscle." On the other hand sensation-

alists who act from an insecure base will catch the public for

the moment and lose them in perpetuity. There is an
Arabic legend that Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of salt

because she put too much salt into the food of the angels

whom her husband entertained; and this is not intended by
the Arabs as a jest. There is also a Hebrew proverb that the

camel went to seek horns and lost his ears. I commend
these sayings to the notice of those uhu would try to catch

the public by too rapid means.

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—The first thing to do is to propose a vote
of thanks to Dr. Maclean for his paper and to Mr. Southgate
for reading it, although, as he has said, he cannot agree with
everything it contains.

Mr. C. A. Barhy.—I am very glad to second that proposal.
This proposition whs unanimously agreed to.

The Chairman.—There are other matters of interest to

come before us later on, but I desire to say a few words on
the paper we have just listened to. It seems to me that the
general substance of Dr. Maclean's contentions was that he
was afraid of men being national. Directly the composer
was national, or showed distinct advance, Dr. Maclean
seemed to have an idea that he must of necessity be a writer
of sensational music. That, however, seems to be too strong
a view of the case. Dr. Maclean may have wished to state

the matter emphatically one way or the other ; but we ma}'
think that his definition of the case is perhaps too general
and too sweeping. One feels, for example, in the matter of
Hrahms and Tsi haikowsky (1 speak my own opinion) that

somehow tbey were tarred by Dr. Maclean with the same
brush as being sensational in their works. These men went
a very long way out of their way to avoid sensationalism,

and were men who took time to write and to write efficiently.

After all, it is merely viewing the matter from Dr. Maclean's
standpoint. lie might have said Haydn was a I times sensa-

tional ; but as to his being sensational, in the strict sense of
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the word, it hardly seems to apply. In Brahms we seem to

have a man who Tried to bring music from the cold classic

sonata form and to make it a living thing. Is it on that

ground that he is placed in the list of sensationalists? There
may be some of Liszt's works that tend to sensationalism,

but could that be said of all his writings—" St. Elizabeth,"

for example ? We are told that Tschalkowsky's tunes "give
out at the first four bars." To attempt a refutation of that

statement we have hut to turn to " Nur wer die Sehnsucht
kennt "—one of his finest songs—and the absence of sensa-

tionalism is at once most noticeable. Tschaikowsky would
appear to be a man who pondered more on the problems of

life than a large number of men occupying the position of

great composers. The lecturer particularly extolled the style

of pianoforte playing of Bennett's school. Sterndale Bennett
wrote pianoforte music of absolute purity, which does not

profess to be anything more than pianoforte music, and we
must all feel that Dr. Maclean's remarks with reference to

Bennett's style and absence of sensationalism were most
happy. The latter part of the paper seemed to deal with

stilted mannerisms which, for the most part, do not exist

now-a-days. Dr. Maclean held up to ridicule the fact of

conductors often attracting the attention of band or chorus

by slapping the desk or book with the baton. Is this often

done at our best concerts ? How often our greatest con-
ductors trust to their memories and have no score to slap !

Dr. Maclean attacked the English press and spoke slightingly

of reporters generally. There are, of course, black sheep in

every fold : but »c have good reason to congratulate ourselves

on the wonderful independence of the press in England. In
Italy notices have frequently to be paid for. France has its

press, but ihe weight which it carries is no! considerable.

In England we have a free press, and one which is admitted
to be generally beyond reproach. Irregularities do exist at

times, but the wonder is that it is not more abused than it is.

I trust that many of the members present will have remarks
to make on the paper.

Mr. Southgate.—Ladies and gentlemen, I did not get

this paper until this morning and only had time to scan it

through in the next room, and so I can offer but few
remarks with regard to it. I find myself in direct conflict

In Dr. Maclean's views, and am sorry he is not here to

defend his opinion and do the opposite of wl;at dear Dr.

Watts told us not to do—viz., to fight. I agree very much
with the remarks of the Chairman, and do not think Dr.
Maclean has been quite fair to some composers—Meyerbeer,
for instance. He said his operas wore written to show off

the singers, and everything else obtained little consideration,

for the stars came down to the footlights and sang to the
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audience. Now, as a matter of fact, Meyerbeer's operas arc
not built up mainly of airs, but arc of far larger construction.

Viewed as a whole, Meyerbeer's operas remind one of some
grand Gothic cathedral

;
you cannot take any part away

without dest:oyhi;; the edifice. He did not write operatic

merely "turn-turn" accompaniments—we owe a great deal

to him in this respect. The statement of the Chairman was
quite true that nationality finds expression in music— for

instance, how aptly does the music given to us by Berlioz
accurately reflect his country. Sometimes his music is

sensational—as, for instance, in his symphony, where the hero
wakes up from his dream, goes to the scaffold and has his

head cut off to the playing of that curious French brass
band, which in Paris is supplied for this function, and
awaits the ascent of the criminal on the scaffold; but I

think that is sensational music in which Berlioz did'not
excel. Again, in his " Requiem " he uses sixteen drums,
after all an ineffective composition and, indeed, one of bis

poorest efforts. Now when Tschaikowsky wrote his music,

1 cannot think he had any idea of sensationalism ; surely he
bar. only put national feeling into his symphonies, into his

pianoforte, and, in fact, in all his music. He wrote in that

national style because it represented the Sclavonic tempera-
ments and the accents of his country, and so was naturally

very dear to his heart ; it is not fair to charge him with

sensationalism. With regard to the assumed sensationalism

of early writers, how about the sensationalism of Haydn in

his "Creation," where, after the passage " Let there he light

and there was light," comes a tremendous bang on the chord
of C major. Then in the " Surprise " Symphony, written

according to the legend to prevent the people from dropping
off to sleep as had been their custom in the slow movement

;

after a section of the theme has been delivered, we get a
huge crash : this might be stigmatised as sensationalism I

Dr. Maclean eulogises and likes Rubinstein, yet he some-
times is sensational and feeble. In that " Ocean " Symphony
of his, he was so dissatisfied that, after its first performance,

he wrote movement and movement to try and bring before

us the action of the waves and all that appertains to the sea,

but was not satisfied. I think that Liszt was sensational

;

an extraordinary pi.mist, carried away with the virtuosity of

his own instrument, and not being gifted with an all-round

originality, his music is mainly written to astonish and to

touch us; he wrote for the gallery, and so much of his music
is dead already. I am glad the Chairman spoke kindly of

Sterndale Bennett ; his is, indeed, charming music. It has
been my privilege to hear him play, and a great pleasure it.

was. It is too big a task to-day to consider Wagner in
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connection with sensationalism in music, at least, so far as
operatic music is concerned. I think the remarks of the
writer of the paper are in .illusion to a notorious recent case
in which the writer has been convicted of libel, and seems
cow to be endeavouring to avoid the consequences of the
verdict in the Law Courts. With that notable exception I

see little to find fault with in our critical notices. In Italy

you must pay for them or suffer. Germany is not quite so
bad, though prejudice and cliqueism rather dominate there ;

and it is difficult in France to get a fair criticism. France
exists mainly for French people ; but in England we are

free, and I believe our critics are honest, and but a few
unknown nobodies endeavour to attract attention to their

opinions by indulging in sensational writings.

Dr. Harding.—The thought uppermost in my mind is, that

our Chairman has most fairly and ably answered theprincipal

points raised by the paper which we have just heard read, and
I cordially agree with what he has said. It seems to me that

Dr. Maclean has fallen into the very evil he has been deplor-

ing. His paper is one of the most sensational I have heard
for a long time. Unfortunately, I arrived at this meeting too

late to hear the Chairman's introductory remarks—con-
sequently i imagined that Mr. Smuh^ate was reading his

own composition. However, 1 soon discovered my mistake,

and it was an immense relief to find that the reader was not

expressing his own sentiments.
Mr. C. A. Barry.—I do think Dr. Maclean has gone rather

too far in accusing Tschaikowsky of having attacked Brahms.
He said he could not appreciate him as much as he would,

but he did not attack him. It was Rubinstein that attacked

Brahms.
Mrs. Henry Newmarch.—When I was recently in Moscow,

Monsieur Kashkine, t liefricnd and biographer ofTscliafkowsky,

gave me an account of an amusing interview between Brahms
and Tschaikowsky. Both met in Hamburg, and Brahms
asked Tschaikowsky to dinner. At first little was said about
music, but after a time, warming over the meal, Tschaikowsky
said to Brahms :

" I have always had the greatest respect for

you, but I cannot understand what makes people enthusiastic

over your music." To which the German composer replied :

" It has been a great pleasure to meet you, but I, too, must
confess that I cannot comprehend what there is in your music
that sets the world on fire." They laughed and shook hands,
parting excellent friends, I think this shows there was no real

bitterness !ictwt;(;ii thunl.

Mr. W. W. Cobbett.—There is much to be said about
Russian music, but 1 am unable to deal impromptu with such
a wide subject. I may say that Tschaikowsky, though an
eclectic musician, is sometimes national. Then his music has
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jnsl th.it soiisiififinalism which belongs to Eastern music,
noclim;; monr. Then: is no artistic degradation. His imssic

generally seems to me pure in style. Speaking of Brahms, I

was not ;iv/itr(i that Tschaikowsky was among his detractors.

His great opponent among Russian composers was Rubinstein,

as Mr. Barry has just pointed out.

Note Not having been present to reply on Discussion,

the above remarks have been since shown to me for that

purpose. My paper was an attempt to arrive at a definition

of where sensationalism in musicai matters was a merit and
where it was the reverse ; and the chief point advanced
in this connection was that it must have real strength
behind it. In dealing with composers, I cited different

individuals who illustrated this argument on one side or
the other. I do not find anything in my lecture (which is

printed above as it was sent in) to cover the remarks that I,

(it) decried nationality in composition, (h) connected Brahms
with sensationalism, (c) " attacked the English press and
spoke slightingly of reporters generally." I think these three

heads represent the exact opposite of my opinions. I am
glad that the lecture fulfilled its object of evoking discussion,

and thank Mr. Southgate for having had the kindness to

read it.

C. M.



F. CUNNINGHAM WOODS, Esq., M.A., Mus. B.,

In the Chair.

THE GIORGI FLUTE.

By H. Standish.

Ladies and Gentlemen,—Id lDtroductng to yournotice this

evening the Giotgi Patent Flute and the Gioigi Patent Flute
Head as applied to other style cylinder flutes, I bi-g, on
behalf of Messrs. Joseph Wallis & Son, to thank you for

the opportunity you have afforded mp of demonstrating the
superiority which w claim ihe Giorgi flute possesses ovrr
oti:er flutes.

The inventor, Signor Giorgi, prior to his coming to

England, had the flute, v.!..::. iviil ;<. .y<:i\ this evening—
viz., one without keys aud descending to 15, severely tested

by the Conservatoires of Music at Home, Parma, Bologna,
and Milan, and after the most severe tests employed by the
professors of music forming the committees of the different

Conservatoires, with a view to seeing whether or no the flute

did possess all those merits which the inventor claimed for

his invention, and whether such a flute was really playable
and likely to become useful to the flute-playing public,

they decided that all that the inventor claimed had been
proved, and granted him the certificates, of which I have
brought copies, and shall be pleased to hand one to any
gentleman desirous of reading them.
The claim of the inventor for his flute is, firstly, that a

far superior, clearer, and purer tone is gained by the adoption
of his mouthpiece ; secondly, the necessary position for the
player to assume in playing on his mouthpiece accords to the
player a greater capacity of lung, and, in consequence, wind
power

;
also, it gives him an easier position to play in, as it
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does away with the necessity of having the arms and hands
raised nearly level with the chin, which position, all flute

players will admit is very tiring during a long performance;
and consequently the neck of the player is not twisted, but
the head is kept in a straight position.

With regard to the fingering of the Giorgi flute, it is

contended that pupils progress much quicker by not having
any keys to trouble about and not having to learn complicated
cross fingering in common use, and in consequence the

Giorgi system is to be preferred. This was one of the tests

employed by on:- Conservatoire of Music in Italy, the author-
ities of which wished to see the progress made by a beginner

on the Giorgi flute and a beginner on the ordinary style

(Boehm). At the end of three months both pupils were
brought before the committee and played their respective
flutes

; the committee were unanimous in deciding that the
pupil on the Giorgi flute was much in advance of the pupil
using the lioeliin flute. We can hardly expect that flautists

who have mastered a fingering that answers all their

pi:i";>osi.-s will thmw themselves out of gear for some weeks
to learn the Giorgi system of fingering, but we offer them an
advantage in being able to change the head of their own
(hue for a Giorgi llule lieail, whereby thev may have the

opportunity of playing in a much easier position than their

old one, besides producing a better tone.

In conclusion, I may say that the Giorgi flute is perfectly

simple in its construction, there being no mechanism to get

out of order, and, should any portion of it become damaged
in any way, the parts can be replaced at a small cost in

comparison with the cost of repairs of expensive flutes at

present in use. Perhaps I may be permitted to mention that

the total cost of a Giorgi flute is only f_o. 2s., in comparison
with the cost of a flute on the Boehm system costing £15 to

Our exponent, Mr. Green, flautist in the Grenadier Guards
Band, is in attendance this evening, and will play first of all

a piece on the plain Giorgi flute descending to D, which is a

flute without any keys at all, and will afterwards perform on
his own Boehm flute fitted with a Giorgi flute head. In
criticising Mr, Green's performance on the plan'. Giorgi flute,

it is only fair to say that he has only had the flute in his

possession a short time, during which time he has been
constantly called away by his military duties, which has t;

prevented him giving as mueh rime as he would have wished

to the instrument
;

and, further, like all other first-class

flautists, he has been in the habit of using covered holes,

whilst the Giorgi flute on which he is going to perform
to-night has perfectly plain holes, which makes rapid
performances more difficult, as those of you who play the
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flute will be aware. However, those players who prefer to
have all covered holes can have their desires fulfilled at a

small cost.

As Mr. J. Finn has kindly brought here his Boehm flute

and will play on it, an opportunity will be afforded you
of hearing and observing the respective tones of the two

Mr. Green then played on the Giorgi flule a " Fantasia
on Russian Airs," and was followed by Mr. J. Finn with a
" Nocturne," by Jadassohn, on the Boehm flute. Both
gentlemen then played a Duet, an " Andante " by Kuhlau.

DISCUSSION.

Mr. Southgate.—I should just like to makeafew remarks.
What an extraordinary thing it is that that which has been
tried before so often comes up again, perhaps with some little

improvements. The way in which the Giorgi flute is played,

blown at the end instead of into the lube held triLiisviirsuly,

reminds one of how the old nay, merely an open tube, was
played in Egypt thousands of years ago, and is still played in

the streets of Cairo. [A facsimile of one was then shown;
the original was taken out of an ancient tomb ; it possesses
six finger holes on the top, and one thumb hole underneath.]

And I have here s. facsimile of another most interesting- flute,

of which two were found in the pyramid of Ahmin ; one is in

the possession of M. Maspero, the eminent Egyptologist,

and I went to Paris to see and examine this and another
remarkable instrument. You will observe that like the Giorgi
flute it has eleven finger holes. Now as we only possess ten
fingers, it follows that two of the holes have to be covered by
one finger. It is managed by putting one hole at the side

{the top end), it can then he stopped by the middle joint of
the first finger of the left hand, the top hole on the top being
covered by the first portion of the finger. I may mention
that I have already exhibited this particular specimen before
our Association in i8go, and Mr. Finn showed that the
complete chromatic scale could be played upon it. with the

addition of the enharmonic seventh ! It is curious that this

Ahmin flute and the nay combined seem to constitute the
Giorgi flute

; the instrument is played at the end and it has
eleven holes. I may just mention that at Barnum's Show,
now running at Kensington, in the Arab hand will be seen a

player on a small nay.
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The Chairman.—In common with Mr. Southgate, I dare
not lay any claim to being a flute player. That too may be
the case with some of us here in the room. We, however, as
musicians cannot help being greatly interested in noting the

application of that system of fingering which we are told "has

been known to exist so long before the Giorgi flute was
introduced. I notice that there arc gentlemen present

who are flute-players, among them Mr. Welch, on whom I

will call to say what he thinks of the Giorgi fingering and
method of blowing.

Mr. C. Welch.—There are two separate and distinct

peculiarities in the flute now brought under our notice; one,

the way in which it is held, straight, like the English flute,

not crosswise like the German flute; the other the circum-

stance that it has no keys or other mechanism. This way
of holding the flute, although novel, is by no means new.
Besides the Egyptian nay, which is turned slightly sideways,

though the obliquity is much loss than that of our flute, there

is, I believe, a Chinese flute \vhich is held straight. I was
thinking, too, at the moment of a flute, said to have come
from Africa (it is garnished with a tuft of camel's hair), in

the possession of Mr. Taphouse, of Oxford. It is constructed

with a notch into lvhidi tin: player impuls his breath. The
sound is easily produced and is agreeable to the ear.

Itat'hni, whoie name is so well known in connection with
ting-keyed instruct :.;... i>::ii ,n| ldted the idea of making a
H'.itc to be heli) straight. One i:ay, when i was walking with

hln> in Munich, not many months befnre his death, he put

his walking- Stick to Ins mouth, hold;ng it as if he were
playing on a Giorgi flute, and said: "If 1 were a younger
man 1 would make a fiute to be plsycd like this. I suppose
somebody wili do it when I arr. gone." We immediately

began to speak of something else, so that I did not leatn

from whence he derived the idea, how he proposed to

construct the (Into, or what was the object he had in view

;

but on {;ning to the Italian Exhibition at Earl's Court some
years afterwards, I saw the idea carried out. The instru-

ment there exhibited was the Giorgi flute in its early form.

It was not made of ebonite, like that now before us, but of

metal, and, instead of being keyless, was constructed with
square keys of immense size covering holes of the same
shape, the fingering being quite different from that of the

flute we are asked to examine, or any other flute. It will he

observed that the Giorgi flute is not furnished with a cork,

the performer's breath passing into the end of the instrument

where the cork or stopper is usually placed. The cork,

which closes one end of the tube of a flute, is not brought

Close to the mouth-hole. The nature of the vibrations which
are set up in the column of air between the cork and the
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mouth-hole is unknown, they never having, :

aware, been subjected to examination by a

We know, however, that the length of this column of air has
a great effect on the harmonics. Now Signor Giorgi claims,
I understand, to have greatly improved the harmonics. It

is, I presume, on the dispensing with the stopper, and on
other changes made in the upper end of the tube that the

claim is based. The instrument shown at Earl's Court
terminated in a cross-piece, in which, I have no doubt, there

was a cavity or cavities to take the place of the interval

between the cork and the mouth-hole, and in the flute before
us I observe a recess at the back of the tube near the mouth-
hole, intended, presumably, for the same purpose. I should
mention that, with the flutes now in use, the great difficulty

in execution lies in the top octave. If the notes are fingered

as harmonics, they are so flat and so inferior in tone that
Clinton used to say that if flute players were obliged to confine
themselves to them the instrument would not be worth playing.

On the other hand, if the high notes are fingered in the
ordinary way, their manipulation in rapid passages is very
difficult, for each note requires a double fingering. It might
be compared to double stopping on the violin, with the
difference that the flute player, instead of producing two notes
like the violinist, produces only one. If, then, Signor Giorgi
has rendered the harmonics equal in tone and intonation to
the double fingered notes, In; will have conferred an immense
benefit on flute players ; hut, should it prove that he has spoilt

our present high octavo without perfecting the harmonics,
few will be disposed to have his head-piece applied to their

flutes. As regards the other point, the abolition of the keys
;

its advantages are tooseU-evidentforit to be necessary forme
to say a single word in pointing them out. A flute without
keys is a drear:: which has l:;iu:ited almost overv one who has
attempted to apply his inventive powers to the instrument,
but it has hitherto been regarded as a Utopian idea, as hope-
less as the search for the philosopher's stone, Messrs. Rudall
& Carte have a drawer half-tilled with models, some of which

o-day hy Mr. Finn, and are on the
ne of this inventor's dream. The
:o ten, but the flute is pierced with
s problem being how to cover these

a fingers. Indeed, it is really more
difficult still, for it has always been considered necessary to
retain one of the digits, the right thumb, for supporting the
flute, so that there remain hul mm: liu£(rls fci the eleven
holes. One of these two difficulties Si;;nor Giorgi proposes
to get over by an expedient which, had not Mr. Southgate
just shown us was known to the ancient Egyptians, would
have seemed to be a perfectly new and original idea. He
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closes two holes with the firsi finger of the left hand, one
with the first phalanx, the other with the third, or nail

phalanx as it is called. For the other hole for which there

is no finger, Signor Giorgi has recourse to a method which
had often been previously suggested

; he takes the right

thumb from its office of holding the Hate, and devotes it to

closing the hole. Fifty years ago, when the Boehm flute

was coming into use in England, there were three men, each
of whom was ar.xious to invent something better, Richard
Carte, John Clitiiun, and AUei Siccama. The last-named,
Siccama, constructJ a flute with only one key, and proposed
to communicate his ideas to the other two. One evening
they met by appointment. Carte and Clinton signed an
agreement in which they undertook not to divulge what was
about to be disclosed, and then Siccama produced the model
of his invention. Siccama had adopted the same plan as

regards the right thumb as Signor Giorgi— in fact, the
fingering of the right-hand part o: hi- flute was identical note
for note with thai of the Giorgi instrument. The trio sat up
the whole of the night discussing the project, Mr. Carte
maintaining that the performer would be certain, sooner or

later, to meet with a sequence of notes on his attempting to

play which, in a rapid passage, the flute would fall from his

hands. Possibly Signer Giorgi would moot tins objection by
saying that the statement might be true of the transverse

flute, but not of the flute held straight. How this may be I

cannot say, hut I um sure that the new instrument will have
a fair trial. It will neither be crushed by trade jealousy nor
extinguished by professional prejudice. If the claims which
have been put forward on its behalf are well founded, slowly
perhaps, but surely, it will make its way. On the other hand,
if, when it is put to the test of actual experience, it should
be found wanting, the Giorgi flute will only add another to

the many good intentions with which—well—with which the
drawer at Messrs. Rudali's is filled.

Dr. Harding.— I just want to ask two questions. In the

Giorgi flute without keys, can you play in any key ? And,
secondly, can you play any passage rapidly ?

Mr. Standish.— I am not a flute player and cannot speak
critically, but Signor Giorgi will be in London in a week or

two, and I shall be glad to arrange a meeting with him. In
answer to the questions I would say it can be played in any
key, and sofar as rapid passage is concerned it can be played
very much more rapidly if you h.ive covered holes, but it does
not alter the position of holding it-

Votes of thanks to Mr. Green and Mr. Finn were passed
unanimously, and a similar compliment to the Chairman closed

the meeting.
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THE STRUCTURE OF PLAINSONG.
By H. B. Briggs.

It is proposed in this paper to examine briefly into the
present sute of our knowledf;e as to the musical structure of
PLonsong. Until about twenty j'cars since, when the
Iienedicline monks of Solusmcs bvi'Mi to publish the iesnlls

of their systematic study of the music, theories on the art

were founded mostly on conjecture. The reason for this was
that the chant was composed more than two centuries before

the earliest and very rudimentary treatise on the subject was
written ; that the few later works treated of things from a
different point of view to ours, so that they are not very easy
to uiuli rstiiml

;
anil thst by the time writers become more in

accord with ns moderns, say the iilteenth century, the
rendering; of l.'lainson g had hecoine. mi corrupted that all

theoretical treatises were completely worthless. Practically,

therefore, all tilat we have to work upon is, the music itself,

with some vague indications in treatises of about the ninth
century, which may or may not be comprehensible, and may
often be twisted to mean anything we like. The notation in

which the music has come down to us is in four forms— viz.,

the Alphabetic, the Dasian, the Neumatic, and the Square
notation. The si phalii/tic is but rarely met with, ami was
probably only used for instruction books. The Dasian is

used in the MSS. formerly attributed to Hucbald, but these

only contain a few examples illustrating the treatises. The
r.euniatie was the noiatioa in general use down to the eleventh

century, when it was gradually converted, into the ordinary

be sung, but very little more. 1 1 properly printed in the style

of all MSS. until the sixtccr.:!: century, the phrasing is fairly

well indicated, and i; sets very scrviccably. far better than
modern notation, for singers acquainted with the spirit of

Plaiuson.^; !>ut by itself i: is as useless as " Ri.ie. ISntamiia,"

written in minims would be. lint when iliis stpare notation

is collated with its forerunner, the neumatic, a different state

of things appears. The square notation shows only the
notes; the neumatic shows none of the notes but alumst
everything else that converts notes into music. The
approximate thnc value (all that can be given in recitative),

the phrasing, the expression, all is given in the neums as
clearly as in a modern composition. For example, the
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- note not the interval of the second. But it has four different

forms, which must necessarily mean four different renderings

of the note-group—i.e., that the first note of the group is

accented, but that each note may have a longer or shorter

duration according to the form of the neuni. And it has even

a fifth variety, which I take to be a turn on the first note as

indicated by the wavy form given to the lower limb (see

neum at end of second line in the Alleluia, p. 70).

Then besides these distinctions in the neums themselves
we have what are called Romanian letters, which were
added to the MSS. at St. Gall in the eighth century by
Romanus, who had been sent from Rome to instruct the

Prankish clergy. These indicated that a note was to he held,

or to be sung quickly, or to be strongly accented, and so oh,

all pointing to the fact that Plainsong was intended to be
rendered in a thoroughly artistic manner. And the notable

peculiarity of these marks of expression is that, if a trained

singer who is acquainted with the general spirit of Plainsong
- sings one of these melodies, he will interpret it instinctively

in the manner that Romanus marked in his MS. eleven,

hundred years ago. And he does this because the music
being purely vocal, a melody composed for the mere
delight of using the voice, he finds that while it affords

full scope for his exercising the creative powers of the

true artist, the general outline is determined by the
music itself. I think I have said sufficient to show that
the two notations taken together, the neumatic and
the square, must enable us to arrive at a fairly accurate
interpretation of a Plainsong melody. Of course at present
controversy rages fiercely over Innumerable matters. The
last shot fired has been a work on the neums by M. Houdard,
entitled " Le Rhythme du Chant Gregorien," which is a
direct assault on the position taken up by the Solesmes
Fathers. My impression is that, so far as he is right, he
misunderstands the Solesmes teaching, while, on the other
hand, he attempts unsuccessfully to fit the vast number of
facts he has collected together to a preconceived theory.

The theory propounded by M. Houdard is that the neums
show that Plainsong was not recitative but in strict time,

and that the note-groups, whether of two, three, or more
notes up to seven or eight, all equalled one other.

M. Houdard qualifies the strictness of his theory to some
extent, so that it is not quite possible to say whether in

;
execution this fixity of rhythm would be carried out; but
certainly the examples he gives in modern notation are
almost impossible of execution, and much inferior in beauty
to the same melodies sung after the method of Solesmes.
This system appears to be the one which is founded on the
surest basis, and though experience may show lhat the actual
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execution of melodies at the Abbey may admit of modifica-
tion, it docs not seem probable that any violent departure
from the method will be made. When it is once granted that
Plainsong is recitative, it is evident that no notation can
exactly express the rendering that will be given to it by a
good singer, while the renderings by a choir and by a soloist

will naturally differ in delicacy of detail. The better the
choir and the more accustomed they are to the music, the
better will be their rendering ; but a body of voices can never
have the flexibility of the single singer. And in our views as

to the interpretation of the chant we must always remember
that it was written for Italians with flexible voices, and that

the complaint was made even in the eighth century that the
Prankish" monks with their harsh voices could not execute
the florid passages. The result was that notes of ornament
such as the quilisma were often omitted from MSS. in the

square notation, and the tempo of the ornate melodies was
reduced to what one now hears in most Roman Catholic
churches.
The essential theory underlying the neumatic notation is of

course that the first note of every neum or note-group is

accented. A neum, in fact, may be said to represent a modern
bar, and the result is that we have a succession of bars
containing various numbers of beats—two, three, four, five,

six, or seven. There are traces of a certain balance being
preserved among these unequal time-measures, but the rules

which govern it await the further critical examination of
Students.*

Having thus briefly taken stock of the materials at our
disposal, let us now consider the results that have been
attained in the study of the art. The rhythmical structure

of Plainsong is founded on that of a prose sentence. This
depends on the accentuation of the syllables, and as the
succession of accents in prose is irregular, we get what is

called free rhythm, in contradistinction to fixed rhythm,
which is the characteristic of poetry, where the accents occur
at regular fixed intervals. This is the real distinction

between Plainsong and modern music. The ancient hymn
melodies cannot be strictly termed Plainsong. since they are

merely forms of free measured music in an ancient tonality.

It is the melodies set to a prose text which are Plainsong,

and this is an art sui generis, which apparently cannot be

imitated, though there seems no reason why not, if its

principles were thoroughly understood. Modern recitative

was an independent invention and not a development of

Plainsong, and it would be interesting no doubt to compare
the different lines on which the two species of music have,

been developed,
* Sec further ' The KleinenH "f Phinst ;!>!

" (Vinfcni) jh. Gil

f a
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Plainsong contains two essentially different structural

forms, the Antipbooal and the Psalmodic, the former

being derived (turn the antiphons aad the latter from
the psalm- times. Wc will first consider the antiphons.

They are sheet melodies in free rhythm, the accentuation

being unite dependent un the text. They may he simple and
ftyllahic, or tbey may be ornate, with several notes to a

syllable. The simple form is probably the more ancient, for

it is a characteristic of the classic music that has come down
to us that there is rarely more than one note to a syllable.

Now as the text is prose the music has to follow exactly its

accontuation and rhythm, and no note must be dwelt on
longer than is necessary for its pronunciation. To take

the Antiphon Confitebor, if we were to write it in modern
measured music we should have approximately

—

with the time signature altered at every bar, as the stronp

accents should fail on the tonic aecer.ts of tin: words, and the

number ol syllables between these accents always varies.

And this translation can only !» approximate, for the lime
required for the pronunciation of the different syllables is

never quite the saint-. This antiphon is only the halt of a
psalm verse, ar.d consists or a period which is broken in the

middle, but this division is scarcely more than for the

purpose of taking breath. When the whole of a psalm
verse is user! there is a true pause at the colon and a

real interruption of the melody. Some few examples
contain three distinct periods. The antiphons which :.re

used for the canticles are longer and more ornate, but

are equally divisible into :w:> or three periods The melody
of the antiphon class, which w.is sung by St. Augustine
on arrival in Kngland.* consists of lour period;, each divided

into two roU. ami a fifth period consisting of the Alleluia.

Another c.ass of antiphons was the Alleluia alter the

Gradual (page 70). This begins with a melody for the Alleluia

and a long jubihmi on the last syllable, forming what we may
reckon as two periods. A psalm verse follows, also of two
periods, and the melody of the Alleluia is then repeated,
making six periods in all, but of different lengths and broken
Up into unequal cola. Introits, offertories, and communions

• " Deprecamur Te" (Vincent), ad.
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also belong to the antiphonal species, which includes the

Kyrie, Sanctus, and Agnus,* except the earliest music to these

texts, which, with the Creed and the melodies to the Gloria in

Bxcelsis, was psalmodic.

Let us turn now to the Psalmodic species of Plainsong.

The practice from which this was developed was simply that

of jnonotoning a sentence with a fall of the voice at its close, as

in our versicles and responses. This is peculiarly applicable

" The Ordinary ol the Mass " (Vincent), is. 6d.
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to Latin, which generally has an unaccented syllable at

the end of a sentence. English is not so regular in form, but
when there is not a trochaic or dactylic ending the final

syllable in the great majority of cases may be treated as

<

<
<

4i

common. In French, on the other hand, the final syllable

is generally accented, so that this language cannot be
adapted to Plainsong. On this basis of the usual close of
Latin sentences being generally on an unaccented syllable,

let us see how the ancients treated the recitation of the



Psalms. The mediations, or inflections in the middle of the
verse, follow the same principles as the endings, so it is

only necessary to consider these latter. A simple ending
may consider to beof the fourth Tone shows what »

the primitive form of ending for a trochee. When the

last foot is a- dactyl Ihe additional syllable is filled in as

shown by the hollow note. The second and third Tones
are a development from the simple inflection. The reciting

note does not continue up to the penultimate syllable of the
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trochee, but the inflection becomes a short melody, the

penultimate note of which carries the accented syllable. In
the first, sixth, and eighth Tones two notes precede the

accent, the two-note group in the sixth Tone being treated

as a single note ; but the first of the two added notes may be
accented or not, and this is also the case with the third

added note in the fourth Tone. This is because the melody
has no fixed rhythm beyond the accent or rallentando on the

penultimate note, and I believe the explanation is that, when
the chant leaves the reciting note for a lower note, as in all

these Tones, there is no reason why this note should not be
sung as easily to an unaccented as to an accented syllable.

It is like the second syllable in a dactyl which, it is true, is

stronger than the third, so that it is no violence to give it an
accent, but does not demand it. Now if we turn to the fifth

and seventh Tones we find a difference. There the reciting

note is left for one higher, and consequently an accented
syllable must be given to it, so here the filling in of a third

syllable has to be provided for. In the fifth Tone this is

done by touching again on the intermediate note before the
unaccented one ; in the seventh Tone by doubling the un-
accented note. Why should this not be done in the fifth Tone ?

Because in both cases the note that is filled in is the reciting

note. This is a curious example of the skill, or rather the

naturalness that pervades all Plainsong. Everything is done
that in practice tends to ease in the singing, and though this

interpolation of a note in the fifth Tone looks so impracticable

on paper, I have found a very rough choir do it almost of
their own accord as soon as they were told they might. I

suppose the reason is that the power of the reciting note
makes itself felt, when, as in good chanting, it is given its

proper weight and the inflection is treated lightly and as a
mere appendage to it. We have examined only the simple
forms of the endings, but the more florid ones are treated in

the same way. When the single notes have been elaboratsd
into groups they should lie treated as single notes, and not
split up among syllables.

It may not be amiss to compare the known with the

unknown, an Anglican Chant with a Tone. The form of
ending was origin ally the same, the penultimate bar
representing the accented penultimate note of the Tone, but
in course of time the notes of this bar, if more than one, have
been split up among the syllables if necessary, instead of

remaining grouped on the one syllable as in a Tone. The
last note too has lost its characteristic of being the second
syllable of a trochee, and has gained an accent, with the
result that the whole trochee, or a group of even four syllables,

is allotted to it, and the beginning of the inflection is thrown
farther back into the psalm-verse than it would be in a Tone.
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The use of vocal harmony also precludes its being pointed

on true principles, for, in the example given, the treble part

might be pointed as to the fifth Tone, but the alto part must
be like the first Tone. The consequence is that to effect a

compromise the Anglican Chant has to lie sung in fixed

rhythm, so that the prose of the psalms is forced into the

procrustean bed of regular metre.
A more elaborate form of simple psalmody is to he found

in the phrases of the Creed (page 76). There are two forms
of ending, depending 011 whether the final syllable is preceded

by an accented or an unaccented syllable. The length of the

inflection too is not fixed but varies according to the length

of the text, notes being added or omitted as occasion requires,

and only in an extreme case are Ihcre sevend iecinn^ isulus.

The intonation is also expanded when necessary, so as to ^ive

the reciting note to the first strong accent. It is also a
development of the psalm-form to iii'.vc (liferent reciting notes

in the two halves of the melody. This peculiarity occurs also

in the Tonus pcregrinus. There are other phrases in the Creed,
but the one selected forms the greater part of the melody, and
a close examination of the whole composition shows that the

simplest materials were so skilfully treated that no iir.itation

has been equally successful. Merbeck was a long way
behind, for his Creed is antiphonal rather than psalmodic,
while Duniont is not to he mentioned in the same breath.

The original MS. of his Mhsa Regis proves to be written

in measured notation, though it was afterwards printed in

square notes, because that was the fashion of the day for

Church music. Although so simple, the Plainsong melody
of the Creed, owing to the modifications that it undergoes in

successive phrases, escapes the monotony that is inseparable

from all modern settings to unalterable modern chants in

fixed rhythm.
We have seen how the simple syllabic antiphon was

developed into the highly ornate form of the Alleluia. The
same process took place in the psalmodic form, 50 that it

is often hard to distinguish between the two ; but the inter-

mediate stage is interesting, and of this the Tracts (page 76)
supply example:-,. The intonation is slightly elaborated, the

reciting note is doubled on the accented syllables, and the
inflection is very ornate, The peculiarity, moreover, of the
inflection is that here, for the first time, the music is more
important than the words. In the Tones the accentuation of
the syllables, especially at the end of the verse, decided t!xii

apportionment to the notes, but in the psalmody of the
Tracts the music is the master. In the example the last

three syllables are allotted to the last three phrases of the
inflection quite irrespective of accent. It is not difficult to

see that the reason is that the accent of the syllable is lost
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in the number of notes sung to it. The primary idea was,
no doubt, that the penultimate phrase corresponded to the

penultimate note in the trochaic Tone-ending, and was the
roost important of the three groups ; but, as this importance
showed itself in the melody, it was not necessary that the

words should accord with it, while it was necessary that

there should be no doubt which syllables were to be sung to

the three phrases.

We will examine this peculiarity a little More closely. We
all recognise the charms of good oratory or of a good literary

style, but it is questionable if any modern critic can exactly

define them. It is easy enough to point out defects, but not
to lay down distinct rules for attaining perfection. We know
that one phrase may run more smoothly than another, but we
cannot tell why it does. Now with the Latins it was different.

They could identify faults in the rhythm of prose as easily as

we can point out mistakes in poetry. Modem poetry

depends upon accent, not on quantity, but the prose of Cicero
depends, like Latin poetry, on quantity. So important a part
is played in Roman oratory by the quantities in the last few
syllables of a sentence, that Cicero (s.c. 107) in his " De
Oratore " and Qulntilian (a.d. 42) in " Instltutiones

Oratorio," discuss the matter very fully, laying down certain

rules to which good oratory must conform. The grouping of

thcsti ihin! syUfdiles if, called Ihe cursus, which is of two
kinds : metrical, if depending on the quantities of the

syllables; rhythmical, if depending on their accentuation.

The metrical is what was used in classic times ; the
rhj trunkal was in fashion later, between a.d. 400 and 650.

The forms of the metrical cursus were :

—

I. Velox

3, Planus

3. Tardus

4. Trispondaic esse videatur.

and Cicero says further that the last syllable is always long

—

i.e., through its ending a sentence.
But besides quantity, Latin also contained accent, which

was then an elevation of the voice, not a prolongation of
the syllable, and towards the year 400 the conflict between
quantity and accent resulted in the supremacy of the latter.

The effect of the change was probably that, whereas, e.g.,

mhiibrH jlrtiiaiitur r.icd to require cijrht bests for its

pronunciation, it was now pronounced membra firmdntur, in

gloriam congregentul.

membra firmantur.

ira 'victoria?.
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five beats. But this change having taken place in the
language, there was a corresponding alteration in the cursus.

Rhythm only recognises two forms, either of two or of

three syllables, for it is impossible to pronounce more than
two perfectly unaccented syllables together. Rhythm, in

fact, requires cither double or triple time
;
anything else is a

combination of these mcasurrs. The new rhythmical cursus

was therefore founded on the metrical, by accent taking the

place of quantity as follows :—

i, Velox glorlam
|
congregentur.

a. Planus membra
|

firmantur.

3. Tardus fra
|
victoria;.

4. Trispondaic esse
|
vldeaiiir.

Of these the cursus planus and its derivative, the cursus

tardus, were most commonly used. Observe that, though of

course exceptions occur, the msura is not immediately before

the accented syllable nearest to the end, but between the
unaccented syllables which precede it, and this makes the
phrase run smoothly. The last syllable is unaccented, and
though making a feminine ending the last syllable is always
long, which rule enables English, with its often long though
not necessarily accented final syllables, to adapt itself to the
genius of Plainsong.
These four forms of closes, of which the cursus planus

became now the most common in place of the cursus velox,

governed the style of official Latin between the years 400
and 650, according to the evidence of the Papal Bulls of that

period. They then fell into disuse, to be again revived in

the twelfth century. In the " PalSographie Musicale " the
Solesmes Fathers have shown that the greater part of Plain-

song is evidently based on the cursus, especially the cursus

planus, and draw the deduction that it must have been
composed during the period when the laws of the cursus

were generally recognised. Instances of the five-syllable

cadence of the cursus planus meet one at every turn in all

psalmodic portions of the Service, and, when an extra
unaccented syllable occurs at the end, the melody always
provides for this as in the psalm-tones. It is found in a
simple form in the Preface and the Paternoster, in the
Exultet and the Bencdictus es, and in still more elaborate

forms in the psalmody of the Introits and the Responds.
In the specimen of the Respond Psalm on page 76
there is an intonation as usual to fix the tetrachord, the
reciting note then follows with an amplification on some of
the accented syllables, and then begins the inflection of five
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note-groups, quite irrespective of Hie accentuation of the
syllables, except only that the accented syllabic nearest the
final is given to the penultimate note-group. Should, how-
ever, two unaccented syllables close the verse, the adjust-
ment is not made by splitting up the three notes of the
penultimate group, but, as in timui and Filio, by setting

the accented syllable to a note of anticipation, and allotting

the group of three notes intact to the extra unaccented
syllable.

In this comparatively simple form of psalmody the object

has evidently been to preserve the Latin trochaic ending,
both in the melody and the text, while letting the music
assert its predominance in the three preceding note-groups.
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In the more complex Psalmody of the Tracts the music is

altogether supreme in the inflection. In the example we
have a cadence of three note-groups, and though the form
is evidently based on the trochaic ending, as in most of the

text fjivirii, yet \r. Snlxmih, where the accent falls tin tin:

anUrpmullimaLe instead of the penultimate syllable, there is

no adjustment of the extra unaccented syllable, but the last

three syllables go to the last three groups. The accentuation

of the syliaoles is evidently merged in the more elaborate

musical phrase. The only explanation seems to be that the

more florid the music the more it is independent of the text,

on which it impresses the accentuation derived from the

original model.
From this elaborate Psalmody of the Tracts, where the

reciting note often disappears, the step is not far to that of

the Graduals of which the different phrases contain the

characteristics of a psalm-tone— i.e., an intonation, a reciting

note, and an inflection. The first phrase of Justus ut palma
is very clear. There is the intonation on Jus, then the

reciting note, and then the inflection beginning on the re,

the accented syllable nearest the end of the phrase. In the

next phrase we may consider the notes on ccdrus either as

an ornamentation of the reciting note, or as beginning the
inflection on the fifth syllable from the end— i.e., treating

ccdrus Libani as an example of ihc cursus planus. The next

phrase has a longer reciting note and begins the inflection

on the accented syllable ca, filling in a note for the intruding

short syllable hi. These last two phrases have had no
intonation, but the next has one on in do, and on this

syllable rises to the reciting note, which it decorates, and
the inflection begins, as in the preceding phrase, on the
accented syllable of the cretic Domini. Each of these

last three periods ends with a cadenza which is called a
jubilum. The verse Ad aiinun.i'n^nhiin ;n;iy be analysed in

the same way ; but the music is of a more florid description,

as it ins intended to he sung bv tin: best singers of the

Schola, The accented penultimate syllables in mane, and
luant each carry a considerable number of notes, but the
closing phrase on per noctcm, where the choir would join in,

is quite simple, and the jubilum at its close was a well known
ending. In the older MSS, these jubiia are guntindiy omitted,

as they were so well known that it was not worth the trouble

of writing them down. It is worth noting that the reciting

note is not the same throughout the melody.
Let us now turn to the tonality, which is always an

interesting and mysterious subject. M. Gevaert has recently
published a work, " La Melopie antique," which deals at

considerable length with the antiphous. and, while showing
that most of them have come down through the ages in their
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original form, endeavours to account for certain difficulties in

the tonality of others which have hitherto defied explanation.
In order to consider M. Gevaert's theories, we must

examine the whole question of Plainsong tonality as explained

by him. The ordinary explanation is that there arc eight

modes, or scales, consisting of the octaves beginning on every
note of the diatonic scale of A, but with only the four notes
D, E, F, G as finals— i.e., one final to every two modes, and



that as an accidental the f * may be introduced to avoid the

interval in the melody of the tritonc, F to Jl. The question
has always been why this t> should be allowed, because an
examination of the melodies shows that the alleged reason is

insufficient, and the further explanation that it provides for

the transposition of a melody does not cover the whole
ground.

The Greek modes consisted of octaves taken out of the
great sr.ilo of A, l.ieg::inir.g, not us we usually reckon our
stales, from below, but from above downwards.

Table op Modes.—I.

Moms, Modes to f— F.

Names. Moms™

g-G

f—

F

FF („„»)

GO („l>)

* ffl)

J
iEolian or

{ Hypodorian

{ Hypophrygian

Hypolydian

II. A-a

IV. B

—

H

VI. C—

c

e—

E

Bi Dorian I. D—

d

d—

D

Phrygian III. E—

e

c-C D (>) Lydian V. F—

f

E"
(>>>ty>

Mixolydian VII. G—

g

G

F

D

C

B

A

• We will speak of b|> as |? and Bjj as
fi.
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The compass was that of tl

lowest note of the octave in n
the Iastian and the Hypolydi
the strong, and the weak. The strong Iastian had the normal
compass, but tj for the final. The weak had the normal G
for the final, but the compass d—D of the Phrygian. The
strong Hypolydi ar. had the normal compass, but a for the

final, while the weak had F for its final but the range c— C
of the Lydian. Now to bring these octaves within a reasonable
compass for the voice, (bey had to be transposed so that the
range should in all eases he f—F. If the scale of A In: accord-

ingly transposed, as in the second column of Table I., it will

be found that the classic modes all lie within the desired
compass f—F ; but the curious effect of the transposition is

that the key-notes of the transpositions of the A scale are in

exactly inverse order to the original finals of the modes.
Boethius, when he wrote his famous treatise on music,
evidently knew little of the practice. He had heard that the

transposed scales were in an ascending order, so that that

which served for the iEolian Mode was the lowest, and that
for the Iastian the nest higher, and so on, but he was quite
oblivious of the original position of the modes. He seems to
have known that the /Eolian was the A octave, and he
accordingly starts fairly with that mode, but he makes the
Iastliin irHiile begin on B, and so reverses their whole order.

The result has been endless confusion and mystification to

the student.

But to accompany the seven transposed modes on wind
instruments, such as were used in public performances,
the player had either to use a different instrument for every
mode, or, in later times, a flute like that which has been
discovered at Pompeii. By a very ingenious contrivance
this instrument was capable of playing all the modes, but had
to be prepared beforehand by certain boles being stopped and
others left open for the particular mode to be used. The
accompaniment of soloists on the lyre presented, however,
fewer difficulties. Their vocal scale was necessarily not so

restricted, and, moreover, only live inode:; were used tot lytic,:!

music, so that by slight chromatic alterations they could all

lie lnongia uilliia ;i reasonable compass. The lyre was
originally timed hi Ihe diatonic scale from D to a a, wi t li the y
but without [j. The lower D was kept for accompaniment
only, and tin; remaining eleven mites, K to aa, served for the

melody. This range was sufficient for the following modes
if transposed

—

1. Dorian, a to aa ,with ?,

2. Phrygian, G to g, with t>.

3. Iastian, weak, G to g, with 7.

4. Lydian, F to f, with 7,
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md e&.

with [j and e>.

The next step was to alter the tuning of the strings c, d,

e> to tt, c, d, which allowed of the transposition of the last

two modes a tone higher. We thus have a scale of thirteen

notes from D to aa, including both t> and 'ft, which was.
commonly in use for lyrical music in tlit second century.
This was e>; tended down wards 10 A (and even r) liy later

theorists, and we thus again lind ourselves in presence of the

great scale of A, with the addition of the P, which is no.

longer n puzzle.

So far as we know the music of the lyre was the only
species that was regularly cultivated, for, '.villi the exception
of a donblfe: specimen of Pindar, nli tile composil ions which
have come down to us are for this instrument. Until (he

third century lyrical music was a Greek art, and practised at

Rome itself oh-eliy |.y Creeks. About that lime it took root,

bat ng.'in decayed with the transfer of the seal of empire,,

in a.d. 330, from Rome to Byzantium. Such as it was,
however, it formed the basis for the ecclesiastical music
which was in course of development. The music in seven
modes with accompaniment of wind instruments had been
reserved for the pagan temple worship. The music of the
lyre in five modes was that of private life. And of these five,

modes the fragments which have been preserved use only
Ihrce: the Dorian, iasliar., and .I'lolian. The less sober
Phrygian and Lvdian modes arc conspicuous by their

absence, though there is a small instrumental piece in the

Hypolydian.
The earliest Church music, of the date of which we are

absolutely certain, consists of the hymns written by St.

Ambrose towards the end of the fourth century. Those
of which he is eeilainly (he author are: " Deus creator

omnium" {120),* "Jam surgit hora tertia "
(74), "Sterne

rcrnm conditor " (iy, " Vem redemptor omnium" i/ii),

" Iiluxil 01 hi jam dies," " Bis ternas horas explicans."

Probably he is also tin: author of - () lux neata Trbiitas " (2:),
" Hie est dies verus Dei," " Splendor paternse glorise," and
"Sterna Christi munera" (61). They are written in our
ordinary n,:ig ireasnie, and the Iambics are quantitative, nol

Jan-en i 1 la!
; by licence, however, tin- lu sr syiiables of tile first

and third lines in a verse may be long. But it seems
probable that the change which h.nl already begun to operate
in the pronunciation of Latin— i.e., the displacement of

* The numbers refer to " l'[aiii :
...;,.. Hymn MulwLies and Sequences"

(Vincent), as. 6d.
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quantity by accent, affected the hymns in their popular
rendering, and that (he short syllables became rather

lengthened, so that the hymns are rather in duple than
triple time. Now It is remarkable that all the above hymn
melodies, which can be ascribed to the earliest times, belong
to the three principal modes of the lyre : the Dorian, Iastian,

and /Tolian ; and, s:nce there arc two forms of t:;e Iastian,

I hey exhibit fuai m: <l... t. ir: - cn.t of the live n( which we have
classic examples. The exrcption is the strong Hypolvdian
(f— F. final a), of whir!, there is on.y a smai) instrumental
piece. But agamst this our ecclesiastical specimens contain
the strong Iastian and the two mixed modes— Iastian-

/F.oliaa and /liohan- Iastian.
We wi,; now t-jrn ti. the antiphons. which were mostly

composed before the year 600. Tin: simpler examples arc-

short melodies of one or more s irtg with a psaJm,
supposed tr> he ir. the ;.imt Chmrh mode, and ending on it?

final, li.ii abo-it some of thei:i cunsidetable de-uht has always
existed, one writer referring them to one mode and someone
else to ar.ethcr. It is not surprising this should be the case
when we recognise the confusion that was caused by Boethius;
but the matter gets a little clearer when we take account of

the modes in which the hymns; of the same epoch are written.

All these modes are found in the antipiions, ami, in n; fdkioii,

the Hypolydi.ni in its three forms, though it is comparatively
rare. Plaining tonality in the year 600, when St. Gregory
edited the melodies, was, therefore, that of the old Greek
modes, transposed by the addition of P to the great scale

of A. The music has survived in a fairly accurate form

;

but we have no treatises of the pericd bevond the earlier

one of IjoelhiiiS, who has :>een shown to have quite nus-

nntlersLooil what he was writing about.

In the ninth century :bo first metises on Plainsong appear,
and they show a totally new ami Byzantine system of music,

which regarded the scale not as a succession of eight notes,

but as composed of two tetrachords. In pure Byzantine
music these may vary considerably and produce innumerable
scales, but the first note of the upper tetrachord in the Greek
modes used for Plainsong happened to be in all cases a perfect

fifth from the final. In applying the Byzantine system to

the music in use, the theorists therefore took the diatonic

pentachords on D, E, F, G, and named them protus, deuterus,

tritus,and tetrardus—first, second, third, antl fourth modes

—

beginning the upper tetrachords on the perfect fifths.
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Table of Modes.—II.

Classic Modes. Chi

Nam. Octave
Final. No.

OCTAVE
Final

^olian a a D D

laslian, normal... G G G G

G 'It IV. B E

Hypolydian, normal ... F F V. F F

C F VI. C F

F II. A D

E E III. E E

These four Church modes were nest supposed to have two
forms, the authentic and the plagal. In the latter the octave
began on the firs: 110:1: of the npper toirnehurd transposed an
octave lower, but the (inn' remained lliiil nf i_ ] 1 c > authentic
mode. The melodies in the ancient /liolian, Dorian, and
normal Hypolydian and Iastian modes were then allotted to

Church modes as in Table II. But the Hypolydian and
Iastian had besides the normal two other forms, the weak
and the strong. Tin; weak Hypolydian therefore became
the third pla.L'a; modi; (VI.) anil the weak Iastian the fourth

plagal mode (VIII.), the finals being the same as in the normal
forms, though their compass was different. But to bring the

strong Hypolydian and strong lastian modes into the system.

weis a different matter.

The final of the strong Hypolydian being a while its

compass was f—V, it was transposed a fifth lower and called

a first plagal mode (II.), while its transposition required the
low B>, a new note in the scale, and not taken into account
by the theorists, who made this Church mode the diatonic

octave on the low A, instead of the octave on B> with HE(.

The strong lastian has for its final K and the compass g—G.
Transposed a fifth lower it becomes a second plagal mode
(IV.), but the fifth from its final & was the imperfect fifth fr

instead of the perfect fl of the real mode, the Dorian, which
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begins on E. This note occurs very rarely in the course of

auLiphons in this mode, and as they began much in the same
way as antiphons of the norm;!; lastian, or sevenih mode, it

was the common opinion tliat the melodies were mixed,
beginning in the seventh mode and ending in the fourth. An
antiphon must be in the same mode as the Psalm to which it

is affiled ; but if an antiphon be in a mixed mode, or in what
seems to be a mixed mode, as with these strong lastian

melodies, how should '.lie psalmody be chosen; 1:1 modem
times it has become the rule to let the close of the antiphon
govern the psalm-tone, but in the ninth century it was as

often as not the case that the psalmody was governed by the
opening uf (ho iit'liphon, so that for instance we find that

tile n:ii:phon lix .t:;v/>ii/, iiegi ruling in the seventh and
ending in the fourth mode, is classed by liegmo among the

seventh mode antiphons, while it is now treated as in the

fourth mode.
The foregoing explanation of the growth of Plainsong

tonality is, I think, a fair abstract of M. Gevaert's views;
but then arises the question, what authority is there for the

authenticity of the melodies as we have them at the present
day? The following are the only data on which we can
positively rely. The antiphons can be divided into three

groups according to their text :

—

1. Melodies to Alleluia and to verses from the Psalms or

Canticles (before a.d. 530).

2. Antiphons drawn from other Biblical sources, or

specially written for the festival, which were in use in

3. Antiphons from the Acts of the Martyrs, Sec, composed
during the seventh century.

Until the eleventh century there was no notation in

regular use which expressed tin: tonal viilue of the chant,
and we have no MSS. earlier than the ninth century which
even supply the mtmoria teehniea of the neums. The
only grounds then for our believing that we possess the

original melodies must bo something quite apart from the

earliest documentary evidence. That something is the sur-

prising fact that the melodies of the antiphons, numbering
over a thousand, which are contained in the service books
of all the countries of Western Europe, are practically

uniform. And these melodies came into use in the various
countries at different times. Probably England was the

first to receive them from Rome at the hands of St.

Augustine in 597, and 120 years later the Anglo-Saxon
missionary, St. Boniface, introduced them into Germany,
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while later still, about 750, the Frankish Empire adopted
the Roman chant direct from Rome in place of the

Galilean.

But though we find practical uniformity in all MSS. of the
thirteenth century, there is a certain group which shows
considerable discrepancies, and, as might be expected, they
are the antiphons which may be attributed to the strong

Iastian mode. Our data for an explanation of these discrep-

ancies are few, but, so far as they go, seem to suffice. The
neumatic notation is no guide, but in 850 Aurelian of Reom6
classified the antiphons under (heir -nodes, and then in ijoo

comes Regiuo of l'riini with his Treatise anil the Tonarius
tabulating the antiphons of the Offices and of the Mass. And
about the same time we have Hucbald, or the unknown authors

of the Enchiriadis and other works attributed to him, and lastly

the author of the Commemoratio. These last works contain
many examples in the Hucbaldian or Dasian notation
(page 86), and so give us some ground to work on. Most of
the antiphons are classed in these works under the modes to

which they are now considered to belong, but there are

certain exceptions. These are the melodies which are classed

under the third mode, the pentachord of which E— !j
contains

the tritone F—5. The dominant of the mode was originally,

as in others, the fifth
||

according to the Commcmoratio,
but the dislike of the tritone caused the dominant to be
moved to c, and by the middle of the eleventh century this

change seems to have been universal. But the antiphons in

the mode, although they were consequently altered, were
necessarily not all treated in every country in the same way,
so (hat their melodic differ auinnL;st llu-'iiselves.

Another cause of error was when .1 third mode melody h.-s

been converted to the first mode by dropping a degree in the

scale, owing perhaps to the opening phrase containing only
first mode intervals through the omission of the character-

istic second, E to F. Some melodies remain unchanged,
but out of seventy antiphons classed by Kegino under the

third mode, only five or six have escaped alteration, one of

these being Fac benignti. The discrepancies between the

classification of the antiphons under their modes by' Regino
and that current in later times are assuredly very striking,

and are treated by M. Gevaert on certain well defined lines.

His work- is the most instructive which has yet appeared,

and should be closely studied, especially by English,

musicians, for the versions in our Service Books, with which
he is apparently unacquainted, confirm several of his

theories.

We have now considered the formation of the tonality of

Plainsong, but there is one peculiarity which has not been
touched on. The modes ate diatonic, but the scale includes
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the Were any other accidentals used ? and were they used

as real accidentals and no; only for purposes of transposition ?

Professor Jacobsthal, in his work " Die Chromatische

Alteration iin Ikurgischen Cesium," shows that they were not

only known but used, and that different versions oi melodies

have arisen through the efforts of theorists to get rid of

these chromatic changes, which on transposition betrayed

themselves by a ? or \. It is interesting to note that he

makes free use of the "Graduate Sarisburiense,'" which

seems to contain a very pure version of the chant. But

before examining one of these melodies it may be well to

learn the grounds on ivhieh we now know that certain

The notation contained in the Commemoratio, to which

we must look for tenth century versions of antiphons, is in

the Dasian notation, v/nieh has ;iee:i generally considered to

give the exact tonal values. But this belief must be modified

in some cases, and we cannot tell how far it will affect our

translations of this notation. A fixed value certainly applies

to some of the psalm-tones, for instance, which are given in

the Comtnenwriitio : 1ml when the san-.e rules of interpretation

are applied to others it seems impossible that such tones can

ever have existed. We must not, then, too blindly follow

M. Gevacrt in all the suggestions he makes as to the original

A facsimile Gradual published by ihc PtaiuoBg and Medieval Music

Society (Quariteh). £a

identa'.s recognised in the ninth century.

.. . „h„
:

' h . . M. - > I,
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versions of Ihe antiphons. Some explanation may perhaps be
[numl in tin; way in which the writer of the Cfmrnemottilio
regarded the notation Ik; used. In its normal form, a suecession
of tetrachords, it represented the scale shown on the diagram,
but "these signs, as appears from the explanation in the
Bitihiriariis, of pent.- chords on C and D, were not always
absolute; they were certainly sometimes relative—i.e., they
did. not represent D, E, F, G, but that the note was a tone or

a semitone from the one last sounded. So we gather from a
scries of figures showing the pentachords in an ascending
;ind a (iestei'.diri!; form, one of which fii.'urcs is !;ivcu above.
The regular forms are the major and minor C, D, E, F, G,
and D, K, F, G, a, and the chromatic, one of which is shown
on the right limb of the figure, are C, D, Ef, F, G,—
C, D, E, Ff, G—D, E>, F, G, a, and D, E, Ff, G, a. The
upper tetrachords would be altered in the same way, bat as

the E!> was already provided for by the !>, the only addition
there would be the cff. The effect of these accidentals was
to change the mode, while the range of the pentachord
remained unaltered. Thus to flatten the E in the pentachord
C—G converted the seventh mode into a first mode penta-
chord, while to flatten it in D—a transposed the peiitachor, 1

from the first to the third mode. To sharpen the F in C—

G

made a fifth mode out of the seventh, and the same change in

D—a made a seventh out of a first mode.
Now of these four modes the first and the seventh are the

ancient jEolian and lastian, the third mode is practically

the strong lastian, and the fifth mode is the Hypolydian,
which was not used in the Greco-Roman music nor in the

early hymns, and • • ••: appears in the antiphons. Hut mixed
modes were in use both with the ancients and in the hymns
and antiphons, though the only modes which were so used
were the ,Eolian and lastian. M. Gevaert proposes to

amend several of the antiphons, but it is possible the

corrections should not be made in the way he suggests, and
that the solution of some of the discrepancies he perceives in

the melodies should be sought in the direction indicated by
Herr Jacobsthal. In our English books we have a very goed
example of the transposition of a mode in the Offertory

In die solemnilatis (page 69). The melody as it stands in the
MS. is transposed a fifth higher than its original seat, so that

it begins on G instead of on C, and the \> in the notation is

the equivalent of E? ; but this transposition replaces it In the

octave of the classic ^Eolian mode instead of that of the first

Church mode to which it is attributed. For the purpose of

comparison with the II ucbaldi an system we will consider it as

if it were in first-mode form. Up to the end of the phrase
vestm we therefore find that the melody is in the first

authentic mode, but the last note is flattened, and this
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chromatic alteration continues down to the middle of the
Alleluia, when it disappears and the melody closes in the
original mode. The accidental converts the first - mode
pentachord D, E, F, G, A, into D, EP, F, G, A, the equivalent
of the third-mode pentachord E, V, G, A, 15. The prevailing

note in the opening first-mode phrase is the mediant F, and
in the third-mode portion of the melody this is still the pre-

vailing note. The intention of the composer has th.

obviously been to mix the modes, but to keep the pentachords
within the same range. In the hymns the modes were mi\cd,
but without any change of key. Here we find a distinct and
interesting advance on the older system, by the mixture of

the .'Eolian and Iastian modes in such a way as to have an
identical mediant throughout. We now know the reason for

this accidental in the English MSS., but in the Middle Ages
the theorists in France weie troubled !>y what they considered
a corruption, and accordingly transposed the third-mode
phrases a tone higher, and in this form it is found in the
Solesmes edition ol the Gradual. The result is certainly not

BO graceful as the English version, for by the elimination of

the EP the transition to the third mode is peculiarly harsh,
and the return to the first mode has to be effected by an
alteration of the melody. For facility of reference to what
has been said on the Hucbaldian theory of the pentachords,
and to the modern numbering of the modes, part of the melody
has hLtn referred to as being in the third mode, but it is,

strictly speaking, in the fourth mode, which is only another
form of the third.

The question of course may be asked, whether the English
version, with the modulation on '.-alea, is more correct than
the French, which keeps the whole piece in the same key.

The neums will decide it. A MS. of Einsicdcb, which, is

probably a copy of one brought from Rome in the eighth
century, while our version represents the English tradition

since 597. marks the note on tres with a j, and the next note
on dicit with an e ; j means " look out, the note is lower than
you expect it to be"

—

I.e., not Ety, and t means 11 repeat

the note." These Romanian letters together verify the
English version ; the Eb on tree is lower than would be
ejected, though by straining a point it might be contended
that the Efc satisfied this condition

;
but the next note is

the same—Et»—in the Sarum Gradual, but in the French
is F, a semitone higher than the Et], if that version be
adopted, because the following sequence of notes requires
this. Tile reformer did not mind .dteiiiif; the melody just

by two notes, but he did not dare change the body of the
melody itself, though he damaged the artistic ensemble.
Another question lis to the use of accidentals is whether they
were used as real accidentals or only for the purpose of
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modulation, as in the above example. Heir Jacobsthal

understands the pseudo-Hucbald to say they were so used.

Other translators of the treatise cannot see this meaning
in the text. However, if there was such a use of an
accidental it occurred in this Offertory In die solemniiatis.

It does not appear in any MS. so far as we know, and we
can only conjecture where this lost chromatic should be

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, our first duty is to

pass a vole of thanks to the reader of the paper. Will those
who are in favour of that kindly show the same in the usual

Carried unanimously.
The Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, one feels it very

difficult in dealing with this sublet to get away from the ideas

associated with modern music. We are, therefore, at a
serious disadvantage.:, bi.e.iuse this ancient plain-song is the
growth of a civilisation differ ii:g wiiidy from oi;rs. But when
h l 1 u " 1 u 1 1 i musician is eatable of kying aside the prejudices

of early education and of life-long habits, plain-song is to

such an one a veritable revelation ; for its study Leads 1 ) i til ijilo

quite a new sphere, where his idea- become enlarged by the

discovery of melodic riches probably never thought of before.

Once freed from what has been not inaptly termed the

"slavery of the modern leading note," the mind becomes
broader in its melodic conceptions, and experiences almost
what amounts to distaste for the excessive use of the softer

progressions of chromatic intervals. It is the absence of the

cadential properties of this very leading note in the Church's
modal system which maker, the harmomsation of Gregorian
music such a difficulty to the musician of to-day. He cannot
realise a scale which ascends to its eighth degree by the step
of a whole tone, nor can he picture to himself a satisfactory

ending to any musical composition in which the bass does
not rise a fourth or fall a fifth. But if he will only make a
few experiments with the limited harmonic resources of each
mode, he will be astonished to find how many endings are
possible

;
endings, too, which are really beautiful in effect, in

spite of the absence of that "joy for ever"—the modern
leading note. Having got so far, a considerable step will have
been made towards the due appreciation of the beautiful and
venerable art of plain-song. We must have observed just

now, whilst listening to those hymns, &c—which were so
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admirably sung for us by Mr. Vernon Taylor—how very
expressive this old music is, and what an excellent vehicle it

makes for the proper delivery of the words. When visiting

Oxford a short time since, I went to the Church of the Cowley
Fathers, where I was much delighted with the capital results

which had iifcn olitsim d t>y the use of Trie J-ioiesmes system
ol plain-son;;. It is worth a journey to Oxford to hear how
well those Utile parish-school hoys arc trained. I was there

on November 4, and they sang the long 32nd Psalm to
the second tone. The wonderfully clear articulation and
accentuation of the words were quite a revelation to me. I

never heard anything of the kind more beautiful in my life,

and T can only hope that such a system of chanting may
become more prevalent than it is at present. The-;; old
tones certainly appear to lie; very simple, and the elasticity of

their rhythm docs seem to me to convey the meaning of

the words far more effectively than modern music does.

Mr, J-irifjL:;.- called attention to the Anglican chant. Wc must
not forget that this is a metrical phrase, and, as such, can
never be used atus.tica.llv for the sin.ufint; of prose words. We
were also reminded by the lecturer that the last note of eacli

section of an Anglican chant had often to carry a number of
syllables—long wo:--: In like " testimonium," " righti-ntisriL-ss,"

&c. Such a formidable array of hammered-out syllables at

the end of a verse (or half-verse) of the Psalms has almost
the ciTecl cl" an extra " reciting note,'' That seems to me to

be the fault of that otherwise excellent book tiie " Cathedral
Psalter "—we do get such a jumble of syllables on the semi-
breves before the double-bars of the chant. Attempts have
been made over and over again to get rid of this difficulty in

Anglican chanting, and I hear there is another new book—the
"Free-Rhythm Psalter"—coming out very shortly, which
piofcfscs to deal with this long-standing grievance ; hut with
the Gregorian tones Sling in the: Solcsmes manner this delect

seems to vanish altogether, and the music carries the words
along with it just as one thinks it ought to do. I have
alluded to the difficulty of harmonising Gregorian melodies.
Dr. Wesley was once asked by a pupil how they could be
harmonised, and he replied: "My friend, take Hymns
Ancient and Modern and play the tunes all through regard-

less of key signatures and accidentals and then you will have
some idea of what Gregorian music ought to sound like." I

will not detain you longer, as some other gentlemen, no
doubt, would like to speak.

Mr. Southgate .— I rise as the Chairman asks, but did
not intend to say any words upon a subject so erudite and
little understood

;
only those who have a perfect knowledge

of the old system can possibly discuss it. I niyst-lf regard
this old notation as an interesting antiquarian study rather
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than one of modern utility. In Dr. Pearce's speech I

detected a little inclination to undervalue the modern
sharpened leading note, the seventh of the scale ; at the
time of this transition from the old tonality, it gave singers

some difficulty til determine which interval to sine. The
raising of the leading note, like the introduction of other
chromatic intervals, constituted a part of the musica ficta or

colorata, which composers of the fifteenth and sixteenth

centuries employed, but did not mark in their scores. The
development was of great interest, and practically from that

Chapman. In :

gabble .ind pass over the weirds too quickly; it is not so

where Gru:;or;.i:i .1:1- c 1:.; I'm '. lor i.:',ir.ting. but 1 think the

tone- shtiujl be <;nnfired to th.it exclusively, and metr1c.1I

hymns b- fmrtl with modern music. In speakinc, al.ojt

a-'.cient Greek music, Mr. Briggs mentioned tint different

instiuments were employed lor different modes. In I'u:n}:e;i

then; was d'scoveied a flute on which were some rings
encrusted with age and dirt . it is doubtful for ivb.it purple
they were intended, but I think that possibly it supplies

a clue to the way of altering these modes. Perhaps the

rings could be turned round and so made to cover some of
these holes, closing some and leaving others open according
to the mode played in. Perhaps Mr. Welch is better able
to tell us whether these rings were used for the purpose of

shifting the scale of the flute from one mode to another.

Mr. C. Welch.—The flute alluded to by Mr. Southgate,
a player on which was not obliged to have recourse to a
different instrument for every modi;, was, in principle:, not
unlike the clarinet constructed in our own time to enable a
clarinettist to dispense with two of the three clarinets with
which those who play the ordinary clarinet find it necessary
to provide themselves. The flute found at Pompeii was
formed of a cylindrical tube pierced with fifteen holes.

Outside the tube, fitting so closely to it as to be air tight,

were fifteen sockets, rings, or short tubes, one over each
hole. The sockets were separate from each other. Each
could be moved round, but not up and down the tube.

In each socket there was an opening. By turning round a
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socket until the opening in it was, or was not, over the

corresponding hole in the tube, the hole could be either

opened or closed. Thus it was in the power of the player

to so adjust the sockets before commencing his performance,

as to leave only such holes open as would be required for the

particular mode in which he was going to play. A copy,
or rather a restored model of the instrument, has been made
by M. Victor Mahillon. It was shown amongst the instru-

ments lent for exhibition in the Allien Hall in 1SS5.

Mr. John Tavi.ok.—With regard to plain-song it seems to

me that one aspect of the subject lias pcrhups been somewhat
lost sight of—viz., its place in the great evolution of the

modern from the ancient (notably the Greek) tonality. We
find instances of distinct modulation, as in the example now
before us, illustrating the progress of this evolution. After

all, the ultimate evidence must be found in the thing itself,

as, e.g., in geology and (lit sciences generally, from the exami-
nation of which we get our deductions in a scientific way.
Our example opens in the key of C in mainly its relative minor

aspect. There are the minor and major tonality in this

principal key, the modulation into the stibdominant (or F)
key, and the return into the principal (or C) key. It is very
remarkable that at least the earlier Greek systems were
expressible by one accidental (the modern B flat) and indicat-

ing the tubitomtnani key. Here, too. we find the: modulation
into the iuhdvtntnant key and Hot into the dominant. This
is. to my mind, indubitably based in each of these p.iralicl

cases upon the suggest :on ol Nature herself, a; indicated in

the harmonic chord It is her own simpkr and fur mala tic

modulation. The fixed tlaiif 1111.1. <:< -A is well asserted

in the first six harmonies bv means of the vibrational prices

1, 3. 3, s; but with the seventh harmonic comes the

suggestion of rtsthetic dynamic seUctivit or movement in

what is termed tin- harmonic seventh, a:;<i this into a
subdoiittuaut and nnt a dr.min.int key. Wt: have here then
a plain minor tonality, the altetnation of the major tonality ;

the distinct modulation, not, be it observed, into the dominant
which, as requiring greater motor or descriptive force, was an
after discovery, but into the subdominant key of the relative

major. I would again submit, sir, that too little attention

seems to have been hitherto paid to the fact that plain-song
constitutes a distinct stage in the evolution from the ancient
Greek systems, based, in their scientific aspect, upon tonal

vibration
;
and the development from these, through the

mediaeval or modal systems, into the modern system of keys.

In connection with Dr. Pearce's able and interesting remarks
upon the Anglican chant, and in order merely to show the

practicability of retaining or reproducing the smoothness
and dignity of the Latin plain-song in English or Anglican
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pointing, 1 may, perhaps, mention the fact that more than
twenty-five years ago I had the privilege of pointing the
entire Psalter for Anglican chanting, under the auspices of
the late Dr. J. B. Dykes, of Durham (the eminent bymno-
logist) and other authorities of the day ; and that this

version was in practical use for nearly ten years with the
greatest success and the approbation of many clerical and
professional critics. It was generally admitted that the-

relegation of the last sylkiMe of each verse lo a single note,

and. generally, of each metrical syllable to at least one note,

which constituted the guiding principle of this syllabic

Psalter, coakl In- and was actually done.

Mr. Bricgs.—What Mr. Taylor has said is certainly very
interesting. The hull; of plain-song was certainly composed
l>cfore the year 700 a.o, ; then there is a great gap to

Elizabeth's time. In the Ambrusian hymns the modes are

mixed, but they were never mined by modulation into

another key, they always remained in the great scale of A
;

but in this Offertory the modes are mixed by the insertion of
an accidental so that the range is unaltered.

A vote of thanks to the Chairman concluded the meeting.



A. H. D. PRENDERGAST, Esq.. M.A.,

In the Chair.

BRIEF SKETCH OF THE CAREER OF SIR ROBERT
P. STEWART, KT„ MUS. D„ TRIN, COLL,, DUB.,

PROFESSOR OF MUSIC IN THE UNIVERSITY
OF DUBLIN.

By Rev. O. J. Vignoles, M.A.

I had hoped that the MS. of the Memoir of Sir R. P.

Stewart, which I have been engaged upon for more than two
years, would bv Ibis time have bee.'' published

;
1

1

• 1 1 for one
reason I am glad of the delay, for the statue just erected to
Stewart's memory is to receive its inaugur.ition a week hence
at the hands of His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland, on Leinsttr I. awn, on,: of the lies! bites in Dublin,

and to which the public there, has liberally contributed. ' Tlrs
important remembrance seemed rightly to claim the first

place as an enduring memorial of the lamented professor,

which those " who run can read " at a glance ; whilst a
memorial in the shape of a book requires some hours of

leisure to peruse and some spare cash to procure. But I

now hope that the publication of the Memoir of the lamented
professor which I have written may not be much further

postponed.
Meanwhile I have been induced by a kind invitation from

the Council of this Association to prepare a brief outline of

the career and character of my dear and valued friend, to

" This unique event in [he artistic hist, i) o! Ihe Rritish Isles is worthy of

remembrance. Is there any other public sutueef a musician in ™r land
"'
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whose tuition some half-century ago I owe the small amount
of knowledge ami appreciation of the " Divine Art " tliat I

possess. Robert Prescott Stewart came of a Scoto-Irish

stock on the father's side, from whom he inherited his strong

talent for literature, in the acquisition of which he has heen
hardly equalled, certainly not excelled, by any musician in

our own time. He was born on December 16 (Beethoven's
birthday), 183.5 ;

two years before chat great composer's death,

and eight years before the decease of Sir John Stevenson.

Stew- art's mother was Irish, and lie owed to her his deep hive

of music. Strange to say, however, their son's earliest

penchant as a boy was to be sent to sea ; and it was not
without difficulty that the lad was persuaded to become a

choir boy. This really has a ludicrous side, for an enduring
and invincible dislike of the sea was one of his strongest

characteristics, The sea, if I may so phrase it, was his pet

aversion. Mis letters and diaries are replete will: the avowal
of his utli.r abhorrence of Neptune am! ah his works. 1 may
say, in passing, it was with great dilrieiiHy lhal his friends

in the University Cli-.ral Society induced hitn to eross the

Channel in the summer of 1851 to visit the Gn.i: K\liibition.

Had it ret beer: for this horror of the sea Stewart would have

made his genial personality kr.own in England lorg before

he did. and wouid have est at-i. shed an earlier and .1 riper

.,c p. .int., : e w .
;ii i..s 1 :-i.!.l t ;. tncsir jl coiHeniporaiieS

in Great Britain. It was owing lu this las Sir J. Plainer

hf. said) that the subject of my sketch was comparatively
ao litt'e known oier lure; m.iy we not add, so much less

appreciated by some than bis brilhant gifts deserved ?

Kohert Stewart was well instructed as a hoy in the elements

of Greek and Latin, and also in draw-ins; (for which iie had
great a-jtitude'i. under the mast era of Christ Church Cathedral

School. The Rev. Mr. Crosthwaite was his chief instructor,

so far as music was concerned, but it did not include counter-

point. It was to him Robert Stewart one day, when he was
eleven or twelve years old, brought a Te Deum he had
just completed. A glance at the MS. sufficed to show plenty
of minor tanks. beside; the. unpardonable sin consecutive

fifths and octaves ! The query put to his teacher by the

ingi nuous chorister "Art these wrc-us:
:
" shows that the

Joung composer had been largely self-taught, ~:> far
;
indeed,

was there ever a disciple of Euterpe or Polyhymnia that

didn't trv his 'pieniii e hand without waiting for his master lo

urge him ? But the lad must have possessed no i-tuall ability

ami industry to come out third in a nri/.e anthem com petit ion

at the age of thirteen, when Dr. Walmislcy was first and
Mf. John Smith (afterwartis Mus. D. and Professor of Music

in the University of Dublin) was second. Two of Stewart's

seniors— one, now close upon eighty, Mr. Benjamin Mullen,
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senior Vicar-Choral, Christ Church, Dublin; and the other

the well-known and venerable Mr. Joseph Robinson (now in

his eighty-third year), the best musician of his day in Dublin

—

and a few others have given me some particulars of Stewart's

early youth. He displayed great diligence in copying music
(his handwriting being bold and clear), and this brought him
both praise and pence, the latter very acceptable, as his.

family v.as poor. We hear also of his perseverance in organ
practice, and helpful influence exerted over his fellow

choristers, getting them around him as often as possible

for practice, beating time with a roll of paper, hardly ever

looking at the music himself, so strong and sure was his.

memory.
Mr. John Robinson, the eldest of four gifted brothers, was

organist of Christchurch Cathedral, and, being absent on one
occasion, the precentor appeared and urged the choir to do.

their best, as there was no one to take the organ. A little

nudging and whispering, and Stewart modestly offered to act

as substitute. " Do you think you can manage it ? " was the
natural query ; and the thirteen year old chorister quietly

replying in the affirmative, mounted the narrow steps which
led to the organ loft (then and for long after perched high up
in the West Gallery), and played through the whole service
without a hitch. In the ye.ir 1

- 1.; |.ilir. iiotnnson tiled, ami
Stewart succeeded him as organist both at Christr.hurch and
Trinity College Chapel, being then a little more than
eighteen years oid.

This early tiluoin of musical talent in one destined to-

become emiuent in the craft has been matched by Jeremiah
Si:. it:., :. i::r W- si'-ys, and a few others

,
though all

these must yield to the amazing precocity of Crotch, who, at

the age of eleven, was deputy, and at fifteen was elected

<-rganist of Christ Church, Oxford, and seven years later

succeeded Hayes as Professor of Music !

As a successful writer of glees also Stewart early developed
his gifts

; yet art outlives its greatest votaries, and fifty

years have— we must confess—staled many of Stewart's early
compositions. Mr. Curwen (senr.) has left on record an
e\o;llt:iit proof of his facility In <;ii:e writing, in his interesting

sketch in the Musical Herald (September, 1H93) : "In 1856
Dr. Stewart competed for prizes offered by a society at

Ashton-under-Lyne (near Manchester), when no less than
seventy-three glees were sent in. These were reduced to six,

and ultimately to two. One was entitled ' O Phcebus I

'

and was for voices alone, the other (written in quite a
different style) was named ' Summer.' After several trials

the first prize was adjudged to the former, and the latter

(which had an obbligato pianolorte accompaniment) received
special commendation. On the envelopes being opened both
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glees were found to be by Dr. Stewart, the Ashton Glee Club
pleasantly congratulating liim 'on alone being capable of

bea'.mj; himself !

1 "

At the age of twenty-one Stewart succeeded Mr. Jas.

Robinson as conductor of the Dublin University Choral
Society, which had been successfully instituted ten years

before by that gentleman, with the co-operation of at least

one great and good man still living, Dr. Graves, now Bishop
of Limerick. This was in 1R36, and the Society had proved
successful, a success (I may add) which has continued to

this day. In his letter of resignation to the committee, Mr.
liobir.son recommended his young friend in these words :

" Mr. R. Stewart is beyond doubt the best musician in this

country, and in saying that I do not except myself." Mr.

t Robinson's professional engagements had at the time
come very exacting, owing, amongst Other things, to the

founding of the Antient Concerts Society, of which he was
the first conductor, and which flourished for thirty or forty

Stewart first came into prominence in public life more
than fifty years ago, on the occasion of the organizing of the

largest concert ever given for a charitable purpose in the
Irish metropolis. The object was the relief of the poor at

the time of the great famine in February, 1847. All the

chief musical societies of Dublin contributed their quota to

make up the chorus and orchestra of 250 performers ; but
besides thr^e, si-veial voi:nlis;s and playeis came out from
Liverpool and Manchester, as well as a contingent from
London. The " Israel in Egypt " was the only music per-

formed. The leading soloists were Irish, amongst them
Messrs. Joe, William, and Frank Robinson, the last-named
having a swee: and well-trained tenor voice. Stewart was
the conductor, and nobly did he carry through his great
undertaking; the impress left by the young man on this

memorable occasion serving to put him at once at the

head of his profession. The net amount realised was

Stewart having thus become a man of mark, his engage-
ments were largely increased inside the College walls as well

as in the capital and its environs. This additional work
evoked all his energies and talents, but at the same time
they imposed on him a heavy burden of constant and
exhausting labour in the dissemination and practice of his

art ; a labour which though remunerative was not more than
enough for the wants of an increasing family—(he had
married at the age of twenty-one)—having regard to some
provision for the future. Of this he was ever mindful, never
running into debt or {more Hibemteo) leaving the morrow's
cares and responsibilities to shift for themselves ! To some,
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perhaps, he appeared to be somewhat penurious; but
miir.heiless lestimomes ji.i: into my hands :i 1 1 l j 1 l

:
1

;

l 1 1 T 1 \ prove

his many and great kindnesses, especially to poor students ;

not only in rcii:s:;i|; any rraiimeration fur lor. -continued and
careful instruction in musir ; l:iit also in iipplymj; bis mvn
resources to forward the interests of promising but impecu-
nious ri!p : ta]"i* :

; to artistic excellence. Indeed his genii nature

w;ls inexhaustible. It was 111 the summer of 185 t that

Stewart, after mmli persi: asion from frit-mi;;, nu.du up Ins

mind to visit lin;:!and. The chief i:-di:ctrnn:iit was of course

the ;;rea[ Kxbiiiitio:i then open in London, lo which all (he

world was flocking
; but it is doubtful if even that delightful

am! iiniijue display of ir.dnstruJ nil and seienre would havo
olfcred a suliicieutly intieiuy bait lo one so home-loving and
so abhorrent of travel bv sea, had it not been for his keen
desire, to jjis^eet tilt collection oi musical instrument;- (organs

especially) which was exhibited in Hyde Park, and Ins hopc-

of meeting with eminent men in his own profession—hitherto

only known to him by name. That this visit was beneficial

to Stewart in many ways is undoubted : it broke up his
insularity, it softened his prejudices (of which he was not
devoid), it broadened his sympathies, and gave him a wider
outloolt over the vast field of his art

;
and, as we can see from

many remarks in his University lectures, it convinced him of
the shortcomings and deficiencies of the artistic resources of

his own country, while it increased his perception of the
many and serious hindrances which hampered the pursuit of
art in the Irish metropolis.

Nothing, whelher sportive or serious, ludicrous 01 literary,

that had to do with music was without interest to Robert
Stewart, who lived as much in the past as the present ; and
who, by the help of his astonishing memory, seemed to have
all " the spoils of time " within his reach. This was
exhibited habitually, ai'.d with it was blended an amazing
suii^-froi/l which sometimes took a fantastic form. It is

undeniable that amid the solemni: ies of the Cathedi a I service

Steivait oflentiir.es nilgiit be st : :m turning round 01: the organ
stool, and, while keeping things going with the pedals and his

left hand, woukl correct mistakes in a hymn-tune, or the

laise harmonics of an ambilious pupil, or write an answer to

a note from the Dean or the Precentor ; or (as I myself saw
him do) scribble out a chant for some impatient friend (the

organ loft being always full of visitors) in a hey quite remote
from that in which he was playing I

in the coming by and by you may perhaps read of many
such fantastic jenx d'espri! , and it was the remembrance of

some of these, no doubt, which led one of the most cultivated

and eminent members of this Association to say, not by any
means with an unkind implication, " Stewart's talent was
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gigantic, but he had too many tricks 1
" Well, be it so ; he

dearly loved a joke (and these unspoken jokes in the realms of

sound], and he put out many a joke of his own, as sparkling

and as evanescent as a firework

—

and as harmless !

Let me now refer to Stewart at the time (just forty-seven

years since) when he received from the Board of Trinity

College, Dublin, his Mus. B. and Mus. D. degrees; all the

incidental expenses, including a full set of robes, being

defrayed by the members of the University Choral Society,

and the statutory fees remitted by the College.

I will first read an extract written for my " Memoir " by a

very old and highly valued as well as highly gifted friend

of my own, and who was a pupil of Stewart half-a-ccntury

back— 1 refer with pleasure to one who is amongst us to-day

as our visitor. Rev. Dr. Wm. Torrance, Rector of St. John's,

Melbourne, and, moreover, the only Mus. Doc. in our great

Southern continent I

" My recollection of Sir Robert Stewart—' Dr. Stewart,'

as he was then called—dates back to childhood, when as a

chorister in Christ Church Cathedral, and long after, I

regarded him with a degree of veneration approaching
idolatry ; nor has Ilia; feci ins aiti-geltier left me to this day !

As a wi'iing learner at his feet and a student of the art in

which he excelled, I still have the most vivid recollection of

his almost magical powers on an instrument which he made
his own, and to which his peculiar touch and treatment

added a new charm. Having heard many great organists in

my day, I venture still to hold the opinion that, however
|ir;:iiant and artistic their performance, none excelled, and
few approached him in tenderness and pathos, in evoking the

spirit of the divine muse, and in what might be called the

power of svmp.ithy, expressed in the higher and more
devotional character of music revealed in the tones of the

organ. I was mixed up with him a good deal, not only in

the Cathedral, but during the old University Choral Sodoty
days, wl ii:ii K few of us were picked out to sing at the College

choral concerts. There, also, we were all charmed by his

pianoforte accompaniments to the various classical works in

rehearsal. To this day I can vividly see and hear our
conductor, as he sat at the piano, and wove in, delicately and
skilfully, tiie different orchestral effects, always accentuating
the voice parts to help an amateur choir.

"Sir Robert Stewart's 'Staccato Pedal' was.in my opinion,
a nenarkaKe feature in his organ playing. At times his feet

seemed to glide over tin- notes with a lightness and softness

which may be aptly described as ' a touch of velvet ' ; and
in rapid passages the pedals were handled— if I may be
allowed the expression—with all the delicacy and dexterity of
practised fingers.
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" Another striking excellence of his performance, and one
which all experienced organists would appreciate, was his

clever adaptation of orchestral effects in accompanying great
classical works; while his organ arrangements from oratorios

and other selections of sacred music, played as ' voluntaries
'

during the Cathedral service, were, as sermons ohne Worte,'

eloquent, touching, and beautiful—as something which, once
heard, could never be forgotten.
"Of Sir Robert Stewart it may be said with truth, that his

attainments in every branch of the divine art stamped him
a? a genius of no common order ; as one, in fact, upon whose
like the 1 Island of Saints ' (and of sweet pathetic music)
can hope seldom to took again. In the ranks of creative

musical [lower he may perhaps have had worthy compeers
among his countrymen ; but as a profound musician, a sound
theorist, and brilliant executant, Ireland may be justly proud

This account of R. P. Stewart's organ playing may be
supplemented by a brief extract from reminiscences ol Dr.

Humphrey Minchin (still living), one of Stewart's oldest

friends: "When Mendelssohn's Organ Sonatas were first

published (some time in the forties), Stewart was so

fascinated with them that he went straight away to Christ

Church Cathedral, and, locking himself in with the blower,

he worked at these sonatas day by day till he knew them by
heart. On the Sunday following, after he had played No. i

of this set, his friends came rushing up to the organ loft to

ask what he had been playing, and great was their astonish-

ment when they saw no music on the desk. He, with his

usual love of fun, refused to give them any information,

and teased them about their ignorance in not knowing such
classical works 1

"

" On one occasion " (continues Dr. Minchin) " 1 was with

Dr. Stewart in the organ loft of St. Patrick's Cathedral, when
a slip of paper was handed to him on which was written the

name of a piece of music, and these words added :
1 A good

many years ago I heard you play this ; if you remember it

will you play it now ? ' Sir Robert did so ; but after service

he said to me, ' I have never even thought of that bit of

music for these fifteen years.'
"

" This is another anecdote " (continues Dr. H. Minchin),
" which was related to me by Stewart himself, of one of ins

early organ recitals in the North of England: 'A young
man, a clever amateur, came into the organ loft, and
requested to be allowed to turn over the music-pages !or rue.

" Alas I
" said I, pretending to be disturbed, " 1 find I have

come without my music I " The polite young man imme-
diately asked what hotel 1 was stopping at, and the number
of my room, and said he would take a cab at once and fetch
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it for me ; adding " that perhaps I would play something at

once to keep the audience from becoming impatient." " Hut
what adds to the difficulty (said I, smiling) is that I have left

my music in Ireland j but if you will place the programme
before me I will do my best." Whereupon I began, and
played the whole of the appointed music through, to the

evident astonishment of rev young friunil.
1 "

At the Da an 1 ndustnal Kxtulnl ion in May, 1853, Stewart
presided at ;t huge 117.1311 which Telford had just completed
for the Rev. R. Corbet Singleton, of Kadley, Oxford. It

was found, however, at the rehearsal the day previous to the
opening ceremony, that this instrument was too flat in its

pitch by half a tone. There was great consternation, as the
orchestral band was unable to play in so low a pitch and

of his frien<

part of whor
astonished ;

the organ parts of the

ordinary feat he carried

we'll said, " only tb: 'rough nv.isioi;; could appreciate the

difficulty of the task, who knew what it was to transpose at

sigilt the intricate harmonic; of Beethoven, Mozart. Haydn,
and Mendelssohn, from whose writings the programme
of the Festival was made up." Mr. Joseph Robinson,
who had known so many proofs of his young friend's

imtrvoiious powers, said at the public meeting in the
Mansion House, after Stewart's decease: "I was perfectly

astonished at the facility with which he effected his difficult

task on that occasion, and the brilliancy of his perform-

No doubt the subject of this memoir was gratified by the

distinction of Knighthood conferred on him by the Lord
Lieutenant in 1872; but Sir Robert probably valued more
the compliment paid him ten years previously, when the
University of Dahiii: circled him as their musical professor.

In this cap.-icity lie did much service to music liy raising the

slmmard uf <;x;i mi nation, which example was followed some
years after by Oxford anil Cambridge. As a lecturer there

was no man more delightful to listen to. His natural
eloquence at once attracted attention, while his special gift

of explanation compelled even the dullest understanding to

grasp his meaning.
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The Tercentenary of Trinity College, Dublin, was an event
unique in the history of the University of Dublin. But I have
no intention of sketching for you the week's celebration,
during which there was a constant succession of functions

—

acii(.]i;!iiir,. vLcu-i'e^al, musical and literary. Jupiter Pluvius
mercifully withdrew in favour of the Sun-god, and there
was no drawback to mar the programme, which was the
result of careful foresight, unstinted labour, and generous
expenditure on the part of the Board of Trinity Ccillf;;': and
their officers. One memorable feature was the performance
of the Tercentenary Ode written by Professor Armstrong, of

Queen's College, Cork, and the music composed by Stewart.
I quote a few remarks by the former :

" There were passages
in that composition which expressed the emotions 1 had felt

when writing the lines in a way that appeared to me
miraculous. I found there the best that had been in my
own mind intensified and elevated, and surrounded with
innumerable beauties which only music could enshrine.

And yet it was not so much, perhaps, in the melody of the

work that the power and depth and subtlety of Sir Robert
Stewart's musical genius exhibited themselves, as in the

magnificent orchestral colouring."

Sir Robert Stewart died very suddenly on Easter Eve, 1894.

The sad event made a profound impression in Dublin, and in

less than a week an important public meeting was convened
and attended by the leading cliizfins and representatives nf the

University and of the Cathedrals, when it was resolved to

set up a public memorial to Ireland's most distinguished
musician, which eventually took the form of a white marble
statue erected on Leinster Lawn.* Besides this, memorials
have been placed in St. Patrick's and Christ Church
Cathedrals, the inscriptions on which are as follow :—

Sir Robert Prescott Stewart, A

ministered to the worship of God, a

Ui;* UL1U11 -1I11LH1.lt H^" His TIIr\3tCC tXtA IS M,-LVC:1, bill tlir, v-,:, l. in: ,.j

the prayers and praises, not only of this Cathedral, but cf all the Cl-.urchcs

throughout the land.

N.B.—This dedication composed by Rev. J. P. Mahaffy, F.T.C.D.

" This statue wis unveiled by the Lord L
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Inscription on memorial brass in Christ Church Cathedral

:

1896.

To the Glorv or God
AND IN MEMORY OF

ROBERT PRESCOTT STEWART, KNT.,
DOCTOR OF MUSIC.

Trained as a Chorister in the Cathedral School,
lie ^-as ^ifrjiiu;^ O-L^lli-t "il thr: a,-

: ? ".!' ^(.'litec:l,

And CL'i;lim:e'l :» ;hat po.il dDri;:;* f.liy yeari.

His name stands foremost among the many who.
For seven centuries,

Devoted their musical talents to the service of Gad
WLth:i! this Aa'.ical Simttunry

Upright in life and modest in spirit.

He gained the warm affection of a large circle of

"

Hi" B=]?i'i:"

r

™
n

[he L^candTlotlc oil Serviced
In this Cathedral Church,

And
Enriched its Lihrary with many noble compositions.

N.B.—This last phrase is given in musical notes, being
the opening theme of Stewart's grand Te Deum in E flat.

DISCUSSION.

Tub Chairman.—Ladies and gentlemen, our first duty is

to thank Mr. Vignoles most heartily for his very interesting

paper, which has given us a great deal of information about
Sir Robert Stewart and his work.
The vote of thanks was carried unanimously.
The Chairman.—One of the letters quoted by Mr. Vignoles

mentioned a performance by Sir Robert Stewart upon " the
great organ, by Hill, in the 1851 Exhibition"; but the

instrument, popularly known there as " the great organ," was
built by Willis, and I would ask whether that organ or
Hill's was really referred to.

Mr. Vignoles.—Mr. George Herbert tells me that the one
Stewart played was Hill's.

The Chairman.—Mention has been made of the fact

(known to most of us) that Sir Robert Stewart strenuously
urged the imposing of an arts test as a preliminary to

examinations for musical degrees at Dublin University ; and
it struck me that he was possibly influenced by recognising
the advantage of his own good general education. As to his
glees having, to a great extent, become obsolete, that may
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be accounted for by their having been mostly written for

mixed voices, and such glees seem to have gone com-
paratively out of fashion, while male-voice glee singing still

holds its own. In reference to the subject of prize glees, it

may be mentioned that in the year 1789 the " Noblemen and
Gentlemen's Catch Club " offered four prizes for a Catch, a
Canon, a Serious Glee, and a Cheerful Glee respectively, and
that Dr. Callcott succeeded in carrying ofT all the four prizes

;

one of the glees being the well-known " Go, idle boy." I

was glad to hear the remarks of the lecturer upon Stewart's
light pedalling, for it has often occurred to me that too much
use is made of the pedals. The late S. S. Wesley and
James Turle would often accompany an entire Psalm without
using the pedals except for one or two occasional effects,

which, consequently, always told. Many players seem to find

no rest for the soles of their feet except on their pedals
;
they

should remember that no orchestral writer would keep his
double-basses continuously at work.

Mrs. I. Spencer Curwen.—I should like to say just a word
about Sir Robert Stewart as a teacher. I was onlyhispupil
for a few organ lessons, but I had the pleasure of seeing him
give lessons at the Royal Irish Academy of Music. He could
is he says in a letter to me) make himself a child, putting
imself on a level with his pupil. One lesson I specially

remember. Sealiii;; himself at the piano he gathered us
girls around, and taking up a book which happened to lie on
the instrument he opened it at random, playing the first

passage that came and asking some question about its form,
key, chords, &c. He gauged the general knowledge of the
class by the variety of questions which were suggested by the
score as he turned over the pages, playing all the time. In
the same letter to which I have referred, he says: " I avoid
conventionalities and technicalities." He left out conven-
tional terms and put in familiar terms. He was an intuitive

psychologist, able to present new facts in the light of the old.

One appreciated such lessons more now than at the time.

Mr. Southgatk.—We have had from time to time various
notable musicians commemorated at our meetings, some of
whom ought to have been more appreciated during their life.

I may mention Sir Stcrndale Bennett, Sir George Macfarren,
and, after him, Sir Frederick Ousclcy. The Council are
grateful to Mr. Vignoles for what he has said about Sir
Robert Stewart. I can claim an acquaintance with Stewart
extending over several years. I suppose Stewart's misfortune
was (if it be one) that he was born in Dublin and not in

England. He was little known in England. When I asked
Mr. Manns to play a piece of his at the Crystal Palace, the
Introduction of the « Eve of St. John," he was much struck
with the beautiful music of the Dublin professor, and said:
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"What a pity he is not better known in England!" Sir

Robert seldom came to England. If he had been here
working and teaching at one of the great schools in the

midst of our active musical life, I venture to think he would
have held a much higher rank in our music hierarchy than is

the case at present. The first time I was at Dublin I went to

his chambers in Trinity College and had an interview with
Stewart. He enquired whether I was not a member of the

Musical Association. I replied that I was. He then pro-
ceeded to take exception to a lecture we had had on Irish

music, and pointing to the well recognised volumes of Grove's
" Dictionary of Music and Musicians," asked if I knew them.
I meekly confessed that I was one of the contributors to the
work. He rapidly turned to the article on Irish music,
and I had to acknowledge that 1 had not read this. He
afterwards took down a volume of our Proceedings, and
on looking at it he rather altered his tone, saying, " I

see you did make some remarks." It appears I had
questioned' some of the statements of the lecturer, par-

ticularly the ass'.TtioT'. lh;U [ii<r early Irish harps wore first

strung with wire ; Sir Robert was pleased with that. The
lecturer has spoken of his wonderful extempore playing ; it

was indeed extraordinary—wonderful is the proper word— and
I have heard some grcac extempore players in my time. One
afternoon i went to St. Patrick's Cathedral, and he requested
me to give him a theme to extemporise upon. I took out a

piece of paper and pencil and jotted down a subject. When
he came to the Anthem he put the scrap of paper on the
desk and it was really wonderful to note what he did. 1

never heard such singularly rich and varied treatment. He
had an extraordinary grasp of the organ. He bad large
hands and powerful wrists, and the way in which he ran up
the instrument in chords was truly iistoniahinf;. Then lis to

his influence in the granting of University Degrees in Music.
This is an important point, ami it so happens I am qualified

to speak on that, as in my capacity of Hon. Sec. of the
Union of Graduates in Music, I received a great deal of
assistance from Stewart, who was to have been our President
the year he died

;
indeed, he had promised to attend the

annual dinner, and I have his last letter in which he says,
" D.V., I shall be with you"

;
however, he was taken from us.

I think the academical world little knows how very much we
owe to Sir Robert Stewart. Before his time it was not at all

a difficult thing to get a degree ; a man had simply to write

an " Exercise in a certain form, and if it was good enough
when the fee was paid the degree was given. He said if

musicians were to take proper rank then they must he equal
to other degree holders in all things as well as in the mere
exercise of their profession, and he insisted on a literary test.



The Trinity College authorities did not, at first, quite accept
this theory ; but Stewart struggled and struggled, and at last

got his way, and an arts test was introduced. Sir Frederick
Gore Ouseley told me it became necessary to Jo the same at

Oxford as at Dublin, and this was followed by Cambridge,
and, later, at tile University of London, where Dr. Pole went
still farther on this path. Thus the standard has constantly

been going up, and those musical gentlemen who have taken
degrees in mr.sic 'In later years have found the task to be
much more difficult than before ; this is all due to Stewart.

His influence has been very great, and we owe a debt of

gratitude to him lor what he has done in this respect.
_
I will

till I 11111
absence in the Irish regiments contributes r-uitii an Irish

grievance; the Scotch have theirs, which possess merely a
chanter and drones ; on the Irish (which arc much softer in

tone) chords can be played. With some difficulty Stewart
found for me a bagpipe player, and after a great deal of

cleaning up I heard the instrument played ; I will hazard
the opinion that it is to be regretted this instrument is fast

disappearing.
Rev. Dr. Torrance.—Like my friend, Sir Robert Stewart,

f had the misfortune to be born In lie'.atid ;
bur, for the last

half-a-century I have lived in a much hotter place on the

other side of the world. I have listened with great pleasure

to the paper, and hope soon to have the book the lecturer

informed us was coming out shortly. He has told us many
anecdotes about Stewart, but he did not tell you that on
many occasions I have had my tars bo\ed by him when !

was a chorister. I have a <listi:"ic.; I (;<;<>[ I e; f ion of ihe boxing,

but be did it very kindly. The influence Stewart has exercised

on the musical profession is great indeed ; he grasped the

principle that a man must not be a mere musician, but
something more. His idea was that, as for degrees in other

arts at thu University certain examinations had to he passed,

musicians should do the same and so should he able to show
they had education also. With respect to Mendelssohn's
Sonatas and how he practised them continuously, I distinctly

remember :hat we were allowed to s;o iutfi Ihe Cathedral and
play marbles and spin our tops while Stewart was locked in

the organ yy.~. day after day. From thus continually hearing
them they sank deep into my mind.
Mr. Vignoles.— 1 am glad I did not make the paper too

long, as we have thus had an opportunity of listening to the

excellent remarks of the various speakers. I am sure it was
much more pleasant for me to be too short than too long.

A vote of thanks was then unanimously accorded to the
Chairman.
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CLIFFORD B. EDGAR, Esq., B.Sc, Mus.B.,

In the Chair.

THE EVOLUTION OF FUGUE.

Bv J. S. Shedlock, B.A.

Cui bono ! may have been the exclamation of some on
reading the title of this paper. We already know, they
might say, from Spitta, that Bach was considerably indebted
to his predecessors; we are content to leave the study of
their works to evolutionists and examiners. To any such I

would make answer thus: In order fully to appreciate the

works of a great composer you must know at least something
of what those who preceded him accomplished ; and the greater

those predecessors, the greater one's admiration for the man
who not only assimilated what was best in them, but who
rose to higher eminence. Surely acquaintanceship with the
best symphonic work of Haydn and Mozart intensifies one's

appreciation of Beethoven's symphonies. To such argument
il may, however, be opposed that Haydn and Mozart were
geniuses; that though rluylhovon surpassed them he did not
cast them into oblivion, whereas Bach practically put an
extinguisher on his predecessors. But for a long time Bach
himself, just as much as his predecessors, was neglected,
ignored by the majority of musicians. He was resuscitated

in the nineteenth century by Na'geli, Wesley, Mendelssohn,
and others; and various publications or reprints of early

publications of the works of his predecessors (Sweelinck,
Scheidt, Frescobaldi, Buxtehude) appear from time to time
in Germany. The predecessors of Bach are as important
111 the history of the development of fugue, as Haydn and
Mozart in that of the symphony.
"Fugues," says Prastorius, in his "Syntagma Musicum,"

published in the early part of the seventeenth century, " are
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The Evolution of Fugue.

nothing more than frequent resoundings of the same theme
at certain points, with intervening pauses "

; anil be adds,
,: in Italy they are called Ricercari." No comment on my
part is needed to show that this meagre definition will not

apply to the fiifjucs of Bach with their well-ordered cxpnsi-

tions, various workings of the theme, and wonderful episodes.

In the early days of instrumental music composers wrote

of modern fugue. Fugue wan originally tlie term used for a
canon. Then there were the Fantasias, in which what now-
adays would he called fn|;al writing abounded. Pr;ctorins

speaks of them as pieces in which composers worked out, at

their own goodwill and pleasure, a fugue, passing on, just

as the fancy took them, to another fugue. Thus the term
fugue was used for a whole composition (a canon), or for

part of one.

In the Ricercnre coir. posers treated on;: subject after another,

pretty much, as in the Fantasia, according to their goodwill

and pleasure. The result was a lack of unity, for the opening
theme, once treated, vanished, like [he dove at the last from
Noah's ark, never to return. This was the general practice.

Remarkable exceptions may be found even in the " Tabula

-

turbuch " of Arnold Schlick and in the Ricercari of Buus

—

the first two names on your card.

You have before you, in fact, a table giving important
names and works—landmarks to guide you and me in our
short journey along a somewhat out-of-the-way path of the

history of music. Jacob Buus and Adrian Willaert were
bet h born in the N elhcrlar.ds ; both natives, it is supposed,

of Bruges. W'iliaert became Maestro of H:. Mark's in 15;;;',

and Buns second organist of that church in 1541 ; in 1553,
however, the latter went to Vienna, where, for a space of

eleven years, he was court organist. The tabic shows the

date at which each published Riciriari. Js'ext come the

names of Andrea and Giovanni Gabrieli, both born at Venice,
the one cir. 1510, the other in 1557. " Intonazioni e

Ricercari per l'organo," published 1593-5, contain pieces

by Andrea and also the nephew, Giovanni. In the evolution

of instrumental music, and, therefore, of fugue, these names
are of great importance ; but on this early stage 1 cannot
now dwell. The next name is that of Jan. I'eter Sweednek,
who is believed to have studied at Venice, under Zariino,

from 1578 to 1560; after that he returned to his native

city, the Venice of the North, where, up to his death, he
was organist of the Oude Kerk. Among his pupils were
Samuel Scheldt and lleuiric.h Scheideniann, organists and
composers, two important links between Sv.ceiinck and
Bach

;
yet I must be content with the mention of these
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Now in 1607 appeared the " Tabulaturbuch " of Bernard
Schmid, the younger. The father was organist of Strasburg
Cathedral from 1564 to 1592, when he was succeeded by his

son. The " Tabulaturbuch " contains preludes, toccatas,

and other pieces by various composers, and also fugues.
Schmid tells us that the Italians give the name Caiaotn alia

franetst to fugues. I now play one from Schmid's book, by
G. Brignoli, born about 1550. This fugue by Brignoli is

divided into three sections. The first resembles the exposi-

tion and counter-exposition of a fugue ; the order of entry of
the voices (+) is regular: dominant, tonic, dominant, tonic.

There is a re-ular counter-subject, and at the last entry in the

twelfth.

0

TheVnswerto'the'theme ^"rea^noT tona"!" In the
middle and repealed section, not, as usual in. Ricercari and
Cansont, in different measure, two themes distantly related

to the principal theme are treated fugally. The third section

is a repetition of the first. The tonality may be monotonous,
but the fugue is short. I think you will admire the clear,

bold— I might perhaps venture to say Handelian—style of

the music:—

Fugue by Brionoi.t.

Next on my list you will find the name of Johann Wollz
and of the Tabulatura book which he published only ten years

later than that of Schmid. Woltz was organist at Heilbronn.
Here, already, we find an advance in form. I am going to

play you a fugue by Simon Lohet, organist at Stuttgart about
1600. It is not, like the one you have just heard, in sections,

after the style of Ricercari a.nd Cansoni, but all of one piece,

and occupied with I he work! ml; o :
. one theme, and of a theme,

moreover, with which you are familiar ; it is the ecclesiastical

one which Bach took for his Fugue in E (No. 9), in the second
part of his Wohltemperirtcs Clavier. The Lohet fugue is in

four parts. After a regular entry of the voices there is a
stretto. Later on the theme is heard in diminution against

itself in the bass. Soon after there is a cadence to the key
of G, then two strettos between the extreme parts. The
fugue ends with a broad plagal cadence with the theme
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in the upper voice. The music has, so it seems to me,
both breadth and dignity :

—

Fugue by Lohet.

Then there is a Fuga suavissimi by Carl Luython, organist
and composer to the Emperor Rudolph II. at Prague. His
parents are said to have been English. Prstorius tells of
having seen at Luython's house a Clavizimbel with a compass
of four octaves and seventy-seven keys. (Mr. Hipkins, by
the way, in the article "Harpsichord," in Sir G. Grove's
" Dictionary of Music and Musicians," tells of a harpsichord
entitled " Archicembalo," mentioned in " L'Antica Musica
ridotto alia moderna prattica," which had four octaves, with
no less than thirty-one keys within each octave.) Prsetorius

spoke of Luython's harpsichord as an Instrument/mi perfectum
or ferfeciissimum. Up to Luython's time repercussions of

themes were, almost without exception, on the same degrees
as the opening ones. Now the Fuga suavissima opens in the

Mixolydian mode, but later on we hear the keys of F, C, G,
D, and A major. The fugue is long, so I shall only play the

opening portion, in which you will hear those modulations.
In the year 1608 the great Frescobaldi published his "Fan-

tasie a quattro," in 1615 his " Ricercari " and " Canzoni
francese," followed by other works. His grand style, powerful
harmonies, and contrapuntal skill mark him out as the greatest

of Bach's early predecessors. His influence over Bach was
strong: it was the influence of one genius over another.
Like his great successor, he summed up the past and pointed
to the future. This is not the moment for a panegyric on
Frescobaldi; he is to be noticed here only in so far as he helped

to develop the art of fugue. And even in this matter I shall

be very like the man who showed a brick as a specimen of the

house he was going to build. The one Frescobaldi brick,



that it

which I intend t(

/ opinion, and o:

o about Frescobaldi's music. Like his
prr.iirfci'.frTS, he unite Ricercari and Canxont. There arc

three features in these works which, I believe, specially

attracted the notice of Bach- The one was the use of

chromatics, the outcome of the Renaissance ; the second,
episodical workings ; and the third, continuity. I must be
vnnttrnt wirh n.iunng the first and third. 0:i the second,
w ;-.:<\-. pl.ijs s.i in por:.int .1 pirt ir. i'.nh's :.i;nii s, i wi..:ld

like to dwell for a moment. In the Ricettari ami Cnnzmii
before Fresrobaldi, all these features, in a more or less

embryonic stage, are to be found; in him the intention is

more definite, the aim aftut m;ity cleaiei. and the workman-
ship of a far higher order. With Fruscobaldi, as with Bach,
his iu:>-ll> i_t i.U powers ministered to his genius.

In the Canton quarts in the " Fiori musicali," a work the
whole of which Bach copied (his manuscript is carefully

preserved in the library of the Royal Institute of Sacred
Music at Berlin), there are two fine examples of episodes.

Here is the principal theme with the answer and counter-
subject :

—

Fkescobaldi Canzos,

The first episode, formed from the counter-subject, runs
thus :—
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The second, from a portion of the subject, thus :

—

In the fugue which I shall play in a moment there are also

interesting illustrations. As an example of continuity each
of its sections, to say nothing of the unity of the whole, is

remarkable. Before playing the fugue, one word as to its

form. Canton* were, as a rule, divided into three sections

:

the first and third in common, the middle in triple measure.
I shall mention presently how, and by what means, Buxtchude
was influenced by this form. The fugue in question, a kind

of double fugur, iias fo.it sert:ms. In the first, after an
exposition in the :nanni r ."f i ifi;ul.ir fu/;ue, there are further

i ntiiesot the ih^rni
, and ..hi", igh, with .1:. in lotion.). U^nujr

of the first note, on the sain* degrees as at first, tlieru is

modulation, and there are thematic episodes , it begins in E
minor and ends 011 the major chord, hi the second anil

short section a new theme is announced. The structure is

similar to the first ; it alsn begins in E mino:, hut ends 0:1

the chord of C major. In the third the 01igin.1l theme is

metamorphosed, while the theme of the second section is

combined with it ; the episodes are important. This section

opens in E minor and closes on the chord of A major. The
fourth section presents the principal theme in new shape,

and its treatment is rich and varied. Some of the episodical

passages might be signed Bach. It begins in E minor, but

ends on a chord of A major. In spite of the D sharp in the

theme, which gives it quite the effect of E minor, Frescobaldi
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i written h

Froberger was a distinguished pupil of Frescobaldi's, but I

must first speak of Johann Klemrnc, who, in 1631, published,

at Dresden, thirty-six fugues in two, three, and four parts.

Kleinme, born about the year 1593, was a distinguished
organist. He lived for many years at Augsburg, and studied

there, first under Christian lirkich and afterwards under the

renowned Heinrich Schutz. He died about 1660. Erbach
already wrote fugues in one piece after the manner of Klemme
and the German organists of South and middle Germany who
came after him. Such fugues were possibly the outcome of
the short organ interludes played during Roman Catholic
service. The special point to notice in the fugues of Klemme
is the form—I might almost say formality. There is a
German solidity about them, a slatelincss, and healthy life

and vigour, which render thi-m landmarks of interest and
importance. I will briefly, very briefly, describe one and
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then play it. It is in the Hypo-Mixolydian mode. Here is

the hold theme and the well contrasted counter-subject, after-

wards inverted in double counterpoint at the tenth :—

E*. 9. Klemme Fugue.

Both theme and counterpoint may, I think, claim to be
ancestors of certain passages in " Sing yc to the Lord " in

Handel's " Israel."

The theme always keeps to the subject or answer form

—

i.e., it begins either on d or on g, but the occasional intro-

duction of / sharp or b flat suggests the key of G or of F.
I call your attention to an interesting stretto, a most
interesting episode evolved from the counter-subject, and a
broad Coda evolved from the same source. I now play the

fugue, No. 32 of the set of thirty-six.

Froberger is specially known for his suites, but he also

wrote fugues. I have still to speak of three more composers
still nearer to Bach, and must, therefore, be content to

mention an interesting fugue of his which has for its subject

the ecclesiastical theme referred to in connection with Lohet.
It is worthy of notice that in all three fugues (i.e., in those of

Lohet, Froberger, and Bach) the theme appears in diminu-

tion. I now turn to Johann Pachelbel, who was born at

Nuremberg in 1653, and died in that city in 1706. This
immediate predecessor of Bach is of special interest,

inasmuch as he was the teacher of Johann Christian, the

brother of Johann Sebastian, with whom the latter lived

after their father's death in 1695. Further, some pieces by
Pachelbel were in the manuscript book which young
Sebastian copied while in his brother's house. I have
selected three from a fairly large collection of Pachelbel

fugues; they are all very short, and will give you a better
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idea of this composer's music than the longest description.

These three fugues are so simple in structure that no
analysis is required. I would only call your attention to
the characteristic themes—the first with the fall of the
diminished seventh recalls, of course, a well-known theme
used by Bach, Handel, and Mozart ; to the figuration and
progressions which, though somewhat formal, are interesting,

for in them we see the germs of the richer figuration and
bolder progressions of the later master ; also to the
earnestness of the first fugue, and the lightness and
humour of the other two. As preparatory studies to
Bach, Pachelbel's fugues seem to roe most appropriate.
As none of these fugues—so far as 1 am aware—are

published, they are, I presume, little known:

—

I now pass on to the name of a composer whose fugues—
h?d Bach not existed—would, 1 think, be regarded as the
highest expression of that form of musical art— I refer to

Dietrich Buxtehude, who was organist at Lfibeck for over

thirty years. Although he died only one year later than
Pachelbel

—

i.e., in 1707—he was his senior by fifteen years.

Here again was a man who exercised a strong, if not the

strongest influence over Bach. His music is marked by
wonderful dignity and, at times, solemnity. He was a
master of his art, but, as with Bach, there was no show of
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learning for mere learning's sake The scheme of his
principal fugues is different from those of Bach. Buxtehude
wrote fugues in sections, and in each the subject was
metamorphosed. The Frescobaldi fugue which I played
was of this kind, and it is worth noting that Tunder, who
was one of the greatest organ players of his day, and who
is said to have .studied i::itlcr l-'j-^si-oli.-ildi , was liuxtchudti's

predecessor at the Marienkirche, Luheck. You will perhaps
remember that Handel and Mattheson went to LQbeck in

1703, the post of organist being vacant owing to the retire-

ment of Buxtehude. But the candidate elected was
expected to marry the daughter of the retiring organist,

a condition acceptable to neither
; and so they returned

to Hamburg apparently without competing. They heard
Buxtehude play, possibly his great Fugue in G minor
(No. 16, Spitla edition), for the subject, consciously or

unconsciously, was afterwards conveyed almost note for

note by Handel into his " Messiah." Buxtehude's theme

Handel, in " He shall purify," wrote :-

Buxtehude, I may mention, did marry the daughter of

Tunder, when he became organist, and no doubt came into

the possession of the manuscripts of his wife's father.

Tuiidi.-r's compositions m said 10 he highly interesting and
to foreshadow l.'-n kuAi ink;, as ihe latter foreshadowed Rich.
In the history of the evolution of fugue Tunder is then of

great importance. I could plead want of time for not entering

into further detail, but 1 will sny frankly that 1 have not bad
an opportunity of seeing any of his manuscript music, much
of which has been prpserved.

I am going to play to you one of Buxtehude's finest fugues.

It was written for organ, hut Mr, E. F. Jacques has kindly
consented to play the pedal notes, I shall also give the
prelude, which is only twenty bars in length. The fugue
has three sections. After the prelude comes this noble theme
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(see below). The first section consists of an exposition and
counter-exposition ; it closes with an imperfect cadence. The
second section is a brief Allegro ; the tunning quaver passage
shows in its opening notes those of the latter portion of the

theme (see below). The third section, Largo, presents the

original theme thus (see below). It is possible that some of

you may not know this fugue ; those who do will, I think,

excuse me for refreshing their memories:

—

I selected this one, but only after much hesitation, for all

are in one or another way attractive. This fugue shows great
restrained power; the writing is clever and yet wonderfully
simple, while the spirit which informs the music, especially
in the last section, is uncommonly stately and solemn. "Who
can do anything after Beethoven i" said Schubert ; and Bach
in his young days, when he listened spell-bound to the veteran
organist :.h<: llarienitireiu:, nv.isi k.ive asked himself, " Who
can do anything after Buxtehude ?

"

I wish in closing to say one word about August Gottlieb
Mufiat. Bach's Well-tempered Clavier bears the date 1722,
and Muffat's 11 Componimenti musicali " were published four
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years later. He can therefore only he treated as a con-
temporary of Bach's, but he shows what was written in the
fugue line, most probably apart (ram the inlliifnsie of Bach,
about, and possibly even before, the date of the Well-
tempered Clavier.

I am perfectly conscious of the shortcomings of this brief

paper
;
my title was too large for the time at my disposal,

and for that I am entirely to biame. But 1 wished to open
up, not a new, but an old path in which is to be found much
of value and of something more than antiquarian interest.

To the importance of the men of whom I have been speaking,
and of others, especially Sweelinck and his pupil Scheidt,
also Kerl and Kuhnau, the immediate predecessor of Bach
at St. Thomas's, Leipzig, the following passage from Dr.
Parry's " Art of Music " bears strong testimony:

—

"It ought not to be overlooked, moreover, that his

{i.e., Bach's) predecessors in the line of organ music were
an exceptionally high-spirited group of composers. It is

difficult to find a finer or mot e trju-heatled set of men in the

whole range of the art than such as Frescobaldi, Froberger,
Sweelinck, Kerl, fieinken, Buxtehude, Pachelbel, Kuhnau,
John Michael Bach, and many others of the same calling and
similar musical powers."
And again :

" For though their work never reaches the pitch of equal
mastery which sstisfi'-s the fastidious judgment of those who
have enjoyed maturer things, it was only through their

devoted pioneering that the musical revelation of the
personality of Bach in instrumental music became possible.

"

DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.— I am sure we are all very much obliged to

Mr. Shedlock for his excellent paper, and this is no empty
compliment. It is a very erudite paper, and must have

involved a great deal of research. I myself have given con-

siderable attention to antiquarian music, but several of the

cirimiKwcrs mennoned by the leoiuir.-r win- r[u:ie unknown to

me, and some others were merely names. We are also much
indebted to Mr. Shedlocb for giving us the opportunity of

hearing his selections of music, many of which are very diffi-

cult of access. Several of them are well worthy of publication

or re-publication as the case may be, for if it he true of litera-

ture, and politics, and history, that we can only intelligently

understand the present through an adequate knowledge of the
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past, it is eminently true of music, and Mr, Shedlock has
shown us to-night how much of real merit in fugue there was
antecedent to Bach. Some of it struck me as surprisingly

modem in tonality. In fugue, which is not intended for the

orchestra or for voices, but (or a single instrument, especially

if that instrument be not the organ, it is important to mark
and preserve the individuality of the parts, as by differences

of rhythm, figure, and so on, and some of the earlier com-
posers have hardly paid sufficient attention to the point ; but
this cannot be alleged against Frescobaldi, whoseentriesand
progressions are most daintily marked, and remind one
frequently of Handel. I think if our students would pay
more attentiou than they do to fugue writing generally they
would find it of the greatest possible value. If one might
venture upon a criticism of so great a writer as Beethoven, I

wouid say that he was at a disadvantage throughout his

career from the lack of early familiarity with and mastery of

this noble style. I emphatically dissent from the view put
forward by some superficial writers now-a-day that students
should leam how to write fugues and then—avoid writing any.

Dr. Maclean.—As to the evolution of fugue having ended
with Bach, doubtless that is true in some sense intended by
the lecturer, but I beg to say that there is a real evolution of
fugue going on down to our own day, each great master
having made out of it a new product through the force of his

own individuality. I do not see how these differences are
less evolutionary than the gradual changes prior to Bach
through which the lecturer has led us. Review the present
century. There are no fugues in Beethoven's published

works before his third period, but in that there are at any
rate the three fugue movements of the Pianoforte Sonatas,

Op. 101, 106, and no, and the two string-quartet fugues of

Op. 59, No. 3, and Op. 133. Can anything be more truly

Beethovenish than these ? The Op. 133 fugue for one has
not the smallest resemblance to anything in the Bach period.

And, I would add, are they not also truly magnificent and
inspiring ? They seem to me as music to soar higher above
the ground than almost anything in Beethoven. Next is

Spohr; his oratorio fugues are not very much perhaps as
fugues, but they retain the character of his style and no
neophyte listening to them could mistake them for any one
else's. Then Mendelssohn. His oratorio fugues are
perhaps too much in the Leipzig or Bachian style to be
very individual ; but the same cannot be said of his

Pianoforte Fugues, Op. 35, and still less of his organ fugues

and tlie fugue movements in his organ sonatas, all of which
are replete with original genius. What organist does not

know the true romantic quality, quite Schumannesque, of
Schumann's Op. 60 and Op. 72 fugues, especially the former ?
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An oratorio was performed by our Philharmonic Society
many years ago, the " Paradise Lost " of Rubinstein, which,
I am surprised, has never been heard again in England, being
a sterling and original work ; it abounds in fugues, for the

most part strange to say given to the Devils, while the
Angels sing homophonic music 1 These fugues show
Rubinstein's individual style as much as any of his

compositions which can be named. Then last Saturday
we heard at the Bach Choir Brahms's noble " Deutsches
Requiem "

; this has three fugues of colossal calibre, com-
bining fugal writing with the newest products of modern
genius. What is all this but evolution ? As to the art

[nvolved it partly lies in the invention of subjects, but Still

more in the manipulation of harmony and tonal sequence.

To go back to Beethoven, I am afraid I cannot subscribe to

the Chairman's remarks about him ; he wrote but few fugues,

but in those he showed the grasp of a giant.

Mr. Southoath.—Our lecturer has given us a very interest-

ing and excellent paper, to which I am sure we have all listened

with profit. I agree with Dr. Maclean to a great extent. I

thought he was tfomg to ion ;mc fii^nt; thai \v;.?, two main
subjects, and, iiuici.-d, something more. I allude to that

splendid composition. Mendelssohn's I'rcludc andFugue in E
minor, with its pathetic and beautiful opening subject. The
emotional and masterly way in which the fugue is treated,

and the fire and dramatic development as it proceeds,

culminating in that noble chorale at the end, must compel
the admiration of all musicians. I do not think it is saying

anything disrespectful to the great Bach to maintain that

this surpasses everything Bach has written. In the earlier

examples played by Mr. Shedlock, how interesting it was to

trace the graduaf getting away from the style of the old

madrigals of the period, which were of the imitative if not

strictly fugal form, written " For Voices and Viols." One of

(he earlier exiiinptas hi: plnyird ivan :]U)(i: new to me.

Mr. Shedlock.— 1 expect it is the 11 Brignoli " you refer to.

Mr. Southgate.—Yes ; there the vocal type seems to be

cast away, and we get the instrumental form instead. With
regard to the organist of Lubeck, it was interesting to learn

that he not only had to take care of the organ, but also to take

to himself the late organist's daughter to wife. How interest-

ing it would have been if Mr. Shedlock could have given us

an example from his fugues composed before the gentleman
married the lady and then one after.

The Chairman.—I now put the resolution to the meeting,

"That the best thanks of the meeting be accorded to Mr.

Shedlock for his excellent paper, and the examples he has

given." (Carried unanimously.) In speaking of Beethoven's

fugal writing f rather meant he showed traces of not having
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attended to this till late in life. As to what Dr. Maclean said

about the distribution of parts in Rubinstein's "Paradise
Lost," possibly it is because of the subtlety of which fugue is

capable that the composer has uniformly assigned his fugues
to the demons.

Mr. Shedlock.—I feel I must consider that the evolution
of fugue came to an end with Bach

;
it, however, raises a

subject impossible to deal with now. Dr. Maclean disagrees

with me about that ; only in a certain sense are we at one. I

quite agree with Mr. Southgate's remarks about the interest

of the Mendelssohn Fugue in E minor, but whether it is an
advance on Bach or not is another question altogether.

The meeting terminated with a vote of thanks to the
Chairman.
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ANCIENT GREEK MUSIC.

By C. F. Abdy Williams, M.A., Mus. Eac, Cantab, et Oxon.

I have often been asked the question, " How can we know
anything about ancient Greek music?" or "How can any
fragments of it that may be discovered be translated into

modem notation ? " The answer is simple enough. Of
actual specimens of ancient Greek music, the existing

examples may be counted on the fingers of the two hands,
but a fairly considerable amount of its theory has come down
to us in the works of Aristoxenus of Tarcntum (who wrote
treatises on harmonics and rhythm), Cleonides, Euclid,
Nicomachus, Alypius (who has given us the complete nota-
tion), Giiinlt:i!;ius, Raccbius, .senior, Aiitf kls^, Qiiintiiiamis

(the anonymous writer), and finally Claudius Ptolemy and
Plutarch." These authors flourished at various times, from
about 300 B.C. to 200 A.D., the most ancient and the most
important being Aristoxenus.

In addition to the works which are specially concerned
with musical theory, we find scattered notices, of considerable

Musics Auctores f^ptem." ifiji. Cuniaining the lent, with a Latin trans-

lation of Aristoxenus, Euclid, Nicomachus, Alypiu?, Gaudenlius, Bacc-hius,

Benior, Ariatidea, Quintilianus. There arc t»o hooka attributed to Euclid,
the first of which lias, bjv.-cver. V-tcTi of Isic rears attributed to Cleonides.

J. Wallis, "tiautlii I'tolomiU Harroonicorum Libri ires." 1682. Greek
text with Latin translation. In this book ate explained the transposition a

if the modes and keys. Westphal. " Plutarch, uber die Mustk*' 1865.

Greek tent with German translation and notes, F. Beilermann, '• Anonym]
Scriptio de Musica," and " Uacchii Senioria introductio." Berlin. 1841.
Greek test with Latin notes. WeKtph.il, " Aristuncnus, Mclik und Rhylh-
mik." Leipiig. 10S3 Greek text with German translation and notes.
Most of the above works have been translated into Fteneh and German,
and are eaBily accessible in this form, though the original editions are out
of print >nd scarce,
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value, in the writings of Plato, Aristotle, and others, which,
taken in conjunction with the treatises, enable us to re-

construct to some extent the theory of ancient music, though
naturally not to reproduce it. Of actual examples, we have
three hymns'—to the Muse, to Nemesis, and to Helios—of
the second century a.d. ; a short hymn by one Seikelos,

found cut on a pillar at Tralles, supposed to be of about 100
a.d. ; a portion of the music to Pindar's first Pythic Ode, of

doubtful authenticity
;
large portions of a hymn to Apollo,

discovered engraved on stone at Delphi in 1893 ; considerable
portions of a second hymn discovered later at the same

is genuine it dates from 500 years before Christ. It was
discovered about 250 years ago, and is now found to be
composed in accordance with certain rules of construction
which it was impossible that the discoverer could have
known, so that it can scarcely be a forgery.

In speaking of Greek music it is usual to begin by a
discussion of scales. We modern musicians make use of four
forms dI scale divided into two modes—namely, tin: :u;ijor

scale or mode, and the minor mode in its three forms of

ascending melodic scale, descending melodic scale, and
harmonic scale.

The major scale or mode consists of two similar tetrachords
ascending by tone, tone, semitone, and separated by a tone.
The ascending minor scale cannot be divided into tetrachords.
The descending minor consists of two tetrachords, proceeding
downwards by tone, tone, semitone. These tetrachords are
joined together—that is, the lowest note of one forms the
highest note of the next ; these are what the Greeks would
call conjunct tetrachords. The scale is completed by the

addition of a note an octave below the top note. The
descending melodic scale is of great importance to the
subject of this paper, for if we play two octaves of it we get

exactly the ancient Greek greater perfect system, or complete
scale, which co.ild be '.1 ansposeij lo any pitch, and out of

which the modes were formed. The note added below the
lowest tiilrachutti was cabled i>i-oslaij-,":>;im):m:iios ; and (hose

who named our scale sounds A B C D E F G, took the
proslambanomenos, the lowest sound of the Greek system,
as their starting point, and called it by the first letter of the
alphabet.
The chief peculiarity of th( modern harmonic minor scale

is the augmented second ; and this interval is also the chief

peculiarity of the ancient and the modern Greek chromatic

* The whole of the Greek music at present known 10 us will be found in

the original and in modern notation Ovae^'s " La Musique de J'anti-

quiie." Vol.1. Ghent. 1873, and " La Melopfe antique." Ghent. 1895
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scale. Greek theory has had marc influence on European
music than most musicians are aware of. To mention only a
few out of hundreds of evidences of this, we find in Prastorius

that some of the early mediaeval organs had as their lowest
note B natural, not A, as we might expect ; and the reason
given by him is thai B itat-.iral was originally she lowest note

of the Greek system, tin; A lining .-yldtiti aftenvanis. 1 Coin;;

back still farther we find musicians of the ninth and tenth
century of our era singing in consecutive fourths, fifths,

and octaves, and these intervals are described by Greek
theorists as " symphonies," or notes that could be sounded
together, other intervals being " diaphonies " or discords.

Is it not possible that musicians were led to these early

experiments in combining sounds by their study of Greek
music ? t We go farther back and come to Boethius, who
quotes some of the Greek notation, but uses Latin letters for

his own purposes, though he does not use them in the same
way as his successors. li is in his work that wc first find the

Gregorian modes arranged in their well-known order ; but it

is unfortunate that he got confused in his description, and
misnamed them all. In any reference therefore to the names
of these scales or modes I must ask you to bear in mind
that I refer to the Greek use of 'he terms, not the Gregorian.

Perhaps it will he as well to mention some of these : but to

name the whole would be only confusing.

The Greek modes then were called Dorian, Phrygian,
Lydian, Mixolydian ; but they went in exactly the reverse
order to the Gregorian, as described by Boethius.!
The Greek Dorian octave or mode commenced on E, the

Phrygian on D, the Lydian on C (our C major scale), the
Mixolydian on B, the Hypo-Dorian on A, the Hypo-Phrygian
on G. the Hypo-Lydian on F ; all these modes being, in their

diatonic form, represented by the white keys of the piano.

These were the seven oldest modes, and I need not trouble
you wih other names. Aristoxenus, however, who lived at

a time when music must have arrived at a considerable

PratoHuB, "Syntagma." [618. Vol. II., p. 113. " Allheli lasat sicha
ansehen, ia diss lie zu den Orcein anfanga nicht mthr ala dieae eilf elaua,
darinnen ae Allen die drei ittradvsrda campnhindirt, genomman haben;
ala I. Trtticbcrdum hyjmton, von ti nuadralo bis ins E. . . . 2. Tclra-
ctordun union voni E mm A. 3. Tclrachardum iumgnuium von q ins e.

t Thus, foi example, Gaudeniiua, p. it., explains 11 harmonious" sounds

which da oat diliur in pitcli ,-:rt siTuck simultaneously. Consonances arc
perfect fourths perfect fifths, and octaves. Paraphanea are intermediate

between consonances and dissonances, as augmented fourths, major thirds.

; See "Dictonary of Greek and Roman Antiquities." Third edition.

Art., " Musica." Or any recent work on ancient music by, eg., Chappell,

WcntphaE, Gevaerl, Sc.
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atnge of development," instituted thirteen keys, and for

this purpose divided the octave into twelve equal semi-

tones, and each note of the octave thus divided formed the

proslambanomenos, or starting point of a key. I must point

out that " mode" means the division of a single octave into

tones and semitones; "key "means the particular pitch of

the two octaves forming the greater perfect system. Aris'

toxenus got as much abused for his innovation by the
Pythagoreans as the advocates of equal temperament
have been abused by the scientists of our own times. Later
on the thirteen keys were increased to fifteen, but this does

The single modes were therefore not confined to a particular

pitch, as in the Gregorian system. On the contrary, just as
with us the major and minor modes may start from any
white or black note, so in classical Greece the Dorian, or
Phrygian, or Lydian, or any other mode could occur on any
of the twelve sounds of the octave. Differences ofpitch were
unfortunately called f by the same names as differences of

mode, and considerable misconception has therefore arisen,

some scholars even contemiiu;; tliav differences of mode were
merely differences of pitch for the greater perfect system.
This, of course, cannot be the case, for mode gave character
with the Greeks as with us, and we know that to change a

piece in the minor mode from the key of C to that of D or E
does not change ita character, whereas to change a piece from
minor to major does change its character, whether we change
its pitch or not ; and so it was with the Greeks. Hence a

Greek composition could be in the Dorian mode and the

Lydian key, or vice versd, or there could be any other cjm-
birialiori of key m'.d mode. 1 As an example, the Delphic liynm

to Apollo is in the Dorian mode and the Phrygian key, the

latter being shown by its notation.

I will take this opportunity of saying a few words about
the Greek notation. Without going into details, I may say
that it was alphabetical and had two forms, one beirg used
for voices, the other for instruments. In the treatise;, where
notation is used, both forms are generally given Dgether,
but in the existing Fragments of composition only cne form
is used at a time, and apparently the two forms were inter-

changeable, or were r.sed indifferently for voices or instruments

in actual practice. Alypius gives complete tables of the

notation of the two octaves forming the greater perfect

system in all the fifteen keys. That is to say, each pros-

lambanomenos is a semitone higher than its predecessor

* Ar [slides Qu i mil i anus, p. 22, &c. The twelve equa semitones of
Aristosenus are discussed bv Wcsiph.il in varbus places.

fSee Claudius Ptclcmy. Tinok Chapters 7 and n.
; See Qevaerl, La Musiquede I'Antiquitc." Vol. I., Fio.k ii., Chapter 3.
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(Fig. 3), and the fifteen keys ate merely a transposition of

the same two octaves. But as there are three forms of

scale—viz., diatonic, chromatic, anil enharmonic—there are

forty-five tables of notation. He calls the complete scale in

each key a " trope," tho " mode " being only p. portion of the

hi translating a piece of Crick music it is first rscccsspry

to make a tabic of all the Bigns used in the piece, and then
see io which trope, as given liy Alypius and the other theorists,

they belong. I show you a plan of portions of the complete
notation (Fig. 2). A scheme such as this was called cata-

pyenosis, and formed an important branch of musical teaching

in ancient days, though Aristoxenus condemns a reliance on
the catapyenosis as misleading.* In each tetrachord the
highest and lowest sounds were " fixed " and the two middle
Sounds were " moveable"—that is, they were differently tuned
according to the different genera. I tin: diatonic, chromatic,

and enharmonic. For the ordinary chromatic tuning the

third note from the bottom was lowered by a semitone, thus

producing, for example, e f g? a. While for the enharmonic,
the third note was lowered by a tone and the second by a
quarter-tone, producing two quarter- tone-, and a major third.

There were also other refinements of tuning which would
take too long to explain here.

The so-called instrument;:.! notation is shown by Westphai
to consist of the letters of an cany Greek alphabet, showing
traces of Phoenician origin (Fig. t). The scale, however, is

not arranged in alphabetical order, but, starting from the

top A with Aleph (the first letter of the alphabet), the

succeeding letters produce a curious succession of octaves,

which can only be account :;l for by some order of tuning the
instruments unknown to us. The three lowest notes of each
chromatic and enharmonic tetrachord are represented by a
sign in its ordinary position, then on its back, then reversed

;

but where it is impossible to reverse a sign, such as the fetter

H, its form is changed (Fig. 4, a, b). For notes beyond
the compass of the first alphabet the letters are mutilated.

The vocal notation (Figs. 2 and 4; consists of the capital letters

of the Attic alphabet, which, taken in their proper order, give
a complete octave in the enharmonic genus. For note; above
this octave the letters have a special mark on their right-

hand top corner, while for those below they are mutilated.
The signs in both notations are the same for chromatic and
enharmonic genera, and one note only in each tetrachord has a
different sign for the diatonic genus (Fig. 4). I have explained
this in more detail in No. 9 of the New Quarterly Musical
Review for May, 1895.

' AriHtoxcniia .Mdbom ';

,

[i-. ami to.

I Aristi)«cmiK(Meil>iKTi.),r '
'
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The Greeks did not develop music to the pitch at which
it has arrived in modern times, but they certainly laid

the foundation of our modern art. They knew nothing of
combining melodies simultaneously ; but" it is only natural

that their keen perceptions should lead them to a high

seen that they used a great variety of modes and genera
and tuning, all of which would alfect the melodic side of

music; but, they said, melody is only one part, and music
cannot In; complete without rhythm. Melody and rhythm
combined produced music.
About 300 years ago there was invented at Florence a

new kind of music for dramatic purposes called recitative.

It was without rhythm, and its inventors supposed that
it was a reproduction of ancient Greek music. lint the

discovery, in 1790, of a lost treatise on rhythm by Aristoxenus
goes to show that all Greek vocal music was sung in regular

rhythm and there was no such thing as recitative. The
rhythm appears to have been more complex in some ways
than ours, and there were refinements, of which we take
no notice, though our great composers and our best per-

formers, without theorising, seem instinctively to fee!

them. Thus the Greeks were very fond of 5-time rhythm, a
thing so rare in our music that it is passed over in the

instruction books as non-existent
;

yet we know from
'f schaikfi'.vsiy's " i 'at 1 1 ct ic

" Symphon} lhal it is quite practic-

able and eery elk. due. Thcv ;iis:> seem 10 have made use of a

variety of phrase practically unknown 10 us, who base all our
compositions on phrases of four bars, or multiples of four,

and but rarely make use of three, five, and seven-bar phrases.

Then again they observed the accentuation of phrases as

well as of bars : a phrase, they said, beginning with a weak
accent and leading to a stronger one was more vigorous than
a phrase beginning with a sLrong accent ; for in the first case
there was, as it were, an increase of energy, and m the second
a decrease. The difference is often perceptible in modern
music, though of course the element of harmony (which was
unknown to the Greeks) considerably modifies the purely
rhythmical effects. There are passages in Beethoven's works
in which the composer has taken it for granted that the
performer v/ii; instinctively use ;].<; right accentuation,

though his notation gives no clue to it. Thus, in the second
movement of the Sonata, Op. 27, No. i, the application of

the Greek rule about rhythmical accents in the phrase will

show that Beethoven seems to have thaught of the movement
in 6-4 time, beginning with a half-bar, though hp writes it in

3-4.. I will play it with a somewhat exaggerated accent to

make my meaning clear.*

Ike t'rO'.n'i " Musicn! Komi,"' p. r; for oshcr tTtsniples.
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Then there was the phrase that was preceded by a single

bar or portion of a bar, a redundant bar ; there was the

irrational bar—that is, a bar which had no proportion to the

otlit:r hars ; this is inUiealt-d by our pause ; and there were
other features too complicated to mention in the limits of a

short paper. There was also syncopation or displacement of

the accent, all of which things are described in Westphal's
and Gevaert's books.
With regard to the laws of composition, so far as we

-!>:>«

lyres and kitharas were tuned, and from Aristoxenus we
gather that they were tuned by fourths and fifths as a modern
harp would be. f The note called Hypate was a perfect fourth

below Mese—and from a passage in Aristotle's problems
Helmholtz and others have concluded that melodies ended on
this note

;
and their conjecture has horn as j;ood as confirmed

by recent discoveries. It has been the custom to speak of

Mese as a keynote and Hypate as a dominant, and to say
that Greek melodies ended on the dominant. I very much
prefer however to consider Mese in the light of a Gregorian
dominant, a note round which the melody revolved, and to

which it constantly returned, and the Hypate as a Gregorian
final. I have stated my reasons ior this view in a recent

number of the Classical Review, and will, therefore, not

enter into it here.]

Another rule has been observed by Mr. Monro and Professor

Crusius, though it is not referred to in any of the ancient
treatises. The rise and fall of the melody is indicated by the

grammatical accents of the words—that is to say, a syllable

bearing an acute accent is sung to a higher note than the

succeeding syllable, and a syllable bearing a circumflex accent
is frequently sung to two notes, the second note being lower
than the first (Fig. 5). The intervals affected by the gram-
matical accents may be of any compass, from a second to a
sixth or octave, so that the composer had a certain amount
of freedom of choice. I have not found a seventh. The

t Arisloienus, p. 55.
! The Delphic and Tnftes Hymi

See Classical Rrvirw, March, [SgS.

a of this construction-
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reason of the rule: is apparent from a passage in Aristoxenmi,

in which lie compares [lie use. n:nl fall of pilch in the sptaling

or declaiming voice with the same rise and fall when
regulated by musical intervals.* The latter, he says, is

musical melody. Students of Gregorian neumatic notation

will see a close connection here between the Greek gratn-

matical accents and ixc simp lust torn: of n dimes, as explained

by Don Pothier.r A short syllable is (in the existing

fragment*) invariably uir.|j !o a single ;ioLtj, while a Ions
syllable lias put, two, or even, li.ough rartiv, three notes of

melody. The rhythm of the music is dominated by the metre
of the poetry, and ifwe translate the note over a short syllable

by a quaver, we must iransl.'-.tc lliai over a long syllable as a

crotchet. A melody composed lor Gi"cek words, therefore,

differed from one composed fur mo-dun: words in this important
point ; in the Greek melody short syllables must have short

notes, long syllables lor.;; notes; with us the length of note is

a matter of indifference as long as accented syllables coincide

with accented notes, and unaccented syllables with unaccented
notes. In the anonymous writer we find signs given for

notes of the value of one, two, three, four, and five chronoi or

time values, the single chronos being usually translated by a

quaver, " Anonymus " also gives signs for what he calls

"chronoi kenoi "—that is, " empty times,." or, as we should
say, rests, of values from one to five.

Bacchius, senior, and others speak of change of " Mese."
This would amount lo change of mode or change of key,or,as
we should say, modulation. There were also frequent changes
of rhythm.
The vocal melody was always sung in unison or octaves,

but there was usually an instrumental accompaniment. [

Plato, in his laws, wishes hoys to be taught to play the

instrument in unison with the voice, and not to play a
different melody, as was -done by profession at musicians.

" Anonymus " speaks of Croumata, or instrumental intro-

ductions to songs, and of Cola, or short instrumental
passages interspersed betwnun vocal portions— these would,

of course, correspond exactly with the " symphonies" of a

modern songor chorus. Aristotle and Plutarch make reference

to some of the intervals used in the accompaniment, such as

the second, fourth, fifth, major sixth, and they distinctly tell

us that the accompaniment was always above the melody.
Gaudentius also mentions the major third and augmented
fourth as intervals used hy the instrument in accompanying.^
It is evident, then, that though the Greeks sang in unison,

A lis: ox siiu a, p. 8.

i in " Lo Mubdit:; :;i-;
;
!ii:iuniit!i," cti. Tourii.iy. iSSi.

!
Anonymus, p. jfi. (Jir.nV.-miiis. p J.i Arislulft, Problem y\x„ &c.

S Plutarch Chapter liv. Aristotle. Problem sis., la, &c. GaudentiiH, p. II.
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they made use of some kind of very elementary harmonic
accompaniment. Aristotle c.'ills this " mixis," our ward
inixim; or mingim;: ; but lit: says that (lit; mixis did not nnect

the character of the music, for character was produced by
the melody alone.* With us, of course, the mixis or

harmony has a very strong effect on the character of the

composition.
Various passages in the ancient treatises refer to the

"systems." I have already mentioned the greater perfect

system of two octaves. There was also the lesser perfect

system of an octave and a fourth, from A to D, in which the

U was replaced by B flat, in order to preserve the sequence
of tetrachords. (This system, of course, suggested to the

early dregorians -heir 11 llat, which was the iirst black note

introduced on the organ, the second being E flat.f) But
apparently almost any combination of a few notes could form
a system, ! and the sy slums seem to have taken something I Lire

the same place in melodic design as the ragas of South India

—

namely, a sort of pattern on which the melody was composed.
Systems were either tegular or irregular. If regular, they
consisted of an ordinary succession of a few nines of the si:s!i:;

if irregular, one or perhaps, more notes were mulled. I quote
tv.o systems from Ihe " Jlvrnri to Aoo^lo.

1

' one pentachordal

(A?, C, 1), the other tclrachoivial (!?, C, Ai1 ), and both
are irregular, for a scale note is omitted in both (i'"ig. 5, n).

The Poinpeiian lime, v.-hich we imitated for the Uradricld

Greek Theatre, when discovered, was arranged to play two
irregular systems, line pcnladionlal (B, CZ, VZ, Fjj, the

other telrncltori.bil (Ff, A£, Hi, and. in addition to these,

there were C, Cjf, D, above the upper B (Fig. 5, b). The
other holes of the instrument wen: closed, leaving only these

systems to be played with the ringers. The monies also were
called octave-systems.
The form of a Greek chorus was important and well

defined. It consisted of strophe, containing a number of

lines of Irregular length, technically called verses. The

of the strophe
;
and even the grammatical accents correspond

in the two portions so nearly as to make the same melody
possible for both. To the antistrophe succeeded the epode,
a shorter piece in a different rhythm, usually anapajstic—that

See Qcvaeri, 11 La Musique de I'Antiqultt." Vol, I„ p. 336.
' Pr;,;s;irii;-' ^y-H:!^[li.-[, p. ICS.

I Aristosenua, p. 16. Gaudenlius, p. 4. Bacchiua, p. 2 Aristidea.

verses and their

do the single I

Greeks knew of

this. To the st

rhythm, metre, : ry
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is to say, in common time, beginning with the half-bar, as in

a gavotte. This corislrnclion was repealed if llie chorus was
of any considerable length. A passage in Aristotle's nineteenth
problem leads us to the inference that the strophic and anti-

strophic construction was used for the chorus on account of

its being easy to learn ; for the two principal portions had
the same rhythm, were in the same mode, and apparently had
the same melody. You will see then that the element of

design was not at all absent from Greek composition.
The Greeks knew of a considerable variety of instruments,

many of which, however, they looked upon as barbarous, or

only fit for accompany in.: festivities. Oi stringed instruments
there was the monochord or canon, used only for acoustical

experiments; the trichord or pandoura, a kind of lute with
a neck, on which the fingers could stop the strings, like the

nefer of the Egyplians ; [lie trigon, probably a harp, with a

large number of strings, and what was called a panharmonic
scale, or a scale capable of playing all the harmonies (1 must
explain that the word harmony in Git:ek meant mode); the

pectis, an instrument of high pitch, used only by women:
the magadis, in which the strings were, divided by a bridge

in such a way as to produce a note and its octave. Anacreon
accompanied his songs on a magadis o: twenty strings. The
Phoenician lyre and sambuca were of the same nature
as the magadis [Gevaert, Vol. II.,

y>. 245), and there were

the theatre so far as we know, was the kithara, an improved
form of lyre, whose tone was like thai of a very small harp.
It tool; many shapes anil names, hut the principle was the

same in all -namely, a sound-bus en each side of which were
arms supporting a cross-piece or yoke, to which the strings

were attached; the strings passed from the bottom of the
sound bo.-i over a bridge to pecs in the yoke, by which they

were tuned. Our Bradlield reproductions of this instrument

prove that the tone was more penetrating in the open air

than one would expect.

Of wind instruments there was also a considerable variety.

We frequently see representations of double flutes. These
seem to have been chiefly used in sacrificial ceremonies,
for with the Romans, and probably with the Greeks, tin

sacrifice could take place without the music of flutes. Varro
tells us that the right Mule w is differently constructed from the

left, but in such a manner as to join with it ; for the first played
the principal melody, the second the accompaniment.* 1

must mention, however, thai the word aulas, usually translated

flute, in reality referred to reed instruments of various kinds.

I believe it is doubtful whether the principle of the flauto

* Gcvaen Vul 1 , p. 364, Wn/r. Vol II
, p. 251
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travcrso or fife was known. There is certainly a statue in

the Vatican of a boy playing a fife, but M. Victor Mahillon
told inc that he considered it a restoration. The syrinx, or

panpipe, and the bagpipe appear to have been used chiefly

by shepherds. The wind instrument used in the theatre

and in musical contests was the single aulos, and this was
able, by means of plugs, or wax, or other contrivances to

produce, like the trigon, the panharmonic scale.* It is

condemned on this account :iy l'iato, who would restrict the

number of modes used in order not to encourage luxury or

effeminacy in music. For, he said, music ought to be severe

and simple in order to produce strength of character. The
grammarian Didymus, quoting from a lost treatise of

Aristoxenus, describes five classes of aulos—namely, auloi

p.-srrhcnioi, auloi paii.luo;, auloi kiMianstenni. These three

classes were called feminine, and from their names would
appear to have been used by women and children. The
auloi teleioi, or perfect, and the auloi hyperteleioi, or more
than perfect, appear to have had a compass corresponding
to our tenor and bass voices. They were called masculine.

Herodotus makes the following allusion to auloi :
" Alyattes,

King of Lydia, made war against the Milesians. He led his

army into their territory to the sound of the syrinx, the
pe.-lis, ihe femiume aulos, am: tin: masculine aulos."

Of military inst-miiimt.s uv have mention of the salpinx, a
straight trumpet ; the lituus, a sacerdotal trumpet, curved at

the end something like the letter J—a fairly well preserved

Specimen of the latter is in the Vatican museum
;
the cornu.

or horn, which was curved in such a manner as to go under
the performer's left arm, while the bell was over his head.
Some of these instruments were found at Pompeii, and are

preserved in the Naples Museum.

f

In conclusion, 1 will say a few words about the music at

the Bradfield Greek Theatre.

It is the aim of the Warden, Dr. Gray, as far as possible to

reproduce in all essentials the theatrical performances of the

time of jEschyius, Sophocles, and Euripides. The theatre is

a copy of an ancient one, the ground plan being taken from
the theatre of Hpidant us, th<= best preserved specimen. The
only features that are omitted are the masks and buskins,
which are not required in so small a space.

It is evident that a modern orchestra with all its richness

of effect would be out of place, for not only would there be
no space available, but it would be entirely out of keeping
with Greek ideas to make the music the most prominent pa.",

of the performance, as in the modern opera or music -dratr.a.

* For further information on the ancient lyres and flutes see Gevaeit,
' U Mini.-.ic i!s l'Anli<:'.iin.: ." V:,l. 7]., lli.ok iv. ClKiptti i

I
s;l- ' Jiicii-jnary of Urtuk Mid Kow.in Antiquities." sh/> r«, " Tubs,"
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When Dr. Gray approached me on the subject, I thought
that something ought to be done to make the music as much
in keeping with the surroundings as possible. Not a note of

the ancient theatrical music exists, except a very mutilated

fragment of Orestes; but we have all the words of the dramas,
we know which portions were sung by the chorus, we know
the form of the instruments, and we have, as I have shown
yuii, a considerable portion of their theory. I persuaded Mr.
Blaikley to make me four.auloi, taking as his model the
specimens found at Pompeii, one of which has been repro-

duced by M. Mabillcn. The original is panharmonic, with a

compass of B to D, the holes being closed and opened by
metal cylinders which fit closely round the instrument ; but
these would be too difficult for schoolboys to use, so they were
omitted. I then, with the help of Messrs. Hill and Son, '.lie

violin makers, transformed live Spanish lyre guitars into real

kitharas, and tuned them to the Dorian octave. Properly
speaking, the lowcsi siriritj ought (o be farthest from the
player— in aiicie.nl limes the !o-,ver strings played the melody,
the hi;;hcr the accompaniment ; jut as this arrangement would
necessitate the playing of the treble with the left hand and the

bass with the right, 1 have reversed the order of the strings to

bring the instreniei'.i more under lh« control of modem player-.

With the exception of myself, all the nine instruments
forming the band of the Gree^ Theatre are played by school-

boys, the kitharas being allotted to violinists.

In composing the choruses I have adiiered as far as possible

to the Greek methods in following the grammatical accents,

in the use of mese and hypate, in the systems, in the intro-

duction of croumata. and in the strophic and anti-strophic

construction, which is, I believe, peculiar to Greek poetry.

I have stiicllv foil; >wed the metrical eons! ruction worked
Out by Sclimni: ami Professor Jebb, and have endeavoured
to use the modes in both the diatonic and chromatic
genera. Of course, modern harmony is impossible with
instruments of only nine strings, but f have tried to make
the accompaniment as full as possible on Greek methods.
I have freely introduced the Greek chromatic scale with its

augmented seconds and fourths, and find the boys have very
little difficulty in singing these intervals, probably because
there is an entire absence of modern tonality, and therefore no
fcclmg after modern harmony. I have, in fact, done all I can
to produce local colour by sin-.plicky. severity, and an
applica:ioii of what is known of Greek theorv. Those who
are disposed to undertake the journey to ISradfield nextJune
will, I know, be sure of :. welcome from Dr. Gray, and I can
promise them that whether the music meets with their

approval or not, they will, at any rate, sec an excellent

performance and a very beautiful sight.
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(c) Diatonic.
J

Vocal - - - N - » V Q * T tl MAHT B * 1 nOKH
liulrunent.l R E IUH M 1 3 T .4 > N /AS D K >

The Dorian Mode, or Oclave.

In this diagram open notes represent fixed sounds, black notes
moveable sounds.

Fig. 5. Systems and accents :

(a) From the Delphic Hymn :

—

I M y M 7 0 9 6 '
1

' M '

I

. . . . . . . . . . - . . . Irre^uEar tctrachordal ayslern.

MVM YMF * YF
?oi - fiov v - Sail - 01 pi\ - ti XP" " '

«

-

Q O * 0 0 n ©

Be d - vi tt-m-pi-n-a Uap . nin - <rl lot

(b) Systems found arranged on one of the Pompeiian flutes :—
]',-iil.iclio:.l. Ti:l;,nl|..r[i. AiUiiliniif.] ::iAci.

In Ex. (a) the words in brackets are restorations, the stone being
broken in 'thc-si: places. When a syllable is to be sung to the same
note as the preceiihi^ syllable, lIic musical si^'ji is not repealed.
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—In introducing Mr. Abdy Williams I

should have mentioned his connection with Bradfield College,

but the lecture itself brings out that point. The study of

Greek music is something more than an antiquarianism, for

Greek music represents the first scientific and intellectual

stage in the great chain of our musical history. It is true
that there is Hindoo music, remaining to our day, which is

older than Greek music ; but we are dealing here with the
European question. The classical period of Greece lias

been called the adolescence of intellectual and modern man,
and a very beautiful adolescence it was. Unfortunately it

has departed. As Goethe says, " the May of life blooms but
once." Now the mental attitude of this adolescent, this

Greek of classic times, was very little subjective, and a great

deal objective. He concerned himself that is to say very
little with his own sensations, in the way that we do, and
much more with outside nature and its laws and conditions.

I strongly doubt whether there was much or any human
emotion in Greek music, but imagine that it contained rather

a great deal of observance ol method and rule, carried our in

a refined way. If this is so, the study of Greek music, while
forming a necessary step in our consideration of general

musical history, has been a subject peculiarly fitting for a
scholastic institution like Bradfield. There were one or two
technical points on which I should have liked to hear the
lecturer say more ; as for instance on the descending nature
of the Greek scales, and on the formation of the " complete
system " by a conjunct tetrachord added top and bottom to

the two disjunct tetrachords, with a substitute tetrachord

patched on as it were in the middle to make modulation
to the subdominant ; and so on. But without embarking
further on these technical matters I will here move a vote of
thanks to Mr. Abdy Wiiiimm; for his interesting lecture.

This was carried unanimously.
Rev. O. J. Vignoi.es.—This subject seems to me to be one

of sreat complexity and obscurity, and I should like to know
what is the common-sense view of the development of the

modern diatonic scale, which, in my opinion, lias been worked
out by various improvements from the early Church music,

I cannot help thinking (I have only read a little about it)

that it is a very difficult subject, and I may say in passing
that to produce an exposition of the historical as well as the
theoretical part of this question would be a very great gain

;

and I, for one, should like to be helped over many dark and
complex details, especially the correspondence between the



e have as compared with that clumsy system which
preceded it. I cannot help thinking that both in harmony
and melody the ancient method must have had very rough
and informal intervals, judging by the examples we have of
Eastern music, which arc almost unintelligible to us.

Mr. Southgate.—Perhaps I may be permitted to answer
Mr. Vignoles. 1 can assure him that we are not treading on
uncertain ground' v.-t now know a good deal about Greek
music and the materials i>:i which it w;is built. And we can
go hack a long time anterior to the period about which
Mr. Abdy Williams has been dealing. Two thousand years
before then we have ample evidence of the flourishing con-
dition of music in ancient Egypt. Indeed, 1 am inclined to

think that far too much credit has been given to the Greeks
for their music and invention in that art. As a matter of

fact, the Greeks derived their music and instruments from
the land of the Pharaohs. Pythagoras went there to study,

and he brought back with him Li> Greece much of the know-
ledge current in Egypt. He found there both the diatonic and
chromatic scales as we now know these ladders of sound. I

have catalogued some twenty of the instruments in common
use; we can see all these pictured on the walls of the tombs.
I say without hesitation that these instruments exceeded m
number, in compass, and in variety the instruments which
Greece possessed in her most palmy days. And, moreover,
in various European museums we have several fragments of

' n the temlis. Perl 15 I may n.m'.im:

5 that wh::n I hail the privilege of reading her

paper on Egyptian music, Mr. J. Finn played on a pair of

double flutes taken by Dr. Flinders Petre from the tomb of
Lady Maket, in the Fayoum (r8oo B.C.). It was then
perceived that our scale of to-day and that of the ancient
Egyptians were practically identical. From the instruments
it is not difficult to deduce the music. I suspect that the
popular music and the trade cries of those we hear to-dav
who sell melons, water, &c, in Upper Egypt differ little, if a't

all, from what was current in Egypt 4,000 years ago. In

common with many others 1 thought this ancient people
possessed quite a different scale of sounds ; but the evidence
of these Lady Maket flutes, and of a still more extraordinary
example of the clarinet type taken from the pyramid of

Akhmin, and now in the possession of M. Maspero, of Paris,

on which the complete chromatic series of notes, together
with an enharmonic seventh, can lie < >! 'tai ned, is indisputable

evidence of the pussiliiiities o£ music long, long before the

Greek period. Moreover, the wall frescoes show us many
examples of the orchestral combination of their instruments.
In the well-known flute concert from Gizeh there are eight

players, using, by the way, flutes of the nay pattern, all
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differing in length. I need scarcely point out to musicians
the significance of this as bearing on the question of ancient

harmony. And this is not the only example of bands. In
one instance, in a funeral ceremony (from a tomb in Thebes),
there are six players, each performing on a different instru-

ment. 1 know of no such Greek record, pictorial or literary,

showing such an advanced condition of music as all this

represents, and 1 have mentioned it in order that Mr.
Vignoles may see that long before the time Mr. Abdy
Williams has been speaking about, a much more complete
and copious form of uu:'.i:c existed, and. it serins, must have
been known to the cultured Greeks. I am unable to agree
with the theory that the double flutes, the StavXoc of the
Greeks, were principally used in connection with sacrificial

purposes. Vou can see and will note to the contrary plenty
of examples on gems, coins, vases, and sculptures. In the
British Museum there is a bas-relief from Nineveh repre-
senting large bands of harpists, players on the dulcimer and
double pipes, with singers and time-beaters, talcing part in a
triumphal march ; and in the same Museum is also a good
exemplification of the use of the double Mutes. On the right-

hand side of Lhe Ion;; Haitian G;i11l:v\ (ground floor) is an
actual fresco cut irom a chamber ir. or.i- of lhe pyramids and
attached to the wall. Here you will liud a girl playing these

double pipes; she is gorgeously dressed as the chief musician
in a little band, playing for the delectation of some guests
at an evening party. The ladies are sitting at small tables,

with fruit and flowers before them, lislemji;: to the music.
There are many similar representations of the playing of
these pipes—always, by the way, played by a woman

;
rarely,

so far as my rcc.ol lection eeies. used at sacrifice I ceremonies

—

and you will remember that, according to the statements of
some of the Greek writers, instruments of this type were used
at the performances in their theatres.

Mr. Blaiklev.—Mr. Southgate has spoken with great
certainty about the notes produced on ancient flutes and, to a
certain extent, T a;;:ee with him ; but appears to my mind in

connection with the playing of all common instruments with
sale holes, thai the pitch of a note coming from any open
hole depends upon hoiv many holes arc covered below it. In
the trials referred to we raised the fingers from each hole
consecutively and noted with accuracy the pitch of each
sound, no hole below the speaking hole being covered ; but it

is quite possible some of these notes were, in the actual use
of the instrument, played with one or more covered holes
below. One point which struck me very much is that the
division of the interval of the fourth seemed rather like our
D, E, F, and G, as given by the natural notes of the trumpet,
than the division of the perfect fourth with a semitone between
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E and F ; but suppose the finger closed the hole below the
trumpet F, we would pet very close to the modern division of
the perfect fourth. To my own mind there may be more
connection with the horn or trumpet scale than has been
assumed in this ancient music; but I quite agree with
Mr. South-gate that you can get the perfect I-" if you close a
hole or hole? Iielow the s;it:;ikin<: bole. Then, with regard to

the possibility of roughness of finish, I do not agree with
that idea, but think that, whether Egyptians or Greeks, they
knew exactly what they were doing. I judge thus from the
characteristics of instruments that have been found, both
those Mr. Soiithgale alluded to and those in the British

Museum ; each one is beautifully finished, the finger-holes

especially beautifully cut and finished, and they had evidently
been adjusted to give the notes required, not roughly, but
with an aim at exact and precise results.

Mr. Southcate.—It is very true what Mr. Blaikley said,

you find some of the nays so. there is one in the Florence
Museum beautifully made ; but if you look at the modern
Egyptian nays you will see that the holes are very roughly
;in:i lij-tlly made.
Mr. Abdy Williams.—Ladies and Gentlemen, I must

first thank you for the kind way in which you have listened

to my paiier on a somewhat iJistniwe sulijocS:, and for your
vote of thanks. With regard to Dr. Maclean's question, the
history of the growth of the Greater Perfect System would
be too long to explain in detail. It consists of the gradual
addition of tetrnchords above and below the original one,

which can be represented by our notes E, F, G, A. First, a
conjunct tetrachord was added above A, li?, C, D, and this

resulted in the heptachord, to which the seven-stringed lyre

was tuned, and the middle note of which was Mese ; then a
conjunct U;lrac!iori.l was JuMcii lielow J>, C, 1), E, find the

Lesser Perfect System war, completed by the addition of the

bottom A. Then a disjunct tetrachord, B, C, D, E, was
added above Mese, and another conjunct, E, F, G, A, above
thelast, and the result was the Greater Perfect System, Every
note of each system had its own special name, and each
tetrachord was called by a special name ; but with these I

need not trouble you. The Greek tendency to begin a scale

at the top instead of the bottom has often been noticed.

Aristotle perhaps refers to it, when he says that it is easier to
sing from a high to a lower note than from a low to a higher
one ; and another «if,

rn of this tendency is m the fact that the

melody usually ended on Hypate, a fourth below the principal

note Mese. You will observe that the principal mode, the

Dorian, proceeds downwards by precisely the same order of
intervals as our major scale proceeds upwards—viz., by tone,

tone, semitone. I imagine that the introduction of modern
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harmony had something to do with this somewhat remarkable
coincidence. In reply to Mr. Yi^noles' question : The
intervale are most carefully explained in their mathematical
proportions by Euclid, Nicouiaclnis, Claudius Ptolemy, and
others, while Aristoxenus gives us other explanations which
cannot lie gainsaid. Thus he show? that a fifth is to he

tuned by ear, a fourth by car, and a tone is the difference

between them, l ie represents the empirical, artistic side of

music, as opposed to the scientific or mathematical side. In
dividing his octave by ear into twelve equal semitones, he
does exactly what the modern piano tuner does, when he
tunes in equal temperament. The scientific system (worked
out on the monochord or canon) answered perfectly for a
period in which only a few keys arc err. ployed ; but directly

free modulations were required, as was the case at the
time in which Aristoxcrius lived, an unscientific division

of the octave into twelve semitones became just as
much a necessity for the Greeks as for us. The
Middle Ages did not slowly develop the scale and then
read into Greek authors their own views. On the contrary,

they derived their theories rhrm:gk Itoetbius from the Greek
theorists. One striking evidence of this is the fact that 1

have mentioned— viz., that the early organs, as described by
Praitorius, had their keys tuned and named from Greek
theory; and dozens of equally patent evidences might he
adduced. With regard to the translation of the notation.

Since we get the exact mathematical proportions of the notes

and the name of each note from the writings of the

Pythagoreans, and since Alypius givi-s the musical sign for

each note against its name, and not only the sign, but a
verbal description ei it, there can hardly he. a doubt about
the translation of Greek notation into its modern equivalents.

If Alypins, for example, say; that Meat is represented by a

certain sign and that Hypate is represented by another sign,

and we know from other writers that Hypate and Mese are

at the distance of a perfect fourth, it stands to reason that

the notes K ;in<l A, or their et^ai valcnts, will represent Hypate
and Mese ; and the same reasoning applies to all other
intervals, I have mentioned that the actual pitch is not

known, but this is immaterial as long as we know the

proportions of the intervals. It is convenient to refer every-

thing to our scale of A minor, as it involves no sharps or

flats ; but, as a matter of fact, when the tropes have been
worked out completely the Dorian trope is found to

correspond with our B flat minor scale, and the mode
therefore is represented by F to F with five flats, instead

of E to E on the white keys. An unknown form of music,

however highly developed on its own lines, is naturally

unintelligible to us until we have learned it. Music is a
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language
;
and if anyone were to stand here and make a

speech :n ;in unknown language, Greek, for instance, it would
be unintelligible to the majoiity of the audience. This
would not prove that the language is barbarous or non-
sensical, but merely that the audience have not learned to

understand and appreciate it. I think we are far too apt to

consider lli.it modern Kurop^an music is the only possible

form of this art, and to forget that music, like other
languages, may take many forms. The music of one period

is not the music of another, nor is the music of alt parts
of the world the same. Dr. Maclean has remarked, for

example, that Indian music is undoubtedly a very highly
cultivated art. There is no doubl that the Greeks did arrive

at a high cultivation and development in musical art, that it

was not the childish or barbarous art that some would have
us believe ; and its study is of importance to us because out
of its remains grew, in the course of ages, our musical art.

The connection between the two is very intimate, and I think
it is not too much to say that if it had not been for Greek
musicians we should scarcely have brought our iiiii;!c to lis

preseir. stage of development. Mr. Southgate mentions the
use of double flutes in other than religious functions in

I'gypt, My aiiihnrily for my sta lament is M. Gcvaert, who,
by the way, is referring to Greek, not Egyptian usage; but
I have not investigated the matter very far. It is, of course,

quite possible that the Egyptians made use of combinations
of sounds—the quotation from Varro I referred to shows that

the Romans, at any rate, used two-part harmony on their double
flutes. Mr. Southgate also referred to the powerful instruments
and large bands issinl by the Egyptians. The Greeks disliked

any very complicated musical effects. The number of singers

in the tragic chorus was limited to fifteen, and I only
yesterday came across a passage in Aristotle in which he
asks, " Why does a Monody {song for single voice) give more
pleasure when accompanied by a single lyre, or single flute,

than when accompanied by a number of lyres or flutes ?

"

The answer is that the melody and words are obscured by
a number of instruments, and the composer's intention is not

so easily grasped. Professor Can-:] ibi.-l I askod whether it is

certain thai the Greeks only sang (heir choruses in unison or

octaves. I think the weight of testimony on this point is

overwhelming.
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W. H. CUMMINGS, Esq.,

In the Chair.

LITERATURE RELATING TO THE RECORDER.

Bv Christopher Welch, M.A., Oxon.

What was a recorder? How many different answers have
been given to this question.

An Englishman in search of a reply would turn, as a
matter of course, first of all to [Vinson's Dictionary, where he
would find that the cautious lexicographer, keeping on safe

ground, pronounces a recorder to be "a kind of flute." But
if the inquirer, desirous of testing the correctness of the
Doctor's statement by the light of a more modern authority,

were to consult Webster, lie would be told thai a recorder

was "a kind of fbi;;eo!e:,"' for ivhieh, in a later edition, there

is substituted another explanation : '-an instrument rcsem tiling;

the flageolet," Should this be deemed unsatisfactory, and
recourse he had to the "Century Dictionary- " (1889) for the

latest declaration on the subject, a description of the instru-

ment would tome to !i;;lit, but a description which adds at

least one other to the statement in Webster which will not bear

of the flageolet family, having a long tube with seven holes

and a mouth-piece. In some cases an eighth, covered with
field beaters' s'-dn, appears near the mouth-piece, apparently
to influence the quality of the tone."

The recorder is mentioned in some of the most important
woilts iii the Kiijeish language. Those who have edited such
works have naturally been desirous of idvirif; choir renders nn

idea of the instrument. What confusion and uncertainty we
find in (heir accounts of its peculiarities I For instance, on the
8th of April, 16G8, Mr. Samuel Pepys paid a visit to his flute

maker, Dl uuibluby, " and did talk," he says, " :i gn\;i\ deal

about pipes; and did buy a recorder, which I do intend to

leiirn to play on, the sound of it being, of all sounds in the

worid, most pleasing to me." Now in Bright's " Pepys" (1875)
we are informed that "a recorder was a large flute, blown
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through a mouth-piece, like a clarionet in the present day "

;

but in the still more elaborate edition of the Diary which
has lately been brought out by Mr. Whcatlcy, a recorder is

stated to be "a reed instrument, but in the side near the

mouth-piece there was a hole covered with a piece of bladder,

which modified the quality of the sound."
Again, when Queen Elizabeth visited Kenilworth, in 157s,

there awaited her ;i magnificent reception. liven gods and
goddesses vied with each other in bailing her with tokens of

joy. A chronicler, who goes into minute details of the pre-

parations which were made for the occasion, states that there

were erected at the sides of the road by which she would
pass, as she approached the. castle, seven pairs of posts.

On the first pair were "too cumly square wyre cagez "

containing birds, as gifts to i:i:r Majesty from Sylvais;is the

god of " Foul "
; on the second, " too great sylver'd bollz

"

filled with fruit, as gifts from Pomona, the goddess of

"Frutez"; on the third pair, two similar bowls in which
was corn as the gift of Ceres. On the fourth, fifth, and
sixth pairs ware displayed grapes and wine, fish, and arms
and armour, as offerings from Bacchus, Neptune, and Mars
respectively. " On the seaventh posts, the last and next
too the Castl," the chronicler states, "wear thear pight

[i.e., placed] too saer Bay braunchez of a four foot hy,

adourned on all sides with lutes, viollz, shallmz, cornets,

flutes, recorders, and harpes, az presents of I'ii^lms, the god
of Muzilt for rejoyciisg the mind, and of phizil; for health to

the body."
I ought not to omit to add that musical instruments were

not merely displayed in dumb show; there was in store for

the royal guest a " delicate harmony " of a kind of which I

shall have more to say—a concert of flutes. "At the eend
of the Bridge," continues the chronicler, " and entree of the
gate, wait her Hi;,'hiies received with a fresh delicate armony
of flutz in perfourmauns of Phccbus prezents." She had
previously been greeted with "a delectable harmony o: haut-
boiz, shalmz, cornets and such other looud muzik " after

having been saluted by trumpeters with "a tune of

welcusn : which, besyi.le the uubl uoy/., was so umoeli (he

more pleazaunl. too behold, bec.auz thuez Iriiiiipeif wiirz, being

sixe in number, wear every one an eight foot hye, in due
proportion of parson besyde, all in long garments of sylk

Buitabl, each with his silvery trumpet of a five foot long,

formed taper wyse, and straight from the upper part untoo
the ncathcr eend, whear the diameter was a 16 inches Over,

and yet so tempered by art, that being very eazy too the
blast, :ln:y cast I'oorSb no greater noyz, nor a more unpleazaunt
soon rid for time and tune, than any oother common trumpet,

bee it never so artificially formed."
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The note which Mr. Nichols, in his " i'rngrcsses of Queen
Elizabeth," 1 appends to this passage, gives a good idea of

the straits to which commentators were reduced in their

efforts to explain the nature of the recorder. He has recourse

to his imagination, and proceeds to construct a recorder out

cif llie allusions made to tins iiistnirnsn; !>y Lord Hacon. He
does not even know what the fipple was. Nor is this to he
wondered at ; for, even at the present day, there is no dic-

tionary or encyloptedia with which I am acquainted in

which an adequate explanation of the fipple of a flute is

offered. 3 He states that Bacon used the word to denote the

mouth-piece of the instrument; but when I quote Bacon's
words, as I shall have occasion to do, it will be seen that
this was only a bad guess. For enlightenment he has gone,

as might lit; uxpcclf/d, to Johnson's Dictionary, where he has
been informed that a fipple is "a stopper," and that the

word is derived [ran the Latin fibula Mthingh fibula

signifies a clasp, not a stopper, so great is the weight of
Johnson's name that this derivation still passes from dic-

tionary to dictionary.* Mr. Nichols, then, informs his readers
that recorders " were wind instruments somewhat resembling

flutes, or rather clarionets
;

for by the description which is

Since tne*above was written, the letter F has been reached in

Dz. Mci-ray':; Jioliutiary. in ooun,'j i'i on bl teat toil. 1 l,,ru ,'-:i an::,-,

hus bien ii\;;:lr, a f
(
>oW U-iria -,lal,',l r :1 I.:-' ' ill,: pllli; ill llli: ir.ulilU i,( a

ivmt -liiraimnnt :>y .-.Kii-h ill.; lolumn was roanac ted.
1

' Fipple hao
previously been connected with wind instruments both in the Imperial and

traced between tnn section ,,f ilv: lipple. ris it appears at the beak oE a
lintc. aad ",~ mdrrlip: but 1 will :.u^c^,'. lor [he consideration of
: ill i' In 1,1.

I
" :

II: 'i
, . |'|| !• \-.,t

pinching the stalk so as :o form a reral, proceed:, to elicit Jrom it a squeak-

ipib.orpipe [confer "pibcorn," in/ra.p. 158, note 37l. When he makes (Sr

did rr.a,s. for -.he an is iwcominr; c,.;;-n:i 111,; ipirady wound will:™ bark
trciv.pct. kr.mvn ir. O.ijra.hire .15 a YVaithurn (fee a piper on " A
Primitive Mu-ar.il ni-trcn-.ent." hy H Ii;i!f, -ur. in "The Miraiary and

hu -i,;t;'-.:.. the reed ijv wbioh it i
, io anded. whether it be ciaae el haiiriclioti

or widow tank. Ill,' :V,. Aj.iili, if Li, takei a i.v; ,if willow, notch-i II :;o

lis ta lorm th» ar.fter hol:i:; and the mnrnh of a dpnle flute, out-: it slantwise

at one end for the iicak. then, after d:.l.:chin!> the hark, which bccoiacs a

tube, constructs a fipple ,i'.i( of tins pii'.e of miufl al.,.ve ;iie iim.mI I; :iy

removing a sKce to t'orm (In, flat', a:- . lus- uri.it..:., tor kp|:l,:, wh.ili, like tin;

reed 01 the May liorn, ulakui ;lio tube yield :c\i;-J fli,; :r:i oi 'he instru-

ment. Thus we have fipple. fib, pib. pipe.
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given of one by Lord Bacon, in the second century of his
1 Sylva Sylvarum,' at the 159th and 160th experiments, it

may be ascertained that the instrument was blown at one
end. It appears from the same authority that it consisted
of a tube with stops or wind holes, and a tipple, or mouth-
piece ; the lower end open, like flageolets of the present time.

The word 1 tipple.' used by Bacon for mouth-piece, signifies

literally a stopper, from the Latin fibuli,
1 whence it may be

argued that the upper end of the recorder terminated in a
cap, from whence issued the pipe that Conveyed the breath

throughout the whole instrument."
It is not, however, until we look into Shakespeare that we

realise the density of the clouds which envelope the recorder
and become fully alive to the need there is of dispelling the

darkness in which the instrument is enshrouded. On none
of the plays of the great dramatist has so much been written

as on "Hamlet"; of all the scenes in that much-debated
tragedy few have att racier] more attention or given com-
mentators more trouble than the recorder scene. In the

collection of the plays published by Shakespeare's friends,

John Heminge and Henry Condell, so well known as the
folio of 1633, the passage "govern these ventages with your
finders and : lnirnl ' appears ;is " govern these veiitigrs with
your finger nr.il thumb." \Yliidi is rig! it-- lir.grrs anil thiiinh,

or finger and thumb? Were there several boles for the
fingers on the recorder, as on the flute, or was the instru-

ment constructed with two holes only, a hole for a finger and
a hole for a thumb, having thus one hole less than the pipe
played with the :;ibuiir, which has three holes—two for the

iin.Heis and one for the thumb? So vague was the information
at the command of commentators that they have never
settled [in: matter, there liciny modern editions of cihakts-

pearc, including that oi Mr. Dyce, who has taken great pains
with the text, in which we still read 11 finger and thumb."
But a more knotty question awaited the commentators.

"Hamlet" was first published separate from the other
plays; it appeared in a scries of editions of a quarto size.

The first quarto, which came out in 1603, is a bastard

version of the tragedy ; it is generally regarded as a
surreptitious issue, lu^sed either on recollection or else on
notes taken during the representation

; some, however, are

of opinion that it is an early sketch by Shakespeare himself,

and that it tints represents his first conception of the work.
It was followed in the next year, 1604, by a second quarto
" according to the true and perfect coppie " of the play. In
the spurious edition, the quarto of 1003, there is no mention
of the fingers and thumb, the passage reading " 'Tis but
stopping of these holes "

;
but in the quarto of 1604, the first

i
( -h: i

msli ri rn~;n rit -if r,h«Ia
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edition of the true copy, we read govern these ventages, not

wit}) your lingers ami thumb, hut with your fi risers and "(.he

umber." There was, then, no hole on the recorder for the

» x * 1 :

:

l ; 1 > , the ventages being closed by the fingers with the
assistance of the umber. What was the umber ? Here was
a problem I la the absence of fact to fall back upon, fancy
was ready with an answer : the umber, she whispered, was
a key, whereupon the commentators proceeded to exercise

their acumen and to display their learning as follows :

—

" The umber," says Mr. Steevens, " may probably be the

ancient name for that piece of moveable brass at the end of

a flute which is either raised or depressed with the finger.

The word amber is used by Stowe, the chronicler, who,
describing a single combat between two knights, says :

' He
brast up his umber three times.' Here the umber means the

visor of tlie helmet. So, in Spencer's ' Fairy Queene.'
book III., c. i., st. 42 :

—

' But the brave maid would not disarmed be,

But only vented up her umbriere,

And so did let her goodly visage to appeie.'

Again, book IV., c. iv. :—

< And therewith smote him on his umbriere.'

Again, in the second book of Lidgate on the Trojan War,
1513 :

~
' Through the umber into Troylus' face.'

"

Toilet, another well-known commentator, writes thus:
" If a recorder had a brass key like the German jlnte, we are

to follow the reading of the quarto; for then the thumb is

not concerned in the government of the ventages or stops.

If a recorder was like a labourer's pipe, which has no brass
key, but has a stop for the thumb, we are to read, ' Govern
these ventages with your finger and thumb.' In Cotgrave's
Dictionary, ombre, ombmiri, ombrierc, and ombrcile are all

from the Latin umbra and signify a shadow, an umbrella,
anything that shades nr hiiles ttm f'.ir* of the sun

;
ami hence

they have been applied to anything that hides or covers
another; as, for example, they may have been applied to

the brass key that covers the hole in the German flute." 1

I feel tempted to give other instances
;

but, not to be
wearisome, I will stop here, only adding that, of all the

accounts I have read, there is one only the writer of which

'"The umber" is. beyond all doubt, nothing but a misprint of
" thumbe," an e" having been introduced after the " th." and an "r"
added at the end of the word, in the quarto ol l6ii, " Uk umber' in i-or-

rutlfil iul" " the thumb." In the first, second, and third folios we finl
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had a clear and correct idea of what a recorder was, that

being in a note by Mr. Way in his commentary on the
Promptuarxum Pnrvuloriim, in the edition of that work pub-
lished by the Camden Society. In complying with the
ri-ijutist, w;:h which I have been honoured, to read a paper
before the Musical Association, it is my purpose to show
how pardonable arc these wanderings, inasmuch as the chief

authorities on musical matters, to whom laymen would
naturally turn for guidance, have themselves cone hopelessly

astray. After classifying flutes in a manner suitable for my
purpose, I shall quote passages from old writers in which
the rceord'-r is mriil i-.;iird , then give a bi"ii:f historical skv.lch

of the instrument, and afterwards proceed to point out, and
trace to their source, the errors into which the historians of

music, Sir John Hawkins, Dr. Burney, and Mr. William
Chappel!, have fallen.

" Flute " was formerly, like the Greek " ai\6e " and the
lin«lish :

'

p-i"
J ." a generic term. It was applicable to most,

if not to all of the members of the wood-wind, including those

blown with a reed ; a sense i:i which tve still use it when we
speak of the May flute, the Straw flute, the Eunuch flute, or
the flutes of the ancients. In the present day, however, the
word is usually restricted to instruments the sound of which
is produced by the impact of a jet of air on a cutting

edge.
I shall divide flutes, l.lv.is defined, into three clashes, basing

my classification or, the way in which the flue, throat, or
fissure, from which the jet issv.es, is formed.

In the first, it is formed by the nostril of the performer
;

in the second, by the muscular action of the Hps; in the
third, by insert-in" into the instrument, itself a plug, or plate,

which parLially blocks, ami so narrows, the tube.

I shall call members of the first class nostril flutes; of the
second, lip flutes ; of the third, flfifile flutes, Apple being the
technical name of the plug by which the tube is reduced in

The nostril or nose flute does not come within the scope of

our inquiry. It is in use chiefly, but not exclusively, in the

islands of the Pacific Ooe.'in ; in Europe it is only ro be
found in museums and in the cabinets of collectors.8

With the lip or mouth flute we are all familiar, for a
member of the family, the transverse or German flute, with

•The nose flue is described in Ellis's "Polynesian Researches,"
til. vili.

; \i;
" T>llw\r--, UI ii"!i'.i Wiv.n.'i-s." Veil. 11

,
p. I'li : ill a ]i;Ll»;r

entille-1 ' Xuio* nil ;!«; V; lc= iriTi C-.ilc.iro." publish*]
in the journal qf the Anthropological Institute, May, 1SS2, and in M. Vietor

Bruielli
.

rament is given ii
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its diminutives the piccolo and Ihe fife, is in daily use amongst
us. To this class belongs the Pan flute, as well as the
Egyptian nay.
The Apple flute, with which this paper will chiefly deal, is

now we!! nigh extinct ; not that the construction of sound
producers on its principle has ceased ; far from it, they are
mailt; ii: thmisruuls, from (lit; Lilipiitian whistle an inch long
up to its Brobdignagian descendant, the organ-pipe, thirty-

two feet high. But, if wc except the so-called flageolets

which decorate our shop windows, as a fingcr-holcd instru-

ment in actual use, the fipple flute only survives in the little

six-holed pipe so often heard in the streets of London, which,
though known in this country by the contemptuous appella-

tion of the penny whistle, still bears in France the name
which our Gallic neighbours formerly assigned to its once
popular predecessor, The Knglish Flute."

Having now explained the meamtig i attach to the re-

pressions lip flute and fipple flute, terms which I shall often

use in this paper, I will proceed to cite passages from old

writers in which mention is made of the recorder.

I have already given a quotation, it will be remembered,
in which the recorder and the flute are named together;
the presents offered by Fhiebus to Queen Elizabeth as she
approached Kenilworth, in 1575, comprised both recorders
and flutes.' Coming half-a-centuryor so nearer to our time, we
find the recorder associated, not only with the flute, but with
the fife; in Drayton's " Polyolbion " (1013-22), amongst
the instruments played by the English in their musical contest
with the Welsh are recorders, flutes, and fifes ; whilst the
labourer's pipe, an instrument of the fipple flute family, is

also included :

—

So were there some again, in this their learned strife.

Loud instruments that loved, the cornet and the fife,
The Hoboy, sag hi it dcq). recorder and ihe Jlnte .-

Even from the shrillest shawm unto ihe cornamute.
Some blow the bagpipe up, that plays the country round,
The Taber and the Pipe some take delight to sound.

Running back rather more than a century, we come to
Hawes's " Passelymc of Pleasure," a " bokc " made in the
twenty-first year of the reign of Henry VII. (1506).' In this

' Supra, p. 146.

' S:c;i!u;:i IIiwcs slut] is:! nt Oifiir,], riien trai/ellei] on 11"! Continent, and

lot:; no-, eppe.-.r havu uiumvuI any clot!; wlicn Ihi:. 1

- -> v.liifi; i! is infc™] th.i! hp lk. [linger held Ihe a;
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poem we find an allusion to the characteristic for which the
recorder was so celebrated, its sweetness.

There sat dame Musyke with aU her mynstracy

;

As labours, tnimpet 1 es. will] pipes melodious,
Sakbuttcs, organs, and tlir. recorder svietcly,

Harpes, lutes, and crouddes ryght dclycyous

;

Cymphans, doussemcrs, wyth davicim bales glorious,

Rebeckes, clavycordes, eche in theyr degre,

Did sytte aboute theyr ladyes mageste.

Possibly of about the same period as "The Pastime of

Pleasure" is a passage with which, as it has been so often

repeated, most of those present arc doubtless familial. I

allude to the lines on the recorder from the •' Pre-vcrbis

in the garet at the New lodge in the parke of lekingfelde,"

([noted Uy Mr. William Cita;ii>eli in Ids " Popular Music of

the Olden Time." These so-called proverbs are said to have
been written on the walls of an upper room in the Manor
House of Deckingfield (a Yorkshire residcr.ee which belonged
to the Percy family) in the reign of Henry VII. And here
I must commerce my ungracious task of pointing out mistakes.

It will be recollected that the second line of the proverb
devoted to the recorder is stated to run thus :

" Manifold
fiiiKtii'iuj,' sud stops brinai:t;i hi^h notes from its clear tones."

Mr. OLappell pl.ir.rd the word " notes " in a parenthesis,* if

having heori : nterpoi ateil to lna.kr sense, " bringr.tk high from
its tones" lieiiifr unintelligible. The line so printed has

passed into other books, until, is in Grove's Dictionary, the

parenthesis has been dropped, so that the reader is not aware
that the word "notes" did not originally form part of the
text. Now, on looking into the uuiuiscript 10 from which the

proverbs are taken, we find neither "high," "notes," nor
" limes," the line having been misinterpreted ii: tile following

The word " high " was formerly often spelt " hy." It is so

spelt in a proverb preceding that which we are considering :

—

A Shawme makithe a sweete sovmde for he tunithe Basse,

It mountithe not to hy, but kepithe rule and space."

But, on looking at the " hy " in the proverb relating to the

recorder, we see a line drawn horizontally over the " y."

» Roya/MS.
P
i8. D. II., British Muaenm.

" The swij rcni.iiciLiis Linus uf this liruverl) are tit imercsi. iiiaiimach as

tlll.V !f. tdlLJilill it" idlll^i.lll 1" - in: [('lM:,:IIC, r i [lie :J IS Will [!. fly illld

the tv.cla)] nbuic llie lime [ii'.j.-ii:,!d, a niceliari-.v ot which LVmier avfulej

hii:i:,eli iv. ri:e e, -m -r i : :i, ef the i-.],Liiniil :-

Vet yf it he l.e.iv'ie wiiii a m:i vehement e!e,

It ir.a'Kr.hc it tr' ::i:-::"vi rn:' his kjn'le."
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This is an indication that the letter " m " is omitted, " hy
"

so written being an abbreviation, a common one, of the word
"him," which was once spelt " hym "

; the whole proverb
reading thus

" The recorder of his fcynde the meane dothe desyre,

Manyfolde fyngerynge and stoppes bryngithe hy from"
[him from— i.e., from him] " his tunes clerc.

Who so lyst to handill an instrument so goodc
Must se in his many fingeryne y' he kepe tyme, stop and

We will now pass to an earlier enumeration of musical
instruments, that found in the " Squyr of Lowe De^re:." J1

The date of this romance, like that of the proverbs at Leek-
ingfield, is conjectural ; but 1475, ten years before the acces-

sion of Henry VII., has been named as probable :

—

There was myrth and melody
With harp, getron and sautry,
With rote, ribible and clokarde,
With pypes, organs and bumbarde,
With other mynstrelles them amonge,
Willi sytolphe and with sautry songe,
With fydle, recorde, and dowcemere,
With trompelte and with claryon clere,

With dulcet pipes of many cordes.

I must not omit to notice that " recorder " occurs in a work
where its presence is an indication that the word was not
confined to England in the fifteenth century, but was known
also in Scotland; in the 11 Buke of the Howlate, maid bo
Holland," not only is " recorder " to lie found, but, possibly,

though this is very doubtful, " fife." Mention isalso madeof
a wind instrument very rarely named, the lilt-pipe. Good
reasons have been adduced for the belief that " The
Houlate " was written not far from 1450, so that it is

about a quarter of a century earlier than " The Squire of
Low Degree.""

u Ritson's " Metrical Romances."

"'•The Houlate" teuglice, the Owl) was first printed in Pinkerton's
Scottish focm;; (Vol. ill., p. 17c):, aiterv.-a.rciE bv La.;i™ acid a.s'ai- i>v [ha
iluntcriii:: CiuLi. In iS.jj cililiun c:f lilt lcj\! (> I Miami's Hr.lce of the
lliulate." by ,\:;hr.; Difbarr; v,as p-ihlisticHl at J.eipsic, ir. vctikh tv.-o

JlbB., c.nc written in the early part of the niitcenlb cc:r.1i:ry by |cht)

A,,l,)in. the other in i*,d<t :jv CkcTse Banriacyne. v.t'.re c-arefcill, collated

Certain differences noted hv Diebler are given below.
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All thus our ladye they lofe, with liking and list,"

Menstralis and musicians mo than I mene" may,
The psaltery, the citholis," the soft cytharist,"

The croude, and the monycordis, the gythornis™ gay,
The rote, and the recordottr, the ribup," the rist,°

The trump, and the taburn," the tympane but tray;

The lilt pype and the lute, the cithffl
55 in fist,

The dulsate,™ and the dulsacurdis, the schalm u of assay

;

The amyable organis usit full oft,

Clarions" lourie knellis,

Portativis" and bellts,

Cymbaclanis *' in the ecllis

That soundis so soft.8*

We are now drawing near to Chaucer's time, but in

Chaucer we look in vain for the recorder ; there are,

however, many allusions to the flute. For instance, a
prominent figure amongst the pilgrims to Canterbury is

the fiute-playitig squire, a fresh, curly-haired yoni'.j;

man of about twenty years of ay,:, dressed in the height of

•Pinkerton, " lift."

» Bannatyne MS, " cvtno]i, "
;
Ai-loan MS., " sytholis

"

» Bannatyne MS., cytharist "
; Asloan MS.. " sytharisl " ; Pinkerton,

» Asloan MS., "eyttyrais."
11 I'inkej-am. " ribiis "

;
rj.ni;, ' ribape."

*> Pinkerton, "rift."
" Asloan MS., " tbc trumpe and the talburn."

Asteau MS ,
" fyjill," k n;a;li::.!; ;iinbi:l>ti;;liy preferable to ' cilln!/'

that of thf Ii;iT]i-,::iv:ie MS., the ' cyi holis
1

havini! lvi-n alr.Mily inenticued
i:i the third line.'. It can certainly' be said oi she in-Idle, thai il'Ls playe;i in

the fir., or dus;:i! hand, rinkerlot'., however, jiva inMeail of " in fist,"
" and fif;

''
-,.1 thai i( he is corroLi ;he fife i- '":'c naiiiL'ii.

Asloan MS., "dulset "

I'inkerlon. "sclialm."
»Ast!:h.n MS., "darvouis"; Pinkerton. " clarionis."
a Pinkerton, " portatibus "

: Asloan MS., " portatiuiB "
; as printed for

;an \'.S ."eytubadaais"; in :hi; I'an-

natvne MS., aplT.ri:n:lv Alfred intiV'cvrnharlasras.'' Two forms of medieval
cymbals—one consisting of plater, of nietal. theo:h,er of small bells fastened
together—are described and figured bv V.::-^'- I'- Catalogue [hi; las'.m-

ments in the South Kensii:.;i.>n Musiwi," p. 11:. ;.n.; "Handbook of
Musical Instruments." p. ros,;.. The instrument here mentioned, hswcix-r,
was, I take it, neither of these, bat (lie aibalum '.A a monn..t;; T y. This
was a bell, or ;n,lw.1il.; i i i«^t rn nif-tl <:f ™nii.; mj:i, »i:s|mrn;r.il in the cloister

and struck with a hammer or mallet to aimnmn the monks lo meals in the
refectory. The ctlla or ctllarium of .i. reQgioua house waa tbe cellar; not
tile winc-cdlnr !:nh.-. it int.kihid I he pruwt-i-.uri .ui, or nt; .rehouse fur fen

J

in general. But the word ;'r;','« -a; .also i:«id to deno:r; ihe rau Easier y
itself, and, more particularly, the open space, intsriar ambilia, or quad-
rangle, round v. hid: -.be doi-t-'i s -acii: placed. See 3

"> l I Can,;;:, j.v .. "Cdl;i "

" Bannatyne MS., " so oft "
. Pinkerton, " so ofi "

; Asloan MS.. " so
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fashion, bedecked with flowers white and red, and so well

educated that he could write, draw, and dance, the first

named being an attainment by no means common in those
days outside the Church. His chief occupation was singing
and playing the flute, to which he devoted the greater part of

the day. But these pastimes were not a mere excuse for

idleness ; he had acquired a knowledge of music of which few
amateur flute players in the present day can boast ;

" he could
songs make and well indite," we are told, a statement implying
that he could compose and reduce to notation, if not har-
monise, melodies. Nor did his accomplishments involve the
slightest taint of effeminacy. He is described as a man of
middle height, of great strength and wonderful activity, a
;;oo(l and graceful rider, as well as a jouster*—that is, a man
skilled in the mock combats with lance arid sword so common
in the Middle Ages

;
moreover, notwithstanding his youth, he

had taken part in a military raid on horseback in France,
and had borne himself well on the occasion.

" Singinge he was a floytinge al the day

;

He was as fresh as is the month of May.
Short was his goune with sieves long and wide,
Wei coude he sit on hors, and fayre ryde.

He coude songes make, and wel endyte,

Juste and eeke daunce, and well purtreye and wryte."

In" The Romaunt of the Rose," which is a translation

from the French, we read of " floytes " and " nautours "
; but

it is to " The House of Fame " that we naturally turn in the
expectation of finding the recorder mentioned, for there

Chancer saw so prodigious an assembly of musicians that

they seem to have been as countless as the sands of the sea.

Those of them who arc classified were divided into three
bands, separated from each other by a wide interval

—

harpers, wood-wind pipers, or flute players, as 1 shall call

ll'.cui, i:si:iy the wold in its ividi-r acceptation, and trumpeters.
It can occasion 110 .surprise that the (lute players formed a

vast multitude many times twelve thousand in number.
Three of them are mentioned by name, but, with one
exception, owing to the metamorphoses they have undergone
at [he hands of transcribers, it is not possible to identify

these Celebrities w itb certainty. The first, A Uteris, Atyterys,

or Cythei is, may be, and probably is, the great pastoral flute

player, Tityrus, with the once common prefix " A " added to

the word.™ The second, Pseustis, Procerus, or Presentus
seems to be hopeless. Mr. Skcat records the guess that

"A joust was a set-to between two combatants only; a tournament,
between several at the same time.
" Mr. Skeat proposes Tyrtieus.
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Thespis may be meant, but, as Thespis was a dramatist
rather than a flute player, I will hazard the conjecture, in

the absence of a better suggestion, that Timotheus" may be
intended, although Pronouius would more nearly re^emb.e
Procerus or Presentus. In the third, Marcia, we cannot fail

to recognise our unfortunate brother flute player Marsyas.
It is true that Chaucer assigns to him the feminine
gender, but, notwithstanding the change of sex, there can be
no doubt of his identity, for there is an unmistakable allusion

to the shameful treatment lie reuuived at the hands of Apollo,

who, in a trial as to which could |>ri)di:ci: the belter effect on
their respective instruments, the lyre and the flute, finding

the opinion of the judges going against him, proceeded to use
his voice in addition to his lyre, nti artifice unworthy of an
honest man much less a god, and having thus got a decision
in his favour, tied poor Marsyas to the nearest tree and
deprived him of his skin without further ceremony.

" Tber saugh I than Atiteris,

And of Athcnes dan Pseustis,

And Marcia that lost her skin,

Bothe in face, body, and chin,

For that she wolde env^en,™ lo 1

To pypen bet than Apollo." a

It is disappointing to find that Chaucer says so little about
the instrument used. Exclusive of the three groups already
mentioned the harpers, the (lute players, and the trumpeters

—

those who played on " sondry glees " were ' mo than sterres

been in hevene," yet not one of their " glees " is described, or

even named, (he poet declining to go into particulars in order
to save his readers trouble (" for iise of yow"), as well as to

prevent loss of time, and sagely adding :—

" For tyme y-lost, this knowen ye,

By no way may recovered be."

a Timotheus was not an Athenian by birth ; but he left his home in

Bceotia when he bccn.mc •.'> ce.cbi ntcr- n.r. ^ flute player.
!-J F.Kv(ri\.—Ti> ton tun .1 ; Hlriie fur the maslrry. A '.lord nii'.v shorlutL^d

Late "vie. ' Sis eat. Sen also Kic]iarus::n's J Ho., i ' v»."
"And aalur.j; cllier mirth Mr. Atkwor.li -jved iv:ves, K.ch nnnenvtiurinq

to set his own wife ;iiu tu ill,; l:t.sr ;j:V!ir.1s.
t
[e. li« liaiir.:; (hey said an

utrniirdtnr.ry hai;dijme '-.[ft.". I'i.n-y-' Diahv, May iJith, 1660.
'

" I ought not to omit to add that Chaucer mites mention of performers
on wind instruments of Dutch—thai is, German—nationality :—

" Then saugh I famous, olde and yonge,
Pypers of the Duche tonge,

To lerne love-dan nces, springes,

Reyes and lh"HS tllinjjL-s."

Reyes are round dances—ij„ dances in a ring—Skbat.
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The flute players, although not so numerous as the un-
iLis-iilicd musicians, slilt iiunjliirretl lens (if lliousatids ; but of

all tlie instruments played in their monster wood-wind band,
the names of only five are given, the cornmuse, the shawm,
the Sute, the lilt-pipe, or lilting-horn as it is here termed,
and the straw flute :—

" Tho sangh I stonden hera behinde, M

Afar fro hem, al by themselve,
Many thousand tytries twelve,

That maden loude minstralcyes
In come muse and shalmyes,
And many other maner pipe
ThiH craftily beginine to pipe,

Both in doucet and in rede,"
That ben at feastes with the brede™
And many floute and lilting-home,"
And pypes made of greene come.
As have thise Jitel herdegromes
That kepen bestes in the bromes."

'< lirm bckindr. HHiind ;h(iir. — (list is, hrtiliul the harp players.

Hulk hi iiaiir.it and ih rati, -h hai heci; siie^ei'.cd tliat Uuiitut may be:

'he n,ims!:f a :ir,i-.ii-al in-irnine-it—lh,i ,l,„i,:il'i. lt\ "Tin: I Touli-.to," us *e
have sr:cn

:
:acrt is n:un.i: an iiistmmcnr termed ibe lUilsnt,; cr dulici.

Another ^xp^.ilioa has been erfcicd by Wilier',, ;hat bm'.h rfwfi and ni;
h:-b auji.-divi.-ly—thus, " in il- j icct " voukl have reference to dulcet or
Mveet instrument:;, r.uch lis :lie -arioai; members of the flute family ;

" in
roi.ic," to ir.striLirienls pilose so„i;rJ is produced by m:.-.ns of a reed. Seo
rlie ii.-. le nn lli-.i [ri."ii|-i; [ S'-Mil's " Chaucer:."
" Brcdc—Roast meat.—Skkat.

To what initr dint-::: the descant ion lilt-pi-je, or liltin--hcri;, was pven
is unccrlilin. Tl-.ii sliiiplicr.rK jiip; ]i: t s been "pr( c :(:n.-(l (see Chip's Die,

Men 1 !. it- II ll 1 111
1
lav : % ,1 tali'i i: liny

be intended. In favnnr .-:f thin v;ei it may ::e nr-ee. that the labourers
pipe is ca'ii:u 111 Trench t:;o Rulcubt! . a name i: owes to its merry, :;j.-rr.ivc

sound, lilt word Is.-ici; ;li-l
!
vf.il. iLOUUuliii!; 10 Clmu'iui'! (Cal,'.!is:ili:'(if the.

1 1. 1
1

1

'
1 < i 11. >', i/i rr: ,VJ'I r. i

. I
.

.
u

.

1

III Li litlle ilale, it eeirn; an octave above the piccolo, and thus the highest

of al! wind instruments
But could

could only cl
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Although the word recorder is not to be found in Chaucer,
I shall be able to adduce evidence, only presumptive, it is

true, but still more or leas satisfactory, that it was in use in

his time. The Pramptuarium, or Prontptorium, Parvulorum
is :hf. ijHi'llcs! Krifjlisli f r ! ii dictii>:i;irynxtii:il. Its compile:-,

a Dominican friar, of Lynn in Norfolk, unfortunately knew
little of, and possibly cared nothing for, musical instruments.
He was an anchorite or recluse ;

and, as such, had been con-
signed with the consent of his superior, scaled with all the

solemnity of a religious service, to a self-imposed imprison-

horn-shaped mouth. The application by Chaucer of the word horn to

the Lilt-pi fuj smns 10 ;>oint lu nii..ct:r-r lively, Lr.spirilinji tr.slii:mr::it. the

pibcorn (j.i.. pipe-horn), or hornpipe, whose name still survives in the

1:1 Ll.Ml.ll I ill'; ill rh,: " Konki'.IIH of ijiL K"-J "

Curni-wayli- "
,
hm as Jinn; :iin[u:;i.m thai Cli'im-ei .

-*— "he word in the original F '

s note oil the passagel. it .

ieofgreene corne" may m
" The House of Fame," in " Roma
x is associated with the flute, the I

ill- .v.-es.l by In fluyt^s niiu'-i; hi: . 1 i>ui t ri l.n:tiL:r;

'

d :n:o V:ui;l bv 1'tilf-isla on tin-' authority of liiiburtili Kvki
ord Palpista I cannot discover elsewhere

;
possibly, howe

1 may be intended, although Salpista is usually used to signi

>n°itVoukYbe

'

1
sll'.-ph'.-rd'i -,dl

'Gif she could tell what tune I plai
Flocks wander where ye like, I dn

ie of the Slack and
l piece of elder) or
> Gentle Shepherd "

'd?' and aneer'd.

b!e.k:iv ar.it of ane rati, the third pla

plavi on iLllf; r/ciir-.iar, Illi; s,:viill pliol' :in an: hililil, -mil I lie liisl (llilil oil

ane uiihlssel." An interesting and verv complete account of :hc inurn-

ment is jjiven in a paper bv Ik-nry fialiouv. Kin;., on ' The OI:l lliiiish

'fibroin or Hoi-iipioi- its affinities,'' in tin- journal cf ihn Antiin -po-

lo-ir-a! Iii-nilmc, Vol. M, p. 1,2. Hci: al^o Saiwr and lSnrreil's
" Dictionary of Musical Terms," s.v. " il'j!-:ipspe," and Kiipd'-.; "Caia-
logue of the Instruments in the South Kensington Museum," pp. 203
ar|d 373, where the lines from Ramsay are quoted.
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ment. Immured in a cell," or " stodyyng howse " (as he would
have us understand the word cell to signify), which he could
not quit, except in case of necessity, without the permission
of the Bishop, he seems to have regarded fluting and fiddling

as but vanities of this wicked world. The date of the
Promptuariwn is known with tolerable certainty to be 1440,
just ten years after Chaucer's death.

Both "recorder" and "flute" are found in the lexicon.
Reroute r, which is distinguished as " lytyl pype," is translated
by canula, a word used by Papias when referring to the
instrument on which the chorus-flute player (choraiiles, or
choraula) used to play.™ But, for the purpose of our inquiry,

the importance of the entry in the Promptuarium lies in the
circumstance that an earlier work, the Campus Florum, is

cited as the authority for the rendering. Much uncertainty
prevails rejecting the Campus Florum, but Leland con-
jectures that Thomas Guallensis, or Walleys, (0 whom it has
been attributed, flourished about the time of Edward II.,

whilst two writers give 1359 as its probable date,'4 so that,

assuming, as 1 presume we have a right to do, that its author
mentioned the recorder by name,* 1 we can here trace back the
word to the middle of the fourteenth century.
On turning in the Promptuarium to "flute," we should

naturally expect to see tibia, flstula, or the Low Latin word
flauta, as its equivalent

;
but, strange to say, neither of them

is given, tibia be-in;,' reserved for "trumpe"and fistula for
" pype,", whilst flauta is not named ; but in two manuscripts
f.ititturiuiH, word I have not seen elsewhere, is added.
Thu Latin synonyms for " flute " are three in number. The
first, Cainbttcus, is given on the authority of Robertus
KyKvarbi. As Robertas Kylwatfii was made Archbishop
of Canterbury in 1272, a Cardinal in 1278, and died soon
afterwards, we have now got as far back as the thirteenth

The miinlMii hsis lieen eipresserl Ihal the fompiler rjf the Piomptuarinm
was "starve:! rr> death liaf.vei.-n four walls" h>:\ Mr. Way ei vn ar, eradeaae
to the story. it is a false intcreiiue. he tllii'.hs, from the -statement that he
was " inter riaat.u.r parities pri> Christi: i ti t:Li:

'
Ti Morris llial '.lie do-a-

rjf an ai-.i::iririti-'s ah)i;e tonlil nfii be opetied without breakhii; a, seal whieh
was affixed to it, foot) beiai: ::anded in at the window.
" " Canula. fi-eala. Gall in; Fine. Instrnme-tinr. musicum. 1'anias in

MS. ]>: .trie. Ci.ur*;tlti, P,:n.rf-i rh,;i, vri far' Ca.'uihs. ill rsl .-hlulis rani!.

Charaulc tmm G-.;:r Ciiunln /^jt.
1

1

l.lu Liinst. I'll'.' I'aiuas here named,

1 IT*" Lalta texicon

Te0t
Ac™ding tTwayTt'his

lexicon supplied the Kronen!- work of the lHctionary or \'v;al,ular,:<»: of
Viv.lin. BMinp lit It::.;:.!, who liuurish:,! ia the ne.it century. I! is

conceivable (liar Ihe aulluiv ol '.he Ciixpm Flnruni niifjht have derived the

|| 111 .p. Isisiv.

"Many eatriei in the ft,™/'"""'"'' al"lii::l ground; f.u believing th;.t

F.apiish words y.eru used in the C.lrr^ai l-loium. See Way's 1 'rcfacc to the

Pranfluariam. p, nv., note b. where some of them are named.
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century. The word Cainbucus does not occur, as far as I am
aware, except in this passage ; but Cambuca is found, not,

however, as the name of a musical instrument, but of the
crozier, or bishop's pastoral staff. Possibly Cambucus may
be a scribe's trior fur Siniibiinis, this being the name of the

elder tree, whose branches, when the pith was removed,
furnished (and still furnish for hoys) a ready-bored tube for

the construction of flutes. Sambuca, which was also used to

denote the elder," is Riven in the Prortiptuariam as the Latin
equivalent of another wind instrument, the " schalmuse," or

shawm,11 although the name Sambuca was more commonly
applied, both in classical times and in the Middle Ages, to a
stringed instrument of the harp kind.

The second of the three synonyms for the flute is ydraula.
This word appears elsewhere in Ihr Prti»!j-t;u.iri;Mi lis the

Latin for " orgon pype," so that we here have a confirms; ion

of correctness of the opinion whicii ha:; been expressed that
" flue-pipe " was, at first, " flute pipe." The authority given
for this use of tiie word yiinuda is that of William Brito,

who died in 1356. Thus it would seem that in the fourteenth
century organ pipes were called flutes.

Ctdiiiiiinihi, the third svr.ouvui. is also written in medieval
Latin Calamaidis, Calamellus, and Columella. It is the

word which gave its name (o the chalumeau, or shawm (old

French, ihn!n":,-'!c\. And hen' there peeps mil a vestige of

tile almost incredible rancour with wl'.ich the early Christians

assailed the flute. It is true that we no longer meet with the

fierce invective of Saint Epiphanius, who declares that the

hated instrument was modelled in imitation of the serpent

through which the Evil One spake and beguiled our Mother
Eve, and that he who plays it is no other than Beelzebub
himself, as his movements stamp him, for he sways his body
and hows his head, these being the gestures of which the

Prince of Darkness makes use to show'lus b.asp-.emv against

that which is in Heaven, and to overwhelm in utter destruc-

tion the things of the Earth, and them that dwell thereon
;

nor the coarse insults, too gross for modern ears, of Saint
Clement of Alexandria, by whom the flute is pronounced to

be lit rather for beasts, or the more brutish of human beings,
than for men ; nor the iefined rt-pioaih of tlm gentle Saint

Cyprian, that to strive to talk with the fingers, as he under-

takes to show the flute-player does, is an act of ingratitude

' S.iralv.ic.1 in amr-idr, r,j>Lfdu:i cs: rjymphrr.inr urn. 1-1 fit (itkirn ift-nus l^'ni

fr.-L|;i[is unci, ct lilii.i: rjj:nj!i.iiiii:liii
.'"

Isiilun;, (jm.ttd bv Dn Ciu:<;</.

" Sitml'iui: is- lliu !". '.]'. nil- use t.mtjll, ,uid Itn- lunuss tlnrmf ;b-m h.-l..-,us.

L-,nd voyli: ri'id fi :ll 0 1 1 i
; and ll:o:o Li^jr.u b:iv.cs b.vn pip';:; rlU': 1 '-, fin.l alf-o

i:On:c ly.ancr :.yiiii>li(j;l)-. as Ysvdcr savlh." T:<r.) It^i.ruion oi

]liirlr!fjlr>[]!u:us. (~i:<- II:ihIm1s. clia;' K
.
ilkil ;;ij>rn. p. [j.l n ill: I

"Cerone, in a work ..riUfii in ipani:.r., nr.rf published N'nplus in iCi: I.

indiidrs tr.u Sand.r.ca in r. liM of wind ia.trumer.i-.. Hawkins, th. tssi.i.)
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to the Artificer who endowed man with the gift of a tongue.
A thousand years had softened the asperity of fanaticism into

the mild indictment that the flute was a gugaw. Under
cover of an illustration of the use of the word calamaula, the
wily "ankyr" introduces a monkish " Versus. Pastor sub
cauld bene cantat cunt catamauld," which he translates thus:
"The scheperd vndyr )>e folde syngythe well wythe hys
gwgawe pe pype." On turning in the vocabulary to
"gugaw" in order to ascertain what meaning Brother
Galfridus attached to the word, the reader is informed
that gugaw is the same as flute, and, it is added, fiddle"

(ffiga) It is only fair, however, to Friar Geoffrey, to whose
meekness and modesty his book testifies, to say that he
assigns the responsibility of stigmatising the flute and the
giga as gugaws to the "gamins sophista," as Bishop Bale
calls him, Kobertus Kylwarbi.
" Flute," we may reasonably suppose, came over with

William the Conqueror, but "recorder" appears to be a
word of English growth. Although it crossed the Channel,
for we meet with it in Prajtorius, it never took root in

foreign soil. How, when, or where it originated it is irn-

]>ussil>lu, in the present state of our knowledge, to say ; but 1

have just traced it, without going beyond well known channels,
to the fifteen tli, and, by inference, to the fourteenth century.
Possibly, a special search would show that it was in use at a

Btill earlier period. On the other hand, as we look in vain for

it in an Anglo-Saxon dictionary, we may assume that it did

not come into existence until after the Norman Conquest.
The instrument to which the name recorder was applied

belonged to the npple flute family. It was distinguished from
other members of that family by the number of its holes. At
the commencement of the sixteenth century there were, we
are told by Virdung, fipple (lutes with three, four, five, six,

. e been proposed of the word 'gugaw. ... .

ordinary scr'nc: ' Cnfwidii:. ioves, or Kiigavves tor children, as ratileri,

clappers, fie.'— "Junius," by ll^-ins. ' EMilr. a trifle, whim-wham,
gugaw, or small toy for a child to play withal!.'—Cotg. Skinner suggests
Anglo-Saxon leiaf, nueet, or heawraa, simulacra, or the Trench wordjordw.

!ij:g Ui l^,:.;i;:'f,,|-l, ' 'w
,
£ , i : i',V

,
phi ,.WI rl.Yrrr.

r^e'in:, however, thai 111'.1 ivord is litre

tin dciiii'il fv.iin yiynKi-, a kind of Ituui. It is air,!;- liar that,

Brockett and Jamitrou, a juw's harp is called in North Britai

bin in lb it ii;:.:nnCL\ a': likewise Iktu. :n tliu I'rwifiiuri-jm, il -..a.,:,. ,..,„.„„..,.

iiial lhi- \i,ird is Ll-'-d merely in r.-n-i :> In lll.11 willi which idle <lis|IIMl

may be taken, like trifles in childhood."
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seven, eight, and somelimes, hut rnn ly, even more than eiidit

holes.. Only Mich of them as were picri c:! will) not les- than

eight holes—seven for the fingers and one at the back for the
thumb—could with propriety ho termed recorders.

Notwithstanding that the holes in use on the recorder did
not exceed Right in number (except in the rare ease of curiam
contra-bass recorder^:, in France ;he recorder was stvlcd ihe

nine-ln.led Mule i!« ihiu ,) r.^firvm). The misnomer arose
from tin: following circumstance. The lowest hole of the

recorder was closed with ihe lilt.o iin-er. To bringit within
reach of that short digit, litis hole was placed at the side of
the instrument, out of line with the other holes. Hut there

were left-hamicii recorder pb vers —that is, persons who placed
the left below the right hand"! A lefi-handed player would, of

course, requite :he hole for ihe liltle linger to be on the left

side of the recorder. As in the sixteenth and in the early
pari ;>f the bcvenlecmh ceutarv the recorder was in one piece

only, it was not possible for a lel'L-ha in led player to meet the

diil'ii-uliv by iuinin- :hi: io-.t. us lowest joint, of his iusl nuuent
to his little finger, as did the left-handed player on the one-

make special provision for a ic." handed plavcr. This, was
done by boring a duplicate hole on the left side of the
inslrmnent for the little finger, then Closing k Willi wax. a
material which could easily be removed and used lo fill the
eonespondiiig hole mi the other side. Thus, although eight
only were required by the player, the recorder was pierced

.Nearly' four hundred years ago these particulars were not

_ i

it visible. Another drawing (Fig. 2) explains the use of the
duplicate hole. In the lower of the two illustrations the
instrument is in the hands of a right, in the upper, of a left-
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In tlit: days of the reron-lrr, it must ho romemlicred, :bo

different families of instruments were kept apart, each
family constituting a separate band ; moreover, just as there
v, as a chest for the viols maJe to be played together, so was a

set of recorders kept in n case of its own. Here, ngx'ui, wr
get in form at ion from Virdimfi. " Generally," ha rolls us,

" one makes four flutes in one case, or six ; this is called a
set—two discant, two tenor, and two bass." Further, he
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gives a drawing of the four instruments required to form the
recorder quartet (Fig- 3).

On account of the large size of the bass flute, it was not

possible for the little finger to reach its hole on that instru-

ment. To meet this difficulty recourse was had to an open-
standing key, provision being made for both right and left

handed players by furnishing the loach of the key with two
cusps. In the drawing of the bass flute from Virdimg (F;^'. 3),

the cusps only art: visible, the other parts of :.he ke\ being
concealed from view by a perforati:ii box, or IVimaiielie, with
which it is covered. The box was necessary as a protection
for the mechanism, v liich, without it, would have been ex-
tremely liable to injury, not only on account of its delicate
construction, but more especially because the spring, which
kept the key open, was particularly exposed, as it was not
placed under the lever, pressing it upwards, as in the case of
the C and C sharp keys in the foot of our eight-keyed flute,

but passed over the lever and pressed it downwards.

uf - ,-«n-«sa
fioten

It is of importance for the explanation of a key which I

shall presently describe that this construction should be
uinh-rstooil. I have, therefore, with the kind assistance of

Mr, Lehfcldt, had a drawing prepared showing the mechanism
of such a key as it appears in a flute in the South Kensington
Museum. A glance at it will show that on pressing the little

finder on either cf the cusps (b U), the first lever would turn

on its axle (r), raise the spring (e), and lift the second
lever, which, turning on its axle (/), would close the
valve (.>
Turning to England in 1511, the year in which \ irdung's

work was printed, we find the recorder at the very zenith of

its popularity, The throne was filled by a flute player.

Henry VIII. was in the twenty-first year of his age and the

third of his reign. Richly endowed with mental gifts, the

handsomest prince of the time, bluff but affable, gay and
jovial, prodigal of his father's treasures, devoted, like
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Chancers flute playing Squire, to jousting, a martial exer-

cise in which his herculean sUcnglh enabled him (o prswe
almost invariably lire victor, In: was bis people's idol. His
proficiency in music is usually ascribed to the circumstance
thai he was trained as an ecclesiastic, it having been only
through the premature death of his brother, Arthur, that he
came to the throne. It should, perhaps, rather be attributed

to the motive which wc may imagine to have influenced the

Squire in Chaucer—the love of the art. Had he not been
designated for the see of Canterbury he would, doubtless, still

have been a musician.

It is not for me to remind the Musical Association oT Henry
Hie Eighth's skill on the virginals, the- lute, and the clavi-

chord
;

of his sight singing ; of iiis setting of songs and
making of ballads

; of his " two full masses, everie of them
five parts, which were soong oftentimes in his chapped,
and afterwards in diverse oilier places." When musicians
hear him reviled and loaded with invective, whilst the

benefits we owe to iiis ability, to his courage, rind to his

n solution are studiously and estentalicusly denied him, they
should call to mind that he gave offence to two classes which
those who desire Lo stand well with posterity, if wise, would
propitiate — iberebaion, and members of the softer sex;

nor should they overlook the significant circumstance that

be retained :;!'. popularity lo the day of Ins death. .More

especially am I. as a ilute player, bound to repeat the solemn
admonition, let him that is without sin cast tiic first stone

at him. Not only was practice on the recorders and flute

his daily a vocation. : '' 1ml he was the possessor o: a collection

of instruments of the flute family the like of which the world
has never seen. They were a hundred and fifty-four in

mitiiber, seven ty-six ot them beiuj; recorders. No less than
twenty-seven wen: of ivory, with, lips of silver gilt or of gold

itself. They were provided with cases iined with purple,

green, black, and crimson velvet. The woods mentioned
as employed in their construction arc box, walnut, oak,

and ebony ;
two were made of glass, and one of wood

"painted like glass." Van Wilder, the lutenist, had them
in his custody, as is shown in the Harleian MS., from which
the following list, made after the accession of Edward VI.,

» " From lliense " [lliat is, from Greenwich, in 15m, the second year el

his rcifin) "ihewhule tuiirl reiiKxived tu Wind an-, iheve K'.unin;; I. is

;::::s;i-e : . s.:. :lis<] e'.erc 1 ! 111; l)inl::i.ikt e.ielie in :::.eu:i;i^. siisiein;;. [lsusL.ir-1.',

v.lvi.y.h.jf. i.-'.«li:i- .! ll:e '1:111::, ];i:.k'in.; :il 1-u: Mwrj',11. :/.'.:<. vlrj-.n.iK ill

!S.:l!in_S ui ma- III : :f I. rill -ill:,
;
he ,li:l M-l I

: nil: 111:1—rM. mei-ii,

:!t llieai live ::n::::. v.liir!-. v.eie iiior.i: r iter.u me; ir. hi.-. rhapTnll, rinsl

atuti'nards in ciiM::.-e 1,1 Li 1 :i...ee:,."- J it .1 insist !, " fjlirosiclcs," Vul. Ill
.

p. 557'
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Hart. MS.
1419. a.

folio 200.

f. 2oz.h Item v Cases w' fflutes and in everie of mj of thel

saide Cases mj flutes and in the vth thieel
fflutes * I

Item one Cast; fiirnisslnxl v.
,L sv iilnres in i;

Item one Case w' tonne flutes in it the same are)
caulled pilgrim staves and the same Case fuv- \

r.isshtjd etniteinelhc bul; v] holt pipes !: '

Item one Case w' vi] fflutes in hitt
,n

Item v ffiutes of Ivorie tipped w1 golde enameled
black w' a Case of purple vi;1!;l: ;iarm;;shcd at

both tlicndi-s vr Silver and guiite the :;a:nu

Case furnisshed conteneth but mj hole

/tVjii fonie ftluios of Ivorie tijiped v." golde in n Case

!

covered w' grene vellat"

111 I! .
! Mult' ;

-. i.l'
I II 11 1; l> Ii

i
'

1
1

'.
,

' Mr Wllli.iul Chanpeli considers that unit; 'i'ii^rim staves " ware
]>!:>!> il'ly sis f.-L-L inni:. I am li :

1 av.aic Ilia: llii* l=1r-:=. n.-.sN nu any littler

fnuniialimi than tia: drouru-.ianci: mat lb-; srafi -.kith fnr:a : i cr.e of Ihe
bailees o: J pilitrtia i;; .-.sua ly represented 0:; heiar. r f crrat iea;:b. To inc.

1 confess. iL would not neeni unlikely IliiLL the liule-. raailed ]i
;

l-.rii,a

slaves" corresponded more ai.arly in si/e n, :be iasinenents which wo
term walkii-.K-slicl; Ihhog. and tile breach cane llu:cs icniM.- i!:i!es\ -bat is,

lleLcs ma:;; rune '. "m thn form ::(• iilkiru; -slicks. -
: I oat it" .ran;i, n 1

lakiai; il jjI (F^iis usually ea:rir.l .-.110), should fee! disclosed for a litMe

music, lie had nay to have'rrcourr.e co hi.' Slick, ill! I the CUOiticn arises

were the socailct: piariias' strive-; '.ip or apple ; lnlc:. "' To" lb[. <|iies:ion

it is ( I i d h ; ; 1 1
- I,, rivi: il -..,[

i
i'p.r |, >ry ans'.iet Them were liolh :ip an:', ripple

rtutrs with s:?; holes. !! i-i tree ilia: the ml tine slick butoriwiih -.,:iich v.e

aro faiailiar, am, for the n-
1 pie ;

.
li;- llules. I. ill tin: rule is not without

e,rep;inn;. Win n I was [akin;: noli.-s for Ihe
1
romped, lint never

published. descriptive CataPeaie nf ibo ].oa;; Ct.ilcctp.u of Instrtin-icatn

shown in the Albert Hail. i:i tinman- tica willi lb,; 1 nvoutUuls Liioibilioa of

tSS'i. tiime pas,e,i th; ..i:i;h mv haads a wslkii:::-:-! irk l"i ; Hal.;. It was

back. The owner, Miss li A. Willi-;. 11. v.a- iaf, ruled :,y lb- Parish,,'

dealer f t wh.iai L: Mas iiv.n-has.vl that i; hati :;cjn ia his r.tinp f- r tit:-/

years. The Muso.-aa oi Ibe t.iom'vvatoiro oi Paris eoiilailis a "Canuo-
Fliite a bee," as well as a Canne-FlageoleL." Henry VIII possessed
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,
b Item one Case w' vj recorders of Boxe in it

Item vhj Recorders greate and smale i

couered w

Item foure Recorders made of okin bowes

Item vj Recorders of Ivorie in a case of blacke vellat

Item lx Recorders of woode in a Case of woode

f. 205 Iton a Case, coil red w 1

cri:iicson \ ellat hnvinjje locln:

and all other garnishemcnts to the same of

Silver giltc w' vnj recorders of Ivorie in the

same Case the twoo bases garnisshed w' Silver

and guilte

Item one case of blacke leather w' vuj recorders of

J

Item a case of white woode w' ix recorders of boxe]

one flute and vi phiphes of blacke Ihonie-,

tipped withe Silver thone of the phiphes lack-

1

inge a tippinge at one ende in a bagge of redde

Item jij fflutes of woode in a case of blacke

Item iiij flutes in a redde leather bacge

<* Probability seems in favour of the flute in the red leather bag, as well

: tht t-.hir rc:'.ni:ii:i!; iL-.ro..- in the; invuntory. t;ui:ij; lip (lutes.
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What induced Henry VIII. to take up the recorder does
not appear; but his father, Henry VII. , seems to have shown
a partiality to the instrument. Henry VII. is often charged
with avarice, but it is only just to mention that no trace of this

vice can be found in his treatment of those connected with
music; it is admitted, however, that he was the first English

king after the accession of Henry III. whose expenditure was
do; in excess of his income

;
whereas, the blind, unthink-

ing multitude, with whom thrift is a crime, expect princes to

squander, whether they be poor or rich, regarding not him
who gathers, but him who scatters, us their benefactor. We
are assured by a distinguished historian 10 thai Henry VII,
often rewarded with generosity, that on occasions of

ceremony lie displayed the mayii ificcnee of a great monarch,
that his charities were many and profuse, and are reminded
that his chapel at Westminster still remains, a monument of

his opulence and taste.

The record of his privy purse expenses teems with instances

of his generosity to musicians. Not only were the makers of
songs and ballads, the Queen's " fidelirr," and the " Princesse
sLiyn;; inyiistrels " rewarded, but no matter whither he went,
the local band was seldom forgotten. The shamews (shawms)
of Madiston (Maidstone), the waits of Canterbury, of Dover,
of Coventry, and of Northampton wore amongst the recipients

of his bounty. Nor were the humblest passed over; two
shillings were given " to a woman that singeth with a fidel!.''

A recorder player is mentioned by name: "To Arnolde
pleyer at recorders, at) shillings." Considering that " Arnold
Jeffrey, orgon pleyer," received only ten shillings "for a
Hiiarter's wages," the gift was bestowed with no niggard hand.
Under date of February 14, 1492, Henry being then at the

Tower, there is a still more remarkable entry ; " To the
childe that playeth on the records, 20 shillings." We here
catch a sight of a youthful genius whose talent met with a
truly royal recognition. Two months later, on April 16, by
which time the court had removed to Richmond, there
occurs the following: "ToGwillim for flotes with a case, 70
shillings," For what purpose could these instruments have
been intended ? They were not for the use of the future

Henry VIII., for he was only ten months old. Is it possible
that the Solomon of England aspired to govern the ventiges ?

The flutes were not a common set, if we may judge from a
comparison of the price paid for them (^3 10s.) with that

given for a pair of clavychords (10s.), or that at which three
lutes were bought (13s. 4d. each), one of them, purchased in

1501, being for my Lady Margaret, another, in 1505, for my
Lady Mary, Henry's two daughters.
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To return to Virdung. In addition to the four recorders.

Virdur-fj gives a representation of the three-holed flute, better

known in England as the labourer's pipe, which he terms the

Schwegel (Fig. 5), and of two other small instruments which

Cr-*?-
1 - - —-">
Fig. 5.—Schwegel. reduced, from Virdung.

we can identify as belonging to the fipple flute family, the

mouth being in each case dislinctly indicated. They are

lux]] r.iniishfd with fmn holes and are named respect ivoly

Ibe Kuspieif. i:r IIl;i(.:k pipir ('i'ig. 6),.jnd I Ik- Gi:iiist;i! Imrn,

or Chamois Lorn (l'ly. 7). Tin: hitler senilis, like the ocarina,

to have no opening at its lower end.

FlO. 0.—ROSPPEIF, FROM Flfi. GEMSEN Hokn, FKOM
VlRDUSG. VIRDUNG.

After .in intcrvni of seventeen or eighteen years, Virdung's
work was followed by the Musica Instrttmcntalis of Martin
Auricula. In the first edition of this book (1528), the
instruments for the recorder quartet, the discant, the
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alto, the tenor, and the bass flute, as well as the
Rusjif'fif mid lilt; Geai^cn hoi i], a;e shuv.n in i']!i;CKvi n^s, .:1 i fi til-

ing hut little from those of Virdung (Figs. 8, 9, and 10) ; I>nt

from a later edition, bearing the date of 1545, the Ruspfeif

Fig. 10.—Recorders for a Quartett, from Agkicola.

and the Gemsen horn have disappeared, their place bun;:
taken by another four-holed flute more highly finished,

tin- Klri;i FlC'illt-::i, nr (il 1 may be permitted U> coin a wotdl,

Litik Flutelet (Fig. it.)"

&tcin glStlcm mitvter tod;crn.

Fig. 11 The Little Flotelet.

The Germans, it seems, had no special appellation to

iiiaLLiiiniish the recorder from other tipple flutes; but in

France the instrument was called, as I have already said,

11 The five flii'i-'( f i v.i y. lipp,-*! .villi gold, in Henry the Eighth'.. i-oUci;.

linn may liavo bien Liitlu HiUi'ltts.
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the ninc-holed flute. The name had been given to it before

1530, for we find it in Palsgrave's Lesctarcisscment rfe la

hm^iti- Frum'tiyst-, which bears that date. In the F.ngiigh-

French vocabulary contained in 1 lie work is the following
entry: " Rccoiilcr a pvpe fleute a ix neufte trous." We
can place reliance on Palsgrave. He was not, like the
compiler of the I 'nnnfiliitirimn , a redusu, bred in the country,

and only able to express himself in the vernacular he had
learnt in his childhood, but a highly educated man, born in

London, who had seen much of the world. He was a B.A.
0: Cambridge and an M.A. of Paris, having studied at both
Universities ; in addition, he had become incorporated at

Oxford, where he took the degree of B.D. Not only did

he hold several benefices, including that of S:. Dunstan's
in the East, to which he was collated by Cranmet", hut

he was chaplain to Henry VIII. Moreover, he had been
appointed instructor in French, or " scolernaster," to

the Lady Mary, Henry's younger sister (whom I have
just mentioned, incidentally, in connection with a lute),

previously to Iter marriage with Louis XII., and he
accompanied her to France on the occasion in 1514. As
he was thus about both the English and French Court, he
had exceptional oppurl unitks of making himself aecjiiaintdd

with the recorder and its representative in Paris, In jinte

The last work mentioned in which the recorder was
figured was the 1545 edition of Agricola's Mtisica Instru-

mtutalis. If we pass over a period of seventy-five years
we come to the Thcatrum Instniincntvntin or Si'im;raphia

of Michael Pr*torius (WolflenbUttel, 1620). In plate IX.
of this invaluable record of the musical instruments in use
early in the seventeenth century, Prastorius gives a repre-

sentation, drawn to scale, of the instruments required for a
fipple flute band of complete compass (Fig, 12, I.), from the
little flutelet to the contrabass or great bass recorder. One
member of the fipple flute family—a comparatively recent
invention of French origin, the flageolet—we miss; but the
tabourer's pipe, here called the Stamentien PfeiiT. which
Pra?torius connects with England, re-appears. Even this

little instrument had a concert of its own, the family being
three in number—the discant, the tenor, and the bass. Two
of them, the discant and the bass, as well as the tal>our and
its stick, with which the performer accompanied himself, are

shown in the engraving (Fig, 12, 5, 6).

A detailed account of these instruments does not come
within either the limits or (he scope of this paper

;
hut they

have been described by M. Victor Mahillon, who, in his

"Catalogue du Musee "instnnuonta! du Conservatoire de
Musique dc Bruxcllcs" (second edition, p. 239), gives the
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Fiq. ii —i. Fifple Flutes, complete Compass
; 5, 6. Pipes

Taboub. Fbqm Plate IX. of Pim-towus.
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key, compass, and length of each. Prrctorius enumerates
them as follows:—

-

"I. The Little Flutelet, a Quinta-decima,M that is, two
octaves higher than the Cornet.

" z. The Distant Flute, a fourth lower.
" 3. The Discant Flute, a fifth lower than the first kind.
" 4. The Alto Flute, an octave lower than the first kind.
" 5. The Tenor Flute, a fifth lower than the fourth kind.
"6. The Basset Flute, a fifth lower still.

« 7. The Bass Flute, a fifth lower than the sixth kind,
"8. The Great Bass Flute, ;ui octave lower than the laxlh

kind."

It will be observed that although only eight flutes arc

mentioned, eleven figures appear in the plate. In two cases,

those of the Basset and the Contrabass Flute, it is obvious
that two representations of each instrument are given—one
of the front, the other of the back. Two peculiarities of

construction, not hitherto depicted, will lie noticed—the tube
Willi which the bass ami the cunt ra i iass an: furnished to take

the breath from the performer's mouth up to the fipple (shown
in use in I'V'. io, ;i. iHoj,and iho foot, winch projects from

the lower end of the bass, for resting the instrument on the

ground.
Pra:torius states that a set of fipple flutes, complete in

compass, could be purchased at Venice (in the seventeenth

century the Italians were the most celebrated makers of

wood-wind instruments) for abonl eighty thaif-rs, and informs

ils that a full 1I11I'.! band would consist ;>< twenty -one instm-
ments, as follows : two of Nos. 1, 2, and 3 ; four of Nos. 4, 5,

and 6; two of No. 7; and one of No. 8.
M To those who

share the opinion of Chcrubini, that nothing but two could
be worse than one flute, the idea of onc-and-twenty flute

players all in a row would be indeed appalling ;
however, I

have met with evidence of the existence of a still, larger tipple

flute band, a band numbering thirty or forty performers. It

is to he found in one of the two works published iiy Bnrncy,
giving a description of the tours he made on the Continent
in order to collect materials for his " History of Music." 11 It

is true that Uurney had no knowledge of the instruments he
was describing, but his account of them is so precise as to

leave no doubt but that they were intended to be played

» 1:1 the orchpnir.T of MenR'veiMVi; >:v"cn
M

\hr-n: an instrument

de^nule:.! ' 1!" Flauliiiii alia v ii>u:-.L-:in nina." {iV<; 1 liK-.'-nii:., liuiik

XII., chap. cviijj
: -' 3ynei-ma, Turn. II., p. 13 frjj.

01 "This I'ru-im-.t iilatt i>: Music in (..urmJiiv. the .N(;tlicrlaa.:K run!

Ilnildl rriivjiicm," j, Vol. T .
: .;< Tin- h:scriimt:n'.s arc ullu.l. li

In by l-Vti-i { Histf.rv nl Mnsii-,
1

Vi.l. v., p. i])|. One of Itum is

pieiei -.-^d i:i the .Mu'jf.iTTi of '.lit ConMavamec oi liuisselr- (N'u. IS.SS).
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together; indeed, notwithstanding their t;i tj.it number, si^e.

and weight, tlsi:rc iv;-:s a case designed to take the v.-lmle n[

tlit:m, a. proof Ilia! tln-y funned but one set. Referring to his

visit to Antwerp, Burney writes :

After tins 1 went to a very large building o:i a quay, at

the side branch of the Scheld, which is called the Oosters
Iliiys, or Hastcrhng's House

;
it was formerly used as a ware-

house by the merchants trading to LObec, Hamburg, and
the Hanseatic towns ; it is a very handsome structure, and
liris served, in time of war, as a barrack lor Uvu thousand mea.
I should not have mentioned niv visiting this building, if I

had no:- found in it a large njtantity of musical ins; ruments
of a peculiar construction. There are between thirty and
forty of the common flute kind, but differing in some
particulars

;
having, as they increase in length, keys and

crooks, like hautboys and bassoons;" they were made at

Hamburg, and they are all of one sort of wood, and by one
maker. Casiu-h Raycms Schatk miaou was tugraved on a
brass ring or plate, which encircled most of these instruments;
the large ones have brass plates pierced, and some with
human figures well engraved on them. These last are larger

than a bassoon would be, if unfolded. 10 The inhabitants say
that it is more than a hundred years since these instruments
were used, and that there is no musician at present in the town
who knows how to play on any one of them, as they are quite

different from those now in common use. fn times when
commerce flourished in this city, theso instruments used to
be played on every day by a ban.! of nv.isici.ms, who attended
the merchants trading to the Hans towns, in procession to

the lis change. They now hang on pegs in a closet, or rather

press, with folding doors, made on purpose for their re-

ception
;
though in the great hall there still lies on the floor

by them a large single case, made of a heavy and solid dark
kind of wood, so contrived, as to be capable of receiving

them all; but which, when filled with these instruments,
requires eight men to lift it from the ground. It was of so
uncommon a shape that I was unable to divine its use, 'till I

was told it."

Let us turn from Germany to France. Mersenne's great

work, the Harmonic Universelh, is dated 1636, sixteen

years after the Theatrum Instrumentorum of Praitorius;

the kt:vs nf rlie bass recorders

led the keys of h.mthuys in their

,
l.ii riijlu ur l^f'.-b.uiJei! i:l.iyers

(•;' -.he iir::.vi:ij: ef :i h:n:lhny the title- pit;;-: ..[ "Tin: Cornple.i! Flute
Mr.-iter "

I.-.-j/i,;. p :):) The tube:; which rciitiiLilei! LI ur: nr.- of the LTUokiol
bassoons were the pip..- fur '.lie i-utncviince uf the wird fi;:m thu per-
f-Tiin:!-^ inuLirh n, tin; t:, [1( :f the tlnte. lil-;-My'^ re:r,r.:k>, :.h::-M conclusivuly
thai the bnss tipple (V.uc was an !i]st:ti:ur:ni rinkrtc.w n (0 him.
M These were Contrabass, i>r Great Bass Flutes.
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FlrS. !_).—CosTKA,!!ASS FlttF '.VITH PED.M.S, SIBDUCEC IN

FROM MeHSEBMB.

d- Tube lo carry up IhfiHiud; Z- bo* iocdvli kry .

Tin lir^lc o|v"^-il<: k> rLrr-^T^ ll'- 1 1: i.inb-l:ok .11 111'- liJ.I-.
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but the manuscript is believed to have been hnished at Ir.ist

seven years b.'brc the work was printed. From Mersenne
we; learn [list in hip time; the recorder was known in I'ranee;

by three appellations—the flute of England (la ftuste d'

AngUUrre), the nine-holed flute (la flusU d nsw/ irons),

a name which was in use, as we have seen, a century

earlier, and the sweet flute (la jluste douce), the last

being the designation most frequently used by that

author.

Recorders are divided by Mersenne into two sets—a great
and a little set ; but as the great begins where the tittle Bet

leaves off, the complete compass still comprises einht instru-

ments. Here 1 will again refer you to M. Victor Mahillon,
who, in the work just cited, enters into tec particulars of the

two sets, confining myself to one recorder only, respect-

ing which, as it is of exceptional interest, 1 will ask you
to allow me to trespass on your time by saying a few

The instrument in question (Fig. 13) was the contrabass of
a great set which Mersenne informs hia readers eas sent from
England to one of the kings of France. Mersenne gives no
fuitlier information 0:1 this point, but eoajecliu e would, of

course, point to Henry VIII. as the sender, and Louis XII.,

who married that monarch's sister, the Princess Mary, as the
recipient, it was pierced with eleven instead of eiidit holes,

so that three notes could be produced below what would
Otherwise be its downward limit. One of the three extra
holes was closed by adding a serum: to the ordinary key of

the bass flute, already described/' 1 the two others by the

strange expedient of pedals or Itnif acted on by the feet. As
the performer sat behind the flute (see Kig. ltj, p. 1H9), the

pedals were probably either at the sides or at the back of the

instrument, not, as represented in the drawing, in front. The
size or shaTie of the hole* they closed seems to have excited

the astonishment of Mersenne. They were, he declares, like

windows.
Mersenne gives a special drawing of the mechanism of the

keys of this llute, his object b<'i:ig, he ti lls us. to enable his

countrymen "to make others hire them." 1 lis representation

of the mechanism of the two keys closed with the little finger

is usually looked upon as a great puzzle, so much so that it

is sometimes thought that they were in an injured state when
the drawing was made. The difficulty in understanding their

action arises partly from the circumstance that Mersenne has
made a slip in his de scription, representing them as kept
closed by their springs, whereas they were undoubtedly kept

open, partly because an acquaintance with the mechanism
of ancient openstanding keys is necessary to render their

*» Srfra, p. 164.
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construction hiteihgiblc. Or. comp.inng them with the drawing
of the key of the flute in the South Kensington Museum
(Fig. 4, p. 165I it will be seen that they ate constructed on
the same principle, the two curved, wire-like pieces (R.)

crossing the levers at right angles, their ends suggestive of

the idea thai thi^y arc broken fragmc.'its, being the springs

by which the keys are kept open.
A chapter is devoted by Mersenne to tin: Tabouret's pipe.

He calls it the three-holed flute (la fiuste a trois troas), the
term ^ah,ubct, by which it is now usually designated in

France, seemingly not being in use in his time. He discusses

the surprising extent of its compass, mention;; the extremely
high notes he had heard elicited from it by an English-
man, |olm Price be name, and suggests that three-holed

flutes "should lie c< aiM mo.i eel in sets, unaware, apparently,

that ihe.idea had been carrier! out in Germany.
In connection with Mersenne's account of the recorder, I

have omitted to mention a cire 11111stance of interest to

musicians. There is given in the Harmonic Universale a
composition written lor four recorders : it forms one c.f three

examples of ciuLCerted i'lnlc music to In- found m Unit work,
the two others being for German flutes" and flageolets

respectively. These examples seem io have been specially

composed for Mersenne's book, as illustrations of the method
of writing for the several combinations named. .Merseune

assures his readers that the composer, 1c Sieur Henry le

Jeune, was weii acquainted with the stall" [p.^rtcc), and the
compass of such instruments ; but as he adds that those who

the recorder quartet, as a short but curious specimen of

early seventeenth century instrumental music; I give it in

modern dress also, Dr. Turpin having been so gooil as to put
k into our score. Dr. Turpin calls attention to a point in

the harmony, consecutive fifths between parts 1 and 3 in bars

Whilst the Tipple flute was thus meetly develo;>in-_i on the
Comment

,
in Huelaml slorr.i wbi'h wrought such havoc

v. Uh art when Chi isl ianity first hee;ari lo ieel her power was
preparing again to burst. Tin; clouds gnibered in the

reign of Henry VII!.
;
(hey did not disperse mit.i: Charles 1 1,

ascended the throne. Had the Puritans succeeded in
retaining the upper baud, the tlute would have been involved
in tin: fate to which their "si[tieaking abomination" the
organ had already succumbed. On this point the exponents

"The composition fur fine Dimrai iiutcs. ' Air dc Cour," is repro-
ilar-i.il in ilic -,i r ilciV. ' Hi.Lcrv c.f llic Him', in l'lulr. in: tCili.-n. p. 216,
that for recorders, a " gavotte," overleaf (Fig. r5 ).
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of their opinion spoke with no uncertain voice. Prynne
brings up the attack on the flute by St. Clement of

Alexandria which I have already mentioned,™ repents the
dictum of St. Chrysostom that " Cymbals, Pipes, and filthy

songs arc the very pomps, and hodspotch of the Devill " ;

m

and shows that by the Canons of St. Paul, as given in the
Apostalic.il Constitutions (I?ooh VIII., ch. xxxn.), flute players

Were to he refused the rite of ISaptism. 1"-'

liil noy, who t;a va

lus life ;il flu- sinli!' for liis opinions, " could sbide," we are

told in Fox's " Book of Martvrs," " no swearing nor singing.

.... And when Dr. Thurlby, afterwards bishop, the
scholar living in the chamber underneath him," at Trinity

Hall, Cambridge, "would play upon his recorder (as lie

would often do) he would resort strait to his prayer."™
Stephen Gosson, a converted actor and piny writer, cdi:e;.:ed

at Oxford, in his essay entitled "The Schoole of Abuse,"
in eluded pipers, as he termed flute players, in a list of '• Cater-
pillars of a Commonwealth." According to him, piping
formed a link in a chain which connected poetry with
perdition : "You arc no sooner cntrcd [in the Schoole
where so many abuses florish] but libertie looscth thee

revues and ffeves you head, placing you with poetrie in the

lowest forme, when his skille is showne too make his

Scholar as good as ever twangde : lie prefers you to

pyping, from pyping to playing, from play to pleasure, from
pleasure to slouth, from slouth to slcepe, from sleeps to sinne,

from sinne to death, from death too the Divel."
lios-on does net conr.ne his ntrack on the ilntc to ri-li^iouK

considerations, hi: jrives vent lo his contempt for ti'.c flute

music of the time. Referring to Terpande:'. who is credited

with qui-lhr.^' ,-: in! null with his tints, he t-.\cl:ii ins :
" Terpan-

ilriis when he emidd liie lnn'ihles at I„icediu:niii neither

piped Rogero nor Turkelony."" "Homer with his musicke
cured the sick souldiers in the Grecians camp, and purgeth
every mans tent of the plague. Think you that these

« Supra, p. iEo.

"l,)niln.j. U;':o?. (: car.tica :ur;;:a l.'in.lnjl: poaipa. CI Itirraw."

either lilt liim (jive over lilrse |mi[««ii][is, or ulsii be rejected "

" Sluenie i ac.r !,(. vir livu niiiINt. ;u:rL'-a. -lailiator. cursor stadii,

ktdiits, Olyrri
1
.i;:.-: ciiiii-auk;;, c; iliarcdus. lyristes. sallator, caupo, vel

.lesf.UI. v,-l r t 1 :
: i .

1 r 1 r
.
Cii-yn: Ii' . :M ian I'- fVns! ,\l)OSS., i

,
vlii.. e. >».

(.an.,aes Vani P.agli Aposloli, p. 120." Prynne, '
I lislrin-llflssii:,"

« Fos's "Book of Martyrs," edited by Cat ley, 1837, Vol. IV.. p. 621.
M Boceroan 1 TinSo:lm:v n™- pia-Jar t>.::nc>< nines in the reign of Queen

]-:l[;a'i:.!l-.. The i L
- :i r r of l'lirluia riv, or '1 erquv Lira:,: !e i: : ,:i'.

:
:ai in

tile Sllakcspt'lru Society's l'a[iere. Vol. I,. |>.
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miracles could be wrought without playing of daunces,
dumpes, pavins, galiardes, measures, faucyes, or newe:
steynes?" He is indignant at the; complexity of the music
and musical instruments of his time. " The Argives.

appointed by Llieir iawes great punishments for such as placed

above 7 strings upon any instrument. Pythagoras com-
manded that no musition should go beyon his diapason.

Were the Argives and Pythagoras now alive, and saw how
many frets, how many stringes, how many stops, how many
keyes, how many cliffes, how itiiLny moodes, how many flats,

how many sharps, liuw many rules, bow many spaces, liow

many noates, how many restes, how many querks, how many
corners, what chopping, what changing, what turning, what
writing and wringing is among our rinisi tions, 1 believe

verily they wo;; Id cry out with the country man, Hat, quod
tarn pingui mater est miiii twtrus in arvn.'

Before the Puritan tempest which raged in England had
died down, instrumental music was beginning to enter on a
new phase. Musicians were becoming alive lo die itupori a nee

of the effects which could be obtained by blending instru-

ments of different families. Broken music, as the result of

sue]] commingling was called, was coming more and more
into vogue. Thr; bands of hautboys, cornels, and Antes were
breaking up and disappearing, only such members of each
family surviving as were: best adapted for the new combina-
tions. The dawn of this musical era may be discerned in

the following remarkable passage in Bacon's " Sylva Syl-

varum," a work published in 1C27, tlie year after the author's

death :—
"All concords and discords of music are, no doubt,

svmpathics aiul antipathies of sounds. And so, likewise, in

that music which we call broken music, or consort music,

some consorts of instruments are sweeter than others, a thing
not suftkieiitiv yet observed: as the Irish harp and bate
viol agree well: the recorder and stringed nitric agtee

well : organs and the voice agree well, etc. But the vii finals

and the lute; or the Welsh harp and the Irish harp; or the
voice ami pipes alone agree uol so well ; bat for the mclio-

ration of music, there is yet much left, in this point oi exqui-

site consorts, to try and inquire."" "The melioration of

music" resulting from the experimental inquii y in die " point

of exquisite consorts,'
1

to which Uncon be re directs atrcnucn,
led to the development of the modern orchestra.

The change was soeu reilfcLnl in books of ii:st met ion, lir

16S3, rather more than Imlf-a-century after the "Sylva
Sylvarum " had issued from the press, Salter's often named
" (h'.nfeel Companion, or Kxar.t Directions for the Recorder,

"

made its appearance. Here we find no mention of the
" Bacon's Natural History," CeDtury II.. 178.
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Distant, the Alto, the Tenor, or the Baas recorder ; the family
is reduced to a single member. On examining the survivor,
as portrayed in the frontispiece of the copy of the work
in the Library of the British Museum (Fig. 16], we observe
tiiat the duplicate hole for the little finger is no longer
neu.led, tiii; tiil)(: lining con sin id ud ::i three separate pieces,

so that the position of the hole can he changed at will,

to suit the requirements of a right or a left-handed

player, by turning the foot, or lowest joint, in which it is

pierced.

The recorder is in the hands of a gentleman arrayed with
the flowing periwig, the many but toned coat, the lace cravat,

the ruffles, the breeches, the stockings an.! the shoos of the
petiod. He is seated on a Cromwell chair, with his legs
ri.-,-:i,;>-r.t:v c:^>- 1. his attitude indicating that he i.. Iieves

himself to" he a perfect master of the instrument on which
he ;

-.
,

The gent.em.in is not alone. On the opposite side of a
table at which he is sitting is a lady, presumably Ins w,fe.

Io whom he appeals to lie gning uiitr.ietion. She, also,

is e^gautly attired. Her gown is iow, with hanging
sleeves, thi: unders.ceves. which art; (.ill, puffed, and
frilled, being, seemingly, of carr.hric. or a similar fabric,

wlnlsr a pamer atuc-ed to the bodice, after drooping n>

graced.: folds at the Side, is caught up at the bank, the
end fa'h-ifi a: most as low as trie hern of the potticu.it.

Her hair, turned baci< at tie sides, is dressed in a pro-

jection behind, rnrls. natural or artificial, <ivcrd,a:.. is:,;'ii. r

forehead. Over her head is .1 mantilla ;
eardrops adorn tier

e..rs; a necklace of pearls, such as the brush of l.ely so
..In :i &. p;< led. surrounds :;« neck . and gloves, or mittens,

seem to envelop both hands an.: arms. She has laid down
her flute, and is leaning t er head on her right arm, the elbow
rcstine on the table. Her eyes are fixed on a music book
which lies open before her, whilst her left hand in mised with
a gesture of rapt attention as she listens to the notes which
we i;:,'iy imagine to be issuing from the gentleman's recorder,

as if endeavouring to profit to the utmost by the lesson she
appears to be taking.

in connection with this frontispiece, J will ask your per-
mission to be allowed to mention a circumstance, in my own
experience, which seems to have a bearing on the question we
in c considerinj;— tin: superscdure of tile concerts of recorders.
In tile Library of the British Muslim is a work entitled

"Thesaurus Musiei.s." The (il lc-pa sr.: (bis:- l«) is otii.l-

mented with an engraving, Iahcllcd " Lessons for the
Recorder." It represents four half-fledged a.r.gols, assembled
at a table for a rec ardor qn.irtct. Oue of thr: most important
lessons for the recorder was how to transpose and arrange
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THESAURUS MUSICUS:
BEING, A

COLLECTION ofthe Neweft SONGS
PERFORMED

At Their Majeflles
r
Sbiatres i and at the Conforts in

Vtikr-pul in York-Buildings, and inCbarks-flriet

Cevsnt-Carden.
WITH A

Ttiorow. BaG to each SONG for the Harppsrd, Theah, or Bafs-risl

To which is Anneis!

A Collision of Aires, Corapofed for two Flutes, by fevers! Matter*

THE FIRST BOOK.

LONDON,
Prated by J. Ofi&BkrJ* BkJgt*. And m to be Sold by jtt, (V, K
the I" »i by 1U. Artw * to Hiicr

F10. 18 —TlILE-PACE OS HUDOSEUI'S " Thesaurus MOSICUS," BKnUCEIJ.



i of the

bat the

I:'' |.f!.
'

.1
.' ": u.'.s' „.J. l.i li:'!- t a'.

«t-1l ;«> too broad for the page. It was, sin-ion*, y intended.

for the recorder; the excuse for inserting it in Hudgebut's

ducts for two (liilcs.'" A note I made at the time shows
that I had observed that it was dated 1682, the year before

Salter's " Genteel Companion " was published, and had
remarked that, as it was exactly adapted in point of shape
ami si/e fur the fronl:sp:ei-c of that work, il was allowable
tn suppose that it might have been designed and e:ig:;t.ved

for the purpose, but that, as recorder concerts had become
things of the past, it was afterwards rejected to make way
for a design more in accordance with the altered slate of

flute playing, the discarded plate being utilised by Htulgebut
for the ornamentation of his title-page. Some vears after-

wards (it was in June, 1891) I happened to be at Oxford,
when, on Mr. Taphouse showing me a copy he possesses
of "The Genteel Companion," what should I see but this

very engraving forming its frontispiece ! At least one copy,

then, of " The Genteel Companion " had been issued contain-

ing the engraving of the recorder quartet party. But here a
question arises. May not the engraving have been cut from
the title-page of Hudgelnn's " Thesaurus " and introduced
into Mr. Taphouses "Genteel Companion" to make up
an imperfect copy ? This is a matter on which it is not
forme to express an opinion; it is a point for experts to

discuss. I may say, however, that a comparison I have
recently made of the two copies of " The Genteel Com-
panion," that belonging to Mr. Taphouse and that in the
British Museum, shows that they differ in other particulars

besides the frontispiece, and that Mr. Taphouse's copy

t King, Mr. Godfrido
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beloDgs, beyond all doubt, to an earlier issue of the work.
I have it litre, Mr. Taphouse having been so good as to entrust

me with it, and I shall have great pleasure in showing it to

any of you whom it may interest.

The change to which I am referring was not the only
change which the recorder was destined lo undergo. The
change of which I have now lo speak is a change to which
musical instruments are especially liable— -a change which
renders a satisfactory investigation of their history generally

difficult and sometimes impossil >lc—a change of nomen-
clature i the recorder was about to drop its name and revert

to its old appellation of flute. At first, when the change
commenced, the instrument was styled indifferently die'

recorder or the flute. Here, a^ain. information comes !o us

from hooks of instruction, A work in the Library of the
British Museum bears the following title: "The Delightful

Companion : or, Choice new lessons for the Recorder or

Flute." Again, an instruction book k-loucbig to Mr. Taphouse
(Fig. 30) is entitled "The Compleat Flute-Master," but
relates lo '.he art of playing " the rcclionler." Soon "recorder"
entirely disappears. " The Music-Master," which came out

in 1730, is a collection of codes of instruction for different

instruments— the hautboy, the German flute, the violin, and
others. Neither in the litle-pa^e (Fie/. 22) of the instruc-

tions for the flute, nor in the instructions themselves,
does the woid iccordcr occur, whilst the frontispiece

(Fig. 21) shows that the instrument is, in its essentials,

no other than that represented in Salter's "Genteel Com-
panion." We have a somewhat later example in Tyther's
" Complete Flute Master" {Figs. 23 and 26). So rapid and
so complete had been the metamorphosis that neither

Hawkins nor Burney, the former born in 1719, the latter in

1726, seems to have entertained the faintest suspicion that
" the flute," with which they wi re so familiar, had once been
known as the recorder.™

It was not only in England tiiat the recorder had changed
its name, in France also a new appellation luid been assigned

to it. It is true that it was still termed In finis done-:, but In,

flute d'Aiigletcrre and la flute it ncuf Irons had been abandoned
to make way for hijhilc'a bee," or the beaked flute. By 1735
this expression had found its way into England, or at least

' Sorrm instruments shown as recorders would he more correal 1
.- named.

if llK-J "Hie lci:ni-,i limes, as they n:n 1:1.1 ttmlljill 1(1 hint; !'*<>'. called

recorders, either by those who made or those who played them.

'• According 10 Liltre (Die. .!-'. " Flute"], !he terra /.'iff A hie is applic-

able to Ail initialmenu; the cm I Dt which is plnceti ir. ihc m.juili : i'lules

j I >'.<-, lous iri-ui--.n:u;rils- column l.i ; liu hn tU', 1.: liaulli.iis d surliuit ai

ilacMj'.ct, oil il y a 11110 cMrcmiii': .f.il s<> met dans la hoilolic."
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A Scale for Tranipofing any
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.

By Judicious Maffers.CIlyj
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into Scotland.0" It docs not, however, seem to have come
into general use in this country in the eighteenth century,
injtvvilhslanding that Hawkins pronounced it to be "the
most proper and discriminating appellation " for the instru-

ment ; but in the present day it is often employed.
Another change— the last, alas !—extinction, was awaiting

the recorder. Just as the harpsichord was giving way
to the pianoforte, so the recorder, yielding to the in-

exorable law of the survival of fittest, was succumbing
to its rival the German flute. The surpassing beauty of its

tone failed to ward off its impending fate, the greater

command over sustained notes and power of influencing

intonation [>osst.»ss«d hy Ihr. lip flute proving too strong to be
resisted. An indication that its career was drawing to a
close is to be found in another change of name ; the German
flute had usurped the title of " the flute," the old favourite

having descended lo the appellation of ' the Common Hate."

For proof of this we can again appeal to a book of instruc-

tions—ono published by Longman and Broderip in the reign

of George III., on the title-page of which iTit;. 26) it is so
styled. Its knell was now about to sound; with the
harpsichord It scarcely survived the eighteenth century.

In daalinfi willi Sir lulin HawWins, it is ikti:ss?.vv to premise

that he was under the influence of a dislike to the flute so
violent that it fell little short of a monomania. The very name
of a flute, or a flute player, was to him a red rag. Even the
ancient Roman Temple flute players, whose duties in the ritual

of their religion were far mote important than are those of

Cathedral organists in the services of our Church, the impor-
tance of their duties being equalled by the honour in which
they were held, are pronounced to be remarkable for their

•* Flite il bec is found in :hc f(jl!;:ivinc <].!i.-ant dedication of 11 Airs forthe
Flute, with a thorough Bass for the Harpsichord," of that date :—

To the right Honorable y° Lady Gairlies.

T!ie (nliowinii Airs bavin;; hoesi niimposird hy a Gentieman
for viiir LarS-ships L'M! .1:11:11 vim iiiV!:-i'- In practice tin: 1'lute a 13:>quc ; I

[in.iii'hl ! i wiild :-.(! ilmsr a'].,'i;tT Ful.jrM l:,r my L'irM Iissay, as an
Ka;raver uf \'.us:cii, thaa these Air : ; :

r.j. mil betaa-a; 'in')- were made for

licsLai-.crs an 1:1c Flute & : larpsichorrt as that '.hoy v.cin :o":.:f d a\ a
Ov.llfjiinn win) iiisi jr.it a Ji.nii: in -ay Hand and tiiu:-. an Kn-i hit.
iii': i-hi'-Mv l.:ra'.is,> il'.ny w:-r.: criiiiii.'iily niiiili: i.a your l.a(iy :;;:ip's V-.-tt

which ni\e.s me so (air a Handle lo send them into the World under the
PioleiaiiMi of your I .ad;, ship's Nainii.

I am with the greatest Respect
Madam,

Y.nir Ladyship's nmsl ulii ili'.iir

and laast liuinii'iii SiTiam.

December 1735.
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insolence and their intemperance." But when Fiud, or de

I'luciibiis, ubH be t.ibed himself, La'.iiiisinfr his name, a dis-

(i:iL;!iisjiL-d pbysidan iihiluaopbei of ihe i(iij;ti nf Queen
Kli/al.tch, compares the universe to a pipe into which God
breathes life and motion, so exasperated becomes Sir John
at the instrument he holds in =u; ii rofitcn-.pl lidnr; used for this

noble fiijii:-!;, Ihjit he di.-rliiic? to he impossible, to convey in

iTO'is .111 :di:a of the aaiiiiot"'? foliy ,ir.d ,'-biun:ity. T°

K:

In vviiidl fill" Jnh:i JiawJiiiis :;:

1 Ihe via: inj

vhk

Lt the present lime in our Cathedrals to lower the
lists, the modern r, -p «•;!; jt.nivc? nf the Temple flute

it recent oricin. Ald^n^li Appinr, L'hiidiua .....in the

Ihe high-handed proceeding, it was the Priests of the
who would have been aggrandized, had the attack

l-'lutc player, proved mucl-c- il'ul. What, then, is more
ri.il.-,.: aval :ii:ir,ili.'.:. ;h.-v .KuM. i:i in-:;.-, have an

as lo transmit to posterity the materials for the tissue

belliatments, by Livy. Valerius Maximus. Plutarch.

'< i>n tin' !:
1

1
.1 1 1 1 1 1 i 1 1

,.1 11 ., '...ii with l"-t1..

ii-.. mi 'm.iii.-f. \:,: wf-.uld i.c c-ii ,:..-l:c:!

ihus was not confined to Ihose who
'.-11 ....Mlhi'l- Fi:

!

- i.jiMllv -,v .-11 -".;.< ..i i:

.
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Sir John's antipathy to the flute would have mattered little

had its only effect keen to betray him into the use of intem-
perate language; unfortunately, however, it gave rise to a
men'.al aberration which led him to manifest a want of
accuracy at almost every step.

The chief crime laid to the charge of the inoffensive object

of Sir John's aversion is that it was "taken to hy the fine

gentlemen of the time."" From Chaucer's Squire downwards
ill:: llu'.e seems to have he.en associated with rank and position.

In the frontispieces of the books of instruction 1 have had
occasion to brim- forward the !:utc pbyois represented arc

evidently men of fashion; but we arc not bound to suppose
that because they are attired 11 la mode, they are i;ccc.~sarily

fops. It is true that one of them is depicted in the act of

practising before a mirror,™ but this is not an indication of

is to be regretted, as the postures of some of our leading
Hate player.; too plnic.ly show, that t:;e advice is no! more
generally followed. Moreover, it should he remembered that

when Sir John Hawkins wrote, the harpsichord and the

pianoforte ('-.he latter just coming into use) were looked
upon as effeminate ; he who took up the violin had to run
the risk of being stigmatised as a fiddler, not to mention
the circumstance thai ike instrument , even in its elementary
Mages, "'as dilflcuH m master; neilhet the coi net A pistons, the
eo;n.citi::a nor the banjo had been invented . whilst the hautboy
and the bassoon were more suitable to the orchestra than the
drawing-room. Amateurs, then, who wished to take part

i:i music as a recreation, but bar: no
:
mention of making the

art a serious study, or, to use Sir John Hawkins's words, who
" were content to excel only on those instruments on which a
moderate degree of proficiency might be attained with little

labour and application." had no alternative but to fall back on
the flute.

So strong is Sir John's auiiuits against flute players that one
cannot help suspecting that he was under the influence, of some
unknown provocation; that, possibly, he might have been
brought into contact from time to time during his literary

labours with an offensive flute playing ' coxcomb, and thus,

like Hotspur on the battle-field, being galled

" To be so pester'd with a popinjay,"

the grave and reverend historian of music so far forgot his

dignity as to quote with approval, in connection with flute

" " History of Music," Book XVI., chap, cliii.

" See Fig. 13. p. 194.
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players, the following: "The beaux" of former clays "were of

c[iiiu; :i (lilTeient cast from the modern stamp, ;md had more of

the stateliness of tlic peacock in their mien, than which now
seems to iie their highest emulation, the pert Liir of the lapwing."™

"We daily bear," exclaims the incensed Knight, "of n fine

embouchure and a brilliant finger, terms equally nonsensical

when applied, as they are, to the German flute"; but in his

eagerness to huri his missile "nonsensical" at the pert lapwing,
lie overlooks the circumstance that the flute, bavin;;, except in

the hands of an exceptionally gifted player, comparatively Utile

power of giving accent and modify iris» su.-^air.ed notes relies

for its effect on its exceptional flexibility and the umivjilled

charm of its tone, so that there is no instrument to which
a rapid finger and a good embouchure are of such import-

After committing himself to the assertion that those who
piayed the Jlu'.e were itss c- < i >. i 1 > 1o of ike ekarms of melody
ami harmony than those who made the lute or the viol

de j,'amha the instrument of Lieu choice, and statin:; that,

coming nearer to his own time, the flute was the pocket
companion of many who wished to be thought fine gentlemen,

anil that the use of it was to entertain ladies, and such as had
a liking for no better music than a song tune, Sir John
informs his readers that from the time when Ilotteterre

le Romain pnbliskeJ his instructions for the German flute,

instructions which, he adds, were afterwards improved by
Monsieur Corrette in his Method for that instrument, the

practice of the flute a bee descended to young apprentices

of tradesmen. Sir Joi:n slates that 1 [ottcten e's work was
published about 1710, a date which ha:; been yiven as that

of Corrcttc's Method.'' it liem^said that Holtclerre's Principes

di: la Flute lutvcrsiin:. as the book was entitled, came out as

early as, if not earlier than 1699, Fctis asserting that its title

" The passage is taken from Colley Cibbcr's Apology for his Life,

p. 214 oi the 4to tiiitios. The sped^irin r,i ;<K ->U:rlv[Vacodi be.T.ix mi .1

f-n-.leman of mrtnnc w;io hid been ew.ie.v.ed at Of.forU. and was e ecu n via-
chain ;hts in the Temple. He made his »ay to the Green room of the
theatre -.vHctl- (Jibber a.:t,::l, In inquire ef him Die pice nf "a fair fuil-

In the other hand, 1710 seems to be too I

1 Corrette held the title of organist In -.he

we assume that he was only twenty wl
I, by 1780 he wonld have been ninety yea:
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appears in a catalogue of musical works appended to a pub-
lication aied in that year. 1'

But, be this as it may, although it is true that in the early

part of the eighteenth century the German, or lip flute, was
supplanting the Commun or lipple [lulu, yet w\: sbjuid certainly

be in error were we lo believe, drawing an inference from Sir

John's wotds, that by 1710 the change had (.'one so far that

the use of the Apple flute was confined to the apprentices of

tradesmen, as the hillim-mi: will show :

—

In 1772 Grano, a professional flautist, who wrote an instruc-

tion book for the German flute, was playing solos on the

German and the Common flute the same evening.™ Of the
same date wc have -he following advertisement :

" Richmond
Wells will continue open every Day during the Summer
StMiurj. l>y the Proprietors of the lust year. There is an
exttaoniinaiy net of Mustek to play Mornings and K\emnj;s-,

and on Mondays will be a select Band of Musick from the

Opera, that perform the most celt-bra! ed Opera bongs, accom-
pany '(.i with I he 1 iarpsichtirri. Freixi-. Horns, Flutes, and
German Flutes."™ Barney, in enumerating the favourite

musicians of 173:, mentieus Jack Fostiiig { Micljiid Festing's

brother) 1.11: the German and liaston on the Common flute.

In the same year a code of instructions for the instrument
appeared in " Prelleur's Music Master" (Fig. 22, p. 193).

Indeed, the issue of instruction books did not cease until long
afbvwatds, as can be proved by internal evidence of the books
themselves. Thus, Tyther's " Complete Flute Master

"

(Fig. 24, p, 195) contains a Musette and Minuet from Howard's
" Amermts Goddess," which was not composed until 1744,
and the " Compleat Instructions for the Common Flute"
(Fig. 26, p. 197}, King George the Third's Minuet ; so that this

work mast be later than 1 760, the year in which George TIT.

ascended the throne. In 1732, as we are informed by Sir

John Hawkins himself, Stanesby, the flute maker, in con-
junction with Lewis Merri, a ilute pbtyer well known at the.

time, were endeavouring to introduce a fipple flute of a new
construction, in tlx hope of arresting the fall of the old

favourite." When Buraey was at Florence, in 1770, he heard
a Mr. Hempson, an linglish gentleman, who, be writes, " plays

maintains that the catalogue to which Fetis appeals did not originally
form part of t:;t; work to wltklt it ::; .!t L.i^ht.l. ami thai L-s Pn«.i;- fj

lie ui Flute twiniirt was nut published until t 7o7 . He atldn that
Hottcti:rre '.1: Komain (win:;!: cllristian namtj. it appalls, was not J.mtLs,

as :t is usually fiiut

1708, that it was t

-History of Music."

"History of M
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n flute in a particular manner, improving the tone

very iimell liy inset Lin.Lf a piece of sonnge into the mouth pine,
tli:oiiL'}i which the wind passes. He performed two or ttiree

difficult Concertos, by Hasse, and Nardini, very well."

Nor had the custom of transposing Hngs for the fipple flute

ceased. For instance, " Tamerlane," which was not produced
until 1724, was published with the following title and preface

:

"Tamerlane for the Flute: an Opera composed by Mr.
Handel. Engraved, Printed and sold by J. Cluer in Bow
Churchyard, London."

" Preface.
" It having been a constant practice for several years past,

to Transpose for the Common Flute all the Opera's which are
pcrfonn'd Li;nm our S;age, a jrreat many Persons have Com-
plaiit'd, and still t'oniplair, JJayly, 0: several limits in I In;

Way hitherto us'd in Transposing : Namely, that Shu Songs
are fitted for the Flute only, and so entirety useless for any
other Instrument; that very often the highest Motes of the

Flute are made use of, which a:-..: difficult and uncertain ; that

in the middle of the Songs little Pieces of the Symphonies are
incertcd, winch can sell) often Repetitions of the same
Passages i.vei and over again; ah these tilings :.c.t: avoided
in this Work, fnt all, or most of the Songs may lie i'lay'd not

only on the Common Flute, but German Flute or Violin
;

there is not one Song that g;;cs higher than E above, and all

the Symphonies arc left oi;t, except those rltat are absolutely

Necessary either to introduce o:
- support the Sun:;, aral the

Voice Fart is preserv'd entire." The work extends to twenty
one pages, and contains thirty airs commencing with the

overture, without any figured bass or other accompaniment. 7:1

Sir John does not take leave of the flute without firing a

parting shot at the pert lapwings; "the German or traverse

flute," he tells his readers, "still retains some degree of esti-

mation among gentlemen, whose ears are not nice enough to

inform them that it is never in tune." Here Sir Joint ayahi

»» Beiow the " Preface " is the followinR, which seems lo point to the

" This i'la; is publish'!!, The !'avoLirit<_> Song;; in the Opera
LAKE, in Enslish aiai Italian. Lni;:av'c, printed ar.ri srjli; ti

in Brr.i- Clinixh-Yarc. Wiicrii m.iv'i had \ h11U: Operant T
in Score, Corrected and l-'igur'd hy Mr. Handel's own Hand;
render Uie wort more acceptable to Gentlemen and Ladies, ever, „„f.

is truly translated inlu r.:u;li»h Verse, and th- \Ynrds en;::,i.vei: in the
Musicll under the Italian, which was never before attempted ia

eHr^If
J. (J. Clucr'a Name is

ti i-v are siunir.iK Iv.litiiiiis. a
"- "-udd."
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trips. "The imperfection of the flute," he explains, "consists
in the impossibility of attempering its tones, there being no
rule or canon by which it car. iic limed" :

Ki whereas it depended
on the circumstance that the instrument was deficient in the

number of holes necessary to make the chromatic octave; it

was not, therefore, until it got out of the key for which it was
pierced that its intonation became so intolerable. ' This could

have been no secret when Sir John wrote, for Bumey,
referring [>> i^ono-ntis, the Greek flute player, who invented
a flute on which he could play in three different modes,
remarks: "Before his time there was a particular flute for

every mode or key, and so out of tune are the majority of

modern flutes that it were almost to be wished that the

custom had still continued,"' 1 Moreover, before Hawkins's
"History" saw the light the reproach had been removed.
Although there is soma uncertainty as to the precise year
in which additional keys "ere first applied to the one-
keyed llute, there can he but little doubt that in 1766 lip flutes

will', boles fur nil I he semi rones, save otic, were 1 cinj- manu-
factured in England.
But there was a Nemesis awaiting Sir John. The instru-

ment which he professed to regard witir such disdain proved

to be a stumbling! dock over which he was destined to fall,

It is doubtful if the literature of music affords a parallel to the
congeries of inaccuracies and misconceptions to be found in the

following, which is his account of that instrument :
" The flute

appears to tie an instrument of groat antiquity 'in this kingdom
;

it is frequently mentioned by Chancer; and it seems, by the

descriptor) of it in Mersenmis, that there was a species of it,

which by himself and other foreigners was termed toe English

Flute, 'Fistula dulcis sen Augiica.' The proper and most
disci militating appellation for it is that of the Flute a bee, or

beaked lints:; nevertheless we meet with ancient books of
instructions for the instrument, wherein it is termed, but very
improperly, as it is conceived, the Recorder. Milton could
never mean that they were one and the same instrument, when
in the same line he mentions

' Flutes and soft Recorders.'

" Among bird-fanciers the word record is used as a verb to
signify the first essays of a bird in singing; and it is well

known that Buii:inchcs and other birds are taught to sing by
a flajolet. Lord Bacon in his Natural History, Cent. HI.
Sect. 221, speaks of Recorders and Flutes at the same instant,

"ili.ilCTV vl Music." 1'rcliminnrv Discourse N'cr.c.

« Burney, " History of Music," Vol. I
,
chap, iv

Dlgiilzed 0/ Google
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and says that the Recorder hath a less bore and a greater,

above and below; and elsewhere, Cent. II. Sect. 187, he
speaks of il as hu\ hie; six holes, in which respect il answers to

itit! Tibia minor or flajolet of Merscmius. From all which
particulars it should seem that the Flute and the Recorder
were different instruments, and that the latter in propriety of

speech was no other than the flajolet.

" Nevertheless the terms are cor. founded ; and in a book of

instructions and lessons for the flute, so old that the notation

is by do;s, the instructions for the instrument are entitled

directions for the Recorder."

In examining this extraordinary accumulation of errors, one
scarcely knows where to begin. Perhaps, however, that

which has been iui'1 patent in leading later writers astray is

the statement in which Sir John conveys the impression that

Baron di-scri': ied the recorder as a six-holed instrument. Turn
where we will, we !ind the effect of what -Sir John has written.

So enduring; is (he mischief it has wrought, that although

nearly a century and a quarter ha-i e elapsed vince Sir John
Hawkins's " llislory of Music" appealed, ye; in ail otherwise

admirable and ehaimiu^ little book, written only a year or

two ago by a member of our Association, we are fold that

Bacon says that the recorder had six holes, and that the

ms holes: may be seen on any penny wliislle.

It is, of course, almost needless to say that we look in vain

for such an assertion in Bacon. What we do find is a
sentence in which Bacon refers to "the first three " and to
" the three uppermost " holes of the recorder. It was by
adding these two threes together that Sir John arrived at the

numbm six ;
it seems never to have occurred to him that a

a: order mik'bl have other holes besides " the first three " and
" the three uppe! most.

1

' Moreover, owiiit; to Or..: difficulty of

ascertaining Bacon's meaning, we are unable to identify the

holes named ; so that, if it should be that " the three upper-
most " are included in 11 the first three," only four holes would
be mentioned. Dr. Stone, when writing for Grove's " Dic-

tionary," not beinit able ;o understand ;he sentence, ingeniously

laid the blame on Lord Bacon, declaring that the " paragraph
bidets a suspicion that lac learned writer was not practically

acquainted with the method of playing this instrument."
There is a iiii.ss;i j;e in The " Syka Syi varum " from w hif!i il:

m.iy he inferred t hat Dr. Slime's suspicion was not well

founded:"' btn there can be r.o tloubt about the obscurity of

l:iaco::'s paragraph, which is as follows :- " There is required

some sensible difTeicnoe in tin:- proportion of creating a note,

towards the sound itself, wdiich is the passive
; and that it be

M "
. . .in pip.!., and the like, the lower the note holes be, ant] the

(.V'hc- ;-fl' ["mm the ma-.trh (if the pip.', the mure haie the annul they
yield

.
and the nearer the month, the more treble."—Century IL, section 17a.
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not too near, but al a distance. For, in a recorder, the three

uppermost bolus yield one lone, which is a note lower than

the tone of the first three. And the like, no doubt, is required
in the winding or stopping of strings."

Strange as is Sir John's oversight respectini; ihe number of

the holes of the recorder, his assumption that Bacon used the

word flute to denote the English, Common, or Fipple flute, or,

as Sir John wished it to be called, the flute a bee, is scarcely

more excusable ; fur bid ore his eyes in the i try work from which
he was jpaiti-ifj. the " Syb il Sybarun:," or ' Natural 1 lislory,"

there was a passaye in which Lord Hacou had indicated in the

clearest and plainest language a man could use that by the word
flute he meant the very same instrument, the German, trans-

verse, or lip flute, to which we now apply the term. "But
then you must note," be writes, "that in recorders which go
with a penile breath, the concave of -lie pipe, were it not lor

the fipple which sliaitiieth (l:e air, much nunc than the simple

concave, would yield no sound. . . . And note ay.on that some
kind of wind instruments are blown at a small hole in the side,

which straitneth the breath at the first entrance; the rather in

respect of their traverse and stop above the hole, which per-

formed the Apple's part; as is seen in flutes and fifes which
will no; tavc sound by a blast at (he end, as \ ecotdcrs, dc, do."' 1

But tbe most amazing of all Sir John's self-deceptions is

his delusion that books of instruction entitled for one instru-

ment were really intended for another. How any man in his

sobei senses, much less one who aspired to write a History of

.Music, could entertain such a belief seems, at first sight, to

pass all understanding. That Sir John's conviction that books
of instruction, staled ;o lie for the recorder, were really intended
for the flute, did not open his eyes to the fact thai the flute and
the recorder were the same instrument is, however, to be
ascribed to the almost inconceivable influence of a power
against which we can never be too much on our guard: a
power which tempts us, as we shall see when we come to Mr.
Chappell, to distort passages and to alter expressions in order

to make them correspond with our ideas, the power of precon-
ceived opinion. It was not only on Sir John Hawkins and
Mr. Chappell that this power made itself felt. No writer on
the recorder has brought greater learning or more research to

bear on his subject than Mr. Douce. Although Mr. Douce
has the say.icily (o ptrceivo '.hat Sir John's belief that the

books of instruction were not intended for the instrument for

m It has been said that Lord Bacon, although ho was the founder of the
inductive method, showed himself to be bill a- iicliUci-enl scientist when
lie ]i7>ic™:r[ed to ti.il his system Into practice. His observing power is

ccrtaiaiv here at knit
;

to: it is ti'ithcr the ttcaali-hcilc :ir:r tile " 1rr,vr:rse

or : I o ]j
" of 111" lip that; which i^rfurms the apples [inn ill s'.c.aiyli ttni np

the air, but the lips of the performer.
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i his polite phrase,

: reasoning powers
ving accepted the

different, he brings

s which really tell

m his remarks on
irk entitled "lllus-

aluable History of Music has
offered very good proofs that the recorder was a {lagtltt, and
he maintains that the. flute was improperly termed a recorder,

and that the expressions have been confounded ; yet his

opinion that the books of instructions entitled 1 for the

recorder ' belong in reality to the flute, seems rather doubt-
ful . . , In Udull^ Flouets for Latine Spc.kyuy selected

out of Terence, 1532, lanio, the line from Virgil's Bucolics,

Nec te pieniteat athmo trivisse labellum,

is rendered, ' and thinke it not a smalle thingc to have lcrncd

to playe on the pype or the recorder
1

: and it is not a little

curiou; that in modern cant language the recorders of cor-

porat :0:1s arc termed thitcs. The following story in Wits Fits

mid Fancies. L =;
t j 5 , .[to, shows taa: L lie pipe and the recorder

we;e di.Teiem; such is ike uricei Lainty of definition anion}'

old writers : A nierrie recoider of London ir,ist;diin;r Ihe name
of one Pepper, call'd him Piper : whereunto the partie except

-

ing, and spying : Sir, yon mist:! kit, n-y nam:; is I'cpprr, not

}'tp,-r; hoc answered: why, what difference :s [fere [I pray
thee) between Piper in Latin and Pepper in English ; is it not
all one? No, Sir, (reply'd the other) there is even as much
different s belweene them, as is between a pipi mid a record 1 r."

Now, had Mr. Douce not allowed his judgment to be
warped, lie weald have perceived that Peeper's very smart
rejoinder, instead of proving that the pipe and the recorder

were diilorent, proves, if it proves anything at all (which it

does not), thar they were one and the same. '"It is true,"

sr.ys Pepper, in effect, "that piper in Latin and pepper in

English are all one ; but it is also true that a pipe and
a recorder are aU one ; ne\ eriheless, you, though a Recorder,
are not a pipe, nor am !. thoihih Pepper, oiper."

To reply further to Sir John's arguments would be a work
of supererogation ; i slue! eonlent myself wit h a proof of Ihe

identity of ISir John's (lute, with his recorder, taken out of

Sir [olm's own hook. To show " that the flute was formerly
the instrument of a gentleman." after appealing to "that
graphical species of representation called still life," Sir John
goes on to say, "but if this particular fail to prove that the
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flute was the recreation of gentlemen, what shall he said to a
portrait of one of our poets, who died above fifty years ago,
drawn when lie was about twenty, wherein he is represented

length ; or to this " (Fig. 27), " which is the frontispiece to a
book of instructions and lessons for this instrument, published

about the year 1700."

Now a comparison of Sir John's figure with the engraving
in "The Genteel Companion" (Fig. 16, p. 184.} shows that In

1683, seventeen years before he appeared in the book of

instructions for the flute, Sir John's fine gentleman was doing
duty as frontispiece to Salter's " Exact Directions for the

crossed, is wearing the same periwig, the same coat

breeches, the same stockings, the same shoes, is

the same instrument, and even lingering the same a

A seeker for information on the subject of the rec

felt dissatisfied with Hawkins's account of the ii

would naturally bethink him of Burney. Hawkins and Burney
were rival historians. Sir John was a man of sterling worth,

but he was so harsh and bearish that Doctor Johnson, though
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he appointed him his executor, declared him to be unclubable
;

Barney, on the other hand, was the embodiment of urbanity
and politeness. Moreover, Sir John was not within the
charmed circle of the musical profession, whilst he and
Burney wrote at a lime when the jealousy with which out-
siders were looked upon was far greater that] it is at present.

The feeling with wilich Ibuvkins w-as regarded by the partisans

of Burney is well shown in Callcott's once popular catch,
where he is treated contemptuously in the words when taken
by themseives, but is mare th;:n ridiculed when the catch is

sung, the music being so contrived that the singers seem to.

Siiv to each uther :

Sir John Hawkins t

Burn his History ;

How do you like him ?

Burn his History.

The whole of Hawkins's five volume:; were published in i/fjfi,

but only the first of Barney's font" e:i:ne out ii; that yea: ; the

remaining three were issued at intervals, the third, which
contained the notice of [lie recorder, not appearing until 17S9,.

thirteen years afterwards. The inquirer would therefore

naiuially argue that, if Hawkins was mis: aken, Tiurr.ry t.omd

be relied on to point out the error. But, on turning !o ISmney,
what would he find ? Nothing less than a direct and unqualified

eoniinnation of the opinion expressed by Hawkins :
" a

recorder," he writes, " is a flageolet, or bird pipe.""

f low is this to lie accounted for ? The answer is, unhappily,
only too simple

;
Burney availed himself of Sir John's labours,

hut omitted to acknowledge his ebliga;;on. I am not the first

to make this discovery; Burnev was deiecLed long ago bv
Mr, William Chappell, and detected in pret isely the same way,
through him having followed Sir John into his mistakes. " He
copied," writes Mr. Chappell, " especially from Hawkins, with-

out acknowledgment, and disguised ;l:c plagiare-m by altering

the language. Many of bis appropriations are to be traced

by errors which it would be impossible that two men reading
independently could commit,"™ I may add that f was inti-

mately acquainted with Sir jolm Hawkins's grandson, Colonel
Hawkins, and that I have liad more than one con vei sat ion

with him on the subject Of the relations of Dr. Burney with
his grandfather, Sir John. I have thus been favoured with
a i.'lin-.pse behind the scenes; but what was then revealed it is

neither necessary nor desirable that f should disclose.

For nearly a century after the publication of Sir John
Hawkins's " History of Music" no further attempt was made
to unriddle the mystery of the recorder. About tile year

Burney'V History of Music." Vo! 111., p. 336.
I:

- Chjwtlls " l'opular Muiic ni tlic DM'. n Time."' Introduction, p. ii.
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however, there appeared a work in which an entirely new view
of what constituted a recorder was given to Hie world. The
book to which I refer was Mr. William Chappell's " Music of
tin: Olden Time.""1 But before discussing Mr. Chappell's ideas,

il is tWi !a hie thai 1 should say a few words about a so-called

Mute with which, possibly, some present may lie but slightly

acquainted.
When '.he. vibrations which produce a musical nolo arc

allowed to impinge on a tliin membrane stretched sufficiently

tight to be capable of being thrown into vibration, the mem-
brane proceeds to vibrate and to give out a note of its own.
The utile, thus generated, is of the same pitch us the lirst note,

but differs from it in timbre. If the new note with its altered
timbre mingles with tile old note, it seems to the eai [hat the

old note has undergone a change of tonality. 1 1. was ones pro-

posed to take advantage, of this ciruniisrance with a view of
rcmtivhig some of the harshness by which, owing to the

ilhbtrahty of Dame N" a turf: in her vocal gifts Lo mankind, the

majority of human voices are marred. Lord Bacon observed
that if the voice was projected into the hole of a drum, it

seemed to become sweeter, and he suggested that recourse
should be had to this eivjedieul hi eider lo make the \oioes of
those engaged in pai t -singing more airreeable to the ear ; but
as a mi i liber (if v.icaiists, each singing into I he hole of a drum,
would not he a very dignilied spectacle, he made the wise
pnjpo-al th.-Lt she, singer's with their drums should be concealed
from the audience. " If you sing into the hole of a drum," ho
writes, " it maketh the singing more sweet. And so I conceive
it would, if it were a song in parts sung into several drums

;

and for handsomeness and strangeness sake, it would not be
amiss to have a curtain between the place where the drums
are and the hearers."

The want of "handsomeness," to which Bacon alludes,

was obviated by the construction of a special instrument. It

consisted of a tube (Fig. A, c), terminating at one end in

an open bell mouth (c), but closed at the other by a piece

of thin parchment (a), stretched like the head of a drum, and
covered, for protection . with a movable cap perforated with
holes (a, h). In the side of the tube, not far from the mem-
brane, was a hole (b) into which the performer directed

his voice. The instrument was called the Eunuch Flute.
Whether it was so termed on account of it not being able to

generate sound, or because it emasculated the voice of the

singer by imparting to it, as it did, an cegophonous or

bleating character, or for some other reason, I am unable to

say. Mersenne, who describes and figures it, states that

"There is no data on the iiilr-r.nj;t: nf this work, but from the stamp
impressed on the copy in the Reading Room o( the liritiah Museum, it

i;]i]iL'ars '.hat it was ret: ei vet: in [fcjtj.
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Fig. 2S.—Eukuch Flotb, from Mersenhh.
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music in four or five parts was performed on such instruments

;

the Eunuch Flute having " the advantage over ail other flutes

that it imitates better the concert of voices, for it lacks only
the pronunciation to which a very near approach is made on
these flutes." "The little drum," he adds, "imparts a new
charm to the voice by its tiny vibrations which reflect it."

This circumstance Mersenne, ever ready with a practical

suggestion, goes on to say, " should be carefully noted by
organists and organ builders with a view of inventing new
stops which should imitate human voices much better than
their Regals, and so beguile the auditors they should believe

that they are listening to a better concert than that of voices

which lack the softness of the harmony and of the charms of

the pieces of membrane which can be introduced in divers

places in organ pipes and flutes." 91

The Eunuch flute is not yet extinct ; it is slil! :nanufacturcd
for the delectation of children, both in England and the United
States

;
but, like the recorder, it has undergone a change of

name. I have one here, kindly lent me by the maker, Mr.
Earr, of Bow Lane. He calls it the Zazah, or Voice Flute. 8"

It is constructed like that figured by Mersenne, except that

three finger-holes have been pierced in the tube. It will, of

course, be understood that the finger-holes do not affect the

intonation
;

bill it is stated that by stopping two of them, and
shaking the finger on the third, the effect of a tremolo can be
produced. A peculiarity of the Eunuch Flute noticed by
Mersenne is that it augments the sound of the voice, the note
given out being louder than that by which it is produced, as
you will hear if 1 huni into the instrument.

In India the principle of the Eunuch Flute has attained a
singular development. There is in use there an instrument
called the Nyastaranga. It is formed of a metal tube, in shape
somewhat resembling a speaking trumpet. At its upper end

« Mersenne, " Hannonie UniverseUs," Lib. V., Prop. iv.

When treating of the organ Mersenne returns to the subject :
" I pass

over Oilier invi;[iri:,i:s," ^-riles. " by -vin'cll origan Inildeis- i-onld enri< h
the stops of she organ : for instance, il little pieces of sheepr, sain, peeled

as thin as that of onions, are placed at the end of pipes to stop them, or
if sundry holes are made in ths body of the pipe which should he stopped
by the aforesaid skin, there will be heard a singular harmony which can
be still further varied by the difference In the movements which arc
given to the wind."
» The following letter, addressed to Mr. Barr, will give an idea of the

sort of use to which the Eunuch flute is now put :—
" Mrs. Gladstone's Orphanage, Hawarden.

" Dear Sir, I received the goods (Drum and Za-Zah Band| on the nth
inst. The boys bad them out the same night and started to play directly.

I was Quite surprised, indeed, how well they played : it made quite a
sensation. On Saturday las: the :jovs had the honour of pl.-Lviiu? ihe

Za-Zah before the Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone Hnd Mrs. Gladstone and
family, who pronounced diem excellent. They gave the boys ios. to buy a
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Fio. ig.—Moiiern Eunuch Fum,
g. Holt Inlowhith Iht voice l> prejttled : b. hol» in c«pt r. flnw-lwtt*

; tf.vllintlDf
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it terminates in a shallow cup. A small hole at the bottom of

the cup opens into the tube, the hole being covered with
vibratile membrane. The performer applies the cup to the

side of his neck, in the region of the larynx. The vibrations of

the voice, propagated through the cartilages of the larynx, and
the other intervening tissues are taken up by the air in the

cup, which, in its turn; communicates them to the membrane,
and thus the instrument is made to sound.™ A more common
"An account of the Nyiataranga is Riven in M. Victor Mahillon's

"Catalogue Descriplif ct Analytique du Mil sec Instrumental du Conserva-
toire Royal de Musinne lie Bruielles." I am Indebted to the kindness of
IfLHaUSIon for the lllu tr . n As :r,<: 3o:.t.i:h -ve- ni :h.' in ;h

v .
f i i

Mr. Henry Balfour, the Curator of the Ethnographical Department of the
University Museum al Oxford, can make it speak. It imparts to both the
singing and the speaking voice the weird elTecl of ihe phonograph.

Digilirao by Googlt]
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Fig. 31.—Chinese Tl-MU, shown in Fic. 3s.—Siamese Ki.m, Back
the Loan Collection of 1885. and Fkont view

I. Hnlctoveiei iriiri numbunt, w piptr. a Hole roveitd wllh lliiui piper ; D. mou
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use, however, to which ibis principle is put in (he Kasr is to

cover holes, l>ored in the tubes of flutes, with a vibrating

lamina. Here are drawings of a Chinese lip flute and of a

Siamese fipple flute, on each of which a hole so covered

appears 1 "'
1
Fici. y- and 31O.

Now, Mr. Chappell was of opinion not only that a recorder

v;;ii provided wi'.h a similar hole covered with 11 lembi ;uie, but

that this hule was termed the recorder ; and that it was from
the hole, thus called, that the instrument itself derived its

name. After referring his readers to Salter's " Genteel Com-
panion," lie expresses himself thus :

—

" Recorders and (English) Flutes arc to outward appearance

the same, although Lord Bacon in his Natural History, cent,

ilj., sec 22;, says the Recorder hulh a less bore, and a greater

above and below. The number of holes for the lingers is the

same, and the scale, the compass, and Lhe manner o! playiii;;,

the same. Salter describes the recorder from which the

instrument derives its name, as situate in the upper part of it,

i.e., between the hole below the mouth and the highest hole

for the finger. He says, ' Of all the kinds of music, vocal has

always had the preference in esteem, and in consequence, tile

Recorder, as approaching nearest to the sweet deiii'Jitfulvcss of
tlic voice, ouj'ht to have the iir:-;: place in opinion, ,ts we see by

the universal use of it confirmed.' The hautboy is considered

now to aopro.nh most r.earlv lo the human voice, and Mr.

Ward, the military instrument manufacturer, informs me that

he has seen 'old English Flutes' with a hole bored through
the side, in the upper part of the instrument

(
rhe hcJes bchii;

covered with a thin piece of skin, like gold-hearer's skin. I

suppose this would give somewhat the effect of the quill or

reed in the Hautboy, and that these were Recorders. In the

proverbs at Leckingfield (quoted ante. Note 4, p. 35) the

Recorder is described as 'desiring' the mean part, but mani-
fold fitiycrhipf and stops brinyelh hiefi (notes) fi cm its clear

tones. This agrees with Salter's book. He tells us the high

notes are produced by placing the thumb" half over the hole at

fhe
y
Albert

h
Half during"^!- ^mdon^Eimbttlon

1

rf^S^ whokinalj

mcnt n line with the

finuer-holcs. as in European fipple flutes, is placed with the thumb-hole at

the baclt.
'' The hi.^hesl hole of ;he reorder, Ihat clescti with the thumb. -ervEJ a

rice!;!,-' r.urncfc :o emit n. nn;r. oi i-.s oan a:l(J lo 5C'„ "hen required. 35 n
vc::t hoie. i;r speaker, for 111- [ircihictLor. of nn;es. When it was nserl

for the latter purpOai' i: was [leccs'jary lo reduce its sijre. This was done by
C-irnirj; up the tljuinb, as ii the playei ir.lcndec lo pinch the ii]5:rjra™t.

Fro:n iV.if r.irr.uin^taruw the notes so produced were termed the "pinched
rmli-s." It; flutes which hive been much lisprl rhe '.hntv.bhole ua-.mlly shi:-ws

trares o: na ittcWtatior. cr.urio.1 U the r..-.ii. The hdlowin; v.: iirim Salter'
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tht! buck and blowing a little stronger. Recorders were used

for teaching birds to pipe." 11,1

When we reason from notions to facts, instead of from
facts to notions, wc run the risk, as I have already said, of only

seeing in the facts a confirmation of our notions, and
expose ourselves to the danger o£ being led to manipulate the

facts m order to bring them into harmony with what we
believe to be their true explanation. Passing over, then, two
questions, one, whether the hautboy or the flute more nearly

resembles the human voice, the other, if the recorder was or

was not used to teach birds to pipe, there are no less than

ll'.icc statement in Mr. Ctuippdl's account of the recorder to

which I shall have occasion to take exception.

First, as regards Mr. Chappcll's allusion to the Leckir.gfield

proverb relating to the recorder, I have already pointed out ss

that no such passage as " bringeth high (notes) from ils clear

tones " is to be found in the original.

Secondly, Mr. Chappell would have us believe that Lord
Bacon states that the recorder "hath a less bore, and a
greater above and l*;ow," than the English flute. But in the

passage to which Mr. Chappell refers, Bacon is drawing

attention to the circumstance that although transverse flutes

and recorders resembled each other in being straight, they

differed in the shape of the bore. In Bacon's time the bore
of the transverse or German flute was cylindrical, that of the

recorder being conical, or, to use Bijou's (juaint phrase, the

recorder had "a less bore and a greater, above and below."

His words are, " The figures of recorders, and flutes, and pipes

are straight ; but the recorder hath a less bore and a greater,

above 1'* and below," Mr, Chappell, however, has not only

introduced in a parenthesis the word ••English" before

"flutes," x but has changed the punctuation by removing
the comma from after the word " greater," where Bacon
placed it, and inserting it after the word " bore " ; thus giving

to the passage a meaning quite different to that intended

by Bacon.
Thirdly, Mr. Chappell writes :

*' Salter describes the recorder

from which the instrument derives its name, as situate in the

upper part of it, i.e. between the hole below the mouth and
the highest hole for the finger." Now a careful perusal of

"Your pinching Noles ascend higher than the plain Notes . . . to play
these on tin Recorder, you must bend your kit Thumb, and let it be half
over the hole underneath the Pipe . . . and pinch the Nail of your
Thumb in ttu: in.lc, :]iei: hit « your Riam'.et a little stronger than you did
when you played ihe other Notes and you shall find the Recorder sound
eight notes."— C. W.
" " Music of [he Olden Time," p. 146, note o.
K Supra, p. 151.
M " Natural History," Ccniury II., section III.
« Thai Baeei: m-1 tln> 1v1.nl " rlittt" to denote the German or trans-

verse fliile has h™ already .ih:iv,n [i.'ijVn, p. 206).
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Salter's book (ails to reveal the existence of the slightest

allusion In such a hole. How, then, could Mr. Chapped have
bio;;glit himself to this liolicf? i can only suppose that it

might possibly have been tlircuch tlttj following misconception.

In referring to tin: ;im,-erd:oles o: the llntc, we often call the

hole which comes nearer t<5 the bottom ^or open end of the

it as being «!ni; ( that hole, and so on of the other holes as
being above one another, until we come la the hole nearest

to the mouth, a hole which, being the uppermost, is also

denominated the first hole. On the recorder this first, or

uppermost hole, being stopped with the thumb, was pierced

on the side of the tube opposite to that on which the other

finger-holes wore placed, so that it was underneath the recorder

when the instrument was held up for playing. Now Salter

writes: "The first h;;le is, that underneath which you must
slop with your Thumb . . . ; the second hole is next to

that al>: iv e " (;.<., on the upper aspect of) "the Rm'filt r, ami
you are to step that with your first linger." I imagine, then,

hat perhaps Mr. Chappell may have interpreted the impression

"above the Recorder" tomean "nearer to the nio::t!i than
(something called) the recorder"; a:: interprclationtowhic.il

the absence of a comma before "above" (Salter';; acquaintance
with, the tu t of pointing being of tlie slightest) ivonki contribute

not a little. What could the recorder be ? That it was the

bole covered with thin skin, of which he was in search, was an
answer which Mr. Chappell would naturally return to himself.

It would follow, as a matter of course, that the hole, thus

to Mr. Chappell by
Mr. Cornelius "Ward— viz., that he had seen a hole covered with
membrane in old flutes. It is only right to say that I have had
occasion to examine Mr. Ward's evidence in another ease, and
that I there found him to be the reverse of a satisfactory™

witness; nevertheless, we need not consider ourselves bound
to reject his statement as unfounded, although the negative
evidence opposed to it seems so overwhelming. Mcrseime
informs us that such holes could be introduced in flutes;" we
may, therefore, conclude that the experiment had been tried,

and we may suppase that it might have been repeated from
tune tu time; moreover, it is not impossible that Mr. Ward
.nay have seen the instrument 1 am ab<y.:t to cWribe.
We ace told, then, .n Grn.ve"s Dictionary (Art," Recover")

that thete was shown in a Loan Collection of Musical Instru-

ments at South Kensmgton, an EngiUh Recorder of the

seventeenth century, and further that this tecoider was

* S«- 'hp w;.:<Vs \\ - . of ilis Bu-liin Flute.
-

' ihiri! e;'i;i'-n. p iM,
44. p. 4 f<7- ir

^!::OLi !
;- •. IllVt

vork.

. cit., supra, p.
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furnished with a hole covered-with thin bladder. That there

is to be seen in the South Kensington Museum (the instru-

ment is still there, it having been purchased at Carl Engel's

sale] a Apple flute in which a special hole has been bored, and
that this bole is covered with membrane, is undeniable; but

I shall have no difficulty in showing not only that the hole,

thus covered, neither does, nor ever did, affect the quality

of its tone, but that the reputed recorder of the seventeenth

was really made in the nineteenth century, Carl Engel, to

whom the .statements can be traced," having been mistaken.

The instrument is of boxwood, stained of a dark colour. Its

total length is i ft. ij in. It measures i ft. of in. from the

mouth to the lower end. It is constructed in three separate

pieces or joints ; the finger-holes (the state of which shows
that it has been but little used) are of the usual number,
eight, and are arranged in the ordinary manner with the thumb-
hole at the back ; in short, the instrument presents the

ctiiini'j (eristics of a Common Flute of the very latest type.

Now for its peculiarities. The observer is at once struck

with the circumstance that it has no beak, hut terminates at

its upper end in a movable cap (Fig. 33 b), somewhat
rc;-t:i billing a pear it) sliapi 1

., but tnmcaled above. At the

apex is the hole into which the player impels his breath.

The wind, after passing through the hole, enters a circular

chamber, .in inch in diameter, having a flat roof. Below the

chamber of the floor of which it forms the chief part, is the

fipple. It is made of cedar, a wood often employed for the

purpose in well-finished flutes. The floor of the chamber is

cut away at the back, so that the chamber is deeper behind
than before ; its depth being r-Jj in. behind, but only -fg in.

in front. Through the wall of the chamber, close to the roof,

there has been pierced a hole J in. in diameter (Fig. 33 a),

the hole being covered with a film of gold-beater's skin or

some similar delicate membrane.
As the hole does not open into the tube where the

column of air is in vibration, but into the chamber above the

lipph;, it is obvious that the vibrating colmnr. of air is not

brought into contact with the membrane. Even if we were
to suppose that the vibrations could be conveyed to the

membrane by the material of the instrument, they would
reach it in a direction parallel, not at right angles, to its

surface. It is not possible, therefore, that they could, either

directly or indirectly, cause it to vibrate.

For what purpose, then, was the hole designed ? In con-

sidering how to give an answer to this question, it seemed
to me that the only sound which could act on the membrane
would be that of the voice of him who played the instrument.

"Engel's "Catalogue of the Instruments in the South Kensington
Museum," p. 372.
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I was thus led to conjecture that an attempt had here been

made to combine a Eunuch with a Fipple flute, so that the

performer should sing into the instrument, and thus set the

membrane vibrating, whilst he played the flute in the usual

way with his breath and fingers.™ Whether this was, or was
not, the intention of the maker, I will not pretend to say ; but
on the instrument having been kindly placed at my disposal

by Mr. Skinner, I proceeded to sound it, but did not, of course,

produce any effect on the membrane. No sooner, however,

did I hum softly into the mouth-hole than the membrane sent

forth a note so loud as not only to drown the sound of my
voice, but to attract the attention of a member of the staff of

the South Kensington Museum, Mr. Mitchell, who was in the

room at the time.

Next as to its date. It happens that each of the three joints

—

the head, the middle, and the foot— bears the maker's name,
Goulding and Co. On one of them the address also is given ;

but, owing to the inscription having been partially obliterated,

seemingly with a hot-iron, all that can be deciphered is

—

GOULDING & CO.,
NEW

LONDON.
It is easy to supply what is missing. It was in New Bond
Street that Goulding & Co. carried on business. They moved
thither from Pall Mall and St. James Street in 1803 or 1804,
and remained there until 181 1, when they left for Soho Square.

We can therefore say with certainty that the instrument was
made between 1802 and iSri, whilst probability points to 1809
or 1810 as its precise date

;
for it was only during those two

years that the lirm was styled George Goulding & Co. From
rio3 to rtioS. it was named Goulriisig, l'hipps and D'Ahnainc

;

in 1807 and :8o8, Goulding, Phipps & Co.; and in 1811,

Goulding, D'Almaine & Co.
Having now accomplished my task of showing that neither

Sir John Hawkins, Dr. Burney, nor Mr. William Chappell
had a correct perception as to the instrument to which the

name recorder was applied, I will say no more, pleading in

excuse for so abrupt a conclusion the unconscionable length

to which this paper has already grown. In my unenviahle

duty of drawing attention to the shortcomings of distinguished

men, I should be vain indeed were I to believe that I have
myself escaped the toils of error. May I be allowed to hope
that, before we disperse, statements to which objection can be
taken will be pointed out, lest they go forth unchallenged to

the world ?

" Thorn is nothing new in the iden rcf i peroral humming r.n\f.r, with his

vrjirr ivhilM playing Ihi! lippln ihitt. Mersnr.ne in his tlfscriplitm u! Ill-

fate itviict says that a jitrfcTmei c;m sirg the h.iss whilst he plays the air,

" so that one man can make a duett."
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DISCUSSION.

The Chairman.—Ladies and Gentlemen, if you feel as I

do, you are extremely grateful to our kind friend, Mr. Welch,
for the information on a subject upon which, 1 believe, very
little is known. He seems to have solved the question of the
use of the membrane covering the hole of the Recorder, and
1 am sure his paper when printed will be of very great value.

There are one or two points in his paper which suggest a few
remarks, first of all about Hawkins' history. If I had dreamt
that the matter would have cropped up to-day I would have
brought with me a manuscript book which states distinctly

who wrote Hawkins' history for him. He employed
Dr. Benjamin Cooke, Dr. William Boyce-Overend, of Isle-

together: I mention this, feeling interested in the duel
between Hawkins and Bumey. I am not prepared
to attempt to prove that the voice would be improved
by sinking into a drum ; it might make more noise, but
not more music. Regals were little portable harmoniums
or organs. The teaching of birds to sing has been
referred to. i have here a book undated. It is called
" The bird fanciers' delight, or choice observations and
directions concerning the teaching of all sorts of singing
birds, after the flageolet and flute (when rightly made as to

re representations of birds and also a
Recorder, h prints the tunes the birds were supposed to

sing. They are extraordinary and quite worth looking at.

Then I have another book for the flageolet, with lessons and
instructions by Thomas Greeting. The preface is amusing

;

it describes the flageolet as " a pleasant companion having
the advantage of being always in tune, and for those whose
genius leads them to music no more pleasant instrument."
I for one feel deeply indebted to the lecturer who has given
us such an admirable lecture, and I am sure it will be
valuable for perusal and reference, and 1 therefore propose a
hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Welch for preparing the paper.
I am sorry to see so few here, but those who are absent know
that they can study the paper at their own homes.
The motion was carried unanimously.
Mr. Southgate.— I was in hopes that Mr. Welch would

have told us something more about the nose flutes used in

Polynesia and some parts of India. I once asked a gentleman
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who had some acquaintance with the South Sea Islands

if he could tell me anything about the use of these curious

instruments, and he said il was eiiusidered impure if any-

thing which had touched a person's mouth should also touch

another's ; but this did not apply to the nose. Consequently,
those blown through the nostril and not the lips permitted

any person to take up and play (hem without defilement.™ I

trumunts

will he found in Rimbault's " History of the Pianoforte." I

recollect that at the grand meeting presided over by the

Prince of Wales, on [lie formation of the Royal College of

Music, Lord Kosebery made some ieiuarks on this monarch
flaying the harpsichord, lie was wioug ; the king may have
played the virginal and the clavichord, the haipsichfitd was
not then invented ; he certainly played the Recorder and also

the Ke!:al. 1 think in the. book of " Household Expenses of

Henry," edited by Sir Nicholas Harris, some account will be
found of these instruments which contributed to His Majesty's
11 Diversions." With regard to the membrane mentioned,

may I tell you that many of the Chinese flutes of to-day

possess these membranes pasted over a hole in the body of

the instritUH.-'il- -indeed, when these flutes aie sold a supply of

this lii.e paper is sriven with the instruments. Many oi our
municipal corpora lions, and also the Colleges at Oxford
and Cambridge, possessed sets of Recorders, as indeed they

did of cornets and viols, no doubt played for the gratification

of their members. I believe the Corporation of Chester still

retain an ancient set of four Recorders in their chest. I

suppose the lei 111 the lieaked-il uia,jhde-h-bsc, was applied at

i« The attempt 10 explain the origin of the nose flute In the v/ay alluded

il.n.:, r.»! ..it-file him to blow Lt with the

I
r n fH. 1 Mssi." .:f .-Vicirril Nations,' p. y,\

enquiry ir-
J ~

in lt-.i-_i-.ee. 50 ,i_ to become established lor _rd:i;aiy i.G(,l purposes in

[.lands of the I'lL-lfe where its eu.enionia] origin m. ;i:iktinwi),"

.[.-., 1.1 ihn s-bjt-rt uf.t only in ti.p i.i.rli .-15- j; t '.-il.'il to by Dr.
Tvlnr, but in his " -M .;.':(. il 111 simmer:!:, in I ho tim;lh Ke-si-cton Museum,"
p. 166.-C, w.
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a late date to the Recorder ; the whistle end of it so nearly
resembles the beak of a duck that the designation comes
quite naturally. Among the numerous references to

Recorders that might be quoted is one in •• Hamlet," where in

the play scene the Prince calls out, " Come, the Recorders I

'

simply a call for some music; one ignorant commentator
ventures on the wild statement that this call was intended
to direct persons to come in and " record " the evidence of

the behaviour of the King and his wife for subsequent legal

Dr. Maclean.—What was the lowest note obtainable ?

Mr. Welch.—In later times, when recorders were no longer
made in sets, it was usually F on the first space.

Mr. Southgate.—That inventory I referred to relates to

the Palace at Greenwich, where Henry VIII. lived.
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